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Executive Summary

In this portfolio, I present my qualifications for tenure, documenting my contributions
to Saint Lea University and its reputation, as well as the broader academic community.
Notable highlights of those contributions include:
• Teaching
– Initiated student-generated textbook project
– Earned reputation for effective feedback and genuine responses
– Reduced personal online fw rates to campus norms; reduced personal
on-campus rates to zero in y2018
– Faculty observations document my leadership in managing discussions
– Academic advising efforts adjusted to target retention and UE completion
– Non-academic advising experience boosts Saint Leo’s reputation
• Scholarship & Professional Development
– Revised sl’s Academic Writing curriculum for 3 classes through 4 iterations responding to faculty feedback
– Trained 47 Safe Zone Allies to support sl’s lgbq+ students
– 7 peer-reviewed book chapters in edited collections and 5 peer-reviewed
articles
– Articles and calls for papers published on Hybrid Pedgagoy viewed over
9,500 times
– 15 podcast episodes (downloaded over 19,000 times) interviewing prominent, progressive scholars
– Used Twitter at conferences to generate over 321,000 views and over 5,600
interactions
– One invited international conference keynote
– Facilitated 7 national/international workshops
– Facilitated 5 national/international week-long seminars
• Service
– Member of 5 university-wide committees
– Completed 4 successful hiring committee assignments
– Chaired Composition Committee across 5 years
– Created sl’s first gay-straight alliance
– Earned sg’s Outstanding Club Advisor award

Chris Friend
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Statement of Values

Students at Saint Leo have come to expect a level of personalized attention and care
from their faculty that I find rare in today’s higher education climate. Too often, schools
emphasize systems over people, technology over teaching, and compliance over care.
Students here benefit from a different approach—one that values them as individuals,
making sure we are responsible stewards of the people in our care and supporting their
personal development. That student support strengthens our community today and
lays the foundation for tomorrow’s growth—one of the pillars of Saint Leo’s Renaissance 2021 plan.
According to our core value of Excellence, those of us who are the heart and soul
of Saint Leo “work hard to ensure that our students develop the character, learn the
skills, and assimilate the knowledge essential to become morally responsible leaders.”
Through my advising and conferences with students on campus and online, I work
to develop students’ characters, helping them improve their professionalism and selfconfidence as they move toward and through the workforce. For our online students, I
strive to enhance their digital character, as well, ensuring students improve their awareness of online communication styles and skills along with their critical-thinking skills.
The vast majority of the courses I teach at Saint Leo focus on skills that help students
navigate thinking and writing, both in academia and in their careers. As noted in the
letter from Marissa McLargin, my rhetoric-focused approach to writing courses gives
students essential knowledge that helps them succeed no matter where they go. The
revised composition curriculum I designed (see Composition Curriculum Proposals,
page 383) directly supports developing students’ excellence—on campus and online,
in college and after graduation.
In order to live up to our potentials, all members of the Saint Leo community
must “pledge to be honest, just, and consistent in word and deed.” I work to develop
integrity in students by giving them as much agency over their learning as possible,
showing the value of conscientious consistency in expectations and values. Students
set challenging goals for each course, establish fair assessment criteria for each other,
and hold one another accountable for their actions. For my part, I ensure consistency
in my work by constantly engaging the academic community in honest conversations
about the value of student-centered pedagogy. As highlighted in letters from Siemens
and Stommel, the pedagogy-centric seminars I facilitate internationally (such as si
in British Columbia and pl in Virginia and Ontario), as well as my work as Director of the journal Hybrid Pedagogy, allow me to engage a broad audience of educators
from across the disciplines in an ongoing discussion of Critical Digital Pedagogy. I rely
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on my integrity to make higher education more just by respecting students and giving
them greater opportunity to develop on their own terms.
Just as I value students as agents of their own learning, I also value resources available to Saint Leo. From a frugal use of financial resources, stretching my pf so far that
it covers multiple conferences each year, to a responsible use of human resources, ensuring my colleagues contribute to the ongoing development of our composition programs, I make use of our resources without exploiting them. Letters from Kwasny and
McLargin address how I wisely and fairly manage resources, including people. I have
seen the need for such responsibility more and more clearly as I’ve worked to develop
Prism, our school’s first-ever gay-straight alliance. Getting such an organization off the
ground with limited personnel and funding became a lesson in responsible stewardship that has shown me what the people of Saint Leo can do when we align toward a
common goal.
Helping with the creation and development of Prism has been one of the most
rewarding challenges of my time so far here at Saint Leo. More than anything else I
have done, this organization helps “foster a spirit of belonging, unity, and interdependence based on mutual trust and respect to create socially responsible environments
that challenge all of us to listen, to learn, to change, and to serve.” The club’s mere existence provides visibility for the underrepresented lgbq+ community of Saint Leo
and lets current and prospective students know they too can enjoy a sense of belonging
at our institution. Navigating the intersections of identity and faith has been challenging and rewarding, and Ken Posner’s letter speaks to the importance and benefit of this
work. Students in the lgbq+ community often hesitate to attend a religious school;
Prism’s presence at Open House events help show these students they will be welcome
and helps support our enrollment efforts. The club’s meetings, then, provide a sense of
unity and belonging for students who often can feel isolated, especially at religious institutions, thereby aiding student-retention efforts. Supporting and granting visibility
to a marginalized population provides needed and welcome change that strengthens
the entire community at our school.
While the role of an educator focuses on building students’ knowledge and skills
almost by default, we at sl are called to attend to “the development of every person’s
mind, spirit, and body for a balanced life.” Teaching composition courses built around
rhetoric and designed to give students skills applicable beyond the classroom and the
workforce gives me a unique opportunity: I can show students that the material they
learn in my classes applies to all aspects of their lives, making the academic material a
thread that brings together their mind, spirit, and body. The letters from McLargin
and Aiken address the value my courses provide. Students in my foundations courses
frequently use team-building experiences in sports as examples for the application of
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writing concepts. Students in my upper-level courses use their classwork as opportunities to build their professional identities and improve their quality of life. By focusing
on lasting benefits outside the classroom, I help ensure the continued, practical personal development of each student, both online and on campus.
Perhaps no core value—indeed no singular concept—encapsulates my priority in
teaching, scholarship, and service alike so much as respect. My classes show respect for
students from the outset by valuing their life experience (particularly in online classes)
and allowing them to determine the shape of the course (particularly in on-campus
classes). The journal I direct teaches and enacts critical pedagogy, helping authors and
educators take greater control of their own learning by respecting their values and priorities. As mentioned above, my work with Prism has allowed me to show how the
lgbq+ and religious communities at Saint Leo can respect one another by relying
“on the unity and diversity of our people, on the free exchange of ideas, and on learning, living, and working harmoniously.” However, my commitment to respect can best
be seen in how I serve the Saint Leo community. Having served on several committees
at the departmental, school, and university levels and having led one committee for several years, my greatest contributions have been in valuing the work of each member of
a committee and finding common ground between differing opinion. As emphasized
in letters from Caldwell, Decius, Aiken, and McLargin, my ability to be diplomatic
and articulate has helped several committees move forward when it felt that internal
disputes might bring progress to a halt. I believe my greatest contribution to sl is a
consistent show of respect for our faculty, our staff, and our students—respect I will
continue to use to further strengthen the Saint Leo community.

christopher.friend@saintleo.edu

EDUCATION

PhD in Texts & Technology, University of Central Florida, 2014
MEd in Curriculum & Instruction (Gifted Education), University of Central Florida, 2006
BA in English (Creative Writing) cum laude, University of Central Florida, 2000

DISSERTATION

Composing the Classroom, Constructing Hybridity: Writing Technology in(to) Course Design
Explored differences in teaching practices, student learning, and the co-creation of the environment
of interaction when composition courses transition from face-to-face delivery to a blended format.
Using Composition I (c 1101) courses taught at cf as the initial investigation site, this project
explored how students, instructors, and institutions defined and created hybrid writing classes. The
research examined differences in course design, teacher pedagogy, institutional training, and student
perception and performance. Qualitative data from class observations and interviews with a variety
of stakeholders combined with student perception and performance assessment to form a detailed
picture of how we understand blended composition courses, how teachers adapt fyc courses to
different delivery modes, and how students perform in those environments.

ACADEMIC
POSITIONS

Assistant Professor of English—Saint Leo University
Graduate Teaching Associate—University of Central Florida

EDITORIAL
POSITIONS

PEER-REVIEWED
TEXTUAL
PUBLICATIONS

Aug 2014–present
Aug 2011–May 2014

Facilitator—John Scott Dailey Florida Institute of Government, cf

Sep 2010–July 2011

English Teacher—Seminole County Public Schools

July 2000–Jan 2012

Director, Hybrid Pedagogy

Aug 2015–present

Reviewer, Prompt

May 2017–present

Reviewer, Int’l J. for the Scholarship of Technology Enhanced Learning

Sep 2015–Dec 2017

Reviewer, Hybrid Pedagogy

May 2013–Aug 2015

Friend, C. R., DeRosa, R and Stommel, J. (in press; publishing 15 Nov 2019). Starting with Students: Open Course Design. In Constance Crompton, Richard J Lane, and Ray Siemens (Eds.)
Doing Digital Humanities: Practice, Training, Research, Vol. 2. Routledge.
Friend, C. R. (2019). Nothing If Not Colorful: Reading Culture in Food. REBUS. School of Arts
and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
Friend, C. R. (2018). Focusing Our Imagination: Light Speed in Science Fiction. REBUS. School
of Arts and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
Friend, C. R. (2018). Outsiders, All: Connecting the Pasts and Futures of Digital Humanities and
Composition. In Dorothy Kim and Jesse Stommel (Eds.) Disrupting the Digital Humanities. Punctum Books.
Friend, C. R. (2017). Like Clockwork: The Kairos of Presidential Tweets. REBUS. School of Arts
and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
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Friend, C. R. (2017). The Heartbeat of a Community. Sandhill Review. Saint Leo University.
Friend, C. R., Morris, S. M., and Stommel, J. (2016). Writing at Scale: Composition oocs and
Digital Writing Communities. In Abigail G. Scheg and Daniel Ruefman (Eds.) Applied Pedagogies.
Boulder, CO: Utah State University Press.
Friend, C. R. (2016). Bearing Witness: The Power of the Observed Kiss. REBUS. School of Arts
and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
Friend, C. R., Morris, S. M., and Stommel, J. (2015). A Kaleidoscope of Variables: The Complex
Nature of Online Education in Composition Courses. In Abigail G. Scheg (Ed.) Critical Examinations of Distance Education Transformation across Disciplines. Hershey: IGI Global.
Friend, C. R. (2014). How (Not) to Plan Your Entire Course. Journal of Interactive Technology and
Pedagogy — Teaching Fails, 20 October 2014.
Friend, C. (2014). Learning to Let Go: Listening to Students in Discussion. Hybrid Pedagogy, 11
September 2014.
Friend, C. R. (2013). Collaborative Writing in Composition: Enabling Revision and Interaction
Through Online Technologies. International Journal of Online Pedagogy and Course Design (ijopc),
3(3), 1–17. doi:ijopcd.2013070101
Friend, C. R. and Morris, S. M. (2013). “Listening for Student Voices” Hybrid Pedagogy, 15 October
2013.
Friend, C. R. (2013). “Will oocs Work for Writing?,” Hybrid Pedagogy, 27 March 2013.
Friend, C. R. (2012). “Learning as Performance: ooc Pedagogy and On-ground Classes,” Hybrid
Pedagogy, 24 August 2012.
Friend, C. R. (2010). “Balancing Act: A Review of Boellstorff ’s Coming of Age in Second Life,”
Rhizomes (20), 2010.
AUDIAL
PUBLICATIONS

Friend, C., and Ball, C. E. (2019, June 13). Friend, C. (Producer). Publishing. The HybridPod
[Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., and Gilliard, C. (2018, Dec. 06). Friend, C. (Producer). Platforms. The HybridPod
[Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., and Stachowiak, B. (2018, June 22). Friend, C. (Producer). Asking the Right Questions.
The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., and DeRosa, R. (2017, Mar. 08). Friend, C. (Producer). Access. The HybridPod [Audio
podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Curran, G. B., and France, P. (2016, Aug. 05). Friend, C. (Producer). Openness. The
HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., and Collier, A. (2016, May 19). Friend, C. (Producer). Questioning Learning. The
HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
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Friend, C. R. (2017). Student writing must be graded by the teacher. In Drew M. Loewe and Cheryl
E. Ball (Eds.), Bad Ideas About Writing. Morgantown, WV: Digital Publishing Institute.

Friend, C., and Stewart, B. (2016, Jan. 12). Friend, C. (Producer). Networks. The HybridPod [Audio
podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Bali, M., Honeychurch, S., and Hodgson, K. (2015, Oct. 30). Friend, C. (Producer).
Collaboration. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Anderson, C., Beck, E., Hatcher, M., Lo, C., Morris, S. M., and Rawson, K. (2015, Sep.
13). Friend, C. (Producer). Digital pedagogy, part 2. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved
from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Anderson, C., Beck, E., Hatcher, M., Lo, C., Morris, S. M., and Rawson, K. (2015, Aug.
8). Friend, C. (Producer). Digital pedagogy, part 1. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved
from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Vie, S., Stedman, K., and Stommel, J. (2015, May 20). Friend, C. (Producer). Play in
education. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Shaffer, K., Inoue, A. B., and Bessette, L. S. (2015, Mar. 21). Friend, C. (Producer). Assessment and Generosity. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Bali, M., and Inoue, A. B. (2015, Feb. 24). Friend, C. (Producer). Compassion. The
HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
Friend, C., Kutnowski, M., Shaffer, K., and Sircy, J. (2015, Jan. 27). Friend, C. (Producer). Listening
to students. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
INVITED TALKS

“Getting Critical” (Conference Keynote) | New Learning Horizons: Digital and Hybrid Pedagogies
| Norwegian University of Science and Technology (), Trondheim, Norway | May 2018
“Digital Publishing Workshop” | New Learning Horizons: Digital and Hybrid Pedagogies | 
| May 2018
“Hybrid Pedagogy: Ethos & Mission” | New Learning Horizons: Digital and Hybrid Pedagogies |
 | May 2018
“Humanizing the Online Course Experience” | Beyond Essentials Webinar Series | National University | June 2017
“Digital Pedagogies” panelist | GradUCon | University of Chicago | April 2015

FACILITATED
SEMINARS

“Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities” (with Chris Gilliard | Digital Humanities
Summer Institute (si) | University of Victoria (UVic), British Columbia | June 2019
“Digital Storytelling” | Digital Pedagogy Lab Toronto | Toronto, Ontario | Mar. 2019
“Intro [to Critical Digital Pedagogy]” | Digital Pedagogy Lab (pl) | University of Mary Washington (w), Fredericksburg, Virginia | July 2018
“Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities” | Digital Humanities Summer Institute
(si) | University of Victoria (UVic), British Columbia | June 2018
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Friend, C., and DeBaise, J. (2016, Apr. 21). Friend, C. (Producer). Responsive teaching. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio

“Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities” (with Robin DeRosa) | si | UVic | June
2017
“Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities” (with Jesse Stommel) | si | UVic | June
2016
FACILITATED
WORKSHOPS

“Digital Publishing” | pli | w | Aug 2016
“Flipping the Classroom: Philosophy, Pedagogy, Praxis, and Production” with Susan Crisafulli and
Christina Grimsley | Conference on College Composition and Communication (cccc) | Indianapolis, Indiana | Mar 2014

CONFERENCE
PRESENTATIONS

“The Techne of Audience: Being/Bringing the ‘Real’ into the Classroom.” | Computers & Writing
| University of Findlay | Jun 2017
“‘We’re Not Ideologically Neutral’: Using Open-Access Journals for Community/Advocacy” | Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (sol) Commons | Savannah, Georgia | Mar 2017
“Combatting Otherness: Helping Students Navigate Belonging Through Discourse Community
Analysis” | Northeast Modern Language Association (el) | Baltimore, Maryland | Mar 2017
“Virtual Corridors: Nurturing States of Mind in Online Spaces” | Florida College English Association (fc) | St. Petersburg, Florida | Oct 2016
“Left to Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing Students’ Use of Technology in the Classroom” (panelist)
| Computers & Writing | St. John Fisher College | May 2016
“From Mickey Mouse to Cigar City: What Flexibility, Interdisciplinarity, and a Two-Hour Drive
Can do for Employability,” part of the “Demystifying the Job Market: Taking Action toward Transparency through Data and Narrative” panel | cccc | Houston, Texas | Apr 2016
Panelist on “Podcasting Together: Recording, Editing, and Sharing Sound” | Computers & Writing
| University of Wisconsin—Stout (UW-Stout) | Jun 2015
“The Missing Link: Interventions for Enhancing Traditional Student Composition” | Computers
& Writing | UW—Stout | Jun 2015
“Modality as Contact Zone: The Convolution of Access, Politics, and Ethics in Florida’s Online
Courses” | Computers & Writing | Washington State University (ws) | Jun 2014
“Out of Our Hands or Out of Our Minds? Using Distributed, Collaborative Tools to Crowd-Source
Content Creation in Humanities Classes” | si Colloquium | UVic | Jun 2014
“More than Cogs: Using ooc Pedagogies to Resist the Mechanization of fyc Students” | Computers & Writing | Frostburg State University, Frostburg, Maryland | Jun 2013
“Promoting Access: Improving Intertextuality and Information Accessibility with Digital Portfolios” | College English Association (c) National Convention [presented via prerecorded video] |
Apr 2013
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“Intro [to Critical Digital Pedagogy]” (with Sean Michael Morris) | pli | w | August 2017

“Implications of Delivery Mode for an Outcomes-Based fyc Curriculum” | cccc | Las Vegas, Nevada
| Mar 2013
“Taking a Byte in the Middle: Implementing Digital Portfolios in fyc Courses” | cccc Computer
Connection | Las Vegas, Nevada | Mar 2013
“From Knowledge-Seeking to Knowledge-Making: Improving Intellectual Capital in First-Year Composition Courses” | Globalization, Information, Policy & Knowledge Production Annual Meeting
| (cf) | Feb 2013
“Built Beyond the Walls: Bringing ooc Strategies into the Composition Classroom” | North
Carolina Symposium on Teaching Writing | North Carolina State University (NC State), Raleigh,
North Carolina | Feb 2013
“Managing Expectations: Directed Self-Placement for In-Person or Online Courses” | Student Success in Writing | Georgia Southern University (gs), Savannah, Georgia | Feb 2013
“Umbrella or Bridge: Discourse Communities as the Centerpiece of fyc” | Classroom Matters:
Pedagogy in Practice and Philosophy, University of Florida (UF), Gainesville, Florida | Feb 2013
“Promoting Access: Creating Information Literacy Through Digital Portfolio Design” | Georgia
International Conference on Information Literacy | gs | Sep 2012
“Putting Digital Humanities in First-Year Composition” | si Colloquium | UVic | Jun 2012
“Digital Literacies in FYC Classrooms: Enhancing Understanding, Engagement, and Transfer” with
Laura Martinez and Leslie Wolcott | Computers & Writing | NC State | May 2012
“Reimagining Collaboration: Peer-Review Workshops and Joint Authorship” | English Symposium
| cf | Apr 2012
“Assessing and Preserving Intellectual Property in Online Collaborative Composition” | Georgia
International Conference on Information Literacy | gs | Sep 2011
“Fortune Regained: Online Collaborative Writing Tools” | c National Convention | St. Petersburg, Florida | Apr 2010
“The Impact of Socio-Economic Status on Acceptance of lgb Gifted Students in Urban/Suburban
Schools” | National Association for Gifted Children (gc) National Convention | Charlotte,
North Carolina | Jun 2006
ATTENDED
SEMINARS

“Digital Scholarship” (with Bonnie Stewart) | Digital Pedagogy Lab (pl) | University of Mary
Washington (w), August 2019
Digital Pedagogy Lab Institute | w, August 2016
Digital Pedagogy Lab Institute | UW—Madison, August 2015
Research Network Forum | cccc, March 2013
Hybrid Pedagogy’s ooc ooc | Online, August 2012
Digital Pedagogies in the Humanities | si, June 2012
Graduate Research Network | Computers & Writing, May 2012
Composition Teaching Circles | cf, August 2011 to May 2012
glc Writing About Writing Instructor Training | Online, July 2011
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“Going (Pedagogically) Green: Student Work as Objects Created for Re-Consumption” | English
Symposium | University of Central Florida (cf), Orlando, Florida | Mar 2013

POSTER SESSIONS “Delivering the ww: Instructional Mode & cf’s Writing Studies Curriculum” | Graduate Research Forum | cf | April 2013
“Between Print and Web: Technical Skills & Intertextuality with Digital Portfolios” | cccc Digital
Pedagogy Poster Session | Las Vegas, Nevada | March 2013
“Between Print and Web: Information Fluency Through Digital Portfolio Design” | Information
Fluency Conference | cf | March 2012
INSTITUTIONAL
SERVICE

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee 2019 – present (Member)
Faculty Senate Technology Advisory Committee | 2015 – 2016; 2019 – present (Member)
Composition Curriculum Committee | 2015 – present (Chair)
Prism Gay-Straight Alliance | 2017 – present (Faculty Sponsor)
Department of Criminal Justice’s Outstanding Student of the Year Committee | 2019 (Member)
English Department p Committee | 2017 (Member)
Content Initiative Workgroup [for o implementation] | 2016 – 2017 (Member)
QEP [Critical Thinking in Curriculum] Faculty Fellows | 2015 – 16 (Member)
Arts & Sciences Strategic Plan Working Group—Innovation Committee | 2015 – 16 (Member)
ePortfolio Technology Adoption Committee | 2015–16 (Member)
Composition Community Chronicle (newsletter) | Jan 2012 – Aug 2014 (Design Co-Editor)
Composition II Curriculum Revision Committee | Fall 2011 – Dec 2013 (Member)
Program Assessment Portfolio Review Team | Summer 2011 – May 2013 (Member)
Allies Advance Diversity Training | Fall 2011 – May 2013 (Panelist)
Composition II Curriculum Revision Pilot | Spring 2013 (Pilot Instructor)
“Implications of Genre Theory for Writing Instruction and 1102” | Fall 2012 (Workshop Co-Presenter)
Discourse-Community Curriculum Unit Redesign Task Force | Spring 2012 (Member/Presenter)
Composition I Curriculum Revision Committee | Fall 2011 – Spring 2012 (Member)

HONORS &
AWARDS

Saint Leo SGU Outstanding Faculty Advisor Award recipient, 2019
UCF CAH Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching Award recipient, 2014
CCCC Professional Equity Project Grant recipient, 2013
WPA-GO CCCC Travel Grant recipient, 2013
UCF CAH Excellence in Graduate Student Teaching Award nominee for DWR, 2012
UCF Trustees Doctoral Fellow, 2009
Who’s Who Among America’s Teachers, 2004 & 2005

AFFILIATIONS

Florida College English Association
Council of Writing Program Administrators
National Council for Teachers of English
Association for Computers in the Humanities 2012–2015
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2000–2008
National Association for Gifted Children, 2006–2008
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Preparing Future Faculty | cf, July 2011
Issues in Large Project Planning and Management | si, June 2011
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Letters of Recommendation

On the following pages, I present letters of recommendation from the following individuals:
• Heather Parker, Dean, College of Arts & Sciences
• Chantelle MacPhee, Chair, Department of Language Studies & the Arts
• Elisabeth Aiken, Co-Chair, Department of Liberal Studies & Experiential Learning
• Ray Siemens, Distinguished Professor, University of Victoria
• Jesse Stommel, Digital Learning Fellow and Senior Lecturer in Digital Studies,
University of Mary Washington
• Ken Posner, Associate Vice President of Student Affairs
• Barbara Caldwell, Chair, Department of Accounting, Economics, and Finance
• Karen Hannel, Co-Chair, Department of Interdisciplinary Studies and Experiential Learning
• Andrew Gold, Associate Professor of Management and President of University
Senate
• Karen Kwasny, Assistant Professor of English and former director of Oceana
Center
• Pamela Decius, Associate Chair, Department of Language Studies & the Arts
• Marissa McLargin, Professional-Writing Instructor, Department of Language
Studies & the Arts
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Raymond Siemens
Distinguished Professor
Department of English, Computer Science

E-mail siemens@uvic.ca

Web http://web.uvic.ca/~siemens/

11 October 2019
Dear Colleagues,
I’m very pleased to write, as part of Dr Chris Friend’s promotion package, to provide
details of his exemplary influence at and contributions to the Digital Humanities Summer
Institute (DHSI), which I direct -- influence and contributions that are, quite frankly,
positively game-changing.
By way of disclosure, at the outset of this letter I’m duty bound to note that I hold a
Distinguished Professorship in a Faculty of Humanities’ Department of English, a crossappointment in a Department of Computer Science, a position as visiting research
professor at Kings College London, where I taught some time ago, and have held visiting
positions in the Institute for English Studies at U London (Researcher: 2005, 2008), at
Kyoto’s Ritsumeikan U (Research Professor: 2010) and Sheffield Hallam U (Research
Professor: -2010), NYU (Distinguished Visiting Professor: 2013), U Tokyo (Visiting
Professor: 2014), U Passau (Visiting Professor: 2014-15), Western Sydney U (Visiting
Professor: 2014-15, 2017-18), as Leverhulme Visiting Professor at U Loughborough
(2019), and as Global Innovation Chair in Digital Humanities at U Newcastle (2019-22);
I’ve recently completed the second term of a Canada Research Chair position in
humanities computing at my own institution, recently also serving as a member of the
Council (=board) for the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (our
chief funding agency in the area), as a Vice President / Director (for research
dissemination) for the Canadian Federation of Humanities and Social Sciences (a group
representing a constituency of over 90,000) and as Chair of the international Alliance of
Digital Humanities Organisations, as well as two terms as President of our national digital
humanities organization, the Canadian Society for Digital Humanities / Société canadienne
des humanités numériques (CSDH/SCHN). I mention this so forthrightly because I
understand that these positions give me a rare, panoramic perspective of the area in which I
work – and, over the past several years, have put me in a position of evaluating and
reviewing a considerable number of dossiers and packages of the sort presented for
competitions and assessment in the area.
DHSI is the largest dedicated digital humanities curriculum in the world, a pedagogical
partnership of over 30 institutions and academic organizations plus an expanding
international training network, led by the Electronic Textual Cultures Lab at U Victoria. In
2019, DHSI welcomed over 850 faculty, staff, and students from the Arts, Humanities,
Library, and Archives communities — as well as independent scholars and participants
from industry and government sectors — for over 70 courses (including workshops), led
by an instructional team of just under 100. DHSI’s alumni group is just under 5000 large,
and it mobilizes well in excess of $1 million in training funding annually.
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PO Box 3070 STN CSC
Victoria British Columbia V8W 3W1 Canada
Tel (250) 721-7272 Fax 721-6498

His most recent offering, “Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities,” cuts to
the core of debates and discussions happening internationally today around issues in digital
pedagogy. Its description is as below:
This course will focus on building community in collaborative digital learning
environments and will interrogate notions of outcomes, best practices, and instructional
design. Our work together will be productive, grounded in praxis, and driven by learner
experiences.
Digital Humanities, with its deep reliance on technological tools, is replete with
courses about those tools. This course offers an alternative: It is an exploration of
pedagogy, challenging teachers to re-think how they approach their classes and interact
with their students. We will discuss critical pedagogy and the importance of letting
students define, control, and take responsibility for, their learning environment. This
course will also serve as a playground, letting participants experiment with critical
digital pedagogy in a class-created open-access online course that we co-design, build,
deploy, promote, and assess, all within the one-week seminar. Participants will leave
with a better understanding of their approaches to teaching and how critical digital
pedagogy applies to DH courses.
The foundation of this course, and others before, has been immense – and, in experience
surveys following the course, those in the course have praised Friend’s critical acuity,
pedagogical prowess, broad ability to engage important ideas with those who are first
encountering them – on their own terms, and the traditions and foundations those ideas are
situated – as well as genial temperament conducive to serious learning, reflecting the deep
knowledge of someone genuinely attuned to the field and its contexts and traditions. This
is commendable.
So, too, is his conscious student-focused emphasis on process, outcome, and experienceof-engagement. I have witnessed this first hand, spending time in class (as my DHSI
directorial role encourages, as an observer of / visitor to the class) and admiring the way in
which necessary, complex and at times potentially-challenging ideas were presented from
various perspectives to ensure that all the backgrounds and aptitudes of those in the class
were reflected … this providing a firm foundation for building, cumulatively. I’ve noted
how those in his classes at DHSI find him approachable and welcoming, understanding,
and a model of the mixed-mode and digital pedagogy he practices himself very much
worth aspiring to. Further, given that Friend’s course has pragmatic outcome – a group-
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For the past several years, Friend has led DHSI courses on critical digital pedagogy, with
co-instructors of his choice that have included Chris Gillard, Robin DeRosa, and Jesse
Stommel building on many years as a leading member of our pedagogical community at
DHSI. His experience with the Hybrid Pedagogy group has him working with leading
scholars in the field, in areas of critical pedagogy, open education, digital surveillance, and
other important topics; his ability to bring them into the classroom (in person, or via virtual
means) to speak in their areas of expertise is inspiring – often extending considerations of
such topics beyond the walls of the classroom, and into the lives of those participating in
his courses … many of whom at DHSI are already pedagogical practitioners, many trainers
or teachers and professors themselves, who will apply what they learn in their course with
Friend immediately.

To this, I might add that Friend’s more broad contributions to DHSI and the life of our
community have been both considerable and significant, from a presence in other courses
taken as participant and talks he has given in his areas of expertise at other events in DHSI,
to participation in unconference activities where he brings the same strong critical acuity as
to his classroom, to our instructional planning meetings where his ability to capture the
essence of a complex situation and then gently restate/rearticulate it in such a way as
consensus can be built around it, and beyond.
Reflecting the above, it was a delight when colleagues suggested we invite Friend to
contribute a chapter to a forthcoming praxis-oriented Digital Humanities essay collection.
His piece in that collection, entitled “Starting With Students: Open Course Design” and coauthored with DeRosa and Stommel, was a reviewers’ favourite (in referee reports we
received via the press), and we hope very much it will come out in the next few months of
2019. Further, when asked last year by those in a leading international literary studies
organisation, about whose digital pedagogical approach I found most inspiring, it was a
great pleasure to write a paragraph about Friend’s most recent course at DHSI, drawing in
particular on the way in which it brought together a strong experience with teaching, an
expertise with the traditions of pedagogy, and a very positive awareness of contemporary
concerns and opportunities.
I’ll wrap up. Friend is a pleasure to work with in this way and many others, and his
contributions as I’ve encountered them at DHSI (documented in the above) have been
nothing short of remarkable. I understand it is the same in other contexts as well.
I’m very pleased to write in very strong support of his tenure in this way, and encourage
you to be in touch if I can provide any further details. It would be a pleasure to do so.
Sincerely yours,

Ray Siemens
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generated website reflecting the materials of the course as they approach and consider
them, usually with additional reflection – participants can readily bring that model of
engagement into their own classrooms and other pedagogical spheres.

October 13, 2019
Dear Tenure and Promotion Committee:
I’m writing in support of Dr. Christopher R. Friend. Before going further, let me skip to the
thesis and write that I recommend Dr. Friend for tenure without reservation.
I am currently a faculty member in Digital Studies and Digital Learning Fellow at University of
Mary Washington. I was previously a faculty member at University of Wisconsin-Madison. I am
also co-founder of Hybrid Pedagogy: an open-access journal of learning, teaching, and
technology and Digital Pedagogy Lab. I have known Chris since 2012 and have worked closely
with him in several capacities. I met him when he was a student in one of my online faculty
development courses. I was a member of his dissertation committee. I have taught and coauthored with him several times, and he is currently the Director of Hybrid Pedagogy.
I have had the pleasure to read significantly from Chris’s writing about his own teaching and
scholarship. From the first days of collaborating with Chris, I noticed that he has a keen ability to
reflect meta-cognitively on his own work. In a draft of his tenure materials, he writes: “One of
my greatest strengths is making people—students, conference attendees, workshop participants
—feel welcome and respected, even while challenging them to re-evaluate their assumptions
about writing or teaching.” This is incredibly apt. In his teaching, scholarship, and administrative
work, Chris inspires the trust necessary for collaboration (disciplinary, pedagogical, and
otherwise), and he pushes his collaborators (his students, fellow teachers) to also do the hard
work of critical reflection.
Chris is a consummate teacher. The work of teaching is deeply deeply in his bones. In 2016, I
had the pleasure of teaching with Chris for a week at the Digital Humanities Summer Institute in
Victoria, Canada. I observed Chris as he lectured, as he led discussion, as he conducted a
roomful of small groups of teacher-students busily working on projects. He did each of these
things with a very special kind of intentionality and focus. Chris listens carefully to every single
person in a room and appears to guide the work of students effortlessly. But he is never merely in
the background, because he brings his full self to the work of teaching—championing, asking
1301 College Avenue
Telephone: (540) 654-5815
Fredericksburg, VA 22401-5300
www.umw.edu
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Jesse Stommel
732 S. Bond St.
Baltimore, MD 21231
(303) 408-9809
jstommel@umw.edu

All of these things make him particularly good at teaching writing—a subject which asks
students to take risks, to explore terrain they have not yet explored, to investigate materials (and
skills) they have sometimes naturalized or taken for granted. His pedagogy gives students the
space they need (and also the encouragement they need) to leave no stone unturned as they
consider how we speak, how we write, how we use tools to communicate, and the webs we build
for reaching each other online. He is also excellent at offering feedback, taking seriously the
work of students, pushing them in just the right ways and at just the right moments. As a hybrid
and online teacher, Chris harnesses the stuff of the Internet to a slightly different effect than he
does the classroom. This is because he understands explicitly that teaching in a classroom and
teaching on the Web require different inputs to receive similar outputs. When working online,
what Chris does so extraordinarily is model. He experiments alongside students, challenging
himself to work in unfamiliar ways to embolden everyone else around him. He builds courses
with an eye toward accessibility, crafting a myriad of points of entry that draw a diverse set of
students into the work of writing and rhetoric.
Chris’s scholarship and pedagogy feed one another. He is interested in how the teaching of
writing works across media, from classrooms to digitally-mediated environments to fully online
courses. For him, thinking about writing means more than thinking about just the text on the
page. But also how the shape of the page (whether analog or digital) changes what ends up
written upon it and how it is received. He is interested in how writing sits alongside other more
interactive media. And, most recently, he is interested in sound—how words transmit through
sound in distinct ways. His podcast, HybridPod, is an amazing example of this. Over the last
three years, Chris has held conversations with some of the most well-known teachers and
scholars of writing and digital studies. From the audio recordings of these conversations, he finds
the threads of a narrative argument, and stitches together short curated podcast episodes. He is
not content to let the conversation just sit upon the ear, but shapes it and crafts it like a
documentarian.
Chris brings his pedagogy and scholarship to bear directly on his work for Hybrid Pedagogy: an
open-access journal of learning, teaching, and technology. As Director of the journal, he leads a
team of 11 editors, who work collaboratively with authors throughout the peer review process.
He has helped guide the invention of the editorial process almost from its inception, helping it
1301 College Avenue
Telephone: (540) 654-5815
Fredericksburg, VA 22401-5300
www.umw.edu
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hard questions, taking risks, modeling, sharing his expertise when that is what the room needs,
and always bringing a refreshing honesty. His classroom hums with a very specific kind of
energy. I’ve done classroom observations since 2003, and I almost always find that I learn more
by watching the students than by watching the teacher. What I noticed about Chris’s students is
that they are kind to one another, and also patient, challenging, and brave. His pedagogy knits a
community.

For all the reasons I mentioned, I would absolutely recommend Dr. Friend for tenure at Saint Leo
University. If you have questions, or if there is any way I can help in your decision-making
process, please contact me at jstommel@umw.edu or 303-408-9809.
Best,

Jesse Stommel
Digital Learning Fellow and Senior Lecturer in Digital Studies, University of Mary Washington
Co-founder and Executive Director, Digital Pedagogy Lab and Hybrid Pedagogy

1301 College Avenue
Telephone: (540) 654-5815
Fredericksburg, VA 22401-5300
www.umw.edu
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remain attentive to the digital and pedagogical environments in which the journal lives. I am
confident that this experience has made him a better collaborator, both digitally and in person.
His work with the journal draws together his scholarly research, service, and teaching — helping
other scholars think through the intersections between these aspects of academic work. And this
work bridges his work in physical and digital spaces as well, because his work as a director of a
scholarly journal directly informs the face-to-face faculty development work he does around the
world. In short, through his work, and how he approaches all of his work, Chris knits community
within and across his disciplines in much the same way that he does through his teaching.
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University Campus - MC2011
Post Office Box 6665
Saint Leo, FL 33574-6665

DATE:

October 11, 2019

TO:

Dr. Marcela Van Olphen
Chair, Promotion and Tenure Committee

FROM:

Dr. Barbara J. Caldwell
Chair, Department of Accounting, Economics and Finance

SUBJECT:

Letter of Support for Tenure: Dr. Chris Friend

Dear Dr. Van Olphen and Members of the Promotion and Tenure Committee,
I am writing this letter in support of tenure for Dr. Chris Friend. I first got to know Dr. Friend
when we were both members of the Content Initiative Work Group whose charter was to develop
a process for identifying low cost, high quality learning resources for our courses. It became
evident to me while we were on that committee, and in our subsequent service activities, that Dr.
Friend is someone who listens first and provides well-thought input second which makes him a
very clearheaded and respectful colleague to work with on projects.
Most important to me is Dr. Friend’s focus on student learning. He came to one of the chairs
meeting for the College of Business and explained that he was part of the team looking at the
redevelopment of ENG-121 and 122. He asked for input on what types of writing were important
for business students so that could be considered for incorporation into the changes. During my
time on the University Explorations Advisory Council I have also had direct interaction with Dr.
Friend about the English foundation courses. He has worked tirelessly over the last five years to
redevelop the courses into meaning writing courses that reflect the needs of our students, in all
teaching modalities. He made several visits to the UE council to seek input and advice and
during those meetings he presented very well-developed ideas that focused on our students’
learning and he listened attentively to our feedback. His most recent visit included a wellprepared proposal that is now fully supported by the UE council. His tenacity and
professionalism remain at the core of his work.
With respect to service, I also had the pleasure to serve with Dr. Friend on the search for the new
chair of the Department of Language Studies and the Arts. This search was very intense, and
lasted for many months, and it was during this time that I also found Dr. Friend to be very
clearheaded and diplomatic. Dr. Friend was also the one who always volunteered to handle the
technology for the committee during each of the Skype interviews. His forthrightness and openmindedness helped the committee navigate through the process that ended in a successful hire.
I believe that Dr. Friend embraces the opportunity to make a difference in the lives of our
students and in doing so exemplifies what it means to be a part of the Saint Leo community.
Please accept this letter as my full-support of granting tenure to for Dr. Friend.
www.saintleo.edu

Excellence | Community | Respect | Personal Development | Responsible Stewardship | Integrity
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DONALD R. TAPIA COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

University Campus - MC2011
Post Office Box 6665
Saint Leo, FL 33574-6665

Sincerely,

Chair, Department of Accounting, Economics, and Finance
Professor of Economics
Donald R. Tapia College of Business

www.saintleo.edu

Excellence | Community | Respect | Personal Development | Responsible Stewardship | Integrity
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DONALD R. TAPIA COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
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University Campus – MC 2011
Post Office Box 6665
Saint Leo, FL 33574-6665

October 1, 2019
Dear Promotion and Tenure Committee Members:
I would like to provide a strong recommendation for the tenure of Dr. Christopher Friend at Saint Leo
University. I have had the opportunity to work closely with Dr. Friend since 2015 in a variety of different areas
and I can safely say that he truly embodies the core values and mission of Saint Leo University.
The first time I worked with Dr. Friend was on the QEP Faculty Fellows program in 2015. We worked together
to improve our approach to student learning by incorporating more critical thinking concepts into our courses.
That work was closely followed by our work together on the Content Initiative Workgroup (and its Technology
Subgroup), led by Steven Rheinschmidt, where we worked on developing a University-wide plan to reduce the
overall cost to Saint Leo students through utilizing Open Educational Resources. We both ended up redeveloping some of our courses so the students had zero textbook costs!
I have also worked extensively with Chris in the University Senate. A number of years ago, we both served on
the Technology Advisory Committee of the University Senate. He provided very valuable insights as we
worked as a committee to advise the administration on ways to improve the technological infrastructure at Saint
Leo University. More recently, as President of the senate, I am again serving on the Technology Advisory
Committee with Chris, where he continues to provide insights and bring up issues that are central to the
efficient functioning of Saint Leo University.
Last year, I was serving as the academic advisor to the baseball team and had one of the student-athletes on that
team fail one of Dr. Friend’s classes. I reached out to him to discuss the situation and during those
conversations, we both came to the realization that our teaching philosophies and student-centered approach
were very closely aligned.
As a result of these various collaborations together, I believe I have a very unique perspective on Dr. Friend’s
ability to collaborate across the University, challenge long-held assumptions about student learning, and keep
student interests at the forefront of his thinking. He firmly excels in each of those areas.
I strongly support Christopher Friend’s tenure application.
Andrew H Gold
Andrew Gold, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management
President, University Senate
352-588-6705
andrew.gold@saintleo.edu
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
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Teaching at a Glance

Details appear in the narrative that follows, but highlights of my teaching record include:
• Initiatives
– Employed responsive, class-generated course policies
– Created student-authored open-access textbook
– Positioned students as content experts
– Built pedagogy on listening to students and developing agency
• Student Evaluations
– “Great” is the most common word in written feedback
– Candid discussion responses via video appeals to online students (169
views in past 12 months/6 courses)
– Feedback given on essays seen as my strength
– Student perception of increased student agency has greatest effect on perception of instruction
– Discomfort with peer review requires continued development
– Marked improvement in fw rates—personal online rates near institutional campus average; personal campus rates reached zero in y2018
• Faculty Observations
– 17 observations obtained from faculty across all colleges and levels
– Ability to listen to students and lead discussions consistently listed as central strength of my teaching
– Insistence on student agency affects perceptions of authority
– Classes consistently shown to foster mutual respect
• Advising
– Most advisees are undeclared majors; I emphasize completing the UE program to enhance retention
– Non-academic advising through Prism’s Safe Zone Ally program supports
students, improves retention, reduces suicide risk
– Also advised: honors intern, graduate students at University of Chicago,
and PhD candidate at Portland State

Chris Friend
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Statement of Significance & Impact

The Department of Language Studies & the Arts created my position as a hybrid one—
I teach half my classes online and half of them on campus. This intentional fracture
gives me a useful perspective, helping me understand the diversity of student needs
served by our various course modalities. Teaching in two environments maintains my
awareness of our students, broadly speaking, not limited to one degree program or
another. Indeed, the courses I teach most often, g 121 & 122, are required of all
students, so my classes rarely reflect the needs or interests of only a single major. A
complete chronological list of all sections I have taught with Saint Leo appears in the
Course Evaluations section (see Course Evals tab, page 68). A broad overview of course
titles here reveals my emphasis and interests in teaching and highlights the balance between modalities inherent in my peculiar position.
• On Campus
– sl 101 First Year Experience (2×)
– g 002 Basic Writing
– g 121 Academic Writing I (24×)
– g 122 Academic Writing II (9×)
– g 300 ST: Digital Writing
– is 200 ST: The Art of Conversation
• Online
– g 002 Basic Writing
– g 121 Academic Writing I (7×)
– g 122 Academic Writing II (3×)
– g 215cl Monsters in Literature
– lbs 201 Critical Thinking (9×)
– lbs 499 Explorations in Liberal Studies
As evidenced by the preceding list, my primary on-campus focus remains on rhetoricbased writing courses (g 002, 121, 122, and 300), but I teach other language-related
courses (such as is 200 and g 215cl) based on student needs. With our online
student population, in addition to the standard writing courses, I have found a niche
teaching in our liberal-studies program (lbs 201 and 499), helping students learn and
apply critical-thinking strategies in their work and their lives. This diversity of modalities, disciplines, and demographics has me working with a variety of Saint Leo students,
from first-generation on-campus residents to middle-aged professionals returning to
school after a decade or more for personal development. The broad understanding of
our diverse student body I gained by teaching such a variety of courses proved essen-
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tial when developing a revised composition curriculum for the entire institution (see
Composition Curriculum Proposals, page 383).
Since arriving at Saint Leo, my praxis has been driven by two fundamental pillars
of my teaching philosophy:
1. Listen to students.
2. Let students learn for themselves.
Those principles roughly correspond to the Core Values of Respect and Personal Development, respectively, and they direct both my course design and daily interactions.
At their most basic, these principles lead me to give students opportunities to discuss
and share ideas more than I choose to lecture. They compel me to help shape how students think without telling them what to think, allowing them to make connections
and reach conclusions on their own. Both of these principles lead to greater student
agency in the classroom. The effects of that added agency can be seen in three unsolicited letters sent by former students across a variety of courses (see Letters & Forms,
page 62).
In the first letter, written upon the student’s departure from our school, Andrew
Bridge opens with, “Just wanted to thank you again for all the ways in which you inspired me, educated me, and really fostered growth within me. You are without a doubt
my favorite professor at Saint Leo.” The student recognized that the learning he experienced was a result of his own work and effort. Nelson Barajas, author of the second
letter, also appreciated greater control over the direction of his own learning, writing,
“The fact that you were willing to let us decide and were not only helpful but actually
interested in where we took the class was definitely a breath of fresh air. It made your
class something that I actually enjoyed.” The third letter, written by a participant in
a weeklong summer intensive course on Critical Pedagogy I co-facilited, includes this
reflection:
As students, we were asked to constantly evaluate the “rhetorics” of the
room—how discussion dynamics were unfolding, and what our own evolving purpose was at the seminar. Through it all, Chris was compassionate
as we struggled to wrap our heads around all-new pedagogical paradigms,
and gave us much individual attention. He was unfailingly tuned in to
where we all were on our own trajectories, and what he could do to advance us along that trajectory.
Each of these letters shows how my concern for students and my insistence that they
construct their own knowledge work to empower them with greater agency in ways
they may not have expected.

Chris Friend
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Greater agency, I have found, comes as a surprise to many Saint Leo students, unsettling their expectations for education. By unsettling students, I get them to reconstruct their perception of how classes work, starting by challenging the assumed authority of the instructor.
My efforts to challenge the presumed authority of instructors begins on the first
day of classes, when I invite on-ground students to collaboratively construct their course
syllabus, defining the course policies for themselves. By having students define the expectations of their own classroom, I get greater buy-in to the course policies throughout
the semester, and I find students are more focused on learning because they construct
an environment aligned with their needs. For instance, some classes decide to create a
policy allowing for music in the classroom because they know it helps them stay focused
while working. In those cases, we discuss how and when it’s appropriate, and the policy
ends up incorporating respect at its core, such as this from my 2017f1-g-121-c01
class: “We are able to listen to music with headphones when doing independent work—
but not loud enough for neighbors to hear.” Students in that class balanced their need
for attention assistance with others’ need for uninterrupted work. That class’s complete
set of course policies appears in Figure 2.1. Students in my 2017f1-g-121-c1
class, which met right before lunch, prioritized access to food. Therefore, they created
this policy: “Students are allowed food and drink during class with restrictions. Any
foods considered disruptive such as loud packaging or strong scents are discouraged.
Students are asked to kindly respect the peanut butter allergy in class.” Note how the
policy presented here is specific enough to allow them to snack like they wanted so
they could keep hunger at bay, but they took into consideration the needs of their colleagues, who didn’t want disruption (sounds), distractions (smells), or reactions (allergies). Their full set of course policies appear in Figure 2.2.
What may seem minor—allowing students to include policies about food and music in their syllabus—has broad residual effects. Students who set the rules for their
classes are empowered from the start. They know they will be listened to and can control their learning. And they are conditioned to look after one another. Every time
I have students create their policies, I learn what they value, and I establish collaboration as the norm from the beginning. By defining the rules of the space, students
take ownership of their own learning environment, and they see through discussion
how their policies help ensure that learning remains central to our classes—the policies they create are in service of, not a distraction from, learning. Language used in the
example policies is student-centric, encouraging, and non-punitive, which sets a tone of
encouraging collaboration and helps students view the course as an opportunity to excel. In the c01 section (Student-Crafted Course Policies, 2017f1-g-121-c01,
page 43), note that their uncertainties about success called for a “re-do policy,” creat-
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Cell Phones/Electronics
• Students can use their electronic devices during class as long as they are
still involved and engaged in the class discussion or whatever activity is
taking place.
• Students can use electronics to look up information to contribute to the
discussion.
• We are able to listen to music with headphones when doing independent
work—but not loud enough for neighbors to hear.
• If doing independent work, cell phone use is allowed as long as it is quiet
and work is finished.
• In the case of an emergency, you can take a phone call as long as you step
out of the room and try to be as non-disruptive as possible.
• Keep social media and texting to a minimum during a class discussion.
Participation Contributing to class discussions should be in effect because it invests
one into what is currently being learned. Participation in group and class discussions focuses on the community values of Saint Leo and helps contribute free
thoughts and ideas on the topics being learned. The contribution in discussions
will include all students by sharing their thoughts and ideas. Small group discussions can be used to share opinions and thoughts in a smaller setting, to be shared
later in a larger discussion with the whole class. Asking for direct opinions from
peers can lead to more contributions of ideas into the overall class topics.
Redoing Assignments
• Redos can receive full credit
• If majority fail to understand an assignment we have the option to propose an alternative assignment or hold a vote for a completely new assignment.
• Deadlines for redos are flexible with the specific assignment, but office
meetings are required for additional instructor feedback.

Figure 2.1: Student-Crafted Course Policies, 2017f1-g-121-c01

ing for themselves a safety net that permitted experimentation and the potential for
growth. Their policies encouraged learning and provided safety.
This collaborative process of creation benefits me, as well. Because students have
already identified not only what good behavior looks like but also how it assists their
learning, I spend minimal time dealing with discipline. As evidence, the “addresses
potentially disruptive behaviors before the learning environment is impacted” criterion
on the vast majority of my teaching observations (see the Observations tab, page 233)
are marked “n/a” because disruptive behaviors so rarely occur in my classes.
The second principle of my teaching philosophy, letting students learn for themselves, leads me to avoid lecturing in favor of experimentation and collaboration. Rather
than expecting students to unquestioningly absorb what I say, I instead give them just
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Participation Students must participate as well as be willing to present their
work, thoughts, and essays. While participating, students should be
able to listen to others with an open mind. Actively listening in class
will be required along with their full attention. Attending class and
doing the work assigned is crucial to participating.
Attendance It is advised to make it to class and Friend will take attendance.
With participation being an active assessment, not being in class can
potentially harm your final grade. If you do not attend class, it is your
responsibility to make up work missed.
Late/Homework Policy It is strongly advised that the homework is done
prior to the arrival to class. If one person does not have the homework, it can set the entire class back. Not having the homework can
decrease productivity within the classroom. So, do the homework.
Food/Drink Students are allowed food and drink during class with restrictions. Any foods considered disruptive such as loud packaging or
strong scents are discouraged. Students are asked to kindly respect
the peanut butter allergy in class.
Academic Honesty Students should work together, and doing equal work
while in groups. Students should only use their original content on all
coursework. Answering classmates’ questions is allowed to develop a
collaborative environment.

Figure 2.2: Student-Crafted Course Policies, 2017f1-g-121-c1

enough information to get to work, then rely on a sense of discovery to motivate them
through any challenges they encounter. Students who are accustomed to being told
exactly what to do every step of the way through a course meet a new challenge in
my classes, as I am asking them to think—and learn—on their own power. In recent
semesters, I have taken this a step further, asking students to present new material in my
stead. This way, the presenting students are seen as “experts” in their specific topic, and
they find ways to explain the material in familiar terms, making the content more accessible to students than any approach I would take. I have found this process empowers
students and further develops the cooperative trust established through syllabus building.
When these student experts present content in class, I work with them both before class and during their presentation to smooth over rough spots or prevent confusion. I provide on-the-spot course corrections that clarify what students say without
wresting control of their presentations. Students see me collaborating with them and
respecting their autonomy, providing a safety net and again allowing for experimentation. That experimentation came to the forefront with a student presentation that
took place during Dr. Parker’s observation (see page 251) this semester. One of that
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day’s student presenters made a claim that I didn’t think was supportable. I questioned
his thinking in the middle of the presentation because we have established a culture in
class where guesses and “wrong answers” are valued as discussion points and learning
opportunities. I challenged the student by saying I wanted to “push back on” something he had said. Whole-class discussion ensued as we all debated the merits of both
perspectives on whatever was being discussed. The matter resolved, and we moved on.
Several minutes later, I made another comment about something, and the presenter
immediately said, “I’m going to push back on that,” essentially using my words against
me and exerting authority over me because of his role as the in-class expert—and doing so while he knew I was being observed by my Dean. The student knew he had the
ability to offer up such a challenge, and what followed was one of the most engaging
and nuanced conversations that class had had in weeks. I firmly believe that such open
and interactive conversations only arise as a result of the collaborative atmosphere I
develop and the emphasis I put on student agency from the beginning of the semester.
Beyond student presentations of course content, another way I enact my principles
of listening to students and letting students learn for themselves is through a project I’ve
been engaged in for the past three years—one that aligns with the campus initiative
to reduce student textbook costs and the years-long effort to redesign our composition curriculum, each of which are detailed in Institutional & Disciplinary Service (see
page 545). For this project, I am working with students to create a customized textbook
for Academic Writing I and II. This project began in Fall 2017 with the honors-level
g 121 course, continued the following spring with g 122, with additional refinements and edits being made in every subsequent semester. With this project, I have
engaged students in real, meaningful service learning that will benefit the entire Saint
Leo community. Our goal is to create a single open-access textbook that can be used
by all our Academic Writing courses in the future. It is a textbook by students, for students. This arrangement provides a practical, imaginable audience for the writing and
a purpose that goes beyond the boundaries of our classroom. While working on this
project, students have felt their writing has meaning and purpose. They provided that
feedback explicitly both during class and on their evaluations, but I also got to hear students put the content of the course into practice as they worked to create their book
chapters. Students didn’t just learn the course content; they applied the course content
to a real project that I hope in the future will help meet a real need at our university.
The benefit of this textbook project goes beyond Saint Leo students. Once this
book is published, it will be licensed for re-use under a Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial license, meaning that others can use our material for non-commercial
purposes, so long as the credit the student-authors for their work. It also means that a
textbook created by Saint Leo University can be used at no cost by other institutions.
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The most popular textbook for the content we will teach in our Academic Writing
classes was designed for students at Research-I institutions on a trajectory toward graduate school. As most of our students focus on their careers more than on continuing
education, we need to take a different approach to our course design and textbook. As
the first such textbook available, our project has the opportunity to set a standard for
educational resources in composition and be used by similar institutions everywhere,
further enhancing Saint Leo’s reputation and name recognition.

2.2.1 Significance Evident Through Student Evaluations
My student-driven approach to teaching has grown as a direct response to student
needs I have seen here at Saint Leo. Many of our students, particularly those who are
the first generation from their families to attend college, lack the self-confidence and
ability to navigate the bureaucracies of higher education than their peers with a family history, and expectation, of college success. By putting students more in charge of
the path of their learning, I help students build confidence and support their autonomy as learners. Because this approach places importance on student contributions
and downplays my prominence in class, thereby reversing the power dynamic to which
students have grown accustomed, handing agency over to students does occasionally
generate resistance or even a little resentment from students who would prefer to have
a teacher dictate their thinking and actions. Students’ narrative responses to my course
evaluations reflect both the benefits and the challenges of my approach through their
eyes. Comments on some critical student evaluations (see Course Evals tab, page 68)
sometimes request that I play a more directive role in the classroom. I have worked to
find greater balance in my classes, whereby students lead discussions and activities after conferencing with me, bolstering their confidence and ensuring students learn the
essential content. Additionally, I am working to build a collection of student sample
papers that will be included in the course shell for all future wi 121 & 122 courses,
giving students across our institution model texts to emulate. These model assignments
will help students navigate the new kinds of texts we will ask them to create, which will
improve the quality of student writing on those assignments (Wardle, 2009; Rhodes,
2007). In these ways, student course evaluations have shaped and refined not only my
own teaching practice in my classroom but also the design of upcoming UE Foundations courses.
The critical comments discussed above, however, are outnumbered by positive feedback from students who appreciate the confidence I place in them and the opportunity
they have to take control over their own learning. A vivid example of this contrast
appears in my Course Evaluations from 2017sp1-g-121-c08. One student com-
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Figure 2.3: Word cloud from qualitative feedback in io. Larger words appear more
often.
Course

Instructor

Comment

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

Great professor who taught the material very well and made sure the students understood it before moving on. The
professor made class participation joyful and made the students want to be there.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

The strengths of this course is that it teaches to not only read a text to understand but tot interact with the author in the
process. The course gets me prepared for future courses at Saint Leo in which I have to read.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

Every aspect of this course is met, so I don't think there is any improvement should be made.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

Everything about this course and how it was taught was perfect. There were no complaints, and i actually looked
forward to attending class.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

Nothing.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

The different approaches to writing also the class discussions , Mr. Friend was an amazing professor he really
challenged us. I really wish he taught academic writing 2.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

I wouldn't change anything about this course.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

Amazing class. Structure really enforced the information.

plained about “the unsure feeling students have” when given more agency over their
own learning, while another in the same class praised the “free thinking environment
[and] inspirational conversations.” In summary comments, one student complained
that they “never really grasped the concept of [my] teaching,” while another student in
that same class appreciated the approach, having this to say:
This course was a much needed break through a hectic semester, it allowed for the excess pressure of writing to be done away with while opening my mind to thinking more before I did ANYTHING! The professor
taught in a way that made me believe that the concepts were my own and
not theories that were ratified years before.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

n/a

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

The teacher is very clear on what needs to be done, and if there is a problem or confusion, he has no problem
explaining it a little more.

ENG-121-CA03

Friend, Christopher

N/A

For a birds-eye view of student comments on my evaluations, see the io word cloud
shown in Figure 2.3. The word cloud indicates the frequency at which specific terms
appear in student comments. For example, the word “great” is displayed in the largest
size because it is the most common term in my evaluations, reflecting common support
from students. The next most-common words, “assignment” and “understand” reflect
the relationship of my assignment design and the importance of those assignments to
student learning. Overall, the qualitative feedback I get from course evaluations shows
both the challenges and the rewards of increased agency. Granting students greater
agency allows them to experience meaningful learning in ways they might not have experienced before. Going forward, I want to find ways to continue providing opportunities for motivated students to forge their own paths while also providing more structure and predictability for those who struggle with the unexpected freedom and shift
in classroom authority.
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Because half of my teaching obligations are online, I want to specifically address
the ways I engage students in those classes and establish personal connections over distance. Giving students the ability to think for themselves and draw their own conclusions can be challenging in an online environment, especially when the courses are designed by others, and I’m asked mostly to grade and to guide. Yet my approach has created consistently strong feedback, with several students telling me I’m the first teacher
they feel like they know, with one student in a 2016sp1 course emailing to tell me,
“your videos were great and added a nice personal touch.” Others remark on how much
the videos help them process material, such as this student from 2018f1:
I saw your comments on the recent Critical Analysis paper and I wanted
to thank you for the great feedback. It would be perfectly fine if you used
my paper and I’m glad you think it is worthy of being an example.
Also, thank you for the comments and video you posted about the first
Critical Analysis paper; they really helped me figure out what I needed
to change this second time around.
Multiple students have also told me I’m the first teacher to take the time to give them
meaningful feedback on their writing. For instance, one student in my 2018f1 course
wrote in an email, “Thanks for your comments on my paper. If I had had more teachers
like you who actually gave feedback this writing business probably wouldn’t be so difficult. Last term I had an English teacher who liked to say nope…or doesn’t work. Nothing else.” A student in my 2019f1 course told me, “You are too dedicated to your class
and take the time for REAL feedback, with videos and in depth concepts.” Sometimes
that “real” feedback can be to my detriment, given how long it takes to pay intense attention to providing meaningful commentary on students’ writing styles. But reading
that students value the attention—and perhaps have not experienced it before at Saint
Leo—provides extra motivation to dedicate the time. Furthermore, since I regularly
receive favorable comparative feedback, I know that I am improving the reputation
of Saint Leo online instructors by setting a new bar for interactivity and personalized
feedback.
As alluded to in the quoted comments above, my weekly discussion videos have
become my trademark. Using this communication tool, I respond to the thinking students display in their discussion posts and give them warnings of upcoming trouble
spots that traditionally frustrate or confound students. In these brief videos—typically
lasting no more than 5–10 minutes—I show students my personality, my reactions,
and my compassion. I use them as an opportunity to develop a sense of community
within an online environment, showing students that everyone in the class is working
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together toward a common goal. Rather than responding to every student post (which
makes the discussion board a conversation with me, not the class), I choose instead to
read all posts and report back to students about the highlights. I recommend they read
certain threads that draw out particularly useful or insightful ideas, or examples of excellent interaction with the material. This summative contribution aligns with findings from Heejung, Sunghee, and Keol (2009), who suggest that, “when the instructor’s intervention was minimal, students tended to more freely express their thoughts
and opinions, with a large number of cues for social presence.” To further facilitate social presence in online courses, I infuse a bit of my lighthearted personality, frequently
identifying a “Teacher’s Pet of the Week” for any student whose post goes above and
beyond or shows outstanding engagement with the material. Students react to this
tongue-in-cheek “honor”, as well, joking in future weeks that they have a reputation
to uphold, or that they might lose their title the next week, etc. I find it’s a fun way to
draw attention to what works well in online discussions and make students more aware
of the effort that goes into meaningful discussions.
By creating a forum for addressing the whole class in a medium that goes beyond
text and allows for nonverbal cues and more obvious emotional reactions, these videos
serve as a hallmark of my classes, helping students feel less isolated as they progress
through their online classes. From 2018f2 through 2019f1, my videos were viewed
169 times, accounting for over thirteen hours of viewing time. When I post a video, it is
always accompanied by what I call a “Cliff ’s Notes Version”—the text of the notes I use
to make the video. Considering students can simply read the text of my commentary
and ignore the video altogether, the fact that students have spent thirteen hours (an
average of just under five minutes per session) watching these videos suggests their value
to our online students. I intend to continue this practice and search for other ways
to present myself as more personable than merely a string of words on a screen when
teaching online.
The success of my methods of online instruction can be seen through numeric student evaluations (see Figure 2.8, page 56) and in students’ written comments. For instance, in my 2016f2 course, students shared the following:
• “I likes Prof Friend’s video critiques of our discussions. These were the best discussions I have participated in at Saint Leo.”
• “Prof. Friend himself was the strength of this course. … He gives feedback on our
discussion posts as a whole class using a video. This is something that I enjoyed
as I had never seen it before in my previous classes.”
• “Professor Friend was always available for support and I really appreciated his
sense of humor and professionalism.”
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Comments from my 2018s2 course echo the appreciation of my communication
style:
• “I wish all my instructors had the teaching style like Prof. Friend.”
• “Professor Friend is excellent to work with. He communicates well and is extremely fair in assessing assignments.”
And these from a 2018f2 course of soon-to-graduate seniors:
• “The instruction was very interactive with the students. He provided extensive
feedback on discussions with polite corrections.”
• “The strength of this course is one of your top instructors. That is Christopher
Friend. He is tough and fair. Easy interaction without being condescending
like many of your professors. Prof. Friend is, more then likely, responsible for
student retention at SL.”
• “The discussions and the professor were the strengths of the course. I’d even go
so far as to say with a different professor the course would have been boring.”
• “I believe if you gave Prof. Friend more access to the course development in all
his courses(which means let him spend money). Make him a lead Professor or
something that increases his salary. You don’t want to loose him.”
By comparison, my lowest-rated online course, offered 2017f1, included comments from a student who believes I grade essays based on whether I agree with a student’s position, not based on the quality of the writing according to a given rubric.
While I readily acknowledge that a paper arguing a position I have long dismissed as
untenable makes it more challenging to concentrate on the writing over the position
itself, I am aware of that difficulty and take extra care to assess based on a rubric, not
based on personal feelings. The student in question, while holding views that don’t
align with mine, also happened to write papers that were severely deficient in clarity
and support, which led to his low scores. One 2015f1 course with a low numeric
evaluation included comments from a student saying, “I never understood what was
expected about me and other classmate where in the same situation than me,” and another wishing for “Less peer review more Friend review.” That first complaint about
understanding was contradicted by other comments from the same class (“Instructions
were clear,” “[Friend] also was always there if you had a question, would respond immediately to whatever you asked,” and, “The way that my instructor made up think
about how to go about complete each writing assignment was some times difficult but
rewarding.”). In response to the detracting comment about peer review, I have made
sure to work more directly on teaching students how to review papers helpfully and accurately, improving not only their learning but also their ability to help improve each
other’s writing.
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Looking through other courses with lower-than-average evaluation scores, I struggle to find more of a pattern. For instance, my 2016f1-g-121-c01 was below 4/5,
yet a student complaining that they “got bored easily” contrasts with another comment
from the same section that “Dr. Friend is one of my favorite teachers I have ever had.
He is a great guy, and understands how to get the best out of his students. I love the way
his class is set up, and it really promotes an environment for learning.” In my 2017sp1g-121-c08 course, I experimented with having students publish their work to a
course blog instead of the usual ls, which led to more frustration than liberation,
so I have not repeated that experiment. And lastly, both of my sl101 sections were
poorly rated. The content was in flux the first time I taught it (2017), and my evaluations did improve in 2018, but I refrained from teaching another section of that course
until the course content stabilizes and I can better understand what kind of value I can
add to its implementation with a teaching style emphasizing student agency.
Obviously, no teacher’s style appeals to all students in every class, and it seems my
approach works best with students eager to take control of their own learning, sometimes frustrating those who want an instructor who takes more directive control. That
difference in perspective has been the only consistency I have found in comments on
student evaluations to explain classes where I am significantly above or below the average composite score for the College of Arts & Sciences.¹ For complete historical comparison, please see the charts of my Composite Student Evaluations, found on pages 54
through 56. To put my numbers in perspective, I want to point out that more than 78%
of the courses I have taught at Saint Leo (online and on-ground combined) have been
required fundamentals courses (g 002, 121, 122; sl 101) into which students are
placed before beginning work in their majors, rather than courses that they elect to take
and select to suit their interests within their field of study. Furthermore, these fundamental courses occur at the beginning of our students’ collegiate careers, and these
courses often serve to “weed out” underprepared students, while upper-level courses
benefit from having students focused more on graduation than orientation.
The effect of an academic “weeding out” process can to an extent be seen by analyzing drop/fail/withdraw (fw) rates, which measure how many students do not
¹The composite scores calculated for the individual and school levels are inconsistent across io
reports, with some incorporating numbers about library and other resource use into the faculty score,
and some even including the number of hours students report spending on homework—numbers that
have nothing to do with the teacher’s performance. Therefore, I recalculated the composite scores for
all levels and all courses to generate my reports and charts.
Furthermore, I am working with Cheryl Hemphill during the 2019f2 semester to test new reporting
methods that should save time and calculation frustrations for faculty who prepare portfolios in the
future, making our statistics more accurate and accessible.
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successfully complete a course. Online classes, regardless of institution, are notorious
for having abysmal completion rates. Saint Leo’s overall online fw rates tend to hover
in the 30–40% range. My fw rates for g 121 & 122 (see Figure 2.4, page 53) in
y2106—the oldest data available—were higher than the institutional average in each
modality except for my g 121 online classes. By y2018, my fw rates for each of
my Academic Writing courses were lower than the corresponding institutional averages. Rates for my g 122 classes are particularly noteworthy, with my online rate
dropping to within 5 percentage points of the campus average and my campus rates
dropping all the way to zero. I believe this improvement is the result of attention to
student orientation at the beginning of the semester and a revision policy built on the
opportunity to grow and improve during the term. I recognize the affect low fw
rates have on student retention, and I will continue to look for ways to make students,
especially those online, feel supported in their efforts to complete my courses.

2.2.2 Significance Evident Through Observations
As somewhat of a contrast to the divided views seen in student evaluations, my teaching observation reports have been consistently strong over the years. In Class Observations (see Observations tab, page 233), I present feedback from seventeen class visits
across my five years here at Saint Leo, providing feedback from a variety of roles and
colleges across the institution. Whether the observer was my dean or a colleague in the
College of Business, these observation reports show me to be a strong teacher who listens carefully to students and creates opportunities for them to experiment and learn.
In her 2019 observation (see page 234), Chantelle MacPhee noted the leadership skill
I exhibited while facilitating class discussions. In his 2018 observation, Steve Kistulentz observed that “while the open and collegial discussion seemed to reinforce the
idea that while the instructor serves as an obvious authority figure in the classroom,
that authority was driven from mutual respect.” Dr. Kistulentz’s comments reflect my
emphasis on enhancing student agency, as discussed above. Similarly, in her 2018 observation, Heather Parker noted that “divergent points of view are presented as a result
of the structure of the class that facilitates learning by encouraging student[s] to challenge each others ‘statements’ much in the same way he challenged students during
the course of the conversation.” It seems clear that my efforts to engage students in
meaningful discussions; give them more autonomy in the classroom; and expect them
to behave as colleagues, rather than subordinates, work well enough that their effects
can be seen even in brief classroom observations. In the future, I intend to continue
finding ways to have students take charge of their own learning and responsibility for
class discussions.
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Figure 2.5: Composite Evals by Class, 2014–15 School Year (Paper Evaluations)
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Figure 2.6: Composite Evals by Class, Fall 2015 (5-point Scale, Electronic)
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Figure 2.7: Composite Evaluations by Campus Class (4-point Scale)
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Figure 2.8: Composite Evaluations by Online Class (4-point Scale)
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2.2.3 Significance Evident Through Advising
The nature of my position—half online, half on-campus, all focused on first-year writing classes—has implications for the advising work I do, as well. Whereas most faculty
advise students as they navigate their way through the specifics of their major, I don’t
teach classes in a major, and my advisees typically have yet to declare their majors. Furthermore, I often have a small number of advisees at any given point (see Figure 2.9,
page 58, for details). As a result, much of the work I do for academic advising relates
to the University Explorations program, helping students learn how to navigate their
options and interpret their Program Evaluations. Because I count as one of my greatest
personal strengths the ability to make people feel welcome in new environments, this
advising work suits me well, and I enjoy the opportunity to guide students through the
UE program as they attempt to better understand themselves, their interests, and this
institution.
Of particular note, I work hard to push students to complete the UE program.
Many students who come to Saint Leo without a clear idea of their academic major
discover in their first couple years that the major they want isn’t offered at our school.
These students often start talking about options for transferring to other schools that
better meet their academic needs. In these circumstances, I always work with students
to help them complete the UE program and qualify for an Associate degree, which has
two immediate advantages. First, completing an AA degree helps make the student
more appealing to a receiving school, making the transfer process simpler by avoiding
the administrative work of transferring course credit. Second, completing an AA degree means Saint Leo can say the student earned a degree from our institution. My
advising work is specifically intended to target our retention and completion rates.
Perhaps my greatest contribution in this category has come not from academic advising but rather from personal advising. As the faculty sponsor of Prism, Saint Leo’s
gay-straight alliance, and as a visible Safe Zone Ally (more on that in Institutional &
Disciplinary Service—see Service tab, page 547), I’m in a unique position to advise
students on navigating personal and professional concerns regarding their sexual orientation, gender identity, and related matters. In fact, in the first half of the Fall 2019
semester alone, I have had two students visit my office seeking advice for managing family tensions or the coming-out process in various situations. In each case, the students
said they came to me because I have a Safe Zone placard displayed beside my office
door. Students know I’m a helpful resource if they have concerns related to these issues, and the growing number of Safe Zone Allies on campus shows how my advising
efforts stretch beyond just my office. By training other faculty, staff, and students to be
Allies for the lgbq+ members of our community (see Safe Zone Allies, page 544),
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Figure 2.9: Advisee Counts by Semester

I help ensure our students feel seen and supported. My role as Faculty Advisor for
Prism makes me a visible resource for more than just personal support. In the Fall
2019 semester, a student in one of Dr. Wolfe’s psychology classes meet with me to help
advise him through his class project that involves studying members of the lgbq+
population. Because Dr. Wolfe knows about my involvement with Prism and the population in question, he knew he could refer that student to me for advice and guidance
on his project.
For that matter, my advising work extends beyond our institution. I presently serve
as the outside committee member and subject-matter expert for a PhD candidate from
Portland State University’s sociology department, helping to advise the student as they
progress through their dissertation research. As of the latest update, that student expects to graduate in 2020. I also had a unique opportunity during my first year at Saint
Leo to advise graduate students at the University of Chicago. As part of my visit to that
school to participate in a panel discussion (see Scholarship of Teaching, page 360), I
also worked with U Chicago students who scheduled advising appointments during
my visit. Students knew my areas of expertise before I arrived and were able to ask for
guidance on any relevant topic during their half-hour one-on-one sessions. Conversations ranged from pedagogical advice to help with CV revisions. These sessions allowed
me to turn my conference attendance into a mentoring opportunity, and they helped
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me develop my persona as an established academic—something particularly beneficial
for me while I was a first-year faculty member.
Overall, my experience with advising, much like my teaching assignments, has been
multimodal, diverse, and nontraditional. Since arriving at Saint Leo, I have worked
to improve degree completion through academic advising, retention through personal
advising, and our reputation through advising students at other institutions. Looking
ahead, I intend to find additional creative opportunities to advise and support students
beyond simply helping them navigate degree programs.

2.3

Teaching Goals for the Future

A detailed narrative of my teaching goals follows, but in brief, I have set these targets
for the years ahead:
• Short-Term Goals
1. Complete student-created wi 121/122 textbook
2. Prepare training courses to help faculty migrate from g 121/122 to the
new wi 121/122 curriculum
3. Adapt new wi courses to online delivery via is process
• Medium-Range Goals
1. Support teaching faculty in delivering new courses via in-person center
visits, dedicated Faculty Liaisons at centers, and an online repository of
assignment sheets and sample student work
2. Establish an academic-writing presence at Academic Excellence Day
3. Build sense of community by developing composition newsletter
4. Train cv support staff in expectations of new curriculum
• Long-Term Goals
1. Establish writing and rhetoric as a full-fledged program with additional
course offerings across all grade levels; serve as director of that program
2. Create undergraduate academic journal to showcase student work
3. Facilitate creation of a dedicated writing center to support writing efforts
across the institution, with consultations available via all modalities
My main priority for future growth in my teaching remains the revision of our
academic-writing courses. This project has proved much larger and more complex than
initially anticipated, yet I continue to view that complexity as an opportunity for learning and development, both for me and for the institution. Having obtained support
for our new wi 121 & 122 couress, my focus now shifts toward implementation, rollout-and faculty support. With the support of my department chair, the c, and the
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vp, I believe the coming changes will be implemented sensibly and with the right
amount of publicity to secure faculty buy-in and student engagement. Through the
rest of the 2019–20 school year, I will work to complete the student-authored textbook project that’s already in progress. Because the proposed curriculum has been in
flux over the past five years, the textbook could not be completed because we didn’t
have a target for which to aim. Now that the proposal has been accepted by the department and the c, the curriculum appears to be settling, and I can have students
write material that works for our new courses.
At the same time, I will develop a faculty training course to help instructors make
the transition from the academic-writing classes we’ve been teaching for years to a new
rhetoric-based program. To help faculty at our centers make the transition, I will visit
our centers to present the intentions of our new program, present myself as the person
behind the project, and establish faculty liaisons at each center who will serve as an
accessible point of contact with whom I can meet to see how the transition works,
addressing issues and concerns when needed. Eventually, I hope to encourage dialogue
among wi 121/122 instructors via a program newsletter in which faculty can discuss
issues, share solutions, and explore options for making our courses meet the needs of
our diverse student group.
After rolling out new courses and supporting the instructors in their efforts to
teach them, I plan to work on recognizing students and instructors who excel in the
courses. I intend to make academic writing more prominent in our Academic Excellence Day festivities by creating student awards for best essays/projects once those are
standardized and instructor awards for best assignment/teaching given each year. As
Saint Leo continues to grow, we will have more resources available to make our student
achievements more visible to the public. Considering the number of students taking
our g 121 and 122 courses, I hope to create some form of undergraduate academic
journal, in which we publish the best work of our students—perhaps those who compete for awards at Academic Excellence Day. Such an undertaking obviously requires
a good deal of resources and coordination, but as our student body continues to grow,
I plan to take advantage of the available resources and train students to produce that
journal.
Saint Leo will soon face the challenge of needing a dedicated writing center, differentiated from our current cv on campus, to meet the needs of our revised composition curriculum and growing wc initiative. While I do not see myself as qualified to
manage such a project, I intend to work closely with whoever is tasked with creating
our writing center, as it will need to support and reflect our new course curriculum.
Looking even further ahead, I have a long-term goal of becoming the director of
a rhetoric and composition program at Saint Leo. My intentions have always been
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to develop professionally as this institution expands. I joined Saint Leo five years ago
with the knowledge that, as an early-career academic, I had plenty of room to grow; the
small size and huge growth potential of Saint Leo seemed a perfect fit. As our student
population and our course offerings continue to expand, I want to see academic writing
serve as an essential component of our students’ academic success. I believe our need
for courses that examine the rhetoric of various disciplines will increase, and I want to
be here for many years to come to help support that expansion.
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Documentation of Teaching

2.4.1 Letters & Forms
Miscellaneous documentation referenced in the narrative above appears on the pages
that follow. Specifically, these documents are included:
• Letter of thanks from Andy Bridge, Academic Writing I, Fall 2017 and Academic Writing II, Spring 2018
• Letter of thanks from Nelson Barajas, Academic Writing II, Spring 2015
• Letter of thanks from Lucia Pawlowski, Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in
the Humanities at si, Summer 2016
• Letter of thanks from Jess Fenn, Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities at si, Summer 2019
• Appointment of Doctoral Dissertation Committee form from ps identifying
me as external committee member

Chris Friend

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
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Andrew Bridge andrew.bridge@email.saintleo.edu
Thank You
April 25, 2019 at 3:40 PM
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu
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Jess Fenn fenn@geneseo.edu
Thank you!
June 10, 2019 at 11:22 AM
christopher.friend@saintleo.edu

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organiza3on. Do not click links or open
a9achments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Dear Chris,
I wanted to thank you for a truly remarkable class last week at DHSI. I'm sorry I wasn't able to say this in person--I chatted
with Chris Gilliard and made him late for the share-out (sorry about that), and missed being able to thank you at that time.
I did not expect such a transformative opportunity. What a joy to be able to witness your critical pedagogical practice, your
patience and rigor and large-heartedness in holding the space for a student-centered experience. I learned so much--not
only about the precise questions I brought to the class, but also about how this kind of education works more generally
and about new aspects of teaching and instructional design, and so much more.
Your teaching and example has really made an impact on me. I know it did for others in the class, as well. So many
thanks for all of your energy and efforts--I'll be drawing on this experience for a long time to come.
With much appreciation, Jess
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September 18, 2016
To Whom It May Concern:
I am an English professor at the University of St. Thomas, and I took Chris Friend’s Critical Pedagogy course at
the Digital Humanities Summer Institute (DHSI) in July 2016. I offered to write Chris a letter of
recommendation—he did not ask me for one—because I humbly wanted to put on the record how talented,
brilliant, and nurturing he is.
Chris and his co-teacher, Jesse Stommel, taught one of the most life-changing seminars I’ve ever had in my
career. Through this experience, I learned that digital tools can be used to build classroom community and in
fact resist the atomization so many cultural critics charge is the problem with digital environments. Chris
taught me that a teacher could and should use the digital to enhance what our students already know: that
learning happens in relationship (and therefore digital tools can build peer relationships in unique ways).
Surveying my colleagues at the DHSI who had taken other seminars, I quickly realized that I was lucky enough
to stumble upon one of the most exciting, well-organized, and productive seminars at the event.
The course was thoughtfully structured, with each day thematically building on each other; the week was
thoughtfully structured as well, with a great balance between discussion of deep articles, and hands-on lab
work; the readings were perfectly selected (they were theoretically sophisticated yet accessible to tech
newbies like me). The labs were well-paced and understandable. The discussions were magnificent thanks
to the artful facilitation of Chris and Jesse. As students, we were asked to constantly evaluate the “rhetorics”
of the room—how discussion dynamics were unfolding, and what our own evolving purpose was at the
seminar. Through it all, Chris was compassionate as we struggled to wrap our heads around all-new
pedagogical paradigms, and gave us much individual attention. He was unfailingly tuned in to where we all
were on our own trajectories, and what he could do to advance us along that trajectory. Because of how
they both modeled teaching and talked about teaching, I learned as much about pedagogy from Chris and
Jesse that week as I did taking teaching practicums during my PhD work. Every early and mid-career
professor should be required to participate in a seminar like this so that we learn to constantly reassess
everything.
As a final note, I want to laud Chris for his extraordinary work on Hybrid Pedagogy, a journal I have found
invaluable to my nascent identity as a digital humanities practitioner.
I will be forever indebted to Chris for the caring, compassionate, rigorous, and career-changing instruction he
offered me during one of the most intellectually memorable experiences in my career. I would be happy to
talk to you more about Chris if you’d like to email me at lucia.pawlowski@stthomas.edu.
Sincerely,
Lucia Pawlowski, PhD
Assistant Professor
English Department
University of St. Thomas
St. Paul, MN 55104
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2.4.2 Course Evaluations
The list below shows all course sections I have taught at Saint Leo. Course evaluations
for each are enclosed in the pages that follow. Three classes have no evaluations because
none were submitted; I have enclosed an email from Cheryl Hemphill verifying this.
• Fall 2019 (In progress; reports unavailable at time of writing)
1. g-121-ol02 Academic Writing I (Fall 1)
2. g-121-ol02 Academic Writing I (Fall 2)
3. g-121-c21 Academic Writing I
4. g-121-c1 Academic Writing I Honors
• 2019 Summer
1. g-121-ol01 Academic Writing I (zero responses)
• 2019 Spring
1. g-121-ol01 Academic Writing I
2. g-122-c23 Academic Writing II
3. g-122-c1 Academic Writing II Honors
4. lbs-201-ol01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies
• 2018 Fall
1. g-121-c1 Academic Writing I Honors
2. g-300-c03 ST: Digital Writing
3. lbs-201-ol01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies (Fall 1)
4. lbs-201-ol01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies (Fall 2)
5. sl-101-c04 First Year Experience
• 2018 Summer
1. lbs-498-ol01 Exploration of Liberal Studies
• 2018 Spring
1. g-122-c1 Academic Writing II Honors
2. is-200-c01 ST: The Art of Conversation
3. lbs-201-ol01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies (Spring 1)
4. lbs-201-ol01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies (Spring 2)
• 2017 Fall
1. g-121-c01 Academic Writing I
2. g-121-c03 Academic Writing I
3. g-121-c1 Academic Writing I Honors
4. sl-101-c15 First Year Experience
5. g-121-ol04 Academic Writing I
6. lbs-201-ol01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies (0 responses returned)
• 2017 Spring
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1. g-121-c05 Academic Writing I
2. g-121-c08 Academic Writing I
3. g-122-cl03 Academic Writing II
4. lbs-201-cl01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies
5. g-428-c01 Internship (not evaluated at that time)
2016 Fall
1. g-121-c01 Academic Writing I
2. g-121-c05 Academic Writing I
3. g-121-c09 Academic Writing I
4. g-121-cl04 Academic Writing I
5. lbs-201-cl01 Critical Thinking in Liberal Studies
2016 Spring
1. g-121-c04 Academic Writing I
2. g-122-cl01 Academic Writing II
3. g-121-cl01 Academic Writing I
4. g-215cl-cl02 Monsters in Literature
2015 Fall
1. g-121-c03 Academic Writing I
2. g-121-c04 Academic Writing I
3. g-121-c06 Academic Writing I
4. g-121-c25 Academic Writing I
5. g-002-cl01 Basic Writing
2015 Summer
1. g-121-clo3 Academic Writing I
2. g-122-cl01 Academic Writing II
2015 Spring
1. g-122-c03 Academic Writing II
2. g-122-c07 Academic Writing II
3. g-122-c09 Academic Writing II
4. g-122-c22 Academic Writing II
2014 Fall
1. g-002-c01 Basic Writing (0 responses returned)
2. g-121-c09 Academic Writing I
3. g-121-c10 Academic Writing I
4. g-121-c14 Academic Writing I
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2019SP1-8WKOL (2/18 - 3/4)
Comprehensive Report for Critical Thinking Lib Studies (LBS-201-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2019SP1-8WKOL (2/18 3/4)
What were the strengths of this course?
THE INSTUCTOR WAS GREAT AND ACTUALLY THE STRENGTH OF THE COURSE
What would improve this course?
MATERIAL ONLINE TO INCLUDE ACCESS AND QUIZ AS WELL AS STUDENT PARTICIPATION WE ONLY HAD 3 PEOPLE IN CLASS
Student Learning
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I participated in the course learning activities (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I gained knowledge about the course content (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

The assignments helped me learn the course content (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Question

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (1 Responses)
I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (1 Responses)

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Communication and Clarity
Question

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (1 Responses)
The basis for grading each assignment was clear (1 Responses)
The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (1 Responses)

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

1 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.00
0 / 0.00%

0.00

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

1 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.00

0.00

Course Resources
Question
Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (1
Responses)

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

The course materials helped me learn (1 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.00

0.00

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (1
Responses)

0 / 0.00%

1 / 100.00%

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (1 Responses)

1 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.00

0 / 0.00%

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (1 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 1/100.00%
5 to <15 hours: 0/0.00%
15 to <25 hours: 0/0.00%
25 to <35 hours: 0/0.00%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.00

0.00
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What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
THE INSTRUCTOR WAS OUTSTANDING BUT THE CLASS SIZE I BELIEVE MADE THE CLASS DIFFICULT
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2019 Spring 1 16WK CAMPUS (4/2 - 4/16)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing II (ENG-122-CAH1) - Friend, Christopher - 2019 Spring 1 16WK CAMPUS (4/2 4/16)
What were the strengths of this course?
Learned lots of good information, it was all relevant and it was well paced
This course allowed me to conduct my own research on a topic that I got to choose once it was approved by Dr. Friend. This made this course very enjoyable, and the work never
felt like it was a hassle to do because I was doing it on something I was genuinely interested in. All assignment are graded based on a pass or fail, so you are forced to do the
assignment the right way and give your best effort.
Friend gave the right amount of freedom, while also making sure his students understand the material. He is very understanding.
peer review evaluation
What would improve this course?
Not letting in whatever students, they brought down the class so much because the class was for students who actually wanted to learn and half of the kids in there didn't so they
lowered the quality
Nothing, great class.
I cannot think of anything.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.96

The instructor's presentations were well organized (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Discussions were relevant (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Course Resources
Question

Yes

No

Mean

StDev

Chris Friend
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Did you use library resources for this course? (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%
Strongly
Agree

Question

73
3 / 75.00%
Agree

0.25

0.50

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.96

The course materials helped me learn (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (4
Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.96

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (4 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 1/25.00%
3 to <6 hours: 3/75.00%
6 to <9 hours: 0/0.00%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Dr. Friend is a really good teacher
Friend did a great job this semester!
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2019 Spring 1 16WK CAMPUS (4/2 - 4/16)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing II (ENG-122-CA23) - Friend, Christopher - 2019 Spring 1 16WK CAMPUS (4/2 4/16)
What were the strengths of this course?
Dr. Friend is a great professor. He makes class interesting and you can tell he is really focused and determined on helping us learn the material.
Writing assignments
My writing improved from last semester, and I learned what writing styles to use for future tasks.
The strength of this class was perfecting on your peer review skills.
The way Prof friend kept in touch with his students, he truly cares about us, also he has a great environment in his class
Professor Friend is an awesome instructor. He is very helpful and answer all students questions.
What would improve this course?
Personally I enjoy some aspects of a flipped class room. I think maybe more presentations where we can learn from our peers.
Use of textbook
The way the grading works is horrible. I have never heard of student evaluations where my classmates determine what grade I should get. If a student does not evaluate a hardworking student, then the hard-working student gets a bad a grade because someone did not do their work like they were supposed to. The grading needs change.
Lessen the number of papers given, that way we can spend more time reviewing our papers when they are needed to be revised.
The due date(including rough drafts) for assignments should be a week at least. Also, peer evaluation should hold a lower percentage.
nothing
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.76

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (7 Responses)

2 / 28.57%

5 / 71.43% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.49

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 14.29%

3.14

1.07

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (7 Responses)

2 / 28.57%

4 / 57.14% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.14

0.69

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

4 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

0.98

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 14.29%

3.29

1.11

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 14.29%

3.14

1.07

The instructor's presentations were well organized (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 14.29%

3.43

1.13

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

Discussions were relevant (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.76
0.76

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (7 Responses)

2 / 28.57%

3 / 42.86% 2 / 28.57%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.82

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 14.29%

3.14

1.07

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (7 Responses)

2 / 28.57%

5 / 71.43% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.49

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.79

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.79

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.79

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49
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Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (7 Responses)
Question

Yes

No

Mean

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57%

0.71

StDev
0.49

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (7 Responses)

2 / 28.57%

5 / 71.43% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.49

The course materials helped me learn (7 Responses)

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (7
Responses)

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.76

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (7 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 1/14.29%
3 to <6 hours: 5/71.43%
6 to <9 hours: 1/14.29%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Dr Friend is extremely patient with his students and awesome.
This class was really nice to see that a couple of my abilities were being used for creativity and organization with my thoughts when outlining a plot.
It was a great class. Thank you
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2019 Summer 2 8wk Faculty (8/12 - 8/19)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2019 Spring 2 8WK WW OL (4/15 4/29)
What were the strengths of this course?
Mr. Friend is very involved in the course and responds quickly great teacher, I enjoyed his class. I know if I send him a message he will respond
The professor is very thorough and explains things really well. He makes sure you understand before jumping into the next thing. I learned a lot within this class.
The course module is detailed and easy to navigate through!
Good clear directions.
I learned the importance of different types of writing and the ways to form each essay.
I felt comfortable writing, I learn how to fix my run on sentences
What would improve this course?
This class is near perfect the way it is.
The weight of the grade equally dispersed throughout the assignments, homework, and quizzes.
Nothing.
We were to submit essays to tutor.com, and I somehow ran out of minutes, and I didn't get any help regarding this so I had to submit unrevised essays, also when I did get
feedback from the tutors, I ended up still not doing to well on the essays, even after the corrections. I didn't get feedback from the instructor when I needed. I did bad on a 12
point essay, and after numerous attempts, I still could not master the concept of it, landing me a zero for the essay, but for everything in the course I aced. Some of the feedback
from the discussions weren't very helpful, there were times, I would only get one response and it wasn't even on what I needed to fix in my essays.
nothing
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

I gained knowledge about the course content (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

3 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.55

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

1 / 16.67% 2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.17

0.98

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.17

1.17

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0.52

0 / 0.00% 3.67

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.33

1.21

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (6
Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.33

1.21

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0.52

0 / 0.00% 3.67
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The course materials helped me learn (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (5
Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0.55

0 / 0.00% 3.60

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (6 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
5 to <15 hours: 3/50.00%
15 to <25 hours: 0/0.00%
25 to <35 hours: 1/16.67%
35 hours +: 2/33.33%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
none
This class is great. I learned a lot and would take it over to learn more.
Professor Friend was very in tune and informative regarding this entire course!
Why are there certain amount of minutes for tutor.com, and why did I run out? And the Blair Reader and Prentice Reader were not very easy to maneuver in, I bare was able to
even use them.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Fall 1 8WK WW OL (10/1 - 10/15)
Comprehensive Report for Critical Thinking Lib Studies (LBS-201-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Fall 1 8WK WW OL
(10/1 - 10/15)
What were the strengths of this course?
Critical Analysis Essay
The flow of the course content and the way the instructor checked in with students using short videos. It is hard to follow an online course at times he made it so I felt engaged
and a part of the class. The feedback provided and tips posted.
The instructor feedback was consistent and helpful. The organization of modules made sense and promoted learning.
identification of fallacies
The book; Asking the right questions and the professors support.
One of the strengths of this course is Professor Friend's engagement with the class. I've never had a Professor use online videos as a method to communicate. I also appreciate
his support and feedback regarding assignments.
What would improve this course?
A study guide for the quizzes
This course was great and I see no changes that need to be made.
showing how critical thinking can only exist in a reading or research environment and that what is taught is difficult at best in today's society in relation to personal/professional
interactions
I am not sure, but the professor was very helpful and looked for ways to support me with the difficulties I was having to understand how to create my essays.
Some of the online articles that were housed in the college library were hard to access. Maybe a brief explanation regarding the need to search beyond the link provide would be
helpful. I'm sorry if I missed this suggestion if it was provided. :)
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

I gained knowledge about the course content (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.82

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (6 Responses)

2 / 33.33%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.17

0.75

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (6 Responses)

2 / 33.33%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.17

0.75

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.82

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.82

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (6
Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84
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The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (6 Responses)

2 / 33.33%

4 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.52

The course materials helped me learn (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (6
Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.84

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (6 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
5 to <15 hours: 4/66.67%
15 to <25 hours: 2/33.33%
25 to <35 hours: 0/0.00%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Nothing else
I appreciated the instructors enthusiasm and making the classwork fun and interesting. He challenged our way of thinking and used topics relevant to real life scenarios.
Professor Friend was great! The videos he posted in the discussion boards really helped me understand the course material and assignments better. I have never had a teacher
that was so invested that they took the time to record weekly videos. His feedback was great and overall I had a wonderful learning experience!
I learned a lot of valuable things related to critical thinking and effective listening. I also learned how to assess myself and ways I can improve and maintain in both areas. Thank
you, Professor Friend! Great class!
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Fall 1 8WK WW OL (10/1 - 10/15)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CAH1) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Fall 1 16WK CAMPUS (11/13 12/3)
What were the strengths of this course?
Very well constructed syllabus, engaging discussions, insightful presentations, and plenty of assignments.
helped me learn more since we had more discussions and not time to just sit there and write, I love how te teacher was very understanding
Class discussions
Emphasizing an improvement and understanding of the writing/material being covered, not just working for a grade.
Dr. Friend is very active in class. Whether it was during group discussions or a lecture, he constantly kept me thinking. I was never bored and if I was confused he would help me
right away. His classes are very unique and I love his teaching style.
Dr. Friend taught in a way that I never experienced - in the best way possible. He took writing and thinking to a whole new level that I really liked.
What would improve this course?
More instructor feedback.
A change of technique occasionally, the class became very repetitive.
A little better organization and clarity in assignments.
Student Learning
Question
I gained knowledge about the course content (8 Responses)

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

8 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

Mean StDev
4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (8 Responses)

6 / 75.00%

2 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.46

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

1 / 14.29%

3.14

1.21

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (8 Responses)

5 / 62.50%

3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.63

0.52

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (8 Responses)

6 / 75.00%

2 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.46

The instructor's presentations were well organized (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

Discussions were relevant (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (8 Responses)

6 / 75.00%

2 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.46

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (8 Responses)

6 / 75.00%

2 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.46

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

Stimulating Interest
Question
The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (8 Responses)

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

8 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

Mean StDev
4.00

0.00

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (8 Responses)

7 / 87.50%

1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

Course Resources
Question

Yes

No

Mean

StDev

Chris Friend
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Did you use library resources for this course? (8 Responses)

4 / 50.00%
Strongly
Agree

Question

81
4 / 50.00%
Agree

0.50

0.53

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (8 Responses)

3 / 37.50%

4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 12.50%

3.13

0.99

The course materials helped me learn (8 Responses)

5 / 62.50%

3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.63

0.52

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (8
Responses)

5 / 62.50%

3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.63

0.52

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (8 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 2/25.00%
3 to <6 hours: 5/62.50%
6 to <9 hours: 1/12.50%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
This class is very different from any other traditional English class I've taken. It was very engaging, fun, and has plenty of discussions to keep students from getting bored. There
is more student control rather than instructor control in this particular class which isn't a bad thing as it would seem. Students had to create their own presentations on certain
articles covered in class and present it to teach the other students the material. This definitely helped me get a better understanding of the material and helped me write my
papers. This class isn't all about writing constantly which kept me very engaged compared to previous English classes I've took. It also includes discussions where students and the
instructor engage in a deep insightful conversation about articles the students have read. It is from these discussions that this particular instructor really stands out for his
astonishing teaching method. I will most definitely remember what I have learned from this class and apply it in my life! I will miss having this instructor's class as it was a
wonderful experience.
Chris Friend refused to use the materials in the textbook and I feel like that made the difference. We learned how to completely renovate our writing skills in a modern way using
his method.
Dr. Friend is a great professor!
Much better than any other writing course I have taken.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Fall 1 8WK WW OL (10/1 - 10/15)
Comprehensive Report for ST:Digital Writing (ENG-300-CA03) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Fall 1 16WK CAMPUS (11/13 12/3)
What were the strengths of this course?
In class discussions, free-range given over projects.
Learning about different authors on technology and writing, as well as learning how to create a website.
Dr Friend and his "loose" teaching style, which made this actually hit home better
What would improve this course?
More focus on practical applications and less presentations.
Nothing. This class was awesome.
Perhaps some more clarity with what was meant for the class, if only just to appease others who desire a more typical class style. I enjoyed this style, but others did not as much
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.96

The instructor's presentations were well organized (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

Discussions were relevant (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.96

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (4 Responses)
Question
The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (2 Responses)

Yes

No

Mean

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00%

0.50

StDev
0.58

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

2 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

Mean StDev
4.00

0.00
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The course materials helped me learn (2 Responses)

2 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (2
Responses)

2 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (4 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 0/0.00%
3 to <6 hours: 3/75.00%
6 to <9 hours: 0/0.00%
9 to <12 hours: 1/25.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Dr. Friend is a welcoming teacher and makes class discussion/debate very comfortable.
My classmates may have found issues with the teachings of this class, but I expected this to be creating a project, and this was more and better than I expected. Frankly, this was
a great class
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Fall 1 8WK WW OL (10/1 - 10/15)
Comprehensive Report for First Year Experience (SLU-101-CA04) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Fall 1 16WK CAMPUS (11/13 12/3)
What were the strengths of this course?
Class discussion/ Activities
Teacher wanted to improve the course.
What would improve this course?
Going out on campus more instead of being in the classroom.
Creating a subject matter interesting to the student body.
Better topics.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.96

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

2 / 50.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.82

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

2 / 50.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.82

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

2 / 50.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.82

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

2 / 50.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.82

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The instructor's presentations were well organized (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

2 / 50.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.82

Discussions were relevant (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (4 Responses)
Question
The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (4 Responses)

Yes

No

Mean

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00%

0.75

0.50

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

StDev

0 / 0.00%

Mean StDev
3.25

0.50
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The course materials helped me learn (4 Responses)

1 / 25.00%

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.50

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (4
Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (4 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 3/75.00%
3 to <6 hours: 1/25.00%
6 to <9 hours: 0/0.00%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Useless class, needs improvement.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Fall 1 8WK WW OL (10/1 - 10/15)
Comprehensive Report for Exploration Liberal Studies (LBS-498-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Fall 2 8WK WW OL
(11/26 - 12/10)
What were the strengths of this course?
The instruction was very interactive with the students. He provided extensive feedback on discussions with polite corrections.
The strength of this course is one of your top instructors. That is Christopher Friend. He is tough and fair. Easy interaction without being condescending like many of your
professors. Prof. Friend is, more then likely, responsible for student retention at SL.
The professor is very interactive and helpful in understanding the topics and what tasks need to be done. He is also very good at giving direction in what is expected as well as
feedback. Very good course.
Teacher student interaction. Teacher involvement. It was a good class.
The discussions and the professor were the strengths of the course. I'd even go so far as to say with a different professor the course would have been boring.
What would improve this course?
The textbook is not relevant to the academic environment.
I believe if you gave Prof. Friend more access to the course development in all his courses(which means let him spend money). Make him a lead Professor or something that
increases his salary. You don't want to loose him.
No it is good
A shorter research paper due on the 7 th week rather than the 8 th week.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I gained knowledge about the course content (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.50

1.22

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.50

1.22

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.50

1.22

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.50

1.22

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (6
Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.52

The course materials helped me learn (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 16.67% 3.33

1.21
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The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (6
Responses)

4 / 66.67%

87
2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.67

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (6 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
5 to <15 hours: 2/33.33%
15 to <25 hours: 2/33.33%
25 to <35 hours: 2/33.33%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
I had fun.
Excellent professor!
The Professor was great and gave a lot of feedback on homework and assignments.
Professor Friend brings this course alive but the research paper textbook is extra and unnecessary.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2019 All Rights Reserved.
By using this system, you agree to be bound by the IOTA360 MSA and terms of use.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Summer 2 8WK WW OL (8/6 - 8/20)
Comprehensive Report for Exploration Liberal Studies (LBS-498-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Summer 2 8WK WW OL
(8/6 - 8/20)
What were the strengths of this course?
Communication with the instructor and other students
Communication and topics selected for study
What would improve this course?
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I gained knowledge about the course content (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (6 Responses)

6 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (6
Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The course materials helped me learn (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (6
Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.83

0.41

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (6 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
5 to <15 hours: 3/50.00%
15 to <25 hours: 3/50.00%
25 to <35 hours: 0/0.00%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%

Chris Friend
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What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
I wish all my instructors had the teaching style like Prof. Friend.
Professor Friend is excellent to work with. He communicates well and is extremely fair in assessing assignments.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Spring 1 8WK OL 2017
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing II (ENG-122-CAH1) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Spring 1 16WK CAMPUS (4/4 4/18)
What were the strengths of this course?
I learned a lot about research and how to effectively do it as well as learn more about myself as a writer. My writing improved a lot throughout this class.
The material being learnt.
Very academically rigorous The whole class seemed to come together and help each other out Professor Friend is one of the absolute best! Feedback was very helpful and relevant
Discusssions stimulated good conversation and new ideas that furthered learning
What would improve this course?
Maybe showing grades more throughout the semester, but I do like getting feedback and being able to revise my papers and see the difference in my writing
Figure out a way to make the annotated bibliography a little less stressful
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

Communication and Clarity
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

2 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.58

The instructor's presentations were well organized (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Question

Mean StDev

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

Discussions were relevant (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

1.00

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Yes

No

Mean

StDev

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

1.00

0.00

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (4 Responses)
Question
The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (4 Responses)

Strongly
Agree
1 / 25.00%

Agree

3 / 75.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

Mean StDev
3.25

0.50
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The course materials helped me learn (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (4
Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (4 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 0/0.00%
3 to <6 hours: 1/25.00%
6 to <9 hours: 2/50.00%
9 to <12 hours: 1/25.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
It was a lot of work but I enjoyed learning in this class and didn't hate doing the work
Professor Friend has been my favorite so far at Saint Leo University, he’s great with the students, he’s super smart, and his unique teaching style is very effective. All praises to this
man! It was a wonderful semester!
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Spring 1 8WK OL 2017
Comprehensive Report for ST:The Art of Conversation (IDS-200-CA01) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Spring 1 16WK CAMPUS
(4/4 - 4/18)
What were the strengths of this course?
Its content is interesting. Activities were engaging; participation was highly encouraged by the instructor. Class discussions were insightful, thoughtful, and mostly relevant to the
course material.
What would improve this course?
More practical applications of interlocutory strategies may benefit its less charismatic students.
Student Learning
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I gained knowledge about the course content (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's presentations were well organized (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The assignments helped me learn the course content (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Discussions were relevant (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

StDev

Question

Mean StDev

Communication and Clarity
Question

Mean StDev

Supporting Learning
Question

Mean StDev

Stimulating Interest
Question

Mean StDev

Course Resources
Question

Yes

No

Mean

0 / 0.00%

3 / 100.00%

0.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (2 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

2 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

2.00

0.00

The course materials helped me learn (2 Responses)

1 / 50.00%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 50.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

1.41

Did you use library resources for this course? (3 Responses)
Question

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (2

Mean StDev

Chris Friend
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2 / 100.00%

93
0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (3 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 2/66.67%
3 to <6 hours: 1/33.33%
6 to <9 hours: 0/0.00%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
This course improved my quality of life. I, as a guinea pig for this new course, consider it to be highly successful. The instructor's flexibility and creativity impresses me greatly. I
hope this course will be taught again, as some people could really use it-- possibly even more than I did (which is saying something).
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 - 10/16)
Comprehensive Report for Critical Thinking Lib Studies (LBS-201-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Spring 1 8WK CE OL
(2/19 - 3/5)
What were the strengths of this course?
Having the second required reading "The World of the Image", really helped us to understand the concepts that we were studying.
The subject and books were very helpful.
Communication and content. Chris was very helpful and he communicated well with the content required and expected.
What would improve this course?
I'm not sure, it is a difficult course but I have really learned a lot.
Possibly assigning this instructor to something else.
Nothing
Student Learning
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I participated in the course learning activities (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I gained knowledge about the course content (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (3 Responses)

3 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.00

1.41

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

1.50

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

The assignments helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (4 Responses)

2 / 50.00%

1 / 25.00% 1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.25

0.96

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Question

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Course Resources
Question

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (4
Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (4 Responses)

3 / 75.00%

1 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.50

The course materials helped me learn (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.00

0.00

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (4
Responses)

3 / 75.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 25.00% 3.25

1.50

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (4 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
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5 to <15 hours: 0/0.00%
15 to <25 hours: 4/100.00%
25 to <35 hours: 0/0.00%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Th only very minor problem was that the discussion topics were not made available until Tuesday some weeks. It would have good to know the topic of discussion sooner.
Otherwise, wow, what a difficult but stimulating class.
This instructor has a chip on his shoulder. He needs to be reminded that in online classes he may encounter students that are well his senior.
Chris is a great instructor and he does everything he can to ensure you succeed.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2018 Spring 2 8WK CE OL (4/16 - 4/30)
Comprehensive Report for Critical Thinking Lib Studies (LBS-201-OL01) - Friend, Christopher - 2018 Spring 2 8WK CE OL
(4/16 - 4/30)
What were the strengths of this course?
The Professor was very engaging, assisted, and explained the details of the course in a manner the student would understood the course and his expectations.
I think the learning log was the best part of this class.
The strengths in this course was the fact that the instructor challenged you to think outside the norms that you are used to. In doing so I got a better insight of certain things that
I use to accept as traditional or just normal in most situations.
What would improve this course?
The textbook gave too brief instructions and had a tenancy to go in another direction. Use of another textbook that presents better examples of is being conveyed for the topic.
I cant think of anything.
No improvement needed, once you get a better understanding of what is required in this course everything falls into place
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

I gained knowledge about the course content (5 Responses)

2 / 40.00%

3 / 60.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.40

0.55

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (5 Responses)

2 / 40.00%

3 / 60.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.40

0.55

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.80

0.45

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (5 Responses)

2 / 40.00%

3 / 60.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.40

0.55

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (5 Responses)

1 / 20.00%

4 / 80.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.20

0.45

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.60

0.55

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.80

0.45

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (5
Responses)

1 / 20.00%

4 / 80.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.20

0.45

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (5 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

4 / 80.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.80

0.45

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (5 Responses)

1 / 20.00%

3 / 60.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

0.71

The course materials helped me learn (5 Responses)

1 / 20.00%

4 / 80.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.20

0.45

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (5
Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.80

0.45

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (5 Responses)
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Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
5 to <15 hours: 3/60.00%
15 to <25 hours: 0/0.00%
25 to <35 hours: 0/0.00%
35 hours +: 2/40.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
The Professor provided video presentations for each week's work assignment. This was a huge benefit to better understand what the textbook was unable to relay.
Many of the course links are outdated and need to be updated.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 - 10/16)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA01) - Friend, Christopher - 2017 Fall 1 16WK- CAMPUS
What were the strengths of this course?
Great class discussions, Excellent and attentive teacher.
We are alloud to rewrite papers until we get it right
Overall, this course is great-i learn new things every class period. Also when need help, he will help you and plus more.
I enjoyed learning about different writing styles and what is expected in different genres. It was nice learning about something different than I expected to learn in this course.
Professor Friend is a very fair professor and allows us to make up our assignments if we are not happy with our grades.
What would improve this course?
More teacher review rather than peer review
Nothing at all.
Nothing, the course was great just the way it was.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (7 Responses)

6 / 85.71%

1 / 14.29% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.86

0.38

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.83

0.41

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.79

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.79

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (7 Responses)

4 / 57.14%

2 / 28.57% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.79

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.79

The instructor's presentations were well organized (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.83

0.41

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

Discussions were relevant (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (7 Responses)

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (6 Responses)
Question

Yes

No

Mean

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33%

0.67

0.52

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Strongly
Agree

Agree

StDev

Mean StDev
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The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (6 Responses)

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.89

The course materials helped me learn (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.82

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (5
Responses)

2 / 40.00%

3 / 60.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.40

0.55

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (6 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 1/16.67%
3 to <6 hours: 3/50.00%
6 to <9 hours: 2/33.33%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Thoroughly enjoy Professor Friend and his class discussions! His teachings gave me a better understanding of the fundamentals and harder parts of the writing process.
This professor was very good.
Professor Friend is a very kind and understanding professor. He always went out of his way to make sure we understood the topic.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 - 10/16)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA03) - Friend, Christopher - 2017 Fall 1 16WK- CAMPUS
What were the strengths of this course?
gave us a lot of freedom when it comes to doing our assignments
Dr. Friend's way of teaching the class was terrific.
Helped me think deeper about the writing process Helped to develop writing skills Was interesting and relevant Was at an academic level that was higher than expected
In class participation
Professor really knows how to teach the class and get students to understand what is being taught
What would improve this course?
take more time to revise each of the papers we wrote
More organization
help outside of class
more graded homework
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.83

0.41

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

3 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.55

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

3 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.55

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (6 Responses)

2 / 33.33%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

3.17

0.75

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (6 Responses)

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.89

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

4 / 66.67% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.63

The instructor's presentations were well organized (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.55

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

Discussions were relevant (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.83

0.41

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

3 / 50.00%

3 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.55

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (6 Responses)

5 / 83.33%

1 / 16.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.83

0.41

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (6 Responses)

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

Stimulating Interest
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Yes

No

Mean

StDev

2 / 33.33%

4 / 66.67%

0.33

Question

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (6 Responses)

Strongly

0.52
Strongly

Mean StDev
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Agree

Disagree

Disagree

Mean StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (5 Responses)

1 / 20.00%

2 / 40.00% 2 / 40.00%

0 / 0.00%

2.80

0.84

The course materials helped me learn (5 Responses)

2 / 40.00%

2 / 40.00% 1 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.20

0.84

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (5
Responses)

2 / 40.00%

2 / 40.00% 1 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.20

0.84

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (6 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 0/0.00%
3 to <6 hours: 3/50.00%
6 to <9 hours: 3/50.00%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
It was fine, i learned a lot.
Overall a great course
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 - 10/16)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CAH1) - Friend, Christopher - 2017 Fall 1 16WK- CAMPUS
What were the strengths of this course?
Interaction between peers, and professor. Assignment effectiveness.
There were a lot of good group discussions which had helped the whole class become involved and the presentations that each group had to do helped further my understanding
of the topic at hand.
I learned a lot about writing and the different context that has to do with writing in Dr. Friend's class. His teaching styles require us to immerse in what we are learning, enough
that we as the students could teach the class what we learned.
This course was very flexible, which allowed me to learn in different ways and analyze situations and assignments differently.
The assignments were really helpful in understanding the material.
What would improve this course?
More feedback from the professor on individual work.
More certain workload at times i was unsure of what to do and was confused on what we were working on.
I feel as though this class is set up very well and I have no idea how it could be improved. I like the way it is set up. I guess I would suggest maybe a more strict policy with
attendance. Some groups working were really left in the dust because some people chose just not to go to class.
The course could have been planned out a little bit better, but I think the hurricane had a lot to do with some of the assignment crunches.
I really liked that we were able o create our own textbook, but I think we really needed more time and structure.
Student Learning
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

I gained knowledge about the course content (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.55

Question

Mean StDev

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.55

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.55

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (5 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

4 / 80.00% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 20.00%

2.60

0.89

The instructor's presentations were well organized (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

Discussions were relevant (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (4 Responses)

4 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Stimulating Interest
Question

Mean StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (5 Responses)

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (5 Responses)

5 / 100.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Course Resources
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Yes

No

Mean

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00%

0.60

StDev
0.55

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (5 Responses)

2 / 40.00%

2 / 40.00% 1 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.20

0.84

The course materials helped me learn (5 Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.55

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (5
Responses)

3 / 60.00%

2 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.55

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (5 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 0/0.00%
3 to <6 hours: 3/60.00%
6 to <9 hours: 2/40.00%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
It was fun.
I am enjoying how we are writing our own chapter in a textbook, although on the contrary it is strange because each group will be masters of their one area but not of the others
This class is so cool, I honestly think everyone should experience Dr. Friend at least once in their College Career
Mr. Friend made this course very interesting and unique and I enjoyed the way he taught a lot of the material. He made us responsible for a lot and held us accountable, which I
thought was very helpful for this first semester of college.
I really liked the teacher. He was fun and engaging. Plus he knew what he was talking about which was helpful when we could not grasp concepts. I was also helped us when we
reached out to him, no questions asked.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 - 10/16)
Comprehensive Report for First Year Experience (SLU-101-CA15) - Friend, Christopher - 2017 Fall 1 16WK- CAMPUS
What were the strengths of this course?
We learned how to be adults which is good because college is a transition into adulthood.
He was very friendly and let the students speak their minds about the material we were learning
Nothing.
I did not really see any strengths in this course.
Helpful material
What would improve this course?
nothing really. I enjoyed this course because we could be ourselves and we could always openly express our thoughts.
daily reminders about the homework
Things that actually mattered to college freshman and stuff that pertained to Saint Leo.
Make it less busy work and more work related to the class discussions we had which were usually opinion based. I feel as if I really did not learn anything in the course that I did
not already know.
More class hours
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

5 / 83.33% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

2.83

0.41

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

4 / 66.67% 2 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

2.67

0.52

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

5 / 83.33% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

2.83

0.41

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

4 / 66.67% 2 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

2.67

0.52

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

3 / 50.00% 2 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

2.83

0.75

The instructor's presentations were well organized (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

4 / 66.67% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.63

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

4 / 66.67% 2 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

2.67

0.52

Discussions were relevant (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.17

0.41

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

4 / 66.67% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.63

The class met for the scheduled number of hours (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.17

0.41

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

5 / 83.33% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

2.83

0.41

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

4 / 66.67% 1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.63

Stimulating Interest
Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class (6 Responses)

1 / 16.67%

5 / 83.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.17

0.41

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance (6 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

6 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

Question

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course? (5 Responses)

Yes

No

Mean

StDev

4 / 80.00%

1 / 20.00%

0.80

0.45

Mean StDev
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Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course (5 Responses)

0 / 0.00%

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

The course materials helped me learn (5 Responses)

1 / 20.00%

4 / 80.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.20

0.45

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference guides) (5
Responses)

0 / 0.00%

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week? (6 Responses)
Less than 3 hours: 5/83.33%
3 to <6 hours: 1/16.67%
6 to <9 hours: 0/0.00%
9 to <12 hours: 0/0.00%
12 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
I liked my professor for this course. he was different which allowed students to be more comfortable and more willing to participate in class.
Professor Friend is an amazing professor and did a very good job teaching the things we needed to know
I felt as if I did not really learn anything at all in this course. It was more like a social group with a lot of unnecessary busy work in my opinion.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 - 10/16)
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-OL04) - Friend, Christopher - 2017 Fall 1 8WK CE OL (10/2 10/16)
What were the strengths of this course?
I liked the fact that we could write essays of our own stories and opinions.
What would improve this course?
The way the writing lab processes its grades is confusing. Each course module has writing lab exercises, I did every activity (35), but in the grades it only shows a few of the
exercises as being graded. Everything else has 0%. I'm not sure if this is because everything is graded at the end, or what the case may be, but it is frustrating.
I think it could be improved by not making the students grade each other on their discussion posts. Also, when asking students to write essays that express their opinions or views,
don't hold it against them when they write an essay the teacher doesn't agree with.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

I gained knowledge about the course content (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.58

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.58

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 2.33

1.53

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 2.67

1.53

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 2.33

1.53

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 2.33

1.53

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (3
Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (3 Responses)

2 / 66.67%

1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.58

The course materials helped me learn (3 Responses)

1 / 33.33%

2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.33

0.58

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (3
Responses)

1 / 33.33%

1 / 33.33% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00% 3.00

1.00

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (3 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 1/33.33%
5 to <15 hours: 2/66.67%
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15 to <25 hours: 0/0.00%
25 to <35 hours: 0/0.00%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
The instructor could have been more professional when disagreeing with a student on their essay. I was provided no feedback on why I got a failing grade on one of my essays.
He could respond back to students in a more timely manner. Students understand instructors are busy, but so are the students.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Spring 1 16WK CA 2017
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA05) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
the topics are good
Rhetorical reading
Discussions were always helpful and interesting. They helped me understand what I supposed to be writing about. I liked some of the interactive activities that were used for
students to gain ideas from one another.
Open Discussions, helps to make terms and ideas flow easier, and teacher more than willing to work with students
Every day is a new topic and a new argument with a new discussion.
The teacher really made us think.
What would improve this course?
The grading
Nothing
nothing
Some people weren't quite prepared with some of the assignments.
Maybe making the rules and the structure of the class more clear. Also the blog was very confusing and I was not a fan of it.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content

7 / 63.64%

3 / 27.27% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.55

0.69

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

7 / 63.64%

3 / 27.27% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.55

0.69

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

4 / 36.36%

6 / 54.55% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.27

0.65

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

4 / 36.36%

6 / 54.55% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.27

0.65

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course

3 / 27.27%

6 / 54.55% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

3.09

0.70

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class

4 / 36.36%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09%

3.09

0.94

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

7 / 63.64%

3 / 27.27% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.55

0.69

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

6 / 54.55%

4 / 36.36% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.45

0.69

The instructor's presentations were well organized

6 / 54.55%

4 / 36.36% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.45

0.69

Strongly
Disagree

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

Discussions were relevant

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

6 / 54.55%

4 / 36.36% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.45

0.69

The class met for the scheduled number of hours

6 / 54.55%

4 / 36.36% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.45

0.69

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content

6 / 54.55%

4 / 36.36% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.45

0.69

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

Stimulating Interest
Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance

5 / 45.45%

5 / 45.45% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3.36

0.67

Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course?
Question

Yes

No

Mean

4 / 36.36%

7 / 63.64%

0.36

StDev
0.50

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course

2 / 20.00%

4 / 40.00% 2 / 20.00%

2 / 20.00%

2.60

1.07

The course materials helped me learn

2 / 20.00%

6 / 60.00% 2 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.67

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference
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2 / 20.00%

6 / 60.00% 2 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

4 / 36.36%

4 / 36.36% 2 / 18.18%

1 / 9.09%

3.00

0.67

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week?
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Was interesting and enjoyable class.
This course is a great way to be introduced to how people should write academically.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
© IOTA Solutions, LLC. 1999-2017 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Spring 1 16WK CA 2017
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA08) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
none
The content we learned.
no paper and pen model (except when necessary), free thinking environment, inspirational conversations.
this class let us express ourselves, and we were able to give our ideas, and time was given to us so we were able to finish all of our work
nothing
What would improve this course?
Its all computer based
The unsure feeling students have about their writing and grades, like you don't really know where you stand.
Nothing
the blog assignments (blog comments) need to be better notified
having things just handed into D2L other then his made blog
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.21

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

1 / 20.00%

2 / 40.00% 1 / 20.00%

1 / 20.00%

2.60

1.14

Strongly
Disagree

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course

1 / 16.67%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.03

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class

1 / 16.67%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.50

1.05

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67% 3 / 50.00%

1 / 16.67%

2.33

1.03

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

1 / 16.67%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.50

1.05

The instructor's presentations were well organized

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

Strongly
Disagree

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.21

Discussions were relevant

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

1 / 16.67%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.03

The class met for the scheduled number of hours

1 / 16.67%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.50

1.05

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

1 / 16.67%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.03

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content

1 / 16.67%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.03

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

1 / 16.67%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.50

1.05

Strongly
Disagree

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance

2 / 33.33%

2 / 33.33% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.83

1.17

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

3 / 50.00%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

3.00

1.26

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance

3 / 50.00%

1 / 16.67% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

3.00

1.26

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course?
Question

Yes

No

Mean

1 / 16.67%

5 / 83.33%

0.17

StDev
0.41

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course

1 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00% 4 / 66.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.17

0.98

The course materials helped me learn

1 / 16.67%

3 / 50.00% 1 / 16.67%

1 / 16.67%

2.67

1.03

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference
guides)

1 / 16.67%

2 / 33.33% 2 / 33.33%

1 / 16.67%

2.50

1.05

Final Questions
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How many hours did you spend on this course per week?

3 / 50.00%

3 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%
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0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1.50 0.55

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Never really grasped the concept of his teaching.
Course was extremely confusing to me. I did not really like how it was computer based.... It was also very boring. I hated this course and wished I would've pulled put.
This course was a much needed break through a hectic semester, it allowed for the excess pressure of writing to be done away with while opening my mind to thinking more
before i did ANYTHING! The professor taught in a way that made me believe that the concepts were my own and not theories that were ratified years before.
the instructor should push on the time when things are do, so that his students become too lazy and wait till the last minute
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
© IOTA Solutions, LLC. 1999-2017 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Spring 1 8WK OL 2017
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing II (ENG-122-CL03) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
The instructor made me want to learn.
Great instructor, interesting reading material.
The Instructor took time out to answer questions we had, and provided detailed feedback to grow in this course.
What would improve this course?
Writing Assignments are too structured at times...asking us to constantly incorporate "St. Leo's" key values is a little too much in my opinion...I feel like it distracts from the entire
purpose of the writing assignment and seems forced.
Provide the page number and the assignment directly.
Student Learning
Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I participated in the course learning activities

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

Strongly
Agree

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.53

I gained knowledge about the course content

5 / 62.50% 3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.63

0.52

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

5 / 62.50% 3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.63

0.52

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

5 / 62.50% 3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.63

0.52

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

3 / 37.50% 5 / 62.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.38

0.52

Question

Agree

Disagree

Communication and Clarity
Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

Strongly
Agree

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.53

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials

5 / 62.50% 2 / 25.00% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.76

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

7 / 87.50% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

6 / 75.00% 2 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.46

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance

7 / 87.50% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

Question

Agree

Disagree

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

Strongly
Agree

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.53

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.53

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

3 / 37.50% 4 / 50.00% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

3.25

0.71

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content

3 / 37.50% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00% 1 / 12.50%

3.13

0.99

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

7 / 87.50% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

6 / 75.00% 2 / 25.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.75

0.46

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance

7 / 87.50% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.88

0.35

Strongly
Disagree

Question

Agree

Disagree

Course Resources
Strongly
Agree

Question

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.)

2 / 25.00% 5 / 62.50% 1 / 12.50% 0 / 0.00%

3.13

0.64

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course.

3 / 42.86% 4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content.

3 / 37.50% 5 / 62.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.38

0.52

The course materials helped me learn

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.53

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides)

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.53

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not
include the number of hours in class.

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 6 / 75.00% 1 / 12.50% 1 / 12.50% 3.38 0.74

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Mr Friend is a great teacher! (and deserves a raise) haha!
Wasn't the best class but it wasn't the worst either.
This professor is by far the best professor I have had my entire life time of being in school. He is very knowledgeable provides amazing feed back from work submitted and also
provided videos of conversations of topics needed for students taking this course throughout the course. A+ if I could grade the professor on his efforts and support for this class.
The instructor matter. Well done.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
© IOTA Solutions, LLC. 1999-2017 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Spring 1 8WK OL 2017
Comprehensive Report for Critical Thinking Lib Studies (LBS-201-CL01) - Friend, Christopher - Spring 2 8WK OL 2017
What were the strengths of this course?
Forcing us students to think about our own beliefs and explain our reasoning behind it.
The information was presented in a clear manner that was easy to understand. The professor created ongoing dialogue throughout the course.
I loved the analytical communicational challenges this course allowed me to overcome.
This course teaches you how to really think.
This was my first online class and Professor Friend did a great job all the way around. I haven't been in school or written a paper since 2009 but his feedback has me feeling like I
am quickly getting back in to shape.
Great content, engaging dialog
The strengths of the course where the content of the books, and use of book's study questions to grasp the concepts.
What would improve this course?
The course material that we read was boring. The articles/ essays worked for our assignments but seemed like they were published a long time ago and new ideas may have
replaced the research discussed in our book.
More opportunities to work as a group.
Nothing.
little more feedback
Having an instructor provide more timely feedback after each weekly submission. I understand that the instructor may not have Saint Leo as his or her primary career, but the
significant delay in receiving feedback is concerning.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I participated in the course learning activities (9 Responses)

7 / 77.78%

2 / 22.22% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.78

0.44

I gained knowledge about the course content (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.50

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.50

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.50

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions (8 Responses)

5 / 62.50%

3 / 37.50% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.63

0.52

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course (8 Responses)

4 / 50.00%

4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.50

0.53

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44%

3 / 33.33% 2 / 22.22% 0 / 0.00% 3.22

0.83

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work (9 Responses)

3 / 33.33%

3 / 33.33% 2 / 22.22% 1 / 11.11% 2.89

1.05

The basis for grading each assignment was clear (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44%

5 / 55.56% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.44

0.53

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance (9 Responses)

3 / 33.33%

4 / 44.44% 2 / 22.22% 0 / 0.00% 3.11

0.78

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

2 / 22.22% 1 / 11.11% 0 / 0.00% 3.56

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.73

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0.50

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

2 / 22.22% 1 / 11.11% 0 / 0.00% 3.56

0.73

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56%

2 / 22.22% 1 / 11.11% 1 / 11.11% 3.22

1.09

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56%

3 / 33.33% 1 / 11.11% 0 / 0.00% 3.44

0.73

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44%

3 / 33.33% 2 / 22.22% 0 / 0.00% 3.22

0.83

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.50

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.) (9
Responses)

5 / 55.56%

4 / 44.44% 0 / 0.00%

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56%

3 / 33.33% 1 / 11.11% 0 / 0.00% 3.44

0.73

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56%

4 / 44.44% 0 / 0.00%

0.53

0 / 0.00% 3.56

0 / 0.00% 3.56

0.53
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The course materials helped me learn (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.67

0.50

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides) (9
Responses)

6 / 66.67%

1 / 11.11% 2 / 22.22% 0 / 0.00% 3.44

0.88

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not include the number of hours in class. (8 Responses)
Less than 5 hours: 0/0.00%
5 to <15 hours: 4/50.00%
15 to <25 hours: 3/37.50%
25 to <35 hours: 1/12.50%
35 hours +: 0/0.00%
What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
The instructor was not shy about letting us know he had better things to do throughout the class. Soccer games, traveling with coworkers, and I think mentioned being sick? He
apologized a lot about "this and that" and made it seem like he just wasn't available to us.
This is a great class to take for communication.
Great class, now I see why it is a core course!
See comments above
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2016
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA01) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
Learning more writing vocabulary
The way in which the content was presented to the class
communication
How comfortable he makes the classroom setting.
talking in groups, group activities
Good teacher
What would improve this course?
More writing of essays
The involvement of the classroom
Not much can improve this course.
Somethig to make it more entertaining. Got bored easily.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

Strongly
Disagree

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course

2 / 28.57%

5 / 71.43% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.49

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

3 / 42.86%

3 / 42.86% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.76

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

2 / 28.57%

5 / 71.43% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.49

The instructor's presentations were well organized

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

Strongly
Disagree

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

Discussions were relevant

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The class met for the scheduled number of hours

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

4 / 66.67%

2 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.52

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

Strongly
Disagree

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance

5 / 71.43%

2 / 28.57% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.71

0.49

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

4 / 57.14%

3 / 42.86% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.57

0.53

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.43

0.53

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course?
Question

Yes

No

Mean

3 / 42.86%

4 / 57.14%

0.43

StDev
0.53

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course

2 / 28.57%

2 / 28.57% 3 / 42.86%

0 / 0.00%

2.86

0.90

The course materials helped me learn

2 / 28.57%

4 / 57.14% 1 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

3.14

0.69

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference
guides)

2 / 28.57%

5 / 71.43% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.29

0.49

Final Questions
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How many hours did you spend on this course per week?

5 / 71.43%

1 / 14.29% 1 / 14.29%

117

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1.43 0.79

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Dr. Friend is one of my favorite teachers I have ever had. He is a great guy, and understands how to get the best out of his students. I love the way his class is set up, and it really
promotes an environment for learning.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
© IOTA Solutions, LLC. 1999-2017 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2016
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA05) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
The strengths of this course is that I learned about english is such a different type of way. I had a lot of freedom to interpret the teachers ideas in my own personal way.
Many great class discussions.
The strengths of this course were applying academic writing terms to further ones writing. In addition, another strength was that an individual had their own authority over what
they wrote instead of a standard guideline. This in my opinion allowed me to expand on my thoughts and create better writing.
the assignments given were really great as they helped with the analyzing and can definitely be used in the future.
This course encourages free and critical thinking, as well as opens your mind to new and diverse ways of looking at seemingly concrete concepts. This course, through its writing
assignments and group activities, truly cultivates your ability to be a better writer. Excellent class to take.
Easy to follow sections/ topics
What would improve this course?
I think that this class is very abstract as well as mental. I would prefer more of a hands on type of literature class especially when it comes to writing. I would like to be given solid
books to read rather than articles and having to make comparisons that way. Also not everyone has strengths in papers, I feel that homework as well as the occasional test or hand
in would have been beneficial to many peoples grades if they were lost or confused in the class.
I do not think there is much needed to improve this course, but if I had to suggest one thing it would be to explain the material more.
it was pretty good. nothing needs improvement in my opinion.
I can't think of any areas in this course in need of major improvement.
The intorduction into new material
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content

8 / 80.00%

2 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.42

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

8 / 80.00%

2 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.42

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

8 / 80.00%

2 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.42

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

7 / 70.00%

3 / 30.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.70

0.48

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course

5 / 50.00%

4 / 40.00% 1 / 10.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.40

0.70

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material

6 / 60.00%

4 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.52

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class

8 / 80.00%

2 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.42

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

6 / 60.00%

3 / 30.00% 1 / 10.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.71

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

6 / 60.00%

4 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.52

The instructor's presentations were well organized

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

The assignments helped me learn the course content

7 / 70.00%

2 / 20.00% 1 / 10.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.70

Discussions were relevant

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

8 / 80.00%

2 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.42

The class met for the scheduled number of hours

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

7 / 70.00%

3 / 30.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.70

0.48

Strongly
Disagree

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance

9 / 90.00%

1 / 10.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.90

0.32

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course?
Question
The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course

Yes

No

Mean

6 / 60.00%

4 / 40.00%

0.60

0.52

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

0 / 0.00%

3.30

0.82

5 / 50.00%

3 / 30.00% 2 / 20.00%

StDev
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The course materials helped me learn

6 / 60.00%

4 / 40.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.60

0.52

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference
guides)

8 / 80.00%

2 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.42

0 / 0.00%

9 / 90.00% 1 / 10.00%

0 / 0.00%

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend on this course per week?

0 / 0.00% 2.10 0.32

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Overall I feel this class was a challenging class even as someone who loves and has their strengths in the literature arts. I feel this class made writing more fun overall. The teacher
was great and very hands on and more than willing to help anyone that wanted the help, he made deep connections with us as a class.
This course really assisted me in furthering my knowledge of how to become a better academic writer. I would strongly suggest this class and professor to any individual who is
looking to increase their writing skills.
This class really helped me to think differently about writing and was quite informative.
Great experience, amazing teaching style
Friend is one of the coolest Professors, always looked foward to going to his class and actually learning
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
© IOTA Solutions, LLC. 1999-2017 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2016
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing II (ENG-122-CA09) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
nothing
great conversations
Taking the writing step by step
friendly learning environment
Friend is very good at connecting and talking with his students, /'f it's clear he wants us to learn.
What would improve this course?
everything, it was confusing he didn't really tell us what he wanted from us. All we did is peer review instead of getting the teachers feedback.
more clarity
More explained course outline
this course would improve if we had different assignments that we had to complete instead of one large research paper the entire semester
Not doing the same paper or topic all semester.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I gained knowledge about the course content

2 / 22.22%

4 / 44.44% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

2.89

0.78

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

3 / 33.33%

5 / 55.56% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

3.11

0.93

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

4 / 44.44%

2 / 22.22% 2 / 22.22%

1 / 11.11%

3.00

1.12

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

3 / 33.33%

3 / 33.33% 2 / 22.22%

1 / 11.11%

2.89

1.05

Strongly
Disagree

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course

2 / 22.22%

5 / 55.56% 1 / 11.11%

1 / 11.11%

2.89

0.93

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material

3 / 33.33%

4 / 44.44% 1 / 11.11%

1 / 11.11%

3.00

1.00

The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class

3 / 33.33%

4 / 44.44% 0 / 0.00%

2 / 22.22%

2.89

1.17

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

3 / 33.33%

3 / 33.33% 1 / 11.11%

2 / 22.22%

2.78

1.20

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

2 / 22.22%

4 / 44.44% 1 / 11.11%

2 / 22.22%

2.67

1.12

The instructor's presentations were well organized

3 / 37.50%

3 / 37.50% 2 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.13

0.83

Strongly
Disagree

Supporting Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

4 / 44.44%

2 / 22.22% 1 / 11.11%

2 / 22.22%

2.89

1.27

Discussions were relevant

5 / 55.56%

3 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

3.33

1.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

5 / 55.56%

1 / 11.11% 2 / 22.22%

1 / 11.11%

3.11

1.17

The class met for the scheduled number of hours

5 / 55.56%

4 / 44.44% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.56

0.53

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

4 / 44.44%

3 / 33.33% 1 / 11.11%

1 / 11.11%

3.11

1.05

The instructor's presentations were relevant to the course content

3 / 37.50%

4 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 12.50%

3.13

0.99

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

4 / 44.44%

3 / 33.33% 1 / 11.11%

1 / 11.11%

3.11

1.05

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

The instructor encouraged students to participate in class

3 / 33.33%

4 / 44.44% 2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

3.11

0.78

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance

5 / 55.56%

2 / 22.22% 1 / 11.11%

1 / 11.11%

3.22

1.09

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

5 / 55.56%

1 / 11.11% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

3.22

0.97

The instructor responded when I reached out for assistance

4 / 44.44%

3 / 33.33% 2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

3.22

0.83

StDev

Course Resources
Question
Did you use library resources for this course?
Question

Yes

No

Mean

8 / 88.89%

1 / 11.11%

0.89

StDev
0.33

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course

5 / 55.56%

3 / 33.33% 1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00%

3.44

0.73

The course materials helped me learn

4 / 44.44%

2 / 22.22% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

3.11

0.93

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles, and reference
guides)

4 / 44.44%

4 / 44.44% 0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

3.22

0.97

Final Questions

Chris Friend

Six-Y T Pofolio

How many hours did you spend on this course per week?

5 / 55.56%

1 / 11.11% 1 / 11.11%

121

1 / 11.11%

1 / 11.11% 2.11 1.54

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
This was the worst course I have taken. Academic writing 1 was way better, and this course was honestly a waste of time. He didn't teach us anything, and he didn't make is
known what exactly he wanted. He made us peer review everyday instead of giving us his personal feedback since he's the one grading the work. I don't have a problem with peer
review but I do think the teacher needs to help us understand what is expected of us in the course.
I feel like i did not improve on my writing and this coarse is structured to help students learn and become better at writing and if the instructor gave feedback and constructive
criticism it would of helped me and others improve
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
© IOTA Solutions, LLC. 1999-2017 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 8WK OL
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CL04) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
Interactions from the Professor, his videos each week.
What would improve this course?
Student Learning
Strongly
Agree

Question

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I participated in the course learning activities

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

I gained knowledge about the course content

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

Communication and Clarity
Strongly
Agree

Question

Agree

Disagree

I understood what was expected of me in this course

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials

2 / 66.67%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

3.33

1.15

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

0 / 0.00%

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

2.67

0.58

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance

1 / 50.00% 1 / 50.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.50

0.71

Strongly
Disagree

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Strongly
Agree

Question

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content

2 / 66.67%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

3.33

1.15

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

2 / 66.67%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

3.33

1.15

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

2 / 66.67%

0 / 0.00% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

3.33

1.15

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

Strongly
Disagree

Course Resources
Strongly
Agree

Question

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.)

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course.

0 / 0.00% 3 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.00

0.00

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content.

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

The course materials helped me learn

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.33

0.58

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides)

2 / 66.67% 1 / 33.33% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.67

0.58

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not
include the number of hours in class.

0 / 0.00%

1 / 33.33% 2 / 66.67% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.67 0.58

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
I loved Mr.Friend, he's very helpful!
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 2 8WK OL 2016
Comprehensive Report for Critical Thinking Lib Studies (LBS-201-CL01) - Friend, Christopher
What were the strengths of this course?
I likes Prof Friend's video critiques of our discussions. These were the best discussions I have participated in at Saint Leo.
The instructors breadth of knowledge and how much input he returned to each of us students. If I am ever in FLA I want to meet and shake his hand and personally tell him
"Thank You".
Prof. Friend himself was the strength of this course. He was very expressive of our assignments, meaning he would provide detailed feedback. Also, he is very understanding
towards late assignments, as in, one day late and he would give the opportunity for full credit, but after that, late policy does apply. He gives feedback on our discussion posts as a
whole class using a video. This is something that I enjoyed as I had never seen it before in my previous classes.
I feel the level of material was extremely beneficial for myself personally and professionally. I intend not only to use my deepened critical thinking skills in my daily life but also in
the classroom with younger students. Professor Friend was always available for support and I really appreciated his sense of humor and professionalism.
Adaptive and helpful teaching
What would improve this course?
Perhaps 1 less Critical Analysis paper. 4 seemed like overkill.
I can not say that anything would improve the course, I love the way he used technology, a video, for his weekly discussions. Professor Friend, Keep up the GREAT work. I am
going to miss the interaction we all shared in this course. Thanks for the ride! Doc
Video capabilities and debates over critical thinking.
Student Learning
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Mean

StDev

I participated in the course learning activities

4 / 80.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

I gained knowledge about the course content

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

I learned to apply core values to solve problems and make decisions

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Disagree

Communication and Clarity
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

I understood what was expected of me in this course

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course materials

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor provided timely feedback on my work

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The basis for grading each assignment was clear

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor helped me feel comfortable in seeking assistance

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Disagree

Supporting Learning and Stimulating Interest
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

The assignments helped me learn the course content

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Instructional activities helped me learn the course content

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The assessments (quizzes, tests, assignments) helped me learn

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The online discussions helped me to understand the course content

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor's feedback furthered my learning

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor was helpful when I reached out for assistance

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Strongly
Disagree

Course Resources
Question

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Disagree

Mean

StDev

Technology support and assistance were adequate for my needs in this course (UTS, Technical Support, etc.)

4 / 80.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

The library resources, including online library materials, were adequate for my needs in this course.

4 / 80.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the course content.

4 / 80.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

3.80

0.45

The course materials helped me learn

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

The instructor made effective use of the required course materials (e.g., books, articles and reference guides)

5 / 100.00% 0 / 0.00% 0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.00

0.00

Final Questions
How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer, do not
include the number of hours in class.

0 / 0.00% 2 / 40.00% 2 / 40.00% 1 / 20.00% 0 / 0.00% 2.80 0.84

What else do you want us to know about your learning experience in the course?
Great class that should be required. Perfect timing during this monstrous election cycle.
Professor Friend has been the best instructor I have had in my two years of attending ST Leo. A+++++++ Instructor

Chris Friend
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This course was a great asset in my writing because it taught me to proper steps towards asking the right questions necessary in order to produce excellent papers. I enjoyed that
Prof. Friend implemented the use of the Saint Leo core values into our assignments. It was a great reminder that we ourselves need to uphold on a daily basis, both in and outside
the classroom. One of my favorite courses thus far.
I really enjoyed the video feedback on the discussion board, I felt more in-tune with the professor and his wishes from seeing him and hearing his reviews versus just more words
on the screen. Also I experienced a death in my family during this semester. I also live in Germany. The Professor was very helpful and understanding/caring about me and my
situation. Absolutely made me feel like he really cared about the students in his class and also making sure I had the ability to learn from each assignment instead of just saying
"too-bad." I am ever grateful!
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disiplinary action.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2015
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA04) - Friend, Christopher - Spring LONG 16WK CAMPUS 2016
Student Learning
Question

N

D

1. I have become more confident in this area because of this course. (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44% 5 / 55.56%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.44

SD

Mean StDev
0.53

2. I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 4 / 44.44%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.56

0.53

3. I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

1.00

4. I learned something valuable in this course. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

1.00

5. I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

6. I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions. (8 Responses)

4 / 50.00% 4 / 50.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.53

7. This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

Communication & Clarity of Materials
Question

N

D

8. The instructor clarified complex sections of the text. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 3 / 33.33%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11% 4.22

SD

Mean StDev
1.30

9. The instructor communicated clearly. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 2 / 22.22%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11% 4.11

1.36

10. The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

11. The instructor presented material at a pace suitable for my comprehension. (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44% 4 / 44.44%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00% 4.22

0.97

12. The instructor responded effectively to student questions. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 2 / 22.22%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.56

0.73

Organization & Preparation
Question

N

D

13. The instructor's presentations were well organized. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

SD

Mean StDev
0.50

14. Lectures were relevant to the course content. (9 Responses)

7 / 77.78% 2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.78

0.44

15. Instructional activities were relevant to the course content. (9 Responses)

7 / 77.78% 2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.78

0.44

16. Discussions were well organized. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 2 / 22.22%

2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

0.87

17. I understood what was expected of me in this course. (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44% 4 / 44.44%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00% 4.22

0.97

18. The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

19. The instructor's feedback in this course was helpful. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

20. The instructor used class time effectively. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

21. The class met for the scheduled number of hours. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.67

0.50

Stimulating Interest & Instructor's Enthusiasm
Question

N

D

22. The instructor encouraged students to participate in class. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 4 / 44.44%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.56

SD

Mean StDev

23. The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance. (9 Responses)

6 / 66.67% 2 / 22.22%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.56

0.73

24. The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 4 / 44.44%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.56

0.53

25. The instructor was accessible. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 4 / 44.44%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.56

0.53

26. The instructor was enthusiastic. (8 Responses)

5 / 62.50% 2 / 25.00%

1 / 12.50%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.76

27. The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

1.00

0.53

Course Resources
Question

N

D

SD

28. The instructor used technology effectively in this course. (9 Responses)

7 / 77.78% 2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.78

0.44

29. The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (9 Responses)

4 / 44.44% 4 / 44.44%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 11.11% 4.11

1.27

30. The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (9 Responses)

7 / 77.78% 2 / 22.22%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

4.78

0.44

31. The text(s) aided my learning in this course. (9 Responses)

5 / 55.56% 3 / 33.33%

1 / 11.11%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.44

0.73

3 to less
than 6 hrs

6 to less
than 9 hrs

9 to less
than 12 hrs

12 hrs or
more

1 / 11.11% 4 / 44.44%

3 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

Question
32. How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer,
do not include the number of hours in class. (9 Responses)

SA

Less than
3 hrs

A

Mean StDev

Mean StDev

1 / 11.11% 2.56

. What were the strengths of this course?
The strengths in this class is that we can ask questions whenever and he will always be open to answer. Also, that he really cares about the students opinion.
He is a very good teacher and is very good at what he does

1.13
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I liked this class because I've never had a teacher teach like him. He's more interested in picking your brain and making you think in-depth about the topics and actually learn the
material instead of memorizing things. I liked the fact that we didn't use textbooks, and I probably learned more from the materials he used than any text book out there. He
really encouraged us to discuss in class, and his favorite thing was to get you to really elaborate on your opinions. I actually felt like I was in a college level class, thinking on a
college level which I really appreciate. His class was awesome.
i liked how good the professor was with the technology and he was very open about his self and understanding
Help with my writing
The style of how the work was done. Everything was organized well and was easy to understand. The professor made it much easy to understand and get the work done.
What would improve this course?
One thing that needs to improve in this class is that we need readings that are easier to comprehend.
The readings he gives would help if it is less complicated and more comprehensible
I think the only thing I would improve about the class, is kind of out of his hands. I wished there had been more people involved rather than just sitting there and listening. Again,
not his fault. You can't make people talk unless you call on them but he wanted genuine conversations and you don't get that but forcing it.
maybe not to read so many random documents, although they weren't random they were just very long and not many people liked reading them
explanation of the assignments more
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Chris Friend 2016SP1 Online Course Evaluations (from eCollege)

Section
Term
Composite (Class Composite)
Composite Comparison Group
Difference (Class - Group)
Learning
Communication & Clarity
Organization & Prep
Stimulate Interest
Composite (Instructor)
GPA for Section
Std Deviation for GPA
Pct As
Pct Bs
Pct Cs
Pct Ds
Pct Fs
Pct FAs
Pct Ps
Pct Incomplete
Pct Withdrawals
Pct No Grades
N of Grades Recorded
N Responded
N Enrolled

ENG-122-CL01
2016SP1
4.7
4.4
0.3
4.6
4.8
4.7
4.8
4.8
2.2
1.54
22.2
27.8
16.7
5.6
22.2
0
0
0
5.6
0
18
16
18

ENG-121-CL01
2016SP2
4.2
4.4
-0.1
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
1.3
1.24
0
25
12.5
25
31.3
0
0
0
6.3
0
16
13
15

1

ENG-215CL-CL02
2016SP2
4.5
4.4
0.1
4.4
4.6
4.6
4.5
4.6
2.9
1.05
28.6
57.1
7.1
0
7.1
0
0
0
0
0
14
13
14
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2015
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA03) - Friend, Christopher - Fall 1 16WK 2015
Student Learning
Question

SA

A

N

D

1. I have become more confident in this area because of this course. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

SD

Mean StDev
0.65

2. I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73% 2 / 18.18%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.64

0.67

3. I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.47

4. I learned something valuable in this course. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

5. I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

6. I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.47

7. This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.65

SA

A

Communication & Clarity of Materials
Question

N

D

8. The instructor clarified complex sections of the text. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

SD

Mean StDev
0.40

9. The instructor communicated clearly. (10 Responses)

8 / 80.00% 2 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.80

0.42

10. The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

11. The instructor presented material at a pace suitable for my comprehension. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00% 4.55

0.93

12. The instructor responded effectively to student questions. (11 Responses)

10 / 90.91% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.91

0.30

Organization & Preparation
Question

N

D

13. The instructor's presentations were well organized. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

SD

Mean StDev
0.40

14. Lectures were relevant to the course content. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.47

15. Instructional activities were relevant to the course content. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

16. Discussions were well organized. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.47

17. I understood what was expected of me in this course. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

18. The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.47

19. The instructor's feedback in this course was helpful. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

20. The instructor used class time effectively. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

21. The class met for the scheduled number of hours. (10 Responses)

8 / 80.00% 2 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.80

0.42

Stimulating Interest & Instructor's Enthusiasm
Question

N

D

22. The instructor encouraged students to participate in class. (11 Responses)

10 / 90.91% 1 / 9.09%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.91

SD

Mean StDev
0.30

23. The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance. (11 Responses)

10 / 90.91% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.91

0.30

24. The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. (11 Responses)

10 / 90.91% 1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.91

0.30

25. The instructor was accessible. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

26. The instructor was enthusiastic. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

27. The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73% 2 / 18.18%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.64

0.67

Course Resources
Question

SA

A

N

D

28. The instructor used technology effectively in this course. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

SD

Mean StDev
0.47

29. The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (11 Responses)

9 / 81.82% 2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.82

0.40

30. The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73%

3 / 27.27%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.73

0.47

31. The text(s) aided my learning in this course. (11 Responses)

8 / 72.73% 2 / 18.18%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.64

0.67

Question

Less than 3
hrs

3 to less
than 6 hrs

6 to less
than 9 hrs

9 to less
than 12 hrs

12 hrs or
Mean StDev
more

32. How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer,
do not include the number of hours in class. (11 Responses)

7 / 63.64%

3 / 27.27%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1.45

. What were the strengths of this course?
Great professor who taught the material very well and made sure the students understood it before moving on. The professor made class participation joyful and made the
students want to be there.

0.69
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The strengths of this course is that it teaches to not only read a text to understand but tot interact with the author in the process. The course gets me prepared for future courses
at Saint Leo in which I have to read.
Everything about this course and how it was taught was perfect. There were no complaints, and i actually looked forward to attending class.
The different approaches to writing also the class discussions , Mr. Friend was an amazing professor he really challenged us. I really wish he taught academic writing 2.
Amazing class. Structure really enforced the information.
The teacher is very clear on what needs to be done, and if there is a problem or confusion, he has no problem explaining it a little more.
Strengths the debates, and interactions amongst peers.
We were given examples of everything we learned. It was very helpful to complete the assignments. Mr. Friend always helped us and was very easy to reach when we needed
him. He always made sure everything was clear.
Material is presented in a fun way.
What would improve this course?
Every aspect of this course is met, so I don't think there is any improvement should be made.
Nothing.
I wouldn't change anything about this course.
Nothing.
Nothing, it was great
Maybe easier prompts. at times Friends prompts are very difficult to understand.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2015
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA04) - Friend, Christopher - Fall 1 16WK 2015
Student Learning
Question

N

D

1. I have become more confident in this area because of this course. (12 Responses)

3 / 25.00% 6 / 50.00%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67% 3.58

SD

Mean StDev
1.44

2. I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field. (12 Responses)

2 / 16.67% 6 / 50.00%

1 / 8.33%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67% 3.42

1.38

3. I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter. (11 Responses)

2 / 18.18% 5 / 45.45%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09%

2 / 18.18% 3.36

1.43

4. I learned something valuable in this course. (11 Responses)

4 / 36.36% 4 / 36.36%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09% 3.82

1.33

5. I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 3 / 25.00%

1 / 8.33%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67% 3.67

1.56

6. I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions. (12 Responses)

3 / 25.00% 5 / 41.67%

1 / 8.33%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67% 3.50

1.45

7. This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities. (12 Responses)

2 / 16.67% 8 / 66.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

2 / 16.67% 3.67

1.30

Communication & Clarity of Materials
Question

N

D

8. The instructor clarified complex sections of the text. (11 Responses)

2 / 18.18% 5 / 45.45%

SA

A

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

3 / 27.27% 3.27

SD

Mean StDev
1.56

9. The instructor communicated clearly. (11 Responses)

2 / 18.18% 5 / 45.45%

2 / 18.18%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09% 3.55

1.21

10. The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material. (10 Responses)

3 / 30.00% 3 / 30.00%

2 / 20.00%

1 / 10.00% 1 / 10.00% 3.60

1.35

11. The instructor presented material at a pace suitable for my comprehension. (11 Responses)

1 / 9.09%

6 / 54.55%

3 / 27.27%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00% 3.64

0.81

12. The instructor responded effectively to student questions. (11 Responses)

3 / 27.27% 4 / 36.36%

2 / 18.18%

2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

1.10

3.73

Organization & Preparation
Question

N

D

13. The instructor's presentations were well organized. (11 Responses)

4 / 36.36% 6 / 54.55%

SA

A

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.27

SD

Mean StDev
0.65

14. Lectures were relevant to the course content. (11 Responses)

4 / 36.36% 5 / 45.45%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 9.09% 4.00

1.18

15. Instructional activities were relevant to the course content. (11 Responses)

4 / 36.36% 4 / 36.36%

2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 9.09% 3.91

1.22

16. Discussions were well organized. (11 Responses)

4 / 36.36% 3 / 27.27%

3 / 27.27%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00% 3.91

1.04

17. I understood what was expected of me in this course. (11 Responses)

3 / 27.27% 3 / 27.27%

3 / 27.27%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09% 3.55

1.29

18. The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content. (11 Responses)

1 / 9.09%

7 / 63.64%

2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 9.09% 3.64

1.03

19. The instructor's feedback in this course was helpful. (10 Responses)

3 / 30.00% 4 / 40.00%

1 / 10.00%

2 / 20.00%

0 / 0.00% 3.80

1.14

20. The instructor used class time effectively. (11 Responses)

4 / 36.36% 6 / 54.55%

1 / 9.09%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.27

0.65

21. The class met for the scheduled number of hours. (10 Responses)

4 / 40.00% 6 / 60.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.40

0.52

Stimulating Interest & Instructor's Enthusiasm
Question

N

D

22. The instructor encouraged students to participate in class. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 7 / 58.33%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

SD

Mean StDev

23. The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance. (12 Responses)

4 / 33.33% 6 / 50.00%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

0.72

24. The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 4 / 33.33%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 8.33% 4.00

1.21

25. The instructor was accessible. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 5 / 41.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.25

0.75

26. The instructor was enthusiastic. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 7 / 58.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

0.51

27. The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class. (11 Responses)

5 / 45.45% 3 / 27.27%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09%

1 / 9.09% 3.91

1.38

0.51

Course Resources
Question

N

D

28. The instructor used technology effectively in this course. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00% 5 / 41.67%

1 / 8.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

29. The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 5 / 41.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.25

0.75

30. The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 6 / 50.00%

1 / 8.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

0.65

31. The text(s) aided my learning in this course. (12 Responses)

3 / 25.00% 6 / 50.00%

1.11

Question
32. How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer,
do not include the number of hours in class. (12 Responses)
. What were the strengths of this course?
rhetoric
Instictions were clear. Got us to step outside out comfort zone as it pertains to writing.

SA

A

SD

Mean StDev

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 8.33% 3.83

3 to less
than 6 hrs

6 to less
than 9 hrs

9 to less
than 12 hrs

12 hrs or
more

4 / 33.33% 6 / 50.00%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1.83

Less than
3 hrs

0.67

Mean StDev
0.72
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the instructor challenged us to go above and beyond our comfort zone to write papers how we normally wouldn't write them. he also was always there if you had a question,
would respond imedetslly to whatever you asked.
Class discussion was a definite strength in this course.
How Friend relayed the information.
The way that my instructor made up think about how to go about complete each writing assignment was some times difficult but rewarding.
A decent amount of work to get people to understand
I never understood what was expected about me and other classmate where in the same situation than me. Instead of learning something I lose confidence in the subject and I
finished this class without knowing anything new. I'm not happy with this experience since plenty of time I didn't want to class to avoid that hour being lost.
What would improve this course?
learning more writing skills
Less peer review more Friend review.
This course is great the way it is; change is simply unnecessary.
On some topics that are covered in the course it might be better for more specific instructions.
Make a common class
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2015
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA06) - Friend, Christopher - Fall 1 16WK 2015
Student Learning
Question

N

D

1. I have become more confident in this area because of this course. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00% 3 / 25.00%

SA

A

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.25

SD

Mean StDev
0.87

2. I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 4 / 33.33%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

0.83

3. I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00% 2 / 16.67%

4 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

0.94

4. I learned something valuable in this course. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00% 3 / 25.00%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.25

0.87

5. I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00% 2 / 16.67%

4 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

0.94

6. I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions. (12 Responses)

5 / 41.67% 3 / 25.00%

4 / 33.33%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.08

0.90

7. This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 2 / 16.67%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

0.89

Communication & Clarity of Materials
Question

SA

A

N

D

8. The instructor clarified complex sections of the text. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00%

1 / 8.33%

5 / 41.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.08

SD

Mean StDev
1.00

9. The instructor communicated clearly. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67%

1 / 8.33%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

0.90

10. The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 2 / 16.67%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

0.89

11. The instructor presented material at a pace suitable for my comprehension. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33%

1 / 8.33%

3 / 25.00%

1 / 8.33%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

1.11

12. The instructor responded effectively to student questions. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33%

1 / 8.33%

3 / 25.00%

1 / 8.33%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

1.11

SA

A

Organization & Preparation
Question

N

D

13. The instructor's presentations were well organized. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67% 2 / 16.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

SD

Mean StDev

14. Lectures were relevant to the course content. (12 Responses)

9 / 75.00%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.58

0.79

15. Instructional activities were relevant to the course content. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67% 2 / 16.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.80

16. Discussions were well organized. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67% 2 / 16.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.80

17. I understood what was expected of me in this course. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 2 / 16.67%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

0.89

18. The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33%

1 / 8.33%

3 / 25.00%

1 / 8.33%

0 / 0.00% 4.17

1.11

19. The instructor's feedback in this course was helpful. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33%

1 / 8.33%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 8.33% 4.08

1.31

20. The instructor used class time effectively. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 2 / 16.67%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.33

0.89

21. The class met for the scheduled number of hours. (11 Responses)

7 / 63.64% 2 / 18.18%

2 / 18.18%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.45

0.82

0.80

Stimulating Interest & Instructor's Enthusiasm
Question

N

D

22. The instructor encouraged students to participate in class. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 3 / 25.00%

SA

A

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

0.79

23. The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67% 2 / 16.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.80

24. The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 3 / 25.00%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

0.79

25. The instructor was accessible. (12 Responses)

7 / 58.33% 3 / 25.00%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

0.79

26. The instructor was enthusiastic. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67% 2 / 16.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.80

27. The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.42

0.90

1 / 8.33%

SD

Mean StDev

Course Resources
Question

SA

A

N

D

28. The instructor used technology effectively in this course. (12 Responses)

9 / 75.00%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.58

0.79

29. The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (12 Responses)

8 / 66.67% 2 / 16.67%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.50

0.80

30. The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (12 Responses)

9 / 75.00%

1 / 8.33%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.58

0.79

31. The text(s) aided my learning in this course. (12 Responses)

6 / 50.00% 3 / 25.00%

3 / 25.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.25

0.87

3 to less
than 6 hrs

6 to less
than 9 hrs

9 to less
than 12 hrs

12 hrs or
Mean StDev
more

7 / 58.33% 3 / 25.00%

2 / 16.67%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 1.58

Question
32. How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer,
do not include the number of hours in class. (12 Responses)

Less than
3 hrs

SD

Mean StDev

0.79

. What were the strengths of this course?
Being able to write in different genres, learning about discourse and becoming a better writer.
The strengths in the course was the way he went about explaining the topics we were learning about. He provided examples we could all relate to which made things easier for
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the students to understand.
No test or text books
Taught me how to read different. It made me become a better reader, along with how to be a good writer. The teacher was amazing!! Loved him
He held my attention with his teaching style.
Great environment
Having Prof. Friend as a teacher. He gave clear instructions and helped each and every single one of us whenever we needed it. Assignments were tricky and a bit confusing but
he was always there to help us better understand and to utilize our strategies.
What would improve this course?
Nothing I liked his teaching style and he is a great professor to have.
In my opinion, I feel like the explanations of the assignments that were given to us could be explained a little better that way we aren't so confused later on outside of class.
To many reading assignments
Nothing
Give better feedback.
nothing
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
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Saint Leo University

Name: Christopher Friend
Evaluation Session: Fall 1 16WK 2015
Comprehensive Report for Academic Writing I (ENG-121-CA25) - Friend, Christopher - Fall 1 16WK 2015
Student Learning
Question

N

D

1. I have become more confident in this area because of this course. (14 Responses)

11 / 78.57% 3 / 21.43%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.79

SD

Mean StDev
0.43

2. I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

3. I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

4. I learned something valuable in this course. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

5. I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

6. I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

7. This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

Communication & Clarity of Materials
Question

N

D

8. The instructor clarified complex sections of the text. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

SA

A

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

9. The instructor communicated clearly. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

10. The instructor effectively used examples or illustrations to clarify course material. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

11. The instructor presented material at a pace suitable for my comprehension. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

12. The instructor responded effectively to student questions. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

1 / 7.69%
1 / 7.69%

SD

Mean StDev

Organization & Preparation
Question

SA

A

N

D

13. The instructor's presentations were well organized. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

SD

Mean StDev
0.28

14. Lectures were relevant to the course content. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

15. Instructional activities were relevant to the course content. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

16. Discussions were well organized. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

17. I understood what was expected of me in this course. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

18. The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

19. The instructor's feedback in this course was helpful. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

20. The instructor used class time effectively. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

21. The class met for the scheduled number of hours. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

SA

A

Stimulating Interest & Instructor's Enthusiasm
Question

N

D

22. The instructor encouraged students to participate in class. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

SD

Mean StDev
0.38

23. The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

24. The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject. (13 Responses)

10 / 76.92% 3 / 23.08%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.77

0.44

25. The instructor was accessible. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

26. The instructor was enthusiastic. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

27. The instructor's style of presentation held my interest during class. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

Course Resources
Question

SA

A

N

D

28. The instructor used technology effectively in this course. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

29. The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

30. The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course. (13 Responses)

12 / 92.31%

1 / 7.69%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.92

0.28

31. The text(s) aided my learning in this course. (13 Responses)

11 / 84.62% 2 / 15.38%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00%

0 / 0.00% 4.85

0.38

Question

Less than 3
hrs

3 to less
than 6 hrs

6 to less
than 9 hrs

9 to less
than 12 hrs

12 hrs or
Mean StDev
more

32. How many hours did you spend (outside of class) on this course per week? When giving your answer,
do not include the number of hours in class. (14 Responses)

11 / 78.57% 2 / 14.29%

0 / 0.00%

1 / 7.14%

. What were the strengths of this course?
Great Professor who was understanding in each students strengths and weakness.
loved the way Friend teaches. He rocks.

SD

Mean StDev

0 / 0.00% 1.36

0.84
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friend was a great professor!!
The professor was very thorough and mad ethe assignments clear. Learning the material was easy to grasp and if something was confusing, the professor would stop and use
examples, and show the class another way to grasp the concept. Very helpful and interesting course.
The strengths of this course were Friend's in depth lectures of terms, as well as the open set-up of the classroom so that everyone can be seen and heard.
My favorite teacher by far, he ran the class very open so that it didn't seem he had a ridiculous amount of control over us. He gave us options on speaking our mind about how we
feeling about doing certain assignments and things like that.
the teacher. dr. friend was honestly the best English teacher I have ever had. I hate writing and he really helped me and got me interested in writing and challenged me to do well
but while also helping me understand what I was doing
Gave me a greater understanding of heuristic writing, and how interwoven texts make a paper more worthwhile.
The professor was very clear in his teaching and made the whole class feel involved. I would love to take his class again is he did a ENG 122.
Friend is a good guy and a great teacher. He is the human embodiment of Brian Griffin from Family Guy.
What would improve this course?
Friend is just that a friend. He teaches on your level no like he is king of the classroom. He get the class to really think about a lot of things that are way over our heads. Then he
bring it into terms that we can all understand. He is a very reasonable teacher who wants to see the best out of all of his studnets.
No real need, material is easy to understand with Friend as a professor.
be more specific on what he actually wants
There wasn't really any problems for me with this course.
Nothing, it was fine the way it was.
nothing in my opinion. maybe an outside the classroom study group
Nothing. Great professor and great syllabus
Nothing.
Nothing, it is great how it is now.
Misuse of this system is a violation of your school's policies and subject to appropriate disciplinary action.
© IOTA 360, LLC. 1999-2018 All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use
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Saint Leo University
COL End of Course Evaluation: 2015 Fall 2 8-WK: Survey
Summary Detailed Report with Write-In Responses
ENG-002-CL01 Basic Composition Skills ENG-002-CL01
Christopher Friend
1. Overall Evaluation
A

B

C

D

F

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

9

4.44

1.01

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

9

4.11

1.05

9

4

1.32

Overall, how do you rate this course?
6 (67%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

Overall, how do you rate this instructor?
4 (44%)
3 (33%)
1 (11%)

Overall, how do you rate the text used in this course?
5 (56%)

1 (11%)

1 (11%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

2. Student Learning
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

9

4

1

9

4.33

1.12

9

4.22

1.09

I participated in each of the learning activities
3 (33%)

4 (44%)

1 (11%)

I have become more confident in this area because of this course
6 (67%)

1 (11%)

1 (11%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field
5 (56%)

2 (22%)

1 (11%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter
4 (44%)

3 (33%)

1 (11%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

9

4.11

1.05

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

9

4.33

1.12

8

4.5

0.76

8

4.25

0.89

9

4.44

0.88

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

9

4.22

0.83

0 (0%)

9

4.44

0.73

I learned something valuable in the course
6 (67%)

1 (11%)

1 (11%)

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view
5 (62%)
2 (25%)
1 (12%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions
4 (50%)

2 (25%)

2 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities
6 (67%)

1 (11%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3. Communication and Clarity of Materials
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The instructor's online postings helped me understand the material
4 (44%)

3 (33%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

The instructor communicated clearly
5 (56%)
3 (33%)
1 (11%)
0 (0%)
The instructor clarified complex sections of the text

1
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9

4.44

0.73

0 (0%)

8

4.38

0.74

The instructor responded effectively to student questions
5 (62%)
1 (12%)
2 (25%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

8

4.38

0.92

9

4.44

0.73

The instructor effectively used examples of illustrations to clarify course material
4 (50%)

3 (38%)

1 (12%)

0 (0%)

The online discussions helped me understand the course content
5 (56%)

3 (33%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4. Organization and Preparation
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

9

4.11

0.78

9

4.44

0.73

0 (0%)

9

4.44

0.73

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

9

4.33

0.71

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

9

4.56

0.73

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

9

4.33

0.71

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject
5 (56%)
3 (33%)
1 (11%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

9

4.44

0.73

0 (0%)

9

4.33

0.71

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

9

4.33

0.71

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

9

4.56

0.73

n

Mean

STD

9

4.33

0.71

9

4.44

0.88

0 (0%)

9

4.33

0.71

0 (0%)

9

4

0.87

9

4.44

0.88

I understood what was expected of me in this course
3 (33%)

4 (44%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

The instructional activities were relevant to the course content
5 (56%)

3 (33%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content
5 (56%)

3 (33%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

Instructor's feedback in this course was helpful
4 (44%)

4 (44%)

1 (11%)

The course was well organized
6 (67%)

2 (22%)

1 (11%)

5. Stimulating Interest and Instructor's Enthusiasm
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance
4 (44%)

4 (44%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

The instructor responded to students within 48 hours
4 (44%)

4 (44%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

The instructor used technology effectively in this course
4 (44%)

4 (44%)

1 (11%)

The instructor was enthusiastic
6 (67%)

2 (22%)

6. Course Resources
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The technology support (assistance) met my needs in this course
4 (44%)

4 (44%)

1 (11%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course
6 (67%)

1 (11%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course
4 (44%)
4 (44%)
1 (11%)
0 (0%)
The audio/video presentations kept my attention
3 (33%)

3 (33%)

3 (33%)

0 (0%)

The audio/video presentations merely repeated what was in the text
6 (67%)

1 (11%)

2 (22%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the material

2
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9

4

0.87

9

4.11

0.93

The audio/video presentation clarified complex material in the modules
4 (44%)

2 (22%)

3 (33%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

7. About how many hours did you spend on this course each week?
<5

5 to <15

15 to <25

25 to <35

1

2

3

4

35+
5

n

Mean

STD

2 (25%)

3 (38%)

2 (25%)

1 (12%)

0 (0%)

8

2.25

1.04

8. The course required (check one)

Too much
independent
work and did
not provide
sufficient
opportunities
for
collaboration

An
appropriate
balance of
independent
work and
collaboration

Too much
collaboration
and did not
provide
sufficient
opportunities
for
independent
work

1

2

3

n

Mean

STD

1 (11%)

8 (89%)

0 (0%)

9

1.89

0.33

9. What were the strengths of this course?
* The instructor made everyone feel comfortable wih providing feedback to other classmates.
* Being able to post my dreams as an essay
* My strengths were the writing prompts that were given.
* The strengths of this course are the discussion boards.
* Instructor communication.
10. What would improve this course?
* Nothing
* Nothing right now
* A better understanding of what we have to do will improve this course.
* I think more collaboration would improve this course.
* Nothing at all.

3
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Saint Leo University
COL End of Course Evaluation: 2015 Summer 2 8-WK:
Survey Summary Detailed Report with Write-In Responses
ENG-121-CL03 Academic Writing I ENG-121-CL03
Christopher Friend
1. Overall Evaluation
A

B

C

D

F

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

15

4.33

0.9

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

15

4.6

0.91

15

4.4

0.74

Overall, how do you rate this course?
8 (53%)

5 (33%)

1 (7%)

Overall, how do you rate this instructor?
12 (80%)
1 (7%)
1 (7%)

Overall, how do you rate the text used in this course?
8 (53%)

5 (33%)

2 (13%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2. Student Learning
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

14

4.29

0.61

14

4.29

0.61

I participated in each of the learning activities
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

2 (14%)

I have become more confident in this area because of this course
5 (36%)

8 (57%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field
5 (36%)

8 (57%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter
5 (36%)

8 (57%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.29

0.61

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.29

0.73

14

4.36

0.74

14

4.29

0.73

14

4.36

0.74

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

I learned something valuable in the course
6 (43%)

6 (43%)

2 (14%)

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view
7 (50%)
5 (36%)
2 (14%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions
6 (43%)

6 (43%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities
7 (50%)

5 (36%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

3. Communication and Clarity of Materials
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The instructor's online postings helped me understand the material
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

The instructor communicated clearly
8 (57%)
4 (29%)
2 (14%)
0 (0%)
The instructor clarified complex sections of the text

1
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0 (0%)
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14

4.43

0.76

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

The instructor responded effectively to student questions
8 (57%)
4 (29%)
2 (14%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

14

4.43

0.76

The instructor effectively used examples of illustrations to clarify course material
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

The online discussions helped me understand the course content
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

4. Organization and Preparation
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

14

4.57

0.65

14

4.43

0.76

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.57

0.76

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.5

0.76

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

14

4.5

0.76

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject
9 (64%)
3 (21%)
2 (14%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

14

4.5

0.76

0 (0%)

14

4.29

0.83

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.5

0.76

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.76

n

Mean

STD

14

4.29

0.73

14

4.07

0.83

0 (0%)

14

4.29

0.73

0 (0%)

14

4.14

0.77

14

4

0.96

I understood what was expected of me in this course
9 (64%)

4 (29%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

The instructional activities were relevant to the course content
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

Instructor's feedback in this course was helpful
10 (71%)

2 (14%)

2 (14%)

The course was well organized
9 (64%)

3 (21%)

2 (14%)

5. Stimulating Interest and Instructor's Enthusiasm
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance
9 (64%)

3 (21%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

The instructor responded to students within 48 hours
7 (50%)

4 (29%)

3 (21%)

0 (0%)

The instructor used technology effectively in this course
9 (64%)

3 (21%)

2 (14%)

The instructor was enthusiastic
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

6. Course Resources
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The technology support (assistance) met my needs in this course
6 (43%)

6 (43%)

2 (14%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course
5 (36%)

5 (36%)

4 (29%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course
6 (43%)
6 (43%)
2 (14%)
0 (0%)
The audio/video presentations kept my attention
5 (36%)

6 (43%)

3 (21%)

0 (0%)

The audio/video presentations merely repeated what was in the text
5 (36%)

5 (36%)

3 (21%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the material

2
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14

4.14

0.77

14

4.07

0.73

The audio/video presentation clarified complex material in the modules
4 (29%)

7 (50%)

3 (21%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

7. About how many hours did you spend on this course each week?
<5

5 to <15

15 to <25

25 to <35

1

2

3

4

35+
5

n

Mean

STD

1 (8%)

5 (42%)

4 (33%)

1 (8%)

1 (8%)

12

2.67

1.07

8. The course required (check one)

Too much
independent
work and did
not provide
sufficient
opportunities
for
collaboration

An
appropriate
balance of
independent
work and
collaboration

Too much
collaboration
and did not
provide
sufficient
opportunities
for
independent
work

1

2

3

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

14 (100%)

0 (0%)

14

2

0

9. What were the strengths of this course?
* Having the assignments ahead of time.
* The tutor responses were great and the instructor critiques were a huge help.
* Instructor was fantastic, went above and beyond to answer questions and assist.
* The content of the text books
10. What would improve this course?
* Give more specific writing prompts. With the prompts as open-ended as they are, it actually becomes more difficult to write.
* Not a thing, this has been a great class
* Fewer lab exercises.

3
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Saint Leo University
COL End of Course Evaluation: 2015 Summer 2 8-WK:
Survey Summary Detailed Report with Write-In Responses
ENG-122-CL01 Academic Writing II ENG-122-CL01
Christopher Friend
1. Overall Evaluation
A

B

C

D

F

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

16

4.31

0.87

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

17

4.47

0.94

15

4.33

0.82

Overall, how do you rate this course?
9 (56%)

3 (19%)

4 (25%)

Overall, how do you rate this instructor?
12 (71%)
2 (12%)
2 (12%)

Overall, how do you rate the text used in this course?
8 (53%)

4 (27%)

3 (20%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

2. Student Learning
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

16

4.44

0.81

16

4.19

0.98

16

4.38

0.89

I participated in each of the learning activities
9 (56%)

6 (38%)

0 (0%)

I have become more confident in this area because of this course
8 (50%)

4 (25%)

3 (19%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

I gained an excellent understanding of the concepts in this field
9 (56%)

5 (31%)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

I gained significant knowledge about the course subject matter
10 (62%)

4 (25%)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

16

4.44

0.89

2 (12%)

0 (0%)

16

4.31

1.08

16

4.56

0.81

16

4.56

0.81

16

4.31

1.08

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

15

4.07

1.16

0 (0%)

15

4.4

0.83

I learned something valuable in the course
10 (62%)

3 (19%)

1 (6%)

I learned to analyze and critically evaluate ideas, arguments, and points of view
11 (69%)
4 (25%)
0 (0%)
1 (6%)
0 (0%)
I learned to apply course concepts to solve problems and make decisions
11 (69%)

4 (25%)

0 (0%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

This course challenged me to perform to the best of my abilities
10 (62%)

3 (19%)

1 (6%)

2 (12%)

0 (0%)

3. Communication and Clarity of Materials
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The instructor's online postings helped me understand the material
7 (47%)

5 (33%)

0 (0%)

3 (20%)

The instructor communicated clearly
8 (53%)
6 (40%)
0 (0%)
1 (7%)
The instructor clarified complex sections of the text

1
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15

4.33

0.9

0 (0%)

15

4.53

0.64

The instructor responded effectively to student questions
10 (67%)
3 (20%)
1 (7%)
1 (7%)
0 (0%)

15

4.47

0.92

15

4.2

1.08

The instructor effectively used examples of illustrations to clarify course material
9 (60%)

5 (33%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

The online discussions helped me understand the course content
8 (53%)

4 (27%)

1 (7%)

2 (13%)

0 (0%)

4. Organization and Preparation
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

14

4.5

0.52

14

4.57

0.51

0 (0%)

14

4.43

0.85

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

14

4.36

1.08

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

14

4.29

1.14

n

Mean

STD

0 (0%)

15

4.47

0.83

The instructor introduced stimulating ideas about the subject
10 (67%)
4 (27%)
1 (7%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

15

4.6

0.63

1 (7%)

15

4.27

1.22

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

15

4.53

0.83

1 (7%)

1 (7%)

0 (0%)

15

4.47

0.92

n

Mean

STD

16

4.31

0.87

16

4.19

1.11

0 (0%)

16

4.31

0.95

0 (0%)

16

4.12

1.02

16

4

0.97

I understood what was expected of me in this course
7 (50%)

7 (50%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The instructional activities were relevant to the course content
8 (57%)

6 (43%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The instructor gave assignments that helped me learn the course content
8 (57%)

5 (36%)

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

Instructor's feedback in this course was helpful
8 (57%)

5 (36%)

0 (0%)

The course was well organized
8 (57%)

4 (29%)

1 (7%)

5. Stimulating Interest and Instructor's Enthusiasm
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The instructor helped students feel comfortable in seeking assistance
9 (60%)

5 (33%)

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

The instructor responded to students within 48 hours
9 (60%)

4 (27%)

0 (0%)

1 (7%)

The instructor used technology effectively in this course
10 (67%)

4 (27%)

0 (0%)

The instructor was enthusiastic
10 (67%)

3 (20%)

6. Course Resources
Agree
Strongly

Agree

Neither Agree
nor Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

5

4

3

2

1

The technology support (assistance) met my needs in this course
9 (56%)

3 (19%)

4 (25%)

0 (0%)

0 (0%)

The library resources were adequate for my needs in this course
9 (56%)

3 (19%)

2 (12%)

2 (12%)

0 (0%)

The technology resources were adequate for my needs in this course
9 (56%)
4 (25%)
2 (12%)
1 (6%)
The audio/video presentations kept my attention
8 (50%)

3 (19%)

4 (25%)

1 (6%)

The audio/video presentations merely repeated what was in the text
6 (38%)

5 (31%)

4 (25%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

The audio/video presentations helped me understand the material

2
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16

4.12

1.02

16

4.19

0.98

The audio/video presentation clarified complex material in the modules
8 (50%)

4 (25%)

3 (19%)

1 (6%)

0 (0%)

7. About how many hours did you spend on this course each week?
<5

5 to <15

15 to <25

25 to <35

1

2

3

4

35+
5

n

Mean

STD

1 (6%)

7 (44%)

6 (38%)

1 (6%)

1 (6%)

16

2.62

0.96

8. The course required (check one)

Too much
independent
work and did
not provide
sufficient
opportunities
for
collaboration

An
appropriate
balance of
independent
work and
collaboration

Too much
collaboration
and did not
provide
sufficient
opportunities
for
independent
work

1

2

3

n

Mean

STD

1 (6%)

15 (94%)

0 (0%)

16

1.94

0.25

9. What were the strengths of this course?
* Writing improved
* The instructor (Chris Friend) was a wonderful teacher and really tried to make the course interesting. He is very approachable and responds
quickly to questions.

* I really enjoyed the assignments in this course. The essays allowed me to better understand the concepts provided in each module, and
consequently, I have gained experience and insight into how to effectively write argumentatively. I really enjoyed Prof. Friend! There were many
cases in this term where my daily schedule made it harder to manage my time to complete assignments; however, Prof. Friend was quick to
understand that I had a life outside of school, and he kindly gave me an extension when needed. I GREATLY appreciated that! Prof. Friend was
by far the best instructor I have had yet! I wish more instructors at Saint Leo were more concerned about their students completing an
assignment correctly and satisfactorily, rather than placing an emphasis on completing it "on-time". My schedule changed unexpectedly, and Prof.
Friend was right there to ensure that it was ok. :)
* The professor was great and was there anytime that I needed help and his encouragement was indeed helpful.
* Professor Friend was able to steer the class in the appropriate direction with timely commentary on discussion submissions. He was also able
predict the average pace of the group and offer challenges without exceeding overall expectations for feed back.
* The reading material
* Student were very involved in the discussion as encouraged by the Professor.
* The papers, ad discussions
* The instructor was very active and helpful throughout the course
* Being able to complete work at your own pace.
10. What would improve this course?
* Starting the essay earlier
* change the length of essay to a smaller amount instead of 1000 words

* The required weekly essays are too convoluted and require writing about too many unrelated ideas/concepts. Also, the weekly tests are
inaccurate. Many of the questions are phrased improperly, leading to incorrect answers. Others questions are subjective, such as asking about
the tone of the last 2 paragraphs of a story and whether it was angry or resentful.

3
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* I really have no complaint for this course. However, in module 5, we did a QEP assignment that replaced that discussion board. In that
assignment, were questions to be completed about a certain reading for that particular week. I really enjoyed that assignment as it helped me
comprehend the reading more sufficiently. I wish there were more assignments like that one because sometimes, as a student, I struggle with
comprehension while I read. This assignment helped me read the piece with a motivation to understand it, instead of a motivation to just get
through it. More assignments, even if they are not graded, would help students grow in their comprehension skills.
* Continue with the great professors and their professionalism as always.
* Better organized and less busy instructors who are able to apply an appropriate amount of time to the class. The instructor seem to be
extremely too busy to conduct this course.
* The Professor seemed to have a lot on his plate. Maybe he took on to much with this class another class and I believe he himself had school
work.
* The courses are fine.
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Cheryl Hemphill Cheryl.Hemphill@saintleo.edu
RE: Missing Evaluation Reports
5 October, 2018 at 13:35
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Good afternoon,
Here’s what I found for your courses:
2017FA2-LBS-201-OL01 – 10 students: no responses
2017SP1-ENG-428-CA01 – Internship: at the time we did not evaluate internships.
2016SP1-ENG-121-CA04 – This one IS in IOTA. If you click on “Historical” at the
top, the session is Spring LONG 16 WEEK CAMPUS 2016. If you can’t find it, let
me know.
2014FA1-ENG-002-CA01 – This was from the paper-and-pencil days, but no
evaluations were returned.
Regarding the online courses, those were administered in eCollege. Johanna Lane should
have the raw data downloads so I will forward your request to her.
If you have any questions, let me know. I will be at a conference next week but will be
checking emails.
Thanks!
Cheryl

From: Christopher Friend
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2018 6:36 PM
To: Cheryl Hemphill <Cheryl.Hemphill@saintleo.edu>
Subject: Missing EvaluaJon Reports

Hi, Cheryl. I hope you’re having a good week.
I suspect you’ve had more than your share of requests coming from folks working on tenure
portfolios right now, and I apologize for adding to that ordeal.
As I’ve compiled my evaluations, I’ve come across a few courses that I can’t find
documentation for, and I can’t figure out why. I’m hoping you might be able to help.
These courses don’t show up in IOTA, and I suspect it’s due to zero returned forms. Can you
confirm?
2017FA2-LBS-201-OL01
2017SP1-ENG-428-CA01
2016SP1-ENG-121-CA04
2014FA1-ENG-002-CA01
And then, from Spring 2016, I can’t find any documentation of my online classes. I suspect
this is a case of me misplacing a data file. Are you able to provide a copy of the shortest
report that still includes student comments from these courses?

Chris Friend
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2.4.3 Class Observations
Complete forms from every observation I have had are presented on the pages that
follow. Please note that due to administrative turnover and increased workload, the
Dean of the then-School of Arts and Sciences doubled as the acting vp and was
unable to complete observations during the 2017–18 school year. That said, feedback
forms from these classroom observations are enclosed:
• 2019–20
1. Chantelle MacPhee, Department Chair
2. Heather Parker, Dean (scheduled after portfolio deadline)
• 2018–19
1. Heather Parker, Dean
2. Chantelle MacPhee, Department Chair
3. David Persky, Professor of Criminal Justice
4. Valerie Wright, Professor of Education
5. Steven Kistulentz, Director of Graduate Programs in Creative Writing
6. Randall Woodard, Associate Professor of Theology
• 2017–18
1. Elisabeth Aiken, Department Chair (online evaluation)
• 2016–17
1. Mary Spoto, Dean
2. Elisabeth Aiken, Department Chair
• 2015–16
1. Mary Spoto, Dean
2. Elisabeth Aiken, Department Chair
3. Kelly Schuttig, qp Faculty Fellow
• 2014–15
1. Mary Spoto, Dean
2. Elisabeth Aiken, Department Chair
3. Vyas Krishnan, Faculty Mentor

Chris Friend
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Press tab (or click) to move through the form
Date of Class Visit:
Instructor Name:

09/19/2019

Course Number, Section, and Name:
Location:

ENG 121H Academic Writing I

10

N

✔

Pre-observation form completed?

✔

In person observation?

✔

Online observation?

✔
✔

Was this a follow-up observation?

✔

Post-observation conference conducted within 5 days?
Informal Observation completed

Observer Name: Chantelle MacPhee
Peer
Certified Peer Observer

✔

r ID

Kirk Hall 218

Number of Students:

Y

I sr

Christopher Friend

Chair/Administrator

Date:

09/19/2019
Observer ID 1112619

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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I. Instructional Strategies

Instructional Planning and Resources
Uses a variety of instructional methods as appropriate, including active learning strategies (e.g. group
✔
work, paired discussions, polling, role play, class presentations)

✔
✔
✔
✔

Incorporates various instructional supports (e.g. handouts, PowerPoint, films)
Activities used in instruction are aligned to the learning outcome(s)
Activities used in instruction are intellectually rigorous
Uses a presentation style that facilitates note-taking, as appropriate

Academic Questioning/Discussion

✔
✔
✔

Asks probing questions
Allows adequate wait time when asking questions
Refrains from answering own questions or posing rhetorical questions

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Responds to incorrect answers constructively
Promotes class discussion to provide opportunity for all students to contribute
Supports students in applying critical thinking strategies during class discussion
Guides the direction of the discussion
Mediates conflict or differences of opinions
Draws non-participating students into discussion
Encourages students to respond to their peers throughout the discussions
Facilitates two-way communication during the lesson

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The instructor combines elements of the class, rhetoric, and how it works in a paper. The class questions
how rhetoric would help them in regards to understanding topics. Students discuss intention in class as a
way in which to formulate questions, topics, answers, essays. Throughout the class, the professor
engages the students in thinking beyond lists or characteristics to thinking deeper about texts, regardless
of the text.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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II. Instructional Organization

Organizing Instruction

✔

Conveys learning outcome(s) for this lesson/session (verbally or in writing)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Reviews the agenda for the lesson/session (verbally or in writing)
Connects instruction to previous learning or grounds to the sequence of topics
Conveys the purpose of each class activity or assignment
Sequences instruction in a cohesive manner to promote understanding of content concepts
Provides scaffolding of content concepts to promote learning

Management of Instructional Time

✔
✔
✔

Begins instruction promptly, maintains instructional momentum, and ends class as scheduled.
Provides sufficient time to participate in or complete in-class assignments / practice
Summarizes periodically throughout and at end of class or prompts students to do so

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The professor clearly delineates the outcomes and how the lesson corresponds to the outcomes.
Students mention assignment in a different honour class, but the professor focuses on how to develop
assignments using rhetorical analysis as the foundation upon which to build their paper not only for the
class but for an assignment in another discipline. The professor scaffolds throughout the class with
previous material from classes prior. Instead of writing on the white board, he asks students to look over
the notes, their materials, in order to understand the material and then engages them with it to ensure
knowledge has been attained.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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III. Instructional Delivery and Learner Engagement

Delivery

✔

Notes and explains new terms or concepts

✔

Elaborates or repeats complex information

✔
✔
✔
✔

Uses examples to explain content

✔

Invites equal participation of all learners

✔

Invites student participation and comments

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Students engage in rigorous and intellectually challenging activities

Makes explicit statements drawing student attention to key ideas
Relates new ideas to familiar concepts
Provides sufficient direction to complete in-class assignments / practice

Engagement

Draws non-participating students into class activities
Responds to changes in student attentiveness and/or disengagement
s s

es

s

s

e s

e

e

e

re ee

Adjustments are made, as needed, to promote engagement and learning

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Of the ten students in the class, all of the students participate in different ways, with guided direction
from the professor. The term "genre" is discussed in terms of the different ways in which it is used in the
field of rhetoric and composition and literary studies. Today's lesson is moving from one module to the
next. The students are working in groups on "Is this class a discourse community? Why?"

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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IV. Application of Content Knowledge in Instruction
ses s

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
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e s

e r es

r

e

r s

r

es

ers e

ves

ites authorities to support statements as appropriate
Presents divergent viewpoints
Depth of learning is appropriate to the course-level
e
Dr
es

es
s

r

ere es

es

s

r
s

s

e s
e

ss
e

ve ess

v es
r

se

e e

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The students are having a discussion about discourse communities, defining them, and whether or not
this class is a discourse community. The professor is moderating discussion, encouraging further
discussion, asking questions and applying the students' knowledge of discourse communities with the
task at hand. The professor mediates differences of opinion and engages students with the class
material. As a small class, he listens to student arguments and inserts questions or guidance when
appropriate. He ensures students are focused on the application of content knowledge.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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V. Instructor-Student Interaction

Learning Environment

✔
✔

Treats students with respect
Encourages students to interact civilly/respectfully with each other

✔

Addresses potentially disruptive behaviors before the learning environment is impacted

Interactions During Instruction

✔
✔
✔

Uses positive reinforcement to encourage student participation and intellectual risk-taking
Incorporates student responses when appropriate

Attends respectfully to student comprehension or puzzlement
Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Throughout the class, the professor encourages students, even highlighting their contributions positively
throughout. As an honours class, he challenges them at the appropriate level, while also encouraging
them to think about terminology and defending positions on subject matter. In regards to discourse
communities, the professor is able to interact throughout the class with the students often creating a type
of flipped classroom environment that encourages and supports student ideas.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend
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Optional Comments Related to Discipline Specific Approaches to Teaching
Comments:

Throughout the class, the professor engages students in material. He encourages, focuses on group
assignment, and then ensures students are discussing the material and parsing it from different ways.
The small class is excellent in communication, excellent in leadership and highlights ideas, both the
formulation of them and the extrapolating of them to their peers to develop positions. The discourse
community assignment is strong in content and relates to how students perceive themselves using the
language of rhetoric and composition. His class is energetic with the material, engaging and extremely
relevant to the topics these students will engage with in the professional world.

Instructors Response
Comments:

Chris Friend
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Press tab (or click) to move through the form
Date of Class Visit:
Instructor Name:

10/4/18

Course Number, Section, and Name:
Location:

ENG 121 CAH1, Academic Writing I

13

N

✔

Pre-observation form completed?

✔

In person observation?

✔

Online observation?

✔

Was this a follow-up observation?

✔

Post-observation conference conducted within 5 days?

✔

Informal Observation completed

Observer Name: David W. persky

✔

r ID

Room 220 Kirk Hall

Number of Students:

Y

I sr

Dr. Chris Friend

Peer
Certified Peer Observer
Chair/Administrator

Date:

Observer ID 0281824

Chris Friend

No OR
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Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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I. Instructional Strategies

Instructional Planning and Resources
Uses a variety of instructional methods as appropriate, including active learning strategies (e.g. group
✔
work, paired discussions, polling, role play, class presentations)

✔
✔
✔
✔

Incorporates various instructional supports (e.g. handouts, PowerPoint, films)
Activities used in instruction are aligned to the learning outcome(s)
Activities used in instruction are intellectually rigorous
Uses a presentation style that facilitates note-taking, as appropriate

Academic Questioning/Discussion

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Asks probing questions
Allows adequate wait time when asking questions
Refrains from answering own questions or posing rhetorical questions
Responds to incorrect answers constructively
Promotes class discussion to provide opportunity for all students to contribute
Supports students in applying critical thinking strategies during class discussion
Guides the direction of the discussion

✔
✔
✔

Mediates conflict or differences of opinions
Draws non-participating students into discussion
Encourages students to respond to their peers throughout the discussions

✔

Facilitates two-way communication during the lesson

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Dr. Friend opened the class for questions from the students to get them engaged in the day's activities
and to promote full participation by the students.
Dr. Friend split the class into four groups to discuss in detail the topics for the day's presentation. Each
group had sample menus for small group discussion and the genre analysis practice exercise in
preparation for the homework assignment.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

✔ Accomplished

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio

N/A
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II. Instructional Organization

Organizing Instruction

✔

Conveys learning outcome(s) for this lesson/session (verbally or in writing)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Reviews the agenda for the lesson/session (verbally or in writing)
Connects instruction to previous learning or grounds to the sequence of topics
Conveys the purpose of each class activity or assignment
Sequences instruction in a cohesive manner to promote understanding of content concepts
Provides scaffolding of content concepts to promote learning

Management of Instructional Time

✔
✔
✔

Begins instruction promptly, maintains instructional momentum, and ends class as scheduled.
Provides sufficient time to participate in or complete in-class assignments / practice
Summarizes periodically throughout and at end of class or prompts students to do so

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The class began promptly at 2:00 p.m. Dr. Friend had a slide up with the agenda for the day that
included the schedule for the day and the purpose of the day's activities as a groundwork for the
homework that was assigned for next week.
The class began with a few opening comments and then the floor was opened for questions from the
students and a discussion of "form v. purpose" in the analysis of genre and some insights that Dr. Friend
felt would be helpful to the students.
As the students broke into groups he flowed easily between the various group and provided some
guidance while also challenging the students with questions that were geared to promote critical thinking
and questioning by the students.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio

N/A
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III. Instructional Delivery and Learner Engagement

Delivery

✔

Notes and explains new terms or concepts

✔

Elaborates or repeats complex information

✔
✔

Uses examples to explain content
Makes explicit statements drawing student attention to key ideas

✔

Relates new ideas to familiar concepts

✔

Provides sufficient direction to complete in-class assignments / practice

✔

Invites equal participation of all learners

✔

Invites student participation and comments

✔

Students engage in rigorous and intellectually challenging activities

Engagement

✔
✔
✔
✔

Draws non-participating students into class activities
Responds to changes in student attentiveness and/or disengagement
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Adjustments are made, as needed, to promote engagement and learning

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Dr. Friend explained the purpose of the small group exercise once the students had gotten together in
their groups. The goal was to encourage the students to consider the genre provided and to determine
what they could learn through the menu analysis ("Talk your way through it."). Actual menus from
various dining establishments were used as the basis for the discussions (1 example of 3 different types
of genres OR 3 examples of 1 genre).
There was good participation by every student in the class and Dr. Friend moved around from table to
table throughout the class and responded to individual questions from students throughout the period.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio

N/A
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IV. Application of Content Knowledge in Instruction
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Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Every student in the section was actively engaged in the class activity and participated in the discussions
between their group members. Each group had three different samples of menus to review to help
promote discussion on "genre analysis" and the handout provided by Dr. Friend for the assignment.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio

N/A
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V. Instructor-Student Interaction

Learning Environment

✔

Treats students with respect

✔

Encourages students to interact civilly/respectfully with each other

✔

Addresses potentially disruptive behaviors before the learning environment is impacted

Interactions During Instruction

✔
✔
✔

Uses positive reinforcement to encourage student participation and intellectual risk-taking
Incorporates student responses when appropriate

Attends respectfully to student comprehension or puzzlement
Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Dr. Friend moved between the various groups easily and discussed the various genres being analyzed
by the students. He did not direct the student discussions but encouraged the students to use their
critical thinking skills in analyzing the genres of menus provided for the day's activity. He spent time with
each group and responded to individual questions to address any confusion they had about the exercise
and the homework assigned for next week.
Dr. Friend knows each student in the class and interacted well with each of them. He was able to gauge
their level of understanding or puzzlement and responded to them as necessary.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

Six-Y T Pofolio
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Optional Comments Related to Discipline Specific Approaches to Teaching
Comments:

This was the first time I have sat in on and observed an Academic Writing class and an honors class at
Saint Leo and it was very enjoyable.
I was impressed with the level of student engagement in the day's activities and it made the class flow
and the time passed very quickly.
I was particularly interested in the day's discussion because many of the menu examples provided by Dr.
Friend were from Walt Disney World restaurants and I have been to most, if not all the venues discussed
and I could picture the staffs at each of the venues. It was a very interesting way to get the students to
think of genre analysis and it was a very good class.

Instructors Response
Comments:

Chris Friend
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Press tab (or click) to move through the form
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SLU 101 First Year Experience
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I. Instructional Strategies

Instructional Planning and Resources
Uses a variety of instructional methods as appropriate, including active learning strategies (e.g. group
✔
work, paired discussions, polling, role play, class presentations)

✔
✔
✔
✔

Incorporates various instructional supports (e.g. handouts, PowerPoint, films)
Activities used in instruction are aligned to the learning outcome(s)
Activities used in instruction are intellectually rigorous
Uses a presentation style that facilitates note-taking, as appropriate

Academic Questioning/Discussion

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Asks probing questions
Allows adequate wait time when asking questions
Refrains from answering own questions or posing rhetorical questions
Responds to incorrect answers constructively
Promotes class discussion to provide opportunity for all students to contribute
Supports students in applying critical thinking strategies during class discussion
Guides the direction of the discussion
Mediates conflict or differences of opinions
Draws non-participating students into discussion
Encourages students to respond to their peers throughout the discussions
Facilitates two-way communication during the lesson

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Chris used a variety of instructional methods during his lesson. The lesson began with an expanded
discussion of the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory that the students had been introduced to the week before
by visitors from Career Services. Knowing that the overview was not enough for his students, Chris spent
some time providing more depth. He then grouped students by their types and tasked them with
presenting an overview of how their type feels/works. Students had to critically assess their own
personality type in an honest way.
Chris also included instructional supports, such as a powerpoint to present the core content of the
lesson. Instead of standing behind the podium, he made use of the Smart Board so that he could be
more engaging.
Students were slowly drawn into the discussion on the various personality types connected to this
survey. At first they seemed nervous about identifying their own traits, but with Chris openly and honestly
sharing his own, I believe the students felt more comfortable, safe and willing to share. I especially liked
how Chris made sure to present the various types as not "good" or "bad," but just different.
During the discussions Chris allowed students to actively join the conversation without having to raise
their hands, or even having to call on anyone specifically. This type of freshman class is a bit different
than a more content-driven course. The goal is to get the students acclimated to college life so by its
very nature it is more casual in format. Chris encouraged students to join in and was especially adept at
acknowledging non-verbal responses from his introverts.
Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio
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II. Instructional Organization

Organizing Instruction

✔

Conveys learning outcome(s) for this lesson/session (verbally or in writing)

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Reviews the agenda for the lesson/session (verbally or in writing)
Connects instruction to previous learning or grounds to the sequence of topics
Conveys the purpose of each class activity or assignment
Sequences instruction in a cohesive manner to promote understanding of content concepts
Provides scaffolding of content concepts to promote learning

Management of Instructional Time

✔
✔
✔

Begins instruction promptly, maintains instructional momentum, and ends class as scheduled.
Provides sufficient time to participate in or complete in-class assignments / practice
Summarizes periodically throughout and at end of class or prompts students to do so

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Chris began with an overview of the agenda for the day, including a brief discussion of their homework
dealing with the 70 question survey they needed to complete from Career Services. He also informed
students of upcoming campus events, such as Puppies and Pizza to advertise for a course they may be
interested in taking in the spring. He was very organized and prepared, even with a potential technology
glitch facing him.
Chris scaffolded topics throughout the lesson, referring to the presentation by Career Services and other
previous lessons. He also did a great job of connecting the traits for each personality type to specific
students and by using examples that would personally connect to them. Chris also interspersed some
humor throughout. The lesson was timed perfectly, with the discussion, group activity and sharing out.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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III. Instructional Delivery and Learner Engagement

Delivery

✔

Notes and explains new terms or concepts

✔

Elaborates or repeats complex information

✔
✔
✔
✔

Uses examples to explain content

✔

Invites equal participation of all learners

✔

Invites student participation and comments

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Students engage in rigorous and intellectually challenging activities

Makes explicit statements drawing student attention to key ideas
Relates new ideas to familiar concepts
Provides sufficient direction to complete in-class assignments / practice

Engagement

Draws non-participating students into class activities
Responds to changes in student attentiveness and/or disengagement
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Adjustments are made, as needed, to promote engagement and learning

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Chris has a very calm teaching demeanor, which I think works especially well with incoming freshmen.
He did an excellent job of reviewing each personality type using a powerpoint and lots of his own
examples, including sharing which type he fell under for each of the groupings. He was incredibly honest
and I think the students responded well to this. He really elaborated upon each type and even
demonstrated how an extrovert may sit in class and possibly invade an introverts "space."
The students were engaged, especially during the group activity. During the activity Chris circulated
around the room and interacted with each personality group, sharing his thoughts and probing them for
more responses if necessary. There were a few times during the whole group discussion that Chris had
to call out some students if they were talking at the same time, checking to see if there was an issue he
needed to address with them. He also addressed a student who I think had an ear bud in her ear, so he
quietly walked up to that student and made it clear to put it away. He did this without disrupting the entire
class.
I was very impressed with each group's portrayal of themselves. Chris asked each group to come to the
board and draw a picture that represented their personality type. The drawings were amazing! They also
did a terrific job of explaining their drawings and how they connected to their thoughts and feelings and
how they work within their environment.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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IV. Application of Content Knowledge in Instruction
ses s

✔
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
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Presents divergent viewpoints
Depth of learning is appropriate to the course-level
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Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Chris has an impressive command of knowledge in regard to the Myers-Brigg Type Inventory, which was
evident in his instructor-student interactions and real-world scenarios throughout the class. While some
of these students were initially struggling to understand the labeling and definitions for some of the
personality types, he did a wonderful job of explaining and modeling the content for ease of
understanding, while still making it challenging for them. He also interspersed some humor during class
to lighten the mood and put students at ease.
My only suggestion here would be to write the types on the board and their letter abbreviations. Since
they are constantly referred to during the presentation, some students may get lost and confused about
what letter stands for what.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio

N/A
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V. Instructor-Student Interaction

Learning Environment

✔
✔
✔

Treats students with respect
Encourages students to interact civilly/respectfully with each other
Addresses potentially disruptive behaviors before the learning environment is impacted

Interactions During Instruction

✔
✔
✔

Uses positive reinforcement to encourage student participation and intellectual risk-taking
Incorporates student responses when appropriate

Attends respectfully to student comprehension or puzzlement
Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Chris treated the students respectfully and gently encouraged them to participate during their
discussions. At one point he suggested that two students may want to chat outside of class due to some
shared experiences with a common instructor. It was also nice to see students responding to each
other's responses all on their own. Chris was also aware of the many outside experiences of his
students, such as Student Government, jobs, and their chosen majors.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

Six-Y T Pofolio
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Optional Comments Related to Discipline Specific Approaches to Teaching
Comments:

Chris has a wonderful command of the content that he teaches. He brings in real-world scenarios to
make the content more engaging to his students, as well as his own deeply personal experiences.
Teaching the SLU 101 course can be challenging. Fortunately, Chris has vast experience with freshmen
since he mostly teaches the UE English courses. He also does a good job of relating to his students and
making them feel at ease.

Instructors Response
Comments:

The suggested improvement, to put the overall concept we discussed on the board as a reference during
the discussion, is one of those things that should have been obvious, but that I didn't realize until it was
pointed out to me. Students were asked to bring their Career Services survey with them—an request that
was only partially successful—and I had assumed they could refer to that and use it to help frame and
structure our discussions. The observer is entirely correct that additional reference on the board should
have been used to help students organize and follow our thinking, and I will incorporate better framing
visuals in the future.

Chris Friend
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Chris Friend
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I. Instructional Strategies

Instructional Planning and Resources
Uses a variety of instructional methods as appropriate, including active learning strategies (e.g. group
✔
work, paired discussions, polling, role play, class presentations)

✔

Incorporates various instructional supports (e.g. handouts, PowerPoint, films)

✔

Activities used in instruction are aligned to the learning outcome(s)

✔

Activities used in instruction are intellectually rigorous

✔

Uses a presentation style that facilitates note-taking, as appropriate

Academic Questioning/Discussion

✔

Asks probing questions

✔

Allows adequate wait time when asking questions

✔

Refrains from answering own questions or posing rhetorical questions

✔

Responds to incorrect answers constructively

✔

Promotes class discussion to provide opportunity for all students to contribute

✔

Supports students in applying critical thinking strategies during class discussion

✔

Guides the direction of the discussion

✔

Mediates conflict or differences of opinions

✔
✔

Draws non-participating students into discussion

✔

Facilitates two-way communication during the lesson

Encourages students to respond to their peers throughout the discussions

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The course period I observed included a variety of instructional methods, ranging from discourse to
Socratic questioning to student-led discussion and small group work. It was an engaging discussion that
felt inviting and demonstrated the willing participation of nearly all students. I was particularly impressed
at how the excellent varieties of modes that the instructor used were mimicked by the students in their
own presentations. The most noteworthy moment of the presentations included the students using an app
to quiz their peers on the day's discussion. In all, it was a well organized class period and the group had a
truly excellent sense of shared endeavor. The students were supportive of each other, and engaged with
the material.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio
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II. Instructional Organization

Organizing Instruction

✔

✔
✔
✔

Conveys learning outcome(s) for this lesson/session (verbally or in writing)

✔
✔

Conveys the purpose of each class activity or assignment

✔

Provides scaffolding of content concepts to promote learning

Reviews the agenda for the lesson/session (verbally or in writing)
Connects instruction to previous learning or grounds to the sequence of topics

Sequences instruction in a cohesive manner to promote understanding of content concepts

Management of Instructional Time

✔

Begins instruction promptly, maintains instructional momentum, and ends class as scheduled.

✔

Provides sufficient time to participate in or complete in-class assignments / practice

✔

Summarizes periodically throughout and at end of class or prompts students to do so

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Chris did a good job of reminding the class about the previous period of instruction in a very brief time,
which set the stage for resuming the planned coursework for the period I observed. He was particularly
useful in asserting himself as a facilitator of discussions when students offered competing ideas. Again,
he was most effective in keeping the students focused on the individual goals of the day.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio
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III. Instructional Delivery and Learner Engagement

Delivery

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Notes and explains new terms or concepts

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Invites equal participation of all learners

Elaborates or repeats complex information
Uses examples to explain content
Makes explicit statements drawing student attention to key ideas
Relates new ideas to familiar concepts
Provides sufficient direction to complete in-class assignments / practice

Engagement
Invites student participation and comments
Students engage in rigorous and intellectually challenging activities
Draws non-participating students into class activities
Responds to changes in student attentiveness and/or disengagement
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Adjustments are made, as needed, to promote engagement and learning

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The students were highly engaged in a session that utilized peer presentations and discussion.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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✔
✔
✔
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IV. Application of Content Knowledge in Instruction
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Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔ Exemplary

Chris Friend

No OR
Insufficient
Evidence

Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence

Six-Y T Pofolio
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V. Instructor-Student Interaction

Learning Environment
Treats students with respect

✔
✔

Encourages students to interact civilly/respectfully with each other

✔

Addresses potentially disruptive behaviors before the learning environment is impacted

Interactions During Instruction

✔
✔
✔

Uses positive reinforcement to encourage student participation and intellectual risk-taking
Incorporates student responses when appropriate

Attends respectfully to student comprehension or puzzlement
Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

In the pre-observation form, Professor Friend noted that this group of students were among the strongest
thinkers he had taught during his time at Saint Leo, and their ability to think critically and discuss
divergent ideas was evident during the course period I observed. Moreover, the open and collegial
discussion seemed to reinforce the idea that while the instructor serves as an obvious authority figure in
the classroom, that authority was driven from mutual respect. The students seemed to enjoy being a part
of this learning activity and performed at a high level.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

Exemplary

Chris Friend
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Optional Comments Related to Discipline Specific Approaches to Teaching
Comments:

I was particularly impressed by two things during this class period. First, it semed as if nearly every
student in the room participated in the discussion, and did so in an organic manner that exemplifies the
kind of engaged and motivated students I hope to see in every classroom.
Further, the variety of instructional techniques used in just an hour of instruction spoke to the motivation
of Professor Friend to maintain student interest and participation at consistently high levels. Students
were asked to bring example texts from outside the classroom to illustrate previously established
concepts, and provided a variety of ideas that illustrated their engagement with conceptual learning and
their mastery of the material.

Instructors Response
Comments:

I am convinced that the students in this class deserve all the praise for everything the observer noted.
Their intensity allowed for our discussions. Their cooperation allowed for our activities. Their behavior
allowed for the mutual respect. I feel fortunate to work with this group of students, and I see my role in
this class mostly as one of seizing upon opportunities—of which they present many.

Chris Friend
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✔
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✔
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I. Instructional Strategies

Instructional Planning and Resources

✔

Syllabus includes instructor contact information & office hours

✔
✔

Instructor contact information in course shell includes contact information & office hours

✔

Begins each module with introduction which connects content to previous learning
Concludes each lesson with a summary and indicates how that information connects to the
next module/week by Monday

Academic Questioning/Discussion

✔

Responds constructively to questions to promote further learning

✔
✔
✔

Asks probing questions in discussion posts

✔

Responds to incorrect answers constructively
Supports students in applying critical thinking strategies during discussion posts
Instructor responses guide the direction of the discussion during discussion posts

Mediates conflict or differences of opinions (when appropriate)
✔
Examples of instructor action or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

The syllabus and Instructor Contact are up to date and invite students to contact the instructor. !
!
Dr. Friend makes solid use of the News/ Announcements feature by posting regular vimeo updates,
letting students know what to anticipate in each module and wrapping up at the end of each week. !
!
He is attentive to questions in the various discussion forums, responding to questions in a timely
manner. !
!
While he did chime in on the discussion forums, he did not guide the direction of the discussion, but did
post cohesive, comprehensive reviews referring to specific students' posts at the end of each week. !

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

✔

Accomplished

Exemplary
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Solid
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II. Instructional Organization

Organizing Instruction

✔

Posts a welcome announcement in the announcement section prior to the start of class that
includes the instructor's expectations of him/herself and the students which includes as a
minimum: instructing students to read syllabus, indicate required writing style, commitment
to time frame for graded feedback, review of honor code and use of Turnitin, and any other
information relevant to the successful completing of the course

✔

Begins the course with an introduction of themselves and require students to then introduce
themselves

✔

Responds to all student introductions individually

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

While Chris did post a welcome announcement and provide thorough and thoughtful information that
serves as a guide for students throughout the course, I did not see evidence that he responded to all
students individually in the Module 1 Introductions forum. !
!
News/ Announcements posts, both at the start and the end of each week, helped students know what
pitfalls and challenges were ahead and how best to anticipate them, and summarized the students'
work while synthesizing individual contributions in an organized and efficient fashion.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

✔

Accomplished

Exemplary
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Solid
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III. Instructional Delivery and Learner Engagement

Feedback on Assignments

✔
✔

Notes and explains new terms or concepts when providing feedback & DQ responses

✔

Uses examples to explain content when providing feedback & DQ responses

✔

Makes explicit statements drawing student attention to key ideas when providing feedback &
DQ responses

✔

Relates new ideas to familiar concepts when providing feedback & DQ responses

✔

Provides written substantive feedback to every student on all assignments (including exams)
within 7 days after submission deadline, which includes comments on what was correct and
what was incorrect

Elaborates or repeats complex information when providing feedback & DQ responses

Engagement in Discussions

✔

Invites equal participation of all learners on discussion posts

✔

Posts a miminum of five times each week (Individually or summary)

✔

Responds to changes in student attentiveness and/or disengagement in discussion posts

Adjustments are made, as needed, to promote engagement and learning
✔
Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Dr. Friend's individual feedback on assignments is noteworthy: he provides in-depth, detailed feedback
on their thinking and their writing in a timely manner. He is thoughtful in his feedback, and while he
challenges students' thinking (appropriately so, in this-- and all-- courses), he is supportive of their work
and easily contextualizes or summarizes it for them. He responds to specific points in each student
submission, considering both what they are saying and how they are saying it. !
!
While Dr. Friend did not post a minimum of 5x/ week in each discussion forum, he was clearly attentive,
responding to questions in a timely manner, and addressing student work in an informed manner in his
bi-weekly news posts.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

✔

Accomplished

Exemplary
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IV. Use of Content Knowledge in Instruction

✔

Makes accurate statements according to discipline standards (when providing
feedback & DQ responses)

✔

Incorporates current research in the field / cites authorities to support statements
as appropriate (when providing feedback & DQ responses)

✔

Presents divergent viewpoints (when providing feedback & DQ responses)

✔

Depth of learning is appropriate to the course-level

✔

Asks content/discipline related questions of students that challenge them to think more
deeply (when providing feedback & DQ responses)

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Dr. Friend's feedback reflects his depth of understanding in this field, and he challenges students
appropriate to this level of course. He moves easily through texts and identifies where students struggle,
both helping them navigate struggles before they happen and taking advantage of teachable moments in
his feedback on writing assignments and weekly learning logs.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary
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Partial
Evidence

Solid
Evidence
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V. Instructor-Student Interaction

Learning Environment

✔

Treats students with respect

✔

Encourages students to interact civilly/respectfully with each other

✔

Addresses potentially disruptive behaviors before the learning environment is impacted

Interactions During Instruction

✔
✔

Uses positive reinforcement to encourage student participation and intellectual risk-taking

✔

Attends respectfully to student comprehension or puzzlement

Incorporates student responses when appropriate

Examples of instructor actions or behaviors that demonstrate the above component descriptors and their impact on learning.

Dr. Friend encourages a collegial, respectful atmosphere in his classroom, allowing students to get to
know him a bit through his welcome posts, and modeling respectful engagement with his students and
the course content throughout. He is willing and eager to attend to student puzzlement, addressing it
several times throughout the course in efforts to more clearly explain his points. Students respond to him
easily.

Performance Level:

Action Required

Developing

Accomplished

✔

Exemplary
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QEP Faculty Peer Review

Date: 4/13/2016
Component and Trait

Course: ENG-121-CA04
Does Not Meet Expectations (I)
Instructor identifies a learning outcome that meets 1 of the
following standards:

Learning Outcomes

•Specifies an action by the learner that is measureable and/or
observable
•Specifies an action that is done by the learner (rather than
the instructor)
•Promotes development and/or application of one or more
higher order thinking skills from Bloom's Taxonomy

Faculty Member Observed: Dr. Friend

Reviewer: Kelly Schuttig

Meets Expectations (2)

Exceeds Expectations (3)

Instructor identifies a learning outcome that 2 of the following
standards:
•Specifies an action by the learner that is measureable and/or
observable
•Specifies an action that is done by the learner (rather than
the instructor)
•Promotes students development and/or application of one
or more higher order thinking skills from Bloom's Taxonomy

Instructor uses a welldesigned learning
outcome that promotes
higher order thinking skills
(applying, analyzing,
evaluating, and/or
Evidenced by: Learning outcomes were displayed on the board and Dr. Friend verbally stated the LO’s.
creating).

Instructor uses an assessment method that meets of the
following standards:

Assessments
Instructor uses an
assessment tool that
appropriately evaluates
and promotes
development of students'
critical thinking skills.

•Evaluates student use of one or more of the Elements of
Thought
•Evaluates students' use of one more of the Intellectual
Standards
•Promotes ongoing development of students' critical thinking
skills

Instructor uses an assessment method that meets Z of the
following standards:

Not
Applicable

Instructor identifies a learning outcome that meets of the
following standards:
•Specifies an action by the learner that is measureable and/or
observable
•Specifies an action that is done by the learner (rather than the
instructor)
•Promotes students' development and/or application of one or
more higher order thinking skills from Bloom's Taxonomy

Instructor uses an assessment method that meets all of the
following standards:

•Evaluates use of one or more of the Elements of Thought
•Evaluates students' use of one more of the Intellectual
Standards
•Promotes ongoing development of students' critical thinking
skills

•Evaluates students' use of one or more of the Elements of
Thought
•Evaluates students' use of one more of the Intellectual
Standards
•Promotes ongoing development of students' critical thinking
skills

Evidenced by: Asked the students the purpose of the writing assignment and to clarify the rubric used to assess the writing assignment. He walked around the room asking questions to help the
students understand these points.
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QEP Faculty Peer Review

Component and Trait
Instructional
Strategies

Instructor employs an
instructional strategy that
promotes the
development of students'
critical thinking skills.

Instructional
Technologies

Instructor uses
instructional technologies,
when appropriate, to
promote and/or assess
students' critical thinking
skills.

Does Not Meet Expectations (I)
Instructor uses an instructional strategy that meets 1 of the
following standards:

Meets Expectations (2)

Exceeds Expectations (3)

Instructor uses an instructional strategy that meets 2 of the
following standards:

Not
Applicable

Instructor uses an instructional strategy that meets all of the following
standards:

•Engages students In one or more of the Elements of
•Engages students in one or more of the Elements of
•Engages students in one or more of the Elements of Thought
Thoughts
Thoughts
•Engages students in one or more of the Intellectual Standards
•Engages students In one or more of the Intellectual
•Engages students in one or more of the Intellectual
•Provides opportunities for students to receive feedback on the
Standards
Standards
development of critical thinking skills
•Provides opportunities for students to receive feedback on
•Provides opportunities for students to receive feedback
the development of critical thinking skills
on the development of critical thinking skills
Evidenced by: Had the students work in small groups to develop a rubric for a writing assignment. Dr. Friend answered questions and posed questions to ensure the students were on the correct
thinking path.

Instructor uses an instructional technology that meets 1 of the
following standards:
•Aligned with the specified learning outcome
•Aligned with the specified instructional strategy and/or
assessment method
•Promotes and/or assesses students’ critical thinking skills

Instructor uses an instructional technology that meets 2 of
the following standards:
•Aligned with the specified learning outcome
•Aligned with the specified instructional strategy and/or

Instructor uses an instructional technology that meets all of the
following standards:
•Aligned with the specified learning outcome
•Aligned with the specified instructional strategy and/or
assessment method
• Promotes and/or assesses students' critical thinking skills

assessment method
•Promotes and/or assesses students' critical thinking skills
Evidenced by: The technology in the classroom is not conducive to students being a part of it. The board was used to display learning outcomes. Dr. Friend also encouraged the students to use
technology to help with the assessment and turning it in. One way the technology could have been utilized is by compiling a class list of rubric items in the board. The students could have then
questioned items that another group thought was important.
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Scholarship at a Glance

Details appear in the narrative that follows, but highlights of my scholarship, following
the Boyer (1990) model¹ adopted by the College of Arts & Sciences, include:
• Scholarship of Teaching
– Revised curriculum for g 121/122 four times in response to faculty
feedback; approved by department Sep 2019, with implementation planned
Fall 2020, pending anticipated approvals from c (Oct 2019) and scc
(Dec 2019)
– 7 workshops on technology, publishing, pedagogy, and sound editing
– 2 week-long seminars on Critical Digital Pedagogy
– Implemented Safe Zone Ally training program; trained 47 Allies
• Scholarship of Discovery
– 5 peer-reviewed articles; 7 peer-reviewed chapters
– 10 conference presentations
– Reviewed 20 published articles or chapters
– 2nd reader, senior honors thesis; outside member, PhD dissertation committee
• Scholarship of Integration
– 3 week-long seminars on the intersection of critical pedagogy and digital
humanities
– 4-time contributor to the College of Arts & Sciences’ interdisciplinary
bs publication
– Assisted week-long overseas trip; provided essential logistical support
• Scholarship of Application
– 15 podcast episodes (downloaded over 19,000 times) interviewing prominent, provocative pedagogues
– 4 non-peer-reviewed articles
– Presented invited keynote at international conference
• Professional Activity
– Attended 5 conferences as non-presenter
– Attended >10 on-campus faculty-development sessions
– Attended >5 webinars on qp, wc, c, etc.

¹Boyer, E. L. (1990). Scholarship reconsidered: Priorities of the professoriate. Princeton University
Press: Lawrenceville, NJ.
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Statement of Significance & Impact

Much like my teaching here at Saint Leo focuses on welcoming students into the institution and into my discipline by making rhetoric and writing more accessible, my scholarship also works to make pedagogy more accessible. Much like my position at this
institution embraces the hybrid nature of our course offerings, my scholarly work embraces the hybrid nature of academic discourse. While I do publish traditional works
to deeply engage in disciplinary knowledge generation, my nontraditional scholarship
augments those efforts by expanding pedagogical discourse to a broader, interdisciplinary audience. Each form of scholarship enhances and informs the other, allowing
me to engage a variety of scholars in conversation about education.
While working at Saint Leo, I have discovered that one of my greatest strengths
is making people—students, conference attendees, workshop participants—feel welcome and respected, even while challenging them to re-evaluate their assumptions about
writing and teaching. I have used that ability to help me become a more genuine and
compassionate educator both in the classroom and in my scholarship. I remain actively engaged in the scholarship of Critical Digital Pedagogy (cp), which applies
Paolo Freire’s ideas of Critical Pedagogy to digital spaces and teaching practices. More
than anything, cp advocates for student agency and teacher compassion. In other
words, I preach what I practice—presenting talks, writing articles, co-authoring chapters, conducting peer reviews, and recording audio interviews—all with the intention
of disseminating the principles and practices of my teaching praxis. Engaging deeply in
scholarship about teaching creates an iterative loop in which my dialogue with other
academics influences my pedagogy, and vice-versa.
The scholarship in which I have engaged has been designed to benefit a broad
range of academics, and its impact can be seen through some rather unusual sets of
metrics—engagement totals on Twitter (Table 3.3), page views on open-access articles
(Table 3.1), and episode download counts for a scholarly podcast (Table 3.2), for instance. My profile on Google Scholar (see page 386) lists twenty publications cited
twenty-three times—the 9th-highest citation count for anyone from Saint Leo University listed in Google Scholar. Despite arguably low numbers of citations, it is clear I
have established connections between my texts and other publications, and that other
scholars find my work worth referencing.
The College of Arts & Sciences has adopted the Boyer (1990) model for categorizing scholarship. In the sections that follow, I include the cs descriptions of each
category, and then I address how my scholarship in each activity type contributes to
the wider discourse and enhances my teaching here at Saint Leo.
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3.2.1 Scholarship of Teaching
The scholarship of teaching requires knowledge of one’s field to be reflected
in the content of courses and in the composition of program curricula. The
scholarship of teaching also includes an understanding of the ways in which
students learn in different fields. The scholarship of teaching is defined as active intellectual engagement with a field of study that results in the application of disciplinary knowledge and expertise to curricular and instructional
analysis, innovation, development, and evaluation.
My most significant contribution to the Scholarship of Teaching here at Saint Leo
has been my complete overhaul of the Academic Writing Foundations courses. The
new courses will help our students understand writing as a subject of study in and of
itself, teaching rhetorical and composing strategies in line with national standards and
current trends in higher education. After five years of work and four complete revisions to the proposed curriculum in response to faculty feedback, I have developed
an updated set of courses that will re-brand our existing g 121/122 classes as wi
121/122 courses, clarifying their role as fundamental writing courses that function separately from the English major. This rebranding effort is highlighted on two slides I
used during my proposal, shown on page 529. This new program moves Saint Leo’s
writing curriculum into the 21st century, better prepares students for the diverse writing expectations they face across the institution, directly aligns with the current qp
wc initiative, and leverages the lived experience of our students to make our writing courses relevant to their careers. The amount of labor expended on this proposal
likely cannot be overstated, as it has been an iterative, multi-year process of responding
to faculty feedback and adjusting the curriculum to meet the needs of our entire academic community at Saint Leo. Details of this complex process, and its outcome, can
be found in recommendation letters from Lis Aiken and Chantelle MacPhee, the “Response to Prior Feedback” section of the curriculum proposal (see page 534), and an
email from Brian Camp, c member (see page 384). These documents show the extensive work entailed in revising the academic-writing curriculum here at Saint Leo, as
well as the impact this work will have on academics across the institution. My curriculum development will help improve the preparedness of all students arriving at Saint
Leo starting in Fall 2020, and I am eager to see the benefits of this new curriculum as
it is implemented across the institution.
Another scholarship opportunity that shapes my teaching occurred back in 2015,
when I was an invited speaker for a Digital Pedagogies panel at the University of Chicago’s
graduate-student professional conference, GradUCon. That conference connected me
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with digital pedagogues who later became guests on a two-part podcast episode, discussed in Scholarship of Application (see page 366). That panel and resulting podcast
conversations have ensured I continue to critically evaluate the use of digital tools in my
classes here at sl. For instance, in the panel I referred to my “Learning to Let Go: Listening to Students in Discussion” article, which details a teaching strategy I developed
at Saint Leo. The essence of this teaching method involves releasing control of an inclass conversation, allowing students to drive the discussion with the teacher serving as
notetaker and observer. This home-grown method of guiding classroom conversation
initiated a cascade of events that led to me re-evaluating the way I incorporate digital
tools in my classes.
In addition to the “Digital Pedagogies” panel, I have presented or led 7 workshops—
ranging from one-hour hands-on sessions to half-day intensive sessions—on topics
such as Critical Digital Pedagogy, digital publishing, and audio editing. I have also coordinated an “unconference” session—panel discussions with emergent topics selected
by participants—at a national convention for users of the Canvas ls. In short, I have
built a reputation for presenting discussions of pedagogy and publishing to an array
of audiences in accessible ways. For the past five summers, I have contributed to Digital Pedagogy Lab, a week-long institute held at the University of Mary Washington in
Fredericksburg, Virginia. In summer 2018, I facilitated a week-long course introducing participants to Critical Digital Pedagogy. In 2017, I co-facilitated the course with
Sean Michael Morris, dividing equally the work of planning and executing the course
content. This course has given me the opportunity to extend the work I do with Hybrid Pedagogy to colleagues participating in a large-scale training event. Furthermore, I
facilitated a three-day “Digital Storytelling” course at Digital Pedagogy Lab Toronto in
February 2019, and I am scheduled to again co-facilitate the week-long Intro to Critical Digital Pedagogy course in August 2020. I intend to leverage my involvement with
the broader conversations about critical digital pedagogy as we continue to develop our
online academic-writing classes, looking for ways to creatively employ digital teaching
methods that will keep our course designs fresh and not beholden to our current ls
of choice.
And lastly, the curriculum development about which I am most excited relates to
Prism, Saint Leo’s gay-straight alliance (discussed in greater detail later—see Service
tab, page 545). Working with a local team of students and staff members, and getting
insight and recommendation from diversity and inclusion offices at more than four
other universities, I created a three-hour training program that teaches faculty, staff,
and students about how sexuality, identity, and faith interact (see page 383). This
training program allows certified faculty and staff to designate their offices as “Safe
Zones” where students can comfortably and openly discuss matters of sexuality and
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identity without fear of judgement or rebuke. Our faculty and staff Safe Zone Allies
identify themselves with a distinctive placard placed outside offices, allowing students
to locate necessary resources when needed.
While Safe Zone training is a common concept for gay-straight alliances nationwide, ours is distinctive. To the best of my knowledge, we are the only institution
whose Safe Zone Allies program directly addresses the intersection of faith and identity, explicitly working through the way Catholicism and the lgbq+ community
can (and should) interact through mutual respect. This training program follows the
“recommendations to strengthen or increase protective factors and to reduce risk factors among lgb youth” from the Suicide Prevention Resource Center (2008), which
suggest that schools “incorporate program activities to support youth and their family members throughout the development of sexual orientation and gender identity,
including awareness, identity, and disclosure.” Widespread awareness of how to handle and discuss matters of gender and identity has been shown to significantly reduce
both drop-out and suicide rates. (For details, see the “By the Numbers” training slide,
page 541.) Our Safe Zone Allies training program may quite literally save student lives.
Because the intersections of faith, sexual orientations, and gender identities are
often fraught, developing our specialized Safe Zone Allies training took significant
delicate and strategic work, and the recommendation letter from Karen Hannel (see
page 30 in the Letters tab) speaks to the coordination it took to create this training
and its significance for the Saint Leo community. Looking beyond our institution,
though, the respectful, intentional, and self-aware design of this program has the potential to make Saint Leo stand out as a national exemplar of Catholic/lgbq+ relations as we demonstrate how such training programs can function successfully within
environments like ours.
Overall, my Scholarship of Teaching serves to strengthen the Saint Leo community
with respect for students’ identities and faith traditions through our Safe Zone Allies
program, by enhancing our students’ academic and personal development through the
revised composition curriculum, and by bringing issues of cp into the classroom and
our discussions of pedagogy.

3.2.2 Scholarship of Discovery
The scholarship of discovery is the closest to what is meant by the term “basic
research.” Each faculty member should establish credentials as a researcher.
The capacity to carry out the scientific method and to conduct meaningful
research is an important aspect of learning. The scholarship of discovery can
be defined as investigation and research in a field of study that results in a
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contribution to the body of knowledge in the field, and the dissemination of
that knowledge in the professional community.
In addition to the Scholarship of Teaching evidenced above, I have also made sure
to disseminate my work through various print and digital publications these past five
years. As listed in Peer-Reviewed Articles and Book Chapters(page 376), I have published five peer-reviewed articles and seven peer-reviewed book chapters² since joining
the Saint Leo faculty. One of those book chapters, “Writing at Scale: Composition
oocs and Digital Writing Communities,” has received at least two notable reviews:
One review was published in the prominent disciplinary journal Computers and Composition; the other was published open-access, allowing greater attention and broader
dissemination. Co-authored book chapters work well for the pace of research available
as a faculty member with 4/4 (or often greater) teaching loads.
I have engaged in ten other conference presentations beyond the invited panel presentation mentioned in Scholarship of Teaching, each of which are listed and documented in Conference Presentations, page 380. These conferences have ranged from
regional pedagogy-centric conferences to international conferences focused on composition. Needless to say, I have ensured that my scholarship has not stayed locked
within the walls of Saint Leo. I use conferences as opportunities to stay connected with
the fields of both composition and digital humanities, as I am to the best of my knowledge the only faculty member from this institution who routinely operates within those
fields. Another way I remain connected with the broader scholarly discussions is through
providing my services as a peer reviewer. Since starting at Saint Leo, I have been peer
reviewer for eighteen published articles, listed and documented in Peer-Review Work,
page 381. Additionally, I have also served as second reader for one senior honors thesis (see thank-you note for being second reader, page 521). I find this review work
rewarding, as it helps me see where disciplinary conversations are going while also allowing me the opportunity to help teach authors how to become better writers. These
projects give me the opportunity to shape the nature of future research and help developing scholars think through their projects and understand their influence.
Though I tend not to engage in traditional, empirical research, I have ensured that
I remain deeply engrained in the process of producing scholarship. My efforts here
will absolutely continue in the future, and I look forward to even more opportunities
to guide developing scholars with the journal I manage, as well as Saint Leo’s student
researchers as our population grows.
²One of those seven chapters is awaiting publication in 2019, but all revisions have been completed,
and the book has been accepted by the publishing house.
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3.2.3 Scholarship of Integration
The scholarship of integration seeks to interpret, to draw together, and to
bring new insights to bear on original research. The scholarship of integration means fitting one’s work into larger intellectual patterns. The scholarship of integration is necessary in dealing with the boundaries of the human problems of today, which do not always neatly fall within defined disciplines. It is essential to integrate ideas and then apply them to the world
in which we live. Therefore, the scholarship of integration can be defined
as the interpretation, synthesis, and connection of theories, ideas, and concepts across disciplines that result in new insights, broader perspectives, and
a more comprehensive understanding of those disciplines.
The definition of Saint Leo’s core value of Personal Development states that we
“stress the development of every person’s mind, spirit, and body for a balanced life.” The
integration required to find balance in life often gets overlooked in higher education.
However, as one who was graduated from an interdisciplinary PhD program, I have
grown accustomed to doing the work required to find common ground and ensure
that disparate groups or disciplines benefit from the perspectives each has to offer. The
recommendation letters from Karen Hannel and Marissa McLargin speak directly to
my ability to use diplomacy and negotiation to find commonalities, even in adversarial
conditions. I have applied those skills to two specific examples of the Scholarship of
Integration: an overseas student trip for a Saint Leo course and annual interdisciplinary
seminars.
Perhaps most significatly I have been attending the Digital Humanities Summer
Institute (si) in Victoria, British Columbia, each year for more than a decade. This
conference, known colloquially as “summer camp for nerds,” gives academics in the
Digital Humanities a place to congregate, share ideas, and teach a new generation of
scholars. For the past four years, I have been teaching the “Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities” course. Through this intense five-day program, I introduce participants to Critical Digital Pedagogy and get them to apply it to their own
work in the form of an open-access online course. Each year’s course participants have
brainstormed, designed, built, published, and assessed a massive open online course
(ooc) in only five days, with these results:
2019: “Balancing Issues of CDP”
available at http://www.digitalpedagogylab.com/dhsi2019/
2018: “Teaching Toward Activism: Empowering Students, Advocating for Change”
available at http://www.digitalpedagogylab.com/dhsi2018/
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2017: “Oh, the Places You’ll ‘Know’: Pedagogy, Environments, and Digital Praxis”
available at http://www.digitalpedagogylab.com/dhsi2017/
2016: “A Course is a Course is a Course”
available at http://www.digitalpedagogylab.com/dhsi2016/
Support for the importance of this work can be seen in my recommendation letter
from Ray Siemens and the unsolicited comments of 2016 participant Lucia Pawlowski
(see page 65) and 2019 participant Jess Fenn (see page 66). This work takes up relatively little space on my CV, but I am convinced it, more than any other work I do,
changes the way teachers work at the intersections of DH and pedagogy. I intend to
continue offering these courses, partnering with a changing selection of co-facilitators
to promote diverse perspectives and respond to changing trends in digital pedagogy.
Closer to home, I have three times contributed articles to bs, the annual interdisciplinary publication from the College of Arts & Sciences. In this publication, I
present a rhetorician’s perspective on shared lived experiences, such as current events
(see page 395), science-fiction (see page 392), food and beverage packaging (see page 387),
and even kissing (see page 401). With each of my submissions, the editorial staff of
bs has commended my work for having an implicit understanding of the audience for which the publication is created. My articles in bs help show how my
discipline applies in everyday life and how a liberal-arts approach to education helps
shape our thinking about the world around us. My articles are routinely used in Marissa
McLargin’s classes (see her letter of recommendation, page 36), thus enhancing the
content of her composition courses.
One other example of my Scholarship of Integration bears mentioning. In November 2017, I served as chaperone for Kathryn Duncan’s Harry Potter literature course as
the students traveled abroad to Europe (see Dr. Duncan’s email of thanks, page 385).
During this trip, one student presented a disciplinary challenge and ultimately had to
be sent home early. As the only faculty member on the trip with international calling and data available on my mobile device, I became the coordinator of disciplinary
proceedings, parental contact, and flight scheduling. Throughout the situation and
its resolution, I made sure to be open and honest with all students on that trip while
continuing to be discreet and respectful of everyone involved. The important point to
note is that, while I was dealing with the student’s situation, other students were watching. They saw how their chaperones responded to changes in plans, to problematic
behavior, and to professional discourse at a distance. They also saw how a well-traveled
adult navigated transit, planning, and the everyday pleasantries of interacting with tour
guides and the like. Many students on that trip experienced wholly novel situations—
one had never been on a plane before boarding our trans-Atlantic flight. By providing
an example of responsible, calm, and firm behavior, I took a routine journey and turned
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it into an opportunity to educate Saint Leo’s students and reinforce their personal development through genuine life lessons.

3.2.4 Scholarship of Application
The scholarship of application moves toward the active engagement of the
scholar. It focuses on the responsible application of knowledge to consequential problems. The scholarship of application must be tied directly to one’s
field of knowledge, and relate to and flow directly out of creative professional activity. Consequently, the scholarship of application can be defined
as intellectual activities related to a field of study that flow directly out of
scholarly investigation and research in the field, and involve the application
of disciplinary expertise to the analysis and solution of significant practical
problems, leading to new intellectual understandings and contributions to
human knowledge.
I go out of my way to make my scholarship accessible because I believe academia
needs to matter in the eyes of the public (or the parents) who fund the majority of research done in our society. To that end, I stay focused on creating scholarship that can
be accessed by, and be useful for, as broad a range of people as possible. I spend a good
deal of my time developing conversations about cp, mostly through my roles as Director of the journal Hybrid Pedagogy, Producer of its podcast The HybridPod, regular
facilitator at the related annual Digital Pedagogy Lab seminars, and regular instructor at the Digital Humanities Summer Institute. That involvement has kept me active
in the public discourse about pedagogy and efforts to get educators to find ways to
empower students and increase their agency over their learning. Managing these platforms allows me to influence the discipline of pedagogy by contributing to and shaping
the conversation surrounding it. The writing I do for Hybrid Pedagogy mostly involves
calls for papers that invite further dialogue and prompt conversation on topics relevant
to the journal. I have also published two other peer-reviewed articles there, and those
articles have been viewed 2,652 times as of October 2019 (see Table 3.1, page 373, for
details), demonstrating the broad influence of those articles. Furthermore, my work
as a journal editor allows me to easily bring the Scholarship of Teaching back into my
classroom, and I frequently ask students to work with material published on the pages
of the journal I run because the topics so directly apply to the work we do in class. The
scholarship I write and the journal I manage both challenge me to keep current with
principles of cp in my own praxis here at Saint Leo.
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Since January 2015, I have produced The HybridPod, an occasional podcast that
brings the conversation around Critical Digital Pedagogy to the aural environment.
This show currently includes fifteen episodes, each of which brings the ideas, pedagogy, and voice of progressive scholars to the audience’s attention. The strength of this
work lies in the nature of the guests I bring to the audience. Scholars who appear on The
HybridPod represent diverse scholarship from across disciplinary borders. Asao Inoue,
Stephanie Vie, Estee Beck, and Cheryl E. Ball represent leadership within rhetoric and
composition; Jesse Stommel, Sean Michael Morris, Lee Skallerup Bessette, Amy Collier, and Kevin Hodgson represent Digital Studies; and Chris Gilliard, Robin DeRosa,
and Kris Shaffer represent Open Education. Such a list could expand to include each
of the 15 episodes and 27 guests presented to date. Ultimately, my work with this
show serves to make pedagogy accessible and available to a broader audience than traditional alphabetic texts published to academic journals. I give teachers a platform to
share their passions, and I frequently “push back” on their thinking, asking questions
on behalf of the audience to help dig deeper into the rationale behind my guests’ pedagogical stances. This podcast series has been quite successful, with episodes being heard
over 19,000 times since its inception, and feedback via Twitter calling the episodes
“thought-provoking,” “fantastic,” “inspiring,” and “intellectual music”; episodes have
been used as core resources in OpenLearning17 Conference and as source material for
class projects across the country. The best measure of the show’s reach, influence, and
success, however, can be seen in detailed episode-download totals, shown in Table 3.2,
page 374.
My work on this podcast also led to an Honors internship in which I used my professional experience to train a Saint Leo student in audio editing work. By the end
of the semester, that student had single-handedly done all the editing for a published
episode. A regular listener of the podcast, who hosts her own weekly show, later remarked that it was “flawlessly edited” as she complimented his work publicly. Furthermore, the conversations I have with scholars around the word ensure my teaching here
at Saint Leo stays informed with current pedagogical trends and developments, and
helps me maintain access to diverse perspectives from a variety of educators.
My other major contribution to the Scholarship of Application takes a bit of explanation to ensure the quantitative data make sense, as I suspect my metrics may not be
familiar. When I attend conferences, even if only as an audience member, I maintain
an active presence at the conference by engaging in conversations about the conference
on Twitter. I take notes on panels I attend, sharing conclusions and major points with
those not in attendance, which helps distill the presentations and document the discussions of the conference in real-time. Today’s conferences typically choose a “hashtag”—
a short, distinctive text sequence preceded by a hash symbol (#)—to help distinguish,
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discover, and connect messages tagged as related to that conference. Twitter users or
those without an account who browse Twitter’s website are able to see all tweets that
contain a given hashtag with a single click. In other words, when I send a tweet about
a conference and use that conference’s hashtag, my tweet joins all others from the same
event in a searchable database, and my messages can become an entry point for others
to discover more messages from the conference that share the same hashtag.
My obsessive conference tweeting has earned me a bit of a reputation among my
colleagues, particularly those who attend Computers and Writing (#cwcon) and the
Digital Humanities Summer Institute (#dhsi18 most recently). In 2017, I earned a
tongue-in-cheek “award” for my activity on Twitter because one of my messages became extremely popular, drawing a lot of attention to one aspect of the conference.
While none of my tweets has really “gone viral,” I still ensure my voice contributes to
the larger conversations at conferences. Details of those contributions can be seen in
Table 3.3, page 375. In that table, you will see the various conferences and their associated hashtags, along with statistics for my involvement with each one. First I present
the number of tweets I sent using each hashtag. Then I display the number of “impressions” those tweets made—the number of times the tweet was viewed on someone’s
device, thereby making an impression on them. This number increases as the message
gets shared (retweeted) and seen by other people’s digital professional networks, as
well as when more people search for the message or watch the conference’s conversation at the time the tweet is sent. Finally, for each conference, I also list the number of
“engagements” my tweets have garnered—the number of times someone else clicked
on something in my tweet, be it a link, a picture, my profile, the conference hashtag,
or the tweet itself to read more detail. Engagements also count the act of retweeting
(sending the message along to a new network) or liking (marking the tweet much as
posts on Facebook can be “liked”).
All told, my tweeting at thirteen separate conferences has made 321,815 impressions and engaged others 5,646 times. Twitter may not be a typical metric of scholarly performance, but I believe those numbers show that I successfully engage in the
Scholarship of Application by bringing the content of a conference to a broader audience and helping those at the conference understand key points to apply to their work.
This form of digital scholarship shows my active engagement with academic discourse
and my ability to bring those conversations to a broader audience in ways that resonate
broadly. Experience working in these digital spaces influences and strengthens my ability to develop academic-writing courses that leverage digital technology to show students how rhetoric works in the 21st century. What may at first seem like superfluous
chatter can indeed serve to connect scholars, broaden ideas, and widely disseminate
scholarship, in ways that complement my traditional scholarship. In addition, having
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a broad, accessible network of scholars means I can easily bring outside voices into the
classroom, as I did in Fall 2019 by posing student questions to authors of class readings
and using their responses to enrich our classroom discussions.
And lastly, in June 2018, I engaged in Scholarship of Application of which I am
most proud: I presented an invited conference keynote at a small but international
conference, essentially providing consultation services to the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology () in Trondheim. In my presentation, “Getting Critical,” I asked the faculty of  to consider the question, “How can the use of technology help support student agency and voice?” My talk prompted discussion, challenging questions, and follow-up feedback over the course of several days. The opportunity
to present to an audience of engaged faculty allowed me to further establish myself as
a key voice in the conversation about cp, a position I use to inform and enrich my
teaching here at Saint Leo.

3.2.5 Professional Activity
Professional activities are defined as activities related to a faculty member’s recognized area of disciplinary expertise for the purposes of providing
professionally-related service to individuals or organizations in the public
or private sectors; developing, maintaining, or enhancing content expertise,
skills, or professional standing; or supporting professional organizations.
Throughout my time here at Saint Leo, I have taken nearly every available opportunity to engage in professional development and practical training. I consider the occasional seminar and pre-service meeting to be such an integral part of teaching that,
unfortunately, I dismissively failed to keep documentation of many of the sessions I
attended. With the exception of Fall 2017 and 2018, where I had scheduling conflicts
arising from facilitating workshops at Digital Pedagogy Lab, I have attended all sessions
of each Faculty Development Day, hoping to stay informed about the latest developments and trends at Saint Leo. When I attend training, I make sure to contribute to
the class discussion, especially in webinars, where conversations can easily be strained
at best, nonexistent at worst. The training sessions I attend ensure I continue to develop my technical skills (see Courses training), my cross-disciplinary understanding
(see qp and wc training), my disciplinary knowledge (see cccc and other conferences), and my connection with the Saint Leo community (see Faculty Development
Days at both main campus and the Virginia centers).
Professional Development sessions and conferences (non-presenting) I have attended include, but are not limited to, these:
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• Fall 2014 Faculty Development Day
– “Measuring What Matters”
– “Bringing Social Justice into Your Classroom,”
• QEP Scoring Guide Webinar
• WAC/RAC Workshops
• Spring 2015 Faculty Development Day
– “Social Justice and the Question of Privilege,”
– “Education 3.0,”
• OpenCon (November 2014)
• CCCC (March 2015)
• Fall 2015 Faculty Development Day
• DHSI 2015—“Pragmatic Publishing Workflows”
• Copyright & Fair Use webinar
• Examining How We Think About What We Think webinar
• Copyright & Fair Use webinar
• 35th International Conference on Critical Thinking & Educational Reform (with
qp Faculty Fellows)
• Courses Training
– Essentials
– Savvy
– Sage
• Spring 2017 Virginia Region Faculty Development Day

Organizational Memberships
I also use membership in the following organizations as a means of staying connected
with a variety of disciplines and to bring current thinking in those fields back to my
teaching and leadership at this institution. I have been a member of these national and
international organizations during my time here at Saint Leo:
• Association for Computers in the Humanities
• Council of Writing Program Administrators
• Florida College English Association
• National Council for Teachers of English
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Scholarship Goals for the Future

A detailed narrative of my teaching goals follows, but in brief, I have set these targets
for the years ahead:
• Short-Term Goals
1. Continue publication of podcast episodes, with the help of new student
interns
2. Increase activity intensity with Hybrid Pedagogy, returning to a weekly
publication schedule
3. Continue offering monthly Safe Zone Ally training sessions
• Medium-Range Goals
1. Resurrect publication workshop at Computers & Writing conference
2. Establish routine of writing about pedagogy on Hybrid Pedagogy
3. Adapt Safe Zone training to the online Saint Leo community
• Long-Term Goals
1. Expand the range of regular workshops and seminars I facilitate
2. Build reputation as creative pedagogue; make keynotes a regular aspect of
my work
3. Position our local Safe Zone Allies program as a national model for effective training across modalities
My work with Hybrid Pedagogy gives me ample opportunity to engage with critical
pedagogues from across the globe. The interviews I conduct for The HybridPod allow
me to interact directly with notable figures in the broader discourse of pedagogy in the
digital age. The most prominent goal I have for my scholarship is to better leverage
that exposure into connections that grow into publication and presentation opportunities. I intend to increase the journal’s publication schedule—weekly journal articles and monthly podcast episodes—to help build an audience and create additional
scholarly connections. I have already migrated the journal over to a new submissionmanagement platform, ojs, to help achieve that goal.
Publishing short pieces on an open-access journal creates a vital source of energy
and connection with the broader world of scholarship. In order to feel less isolated
among a small faculty, I will devote more attention to building connections online,
which I most effectively do through Twitter and the journal. By combining efforts on
both of those platforms, I can more strategically generate meaningful connections and
content.
Now that Saint Leo has a Safe Zone training program, I want to share it with as
many people on campus as possible. An immediate goal of mine is to continue offer-
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ing Safe Zone Allies training on a monthly basis and reach as many members of our
community as possible. Beyond the campus community, I want to make Safe Zone
training available to the entire university by developing an online version of the training appropriate for our needs, leveraging Saint Leo’s experience in, and reputation with,
online instruction to ensure success. Using our unique curriculum to extend Benedictine values to online students would make our program—and our university—stand
out. I intend to position our Safe Zone training program as a standard model to be
emulated by other institutions. Much as I reached out to other schools when developing our program, I will make myself available to assist other schools while they build
theirs.
And finally, the Computers and Writing annual conference is what I consider to be
my “home conference”—the conversations and perspectives at that event, more than
any other, align with my interests and priorities as an educator. I intend to resume my
involvement and feel more connected with the current conversations in the field. My
first step will be to re-start an old Computers and Writing tradition: the publication
pre-conference workshop. This workshop gives graduate students and other authors
a chance to meet face-to-face with editors and directors of a variety of compositionand pedagogy-related journals. That workshop has not been offered in three years,
and by offering it again, I will enhance the sense of community within my discipline
and provide greater access to authors for my journal. Ultimately, this plan, like all my
other scholarship goals, will enhance the conversation around what interests me most:
effective teaching.
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Table 3.1: Readership Statistics, Hybrid Pedagogy articles
Aicl Til

P Rv?

Pblis

Viws

Learning to Let Go: Listening to
Students in Discussion

Yes

Sep 11, 2014

1,659

CFP: The Scholarly & the Digital
(co-authored)

No

Feb 12, 2015

583

CFP: The Purpose of Education

No

Dec 1, 2015

1,269

Challenging Our Pedagogy: Hybrid
Pedagogy’s Editors’ Picks

No

Feb 11, 2016

1,326

CFP: Preparing Graduate Teachers

No

May 16, 2016

1,343

In the Clutches of Algorithms

Yes

Aug 2, 2016

993

On Advocacy: Hybrid Pedagogy’s 2016
List of Lists

No

Dec 20, 2016

827

CFP: Politicizing Critical Digital
Pedagogy

No

Feb 6, 2017

1,583

Tol Pg Viws

9,583
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Table 3.2: Listening Statistics, Jan 2016 – Oct 2019
Til

Pblis

Liss

n/a

Learning to Let Go: Listening to Students in
Discussion (self-narrated article)

Sep 11, 2014

1,227

1

Listening to Students (with Martín Kutnowski,
Kris Shaffer, and Jonathan Sircy)

Jan 27, 2015

931

2

Compassion (with Maha Bali / ﻣﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻲand Asao B.
Inoue)

Feb 24, 2015

513

3

Assessment and Generosity (with Kris Shaffer,
Asao B. Inoue, and Lee Skallerup Bessette)

Mar 21, 2015

861

4

Play in Education (with Stephanie Vie, Kyle
Stedman, and Jesse Stommel)

May 20, 2015

854

5

Digital Pedagogy, Part 1 (with Cori Anderson,
Estee Beck, Molly Hatcher, Cecilia Lo, Sean
Michael Morris, and Kristy Rawson)

Aug 8, 2015

1,212

6

Digital Pedagogy, Part 2 (with Cori Anderson,
Estee Beck, Molly Hatcher, Cecilia Lo, Sean
Michael Morris, and Kristy Rawson)

Sep 13, 2015

858

7

Collaboration (with Maha Bali /ﻣﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻟﻲ, Sarah
Honeychurch, and Kevin Hodgson)

Oct 30, 2015

2,679

8

Networks (with Bonnie Stewart)

Jan 22, 2016

1,403

9

Responsive Teaching (with Janine DeBaise)

Apr 21, 2016

1,573

10

Questioning Learning (with Amy Collier)

May 19, 2016

1,845

11

Openness (with Greg B. Curran and Paul France)

Aug 5, 2016

1,192

12

Access (with Robin DeRosa)

Mar 8, 2017

1,680

13

Asking the Right Questions (with Bonni
Stachowiak)

Jun 22, 2018

907

14

Platforms (with Chris Gilliard)

Dec 6, 2018

930

15

Publishing (with Cheryl E. Ball)

Jun 13, 2019

715

Tol Liss

19,380
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Table 3.3: Twitter Impact by Conference
Cofc

Hsg

Tws

Ipssios

Eggs

BABEL 2015

#babel15

21

8,243

94

C&Wcon 2015

#cwcon

61

20,552

416

C&Wcon 2016

#cwcon

143

58,441

1,009

CCCC 2015

#4c15

121

37,698

685

CCCC 2016

#4c16

139

52,430

1,025

CCCC 2017

#4c17

38

11,867

279

DHSI 2015

#dhsi2015

10

5,975

65

DHSI 2016

#dhsi2016

65

43,103

637

DHSI 2017

#dhsi2017

17

10,089

241

DHSI 2018

#dhsi18

29

15,827

342

InstructureCon

#InstCon

60

32,685

527

OpenCon 2014

#OpenEd14

75

19,901

304

SoTL Commons

#SoTLcommons17

11

5,004

22

790

321,815

5,646

Totals
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Documentation of Scholarship

Most publications (both aural and textual) mentioned in this document can be accessed online—in many cases, more meaningfully than can be represented on paper.
In the interests of thoroughness, I have included a printed screenshot of each online
document I published and the webpage for each podcast episode I produced. The electronic version of this portfolio, which presents all document titles as links to the original work the web, is available from http://chrisfriend.us/portfolios. The online version
and connected content is particularly useful when reviewing the podcast episodes, as
those are difficult to adequately represent in print.
Enclosed within this portfolio are documents evidencing my scholarship during
my years here at Saint Leo University. The sections below itemize the specific material
included.

3.4.1 Letters and Forms
The following documents appear on pages 384 to 386:
• Email from Brian Camp, c member, after presenting my Composition Curriculum Proposal
• Email of thanks from Kathryn Duncan, after assisting with the Harry Potter trip
abroad
• My profile page on Google Scholar, listing indexed publications and citation
counts

3.4.2 Peer-Reviewed Articles and Book Chapters
The following documents appear on pages 387 to 412:
1. Friend, C. R. (2019). Nothing if not colorful: reading culture through food.
REBUS. School of Arts and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
2. Friend, C. R. (2018). Outsiders, all: connecting the pasts and futures of digital
humanities and composition. In Dorothy Kim and Jesse Stommel (Eds.) Disrupting the Digital Humanities. Punctum Books.
3. Friend, C. R. (2018). Focusing our imagination: light speed in science fiction.
REBUS. School of Arts and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
4. Friend, C. R. (2017). Student writing must be graded by the teacher. In D.
M. Loewe and C. E. Ball (Eds.), Bad Ideas About Writing. Morgantown, WV:
Digital Publishing Institute.
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5. Friend, C. R. (2017). Like clockwork: the kairos of presidential tweets. REBUS.
School of Arts and Sciences, Saint Leo University.
6. Friend, C. (2017). The heartbeat of a community. In Sandhill Review, Vol. 18,
Saint Leo University School of Arts & Sciences
7. Friend, C. (2016, Aug. 02). In the clutches of algorithms. Hybrid Pedagogy. Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.com. (Open peer-reviewed by J. Stommel
and M. Bali.)
8. Friend, C. (2016). Bearing witness: the power of the observed kiss. In REBUS
Vol. 2, Saint Leo University School of Arts & Sciences
9. Friend, C. R., Morris, S. M., and Stommel, J. (2016). Writing at scale: composition oocs and digital writing communities. In A. G. Scheg and D. Ruefman
(Eds.) Applied Pedagogies. Boulder, CO: Utah State University Press.
10. Friend, C., Morris, S. M., & Stommel, J. (2015). A kaleidoscope of variables: the
complex nature of online education in composition courses. In A. Scheg (Ed.),
Critical examinations of distance education transformation across disciplines (pp.
44-60). Hershey, PA: igi Global.
11. Friend, C. (2014). Learning to let go: listening to students in discussion. Hybrid
Pedagogy. Retrieved from http://www.hybridpedagogy.org
12. Friend, C. (2014). How (not) to plan your entire course. The Journal of Interactive Technology & Pedagogy. Retrieved from
http://jitp.commons.gc.cuny.edu

3.4.3 Invited Talks
The following documents appear on pages 415 to 413:
1. Friend, C. (May 2018). Getting Critical. Keynote presentation for New Learning Horizons: Digital and Hybrid Pedagogies. Department of Education and
Lifelong Learning (ipl), Norwegian University of Science and Technology ().
2. Anderson, C., Friend, C., Hatcher, M., Lo, C. (April 2015). “Digital Pedagogies.” GradUCon. The University of Chicago.

3.4.4 Facilitated Seminars & Workshops
The following documents appear on pages 416 to 430:
1. Friend, C. and Gilliard, C. ( June 2019). Critical pedagogy and digital praxis
in the humanities. Digital Humanities Summer Institute (si). University of
Victoria (UVic), Victoria, British Columbia.
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2. Friend, C. ( July 2018). Intro [to critical digital pedagogy]. Digital Pedagogy
Lab (pl). University of Mary Washington (w), Fredericksburg, Virginia.
3. Friend, C. ( June 2018). Critical pedagogy and digital praxis in the humanities.
Digital Humanities Summer Institute (si). University of Victoria (UVic),
Victoria, British Columbia.
4. Friend, C. (May 2018). Digital publishing workshop New Learning Horizons:
Digital and Hybrid Pedagogies. ipl, .
5. Friend, C. (May 2018). Hybrid Pedagogy: ethos & mission. New Learning
Horizons: Digital and Hybrid Pedagogies. ipl .
6. Friend, C. and Morris, S. M. (August 2017). Intro [to critical digital pedagogy].
pli. w.
7. Friend, C. ( July 2017). “Humanizing the Online Learning Environment.” Beyond Essentials Webinar Series. Center for Innovation in Learning, National
University.
8. Friend, C. and DeRosa, R. ( June 2017). Critical pedagogy and digital praxis in
the humanities. (si). UVic, Victoria, British Columbia.
9. Friend, C. (August 2016). Digital publishing. pli. w.
10. Friend, C. and Stommel, J. ( June 2016). Critical pedagogy and digital praxis in
the humanities. si. UVic, Victoria, British Columbia.
11. Eyman, D., Ball, C. E., and Friend, C. (May 2016). “Composing and Publishing
Digital Scholarship.” Computers & Writing.
12. InstructureCon, June 2015. Hosted the event’s unconference. (Documented
via “postmortem” blog post from a participant.)

3.4.5 Podcast Episodes
The following documents appear on pages 431 to 459:
1. Friend, C., and Ball, C. E. (2019, June 13). Friend, C. (Producer). Publishing.
The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
2. Friend, C., and Gilliard, C. (2018, Dec. 06). Friend, C. (Producer). Platforms.
The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
3. Friend, C., and Bonni Stachowiak (2018, June 22). Friend, C. (Producer). Asking the Right Questions. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
4. Friend, C., and Robin DeRosa (2017, Mar. 08). Friend, C. (Producer). Access.
The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
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5. Friend, C., Greg B. Curran, and Paul France (2016, Aug. 05). Friend, C. (Producer). Openness. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
6. Friend, C., and Amy Collier (2016, May 19). Friend, C. (Producer). Questioning Learning. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
7. Friend, C., and Janine DeBaise (2016, Apr. 21). Friend, C. (Producer). Responsive teaching. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
8. Friend, C., and Stewart, B. (2016, Jan. 12). Friend, C. (Producer). Networks.
The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
9. Friend, C., Bali, M., Honeychurch, S., and Hodgson, K. (2015, Oct. 30). Friend,
C. (Producer). Collaboration. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved
from http://hybridpod.audio
10. Friend, C., Anderson, C., Beck, E., Hatcher, M., Lo, C., Morris, S. M., and Rawson, K. (2015, Sept. 13). Friend, C. (Producer). Digital pedagogy, part 2. The
HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
11. Friend, C., Anderson, C., Beck, E., Hatcher, M., Lo, C., Morris, S. M., and Rawson, K. (2015, Aug. 8). Friend, C. (Producer). Digital pedagogy, part 1. The
HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
12. Friend, C., Vie, S., Stedman, K., and Stommel, J. (2015, May 20). Friend, C.
(Producer). Play in education. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
13. Friend, C., Shaffer, K., Inoue, A. B., and Bessette, L. S. (2015, Mar. 21). Friend,
C. (Producer). Assessment and Generosity. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
14. Friend, C., Bali, M., and Inoue, A. B. (2015, Feb. 24). Friend, C. (Producer).
Compassion. The HybridPod [Audio podcast].
Retrieved from http://hybridpod.audio
15. Friend, C., Kutnowski, M., Shaffer, K., and Sircy, J. (2015, Jan. 27). Friend, C.
(Producer). Listening to students. The HybridPod [Audio podcast]. Retrieved
from http://hybridpod.audio

3.4.6 Other Textual Publications
The following documents appear on pages 461 to 467:
1. Friend, C. (2017, Feb. 06). CFP: Politicizing Critical Digital Pedagogy. Hybrid
Pedagogy. Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.com.
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2. Friend, C. (2016, Dec. 20). On advocacy: Hybrid Pedagogy’s 2016 list of lists.
Hybrid Pedagogy. Retrieved from
http://hybridpedagogy.com.
3. Friend, C. (2015, Dec. 1). CFP: The Purpose of Education Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.com.
4. Friend, C., Morris, S. M., and Stommel, J. (2015, Feb. 12). CFP: The scholarly
and the digital. Hybrid Pedagogy. Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.com.

3.4.7 Conference Presentations
The following documents appear on pages 469 to 485:
1. “The Techne of Audience: Being/Bringing the ‘Real’ into the Classroom.” |
Computers & Writing | University of Findlay | Jun 2017
2. “‘We’re Not Ideologically Neutral’: Using Open-Access Journals for Community / Advocacy” | Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (sol) Commons |
Savannah, Georgia | Mar 2017
3. “Combatting Otherness: Helping Students Navigate Belonging Through Discourse Community Analysis” | Northeast Modern Language Association (el)
| Baltimore, Maryland | Mar 2017
4. “Virtual Corridors: Nurturing States of Mind in Online Spaces” | Florida College English Association (fc) | St. Petersburg, Florida | Oct 2016
5. Gordon, J., Lee, K. K., Poblete, P., Justice, J., and Friend, C. (May 2016). Left
to their own devices: dis/allowing students’ use of technology in the classroom.
Computers and Composition.
6. Friend, C. (April 2016). From Mickey Mouse to Cigar City: What Flexibility,
Interdisciplinarity, and a Two-Hour Drive Can do for Employability. “Demystifying the Job Market: Taking Action toward Transparency through Data and
Narrative.” Conference on College Composition and Communication.
7. The Academic Forum, Dec 2015. Presented “Document Markup in First-Year
Composition: Enhancing Writing, Building Networks”; earned the “Most Promising Abstract” conference award.
8. BABEL Working Group Biennial Meeting, Oct 2015. Presented “This is Not a
Journal: Publishing as Pedagogy” with Kris Shaffer, Jesse Stommel, and Robin
Wharton.
9. Computers and Writing, May 2015. Presented “The Missing Link: Interventions for Enhancing Traditional Student Composition,”
10. Danforth, C., Ferris, H., Stedman, K. D., Hedengren, M., and Friend, C. (May
2015). Talk to the talkers: What is academic podcasting all about?. Computers
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& Writing. [I served as last-minute replacement for Kuebrich, B., whose name
appears on the event program.]

3.4.8 Peer-Review Work
The following documents appear on pages 486 to 521:
1. Review response ( July 2019) for in-review podcast article, Prompt
2. Reviewer Attribution on Van Overmeire, B. (2018, Mar 20). Opening the Classroom: Ownership and Engagement Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
3. Review response (May 2017) for unpublished “Multiliteracies and Digital Writing,” Prompt
4. Hill, R., Hargis, J., and Park, E. (2016). Developing, teaching, and assessing
hybrid English courses. International Journal for the Scholarship of Technology
Enhanced Learning, 1(1). Georgia Institute of Technology.
Retrieved from http://ejournals.library.gatech.edu/ijsotel (double-blind peer review; no thank-you letter sent)
5. Letter from ijsol editor (2016, Oct 14) after reviewing “Effects of Hybridization Training using Fink’s Integrated Course Design Framework on Faculty’s
Self-Efficacy”
6. Letter from ijsol editor (2016, Oct 14) after reviewing “Students as Producers in Hybrid Courses: Case Studies from an Interdisciplinary Learning Circle”
7. Reviewer attribution on Kreiser, C. (2016, Jun 22). Gifts of the Moment: Learning to Listen and Respond through Improvisation. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
8. Reviewer attribution in Scheg, A. (Ed.) (2015). Critical examinations of distance education transformation across disciplines Hershey, PA: igi Global.
9. Reviewer attribution on Lanclos, D., and White, D. (2015, Oct 08). The Resident Web and Its Impact on The Academy. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
10. Reviewer attribution on Takehana, E., Jena, J., Ramsden, M., and Rocci, N.
(2015, Sep 06). Can You Murder a Novel? Part 4: Realism and Closure in the
Mystery Novel. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
11. Reviewer attribution on Zamora, M., and Jacobi, M. (2015, Aug 30). #GenLit as
#Netprov. Hybrid Pedagogy. Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open
peer review)
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12. Reviewer attribution on Takehana, E., Jena, J., Ramsden, M., and Rocci, N.
(2015, Aug 26). Can You Murder a Novel, Part 3: Paratexts in Writing Generative Literature. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
13. Reviewer attribution on Zamora, M., and Jacobi, M. (2015, Aug 18). Creating
Mike Sterling for the #GenLit Project. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
14. Reviewer attribution on Zamora, M., and Jacobi, M. (2015, Aug 02). Perspectives from the #Genlit Classroom: A Professor and Student Converse. Hybrid
Pedagogy. Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
15. Reviewer attribution on Utell, J. (2015, Apr 02). Making a Space for the Digital
and the Scholarly: The Editor as Teacher. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
16. Reviewer attribution on Darling, J. (2015, Mar 13). Community and Citizenship in the Computer Classroom. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
17. Reviewer attribution on Heidebrink-Bruno, A. (2015, Jan 20). Envisioning the
Radical Syllabus: A Critical Approach to Classroom Culture, Part 2. Hybrid
Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
18. Reviewer attribution on Sircy, J. (2015, Jan 13). Faithful Listening. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
19. Reviewer attribution on Rosen, J. R. and Smale, M. A. (2015, Jan 07). Open
Digital Pedagogy = Critical Pedagogy. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
20. Reviewer attribution on Robin, V. (2014, Oct 15). Addressing the Elephant:
The Importance of Infrastructure. Hybrid Pedagogy.
Retrieved from http://hybridpedagogy.org (open peer review)
21. Letter from HON 499 professor after being first reader on Senior Honors Project

3.4.9 Conference, Seminar, and Training Attendance
The following documents appear on pages 522 to 528:
1. D2L Essentials training
2. D2L Savvy training
3. D2L Sage training
4. SoTL conference
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5. DHSI 2015 — “Pragmatic Publishing Workflows”
6. International Conference on Critical Thinking & Educational Reform
7. Spring 2017 Virginia Region Faculty Development Day

3.4.10

Composition Curriculum Proposals

The following documents appear on pages 529 to 537:
• Excerpts from proposal presentation slide deck
• Excerpts from proposal handouts, including response to faculty feedback
• Curriculum Committee submission: wi 120
• UE Committee submission: wi 121
• UE Committee Submission: wi 122

3.4.11

Safe Zone Allies Training

The following documents appear on pages 538 to 544:
• Training slide deck excerpt
• Training handouts excerpt
• List of current certified allies
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Brian Camp Brian.Camp@saintleo.edu
great job
September 27, 2019 at 12:36 PM
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Hey Chris,

!

Thanks for stopping by my oﬃce yesterday. It gave me the chance to tell you how impressed I am
by the work you have put into the proposal for WRI 121 and 122. I thought I’d send you this email
as well. Really great job. I think are more than prepared for the way forward and I hope my
quesFons helped instead of hindered in that process.
Have a great weekend
Brian

Chris Friend

From:
Subject:
Date:
To:
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Kathryn Duncan kathryn.duncan@saintleo.edu
ENG 300 World of Harry Potter
29 November, 2017 at 08:54
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Hi, Chris. I want to thank you for your invaluable help in chaperoning the Harry Po<er class
trip to the UK. Your presence made the experience so much be<er for the students who
have commented repeatedly about how much they enjoyed having you with us and how
helpful you were. Several noted that they appreciated your experEse in riding the tube in
London and the frequent travel Eps you oﬀered throughout our stay.
For me, of course, I cannot thank you enough for handling the tough logisEcs we ended up
facing. Your cool competence was indispensable in dealing with our unexpected problems. I
felt we made a great team and balanced each other out very well.
With appreciaEon, Kathryn
Kathryn Duncan
Professor of English
Treasurer and Co-Secretary, SCSECS <http://scsecs.net/scsecs/>
Saint Leo University
MC 2127 PO Box 6665
Saint Leo FL 33574
352-588-8395

10/11/19, 22:39
Page 1 of 1
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Nothing

if Not Colorful:
Reading Culture in Food
by Chris Friend

LANGUAGE SHAPES OUR SOCIETY AND THE WAYS WE THINK, and the complexity of language requires
our brains to have substantial processing power. The power needed to fuel our brains comes from calories in the foods we
eat. Anthropologists like to say that large brains (like those found in modern humans) are “metabolically costly,” requiring
more energy than any other organ given a brain’s size. Put simply, our heavy reliance on complex brain functions means
we need to eat a lot of food. In addition to saying “you are what you eat,” we might adopt the phrase, “you think what you
digest;” but that doesn’t roll off the tongue quite as easily. No matter how we phrase it, the ability to use language has a
long-standing biological connection with the foods we eat.

Food’s Role in Language
Development
Because larger brains require markedly
larger amounts of energy to sustain, humans
have always needed to strategize to achieve
the necessary rate of consumption, going
all the way back to the use of fire to heat
our food. Cooking food makes its calories
easier to digest. Cooking also softens food,
making it faster and less challenging to eat.
Less time spent consuming food for calories
means more time to do things with those
calories. Cooking vegetables (especially root
vegetables and tubers like potatoes, yams,
and cassava) breaks down starches and other
hard-to-digest components, making their
energy and nutrition far easier to absorb. The
ability to cook food, which first came through
our control of fire, became a watershed
moment in human history. Researchers have
established a connection between our ability
to control fire and the enlargement of our
brains. In other words, fire made us smarter.
Where early humans gained a tremendous
metabolic advantage by cooking food,

modern societies benefit from drastic
improvements to food production. As
the manufacturing process becomes more
streamlined and efficient, we spend far
less time and energy making each calorie
of food. Perhaps the greatest contribution
to efficient food production comes from
the specialization of labor, a development
explored in great detail by Peter Diamandis in
Abundance, a 2015 book exploring the effects
of production advances on the distribution of
wealth. Today, most people neither produce
nor package most of the foods we consume.
Instead, specialized producers dedicate
their time and energy toward developing,
producing, packaging, and delivering far
more food than they (or their families)
could consume in a lifetime. The efficiencies
and excesses created by labor specialization
ultimately allow us to spend our time and
money pursuing activities beyond merely
feeding ourselves.
To demonstrate how specialization reduces
labor and time, Andy George, creator of
the “How to Make Everything” series on
YouTube, made a chicken sandwich from

36

scratch - including planting and harvesting
the wheat to make the bread as well as raising
and slaughtering the chicken. What would
typically involve five dollars and as many
minutes at a drive-thru took George six
months and $1,500. By having people in our
society dedicated to growing wheat, raising
chickens, and assembling sandwiches, we
devote a tiny fraction of our effort toward
obtaining the calories we need to survive,
prosper, and think.
All this abundance and efficiency brings us
to a fascinating state of affairs, linguistically
speaking. When food costs so little to produce
and consume, we can afford to talk about
our food in different, more detailed ways.
Specialization in food production allows us
to use specialized language to think and write
about what we eat. Today, obtaining calories
is easy… perhaps too easy, as evidenced by
the obesity epidemic in America. Because
we no longer need to worry about how many
calories are in our food, we now have the
luxury of paying more attention to what’s not
in our food. Modern food labeling emphasizes
what’s missing.
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Disrupting the Digital
Humanities
Edited by Dorothy Kim, Jesse Stommel
Contributors Moya Bailey, Maha Bali, Fiona Barnett, Kathi Inman
Berens, Lee Skallerup Bessette, Edmond Y. Chang, Cathy N.
Davidson, Chris Friend, Richard H. Godden, Jonathan Hsy,
Spencer D.C. Keralis, Dorothy Kim, Eunsong Kim, Adeline Koh,
Katarzyna Lecky, Mongrel Coalition Against Gringpo, Sean
Michael Morris, Angel Nieves, Annemarie Perez, Laura Emily
Sanders, Shyam Sharma, Liana Silva, Bonnie Stewart, Jesse
Stommel, Matt Thomas, Audrey Watters, Robin Wharton, Meg
Worley
FORTHCOMING Spring 2018

related

The Digital Humanist: A
Critical Inquiry

The Digital Dionysus:
Nietzsche and the
Network-Ce...

All too often, defining a discipline becomes more an exercise of
exclusion than inclusion. Disrupting the Digital Humanities seeks to
rethink how we map disciplinary terrain by directly confronting
the gatekeeping impulse of many other so-called field-defining
collections. What is most beautiful about the work of the Digital
Humanities is exactly the fact that it can’t be tidily anthologized.
In fact, the desire to neatly define the Digital Humanities (to filter
the DH-y from the DH) is a way of excluding the radically diverse
work that actually constitutes the field. This collection, then,
works to push and prod at the edges of the Digital Humanities —
to open the Digital Humanities rather than close it down.
Ultimately, it’s exactly the fringes, the outliers, that make the
Digital Humanities both lovely and rigorous.
This collection does not constitute yet another reservoir for the
new Digital Humanities canon. Rather, our aim is less about
assembling content as it is about creating new conversations.
Building a truly communal space for the digital humanities
requires that we all approach that space with a commitment to: 1)
creating open and non-hierarchical dialogues; 2) championing
non-traditional work that might not otherwise be recognized
through conventional scholarly channels; 3) amplifying
marginalized voices; 4) advocating for students and learners; and
5) sharing generously to support the work of our peers.
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Sean Michael Morris, “Digital Humanities and the Erosion of
Inquiry”
IV. Labor
Moya Bailey, “#transform(ing)DH Writing and Research: An
Autoethonography of Digital Humanities and Feminist Ethics”
Kathi Inman Berens and Laura Sanders, “DH and Adjuncts:
Putting the Human Back into the Humanities”
Liana Silva Ford, “Not Seen, Not Heard”
Spencer D. C. Keralis, “Disrupting Labor in Digital Humanities; or,
The Classroom Is Not Your Crowd”
V. Networks
Maha Bali and Shyam Sharma, “The Unbearable Whiteness of the
Digital”
Eunsong Kim, “The Politics of Visibility”
Bonnie Stewart, “Academic Influence: The Sea of Change”
VI. Play
Edmond Y Chang, “Playing as Making”
Kat Lecky, “Humanizing the Interface”
Robin Wharton, “Bend Until It Breaks: Digital Humanities and
Resistance”
VII. Structure
Chris Friend, “Outsiders, All: Connecting the Pasts and Futures of
Digital Humanities and Composition”
Lee Skallerup-Bessette, “W(h)ither DH? New Tensions,
Directions, and Evolutions in the Digital Humanities”
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BAD IDEAS

ABOUT WRITING
Edited by Cheryl E. Ball & Drew M. Loewe

393
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Student Writing Must be Graded by the Teacher

273

Machines can Evaluate Writing Well

278

Plagiarism Detection Services are Money Well Spent 	

287

Christopher R. Friend

Chris M. Anson and Les Perelman
Stephanie Vie

SAT Scores are Useful for Placing Students in Writing Courses 	294
Kristen di Gennaro

BAD IDEAS ABOUT WRITING AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Texting Ruins Students’ Grammar Skills

301

Texting Ruins Literacy Skills

308

Gamification Makes Writing Fun

315

The More Digital Technology, the Better

320

Digital Natives and Digital Immigrants

325

Scott Warnock

Christopher Justice

Joshua Daniel-Wariya

Genesea M. Carter and Aurora Matzke
Phill Michael Alexander

BAD IDEAS ABOUT WRITING TEACHERS
You’re Going to Need This for College
Andrew Hollinger

333

Dual-Enrollment Writing Classes Should Always be Pursued 	 338
Caroline Wilkinson

Secondary-School English Teachers Should Only be Taught
Literature

344

Face-to-Face Courses are Superior to Online Courses

351

Anyone Can Teach an Online Writing Course

356

Anyone Can Teach Writing

363

Elizabethada A. Wright

Tiffany Bourelle and Andy Bourelle
Beth L. Hewett
Seth Kahn
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Like Clockwork:
The Kairos of Presidential Tweets
by Chris Friend

T

he 45th president of the United states

has brought unprecedented attention to the
connections between government authorities
and social media. His late-night tweets have
become staples of daily news, at times eclipsing
the prominence of White House press
briefings. In today’s media-saturated culture,
the way in which a government official
presents on a service like Twitter becomes part
of their brand and an opportunity for them to
vocalize policies or platforms directly and in
the moment.
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Sandhill Review sandhillreview@gmail.com
Re: Submission for consideration
2 February, 2017 at 11:51
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Dear Christopher

Thank you for submitting to the 2017 Sandhill Review. We enjoyed your work very much
and would be pleased to include your submission "The Heartbeat of a Community" in this
year’s edition. Congratulations!

If you have not already done so, please include a brief bio note or 3-5 sentences (see sample
below). Also we’d love to know your relationship to our University (faculty, staff, alum,
student, or Sandhill Writers Retreat participant). Note: the editors reserve the right to make
very minor edits to adhere to the conventions of grammar, usage or mechanics. Should any
significant edits need to be made, we will contact you.

Please Save the Date for our “Crack the Spine” Party on Thursday, April 7, 2017 at 6pm
(venue to be determined). We will debut the new edition and celebrate with readings by the
authors. Let us know if you’ll be able to read when you submit your bio. Also, please mark
your calendar for the Fifth Annual Sandhill Writers Retreat, Saturday, May 20, 2017. For
more information see the website at:
http://www.saintleo.edu/academics/schools/school-of-arts-sciences/the-sandhill-writersretreat.aspx

Thank you for participating and for believing in poetry, prose, drama, and art. Thank you
again for your contributions to the writing life and your support of the Sandhill Review.

Sincerely,

Chris Friend
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Gianna Russo, Editor-in-Chief and Poetry Editor
Dr. Patrick Crerand, Prose Editor
Marissa McLargin and Natalie Cassidy, Editorial Assistants

Contact: sandhillreview@gmail.com

Gianna Russo
Editor-in-Chief, Sandhill Review
Director, Sandhill Writers Retreat.
On Tue, Nov 1, 2016 at 1:26 PM, Christopher Friend <Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu> wrote:
Hello, Gianna and Sandhill staff! I hope your November is off to a great start.
I have attached my submission for the 2016–17 issue of Sandhill Review for your consideration. I look forward to your
feedback!
Thanks for your time,
Chris Friend
---

Christopher R. Friend, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of English
Saint Leo University | University Campus - MC 2016
Kirk Hall 311
(352) 588-7293
christopher.friend@saintleo.edu | @chris_friend
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In the Clutches of Algorithms
 Published on August 2, 2016 / l Written by Chris Friend / Z Reviewed by Jesse Stommel and Maha
Bali /  مها بالي/  “Frontline” by Carl; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 1

We sacrifice control in the name of convenience. As we become like cyborgs, we
should expect more control over our technology. Tech has long aimed to provide
additional conveniences for modern living, with the idea that a gadget would take care
of something for us. !e premise is that our lives are made easier when we worry less
about the small stuff, stepping aside to allow technology do the grunt work. But the
more we step aside, the less involved we are, and the less we control our environment,
our information, our lives. We are giving algorithms control over increasingly complex
aspects of our lives.

Chris Friend
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!e idea of using an algorithm to care for humans has received popular attention
recently with the case of a driver who died when his Tesla Model S drove underneath a
semi that was crossing his lane. !e car was in autopilot mode, with assistive radar and
cameras activated; the driver died when the top of his car was sheared off by the
underside of the semi trailer. Now begins the blame-aversion game that will become
increasingly common as automation takes over automobiles: !e car maker says
autopilot is an assist feature and that the fault lies with the driver. Consumer Reports
says the name “autopilot” suggests autonomy and that the fault lies with the software
system. !e driver — the one person directly affected by the incident — cannot share
his take on things.
!ings.
We want our things to talk to other things, to be aware of other things, to protect us
from threatening things. We trust our safety and well-being to plenty of devices:
electronic access-control devices, home security systems, airbags and anti-lock brakes,
to say nothing of pacemakers. When our things fail to protect us, do we fault ourselves
for too much trust, the programmers for too little insight, or the corporations for too
much hubris?
As our devices become increasingly integrated into our daily lives, the need for
transparency in those devices’ functions increases, too. And with so many of our
devices gaining the ability to communicate with other devices — be they thermostats
in our homes or server farms in silicon valley — that transparency becomes both more
critical and more difficult to suss out. Yet rather than falling prey to the seductive
simplicity and convenience of these devices, we need to exert our ability to control our
own environments. Otherwise, our environments will be crafted for us, without regard
for our interests, our privacy, or our humanity.
A particular set of studies provided fascinating perspectives on how our environments
craft our humanity. !ey sought to address whether human nature could be directly
manipulated by external control. Jesse Stommel recently wrote about what we can
learn by looking back on the famous Milgram experiments of the 1960s. !ose
experiments garnered more than their share of attention in the years since their initial
publication. Myriad interpretations make it challenging to determine how best to
interpret the findings — or to determine whether anything was actually “found” in the
first place.
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Bearing Witness:

The Power of the Observed Kiss
by Chris Friend

Why do we close our eyes when we kiss?

Social and cultural precedents make it clear
that as we approach the point of contact, our
eyes should be shut . The more intimate the
scenario, the more passionate the scenario,
the less likely we are to look . But why? What is
it about the kiss that makes opening our eyes
so awkward - so creepy? Sure, closing our eyes
allows us to focus on senses other than vision .
Sure, a kiss brings our partner’s face into such
close proximity that open eyes would be either
crossed or useless . Sure, it may feel instinctive
to let the embrace and the contact take over
our awareness . But I assert that we close our
eyes intentionally, as a means of protecting the
intimacy of—and keeping control over - the
wondrous moment .
A kiss can be innocent and sweet,
scandalous and daring, or passionate and
intimate . Much of the distinction depends not
on who’s participating but on who’s watching .
For the participants, a kiss is an opportunity
to share, to join, perhaps to taste . It’s a physical
effort of combination, of connection . Two
people decide to offer, to share, to exchange .
They spend a few moments alone with each
other in a mental space of focused attention .
In the midst of an intimate, prolonged kiss,
our thoughts often give way to overwhelming
emotions and stimulating physical sensations .
We are entranced, wrapped up in what our lips
are doing with someone else’s . It’s a sharing
and a connection that makes time hold its
breath . No matter how brief, the kiss contains
a fundamental message: I am here for you right
now .

But kisses aren’t necessarily discrete . What
often feels like a private moment becomes a
performance if others are within eyesight of the
event . This performative nature gives the kiss
power, but it is often power over those involved
in the kiss, power given to an outside observer .
By itself, a kiss can feel harmless and pleasant;
with an audience, it becomes dangerous and
bold . That audience interprets the significance
of the act, judges its (in)appropriateness,

A kiss can be
innocent and sweet,
scandalous and daring, or
passionate and intimate.
and determines whether to tell others that
it happened . A kiss is mysterious because its
power comes not from the act but from its
witnesses . And where better to witness a kiss
than in movies and television? Today’s media,
which doubtless help shape our conviction that
eyes should be closed during a kiss, also know
that the witnesses of a kiss confer its power
and significance . That relationship between
observation and power can be seen by
reviewing how kisses in popular culture are
withheld or exposed .
When people want to kiss, and especially
when their lips approach each other’s, their
actions and expressions create a sort of tension .
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This tension can be foiled and continued
indefinitely so long as the lips don’t connect .
But resolving that tension can be palpable,
even for people not engaged in the kiss, only
witnessing it . Film and television studios
understand the power of the withheld kiss .
Hollywood manipulates audiences by not
showing a kiss . When two characters meet
and develop a romantic interest in one
another, audiences will continue watching,
expectations mounting, awaiting the resolution
of the anticipation . They’ll continue watching
through to the end of a feature-length film, or
across several episodes of a television series think of the success of soap operas here - just
to end the tension and see the kiss they know
is coming . That tension increases if the couple
is prevented from kissing by circumstance
or interruption . Such “almost kisses” have
become a trope of modern television,
manipulating audiences with ease . Ariel and
Prince Eric in Disney’s The Little Mermaid; Luke
and Leia in Star Wars Episode IV: A New Hope;
Marty and Jennifer in Back to the Future; Gaby
and Troy from High School Musical; Elizabeth
and Will from Pirates of the Caribbean: Curse of
the Black Pearl - the list seems endless .
The suspense before witnessing a successful
kiss isn’t limited only to fiction . Consider the
traditional American wedding ceremony: A
couple’s matrimony is solemnized specifically
with the consent of the witnesses . Those
witnesses are given the authority to object to
the unity sought by the couple . If no objections
are raised, the reward/conclusion of the
ceremony is to have the couple kiss publicly,
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Chapter 3

A Kaleidoscope of Variables:
The Complex Nature of Online
Education in Composition Courses
Christopher Friend
Saint Leo University, USA
Sean Michael Morris
Hybrid Pedagogy, USA
Jesse Stommel
University of Wisconsin – Madison, USA

ABSTRACT
The relationship between composition courses and online education is complicated, and attempting to
summarize that relationship in a blanket statement may be feeble or futile. As a field, composition faces
the challenge of identifying best practices in online education at the same time that it struggles to identify
standardized content for its courses. Assessment challenges also plague online composition courses. While
other fields might assess student work with standardized methods or computerized scoring, the work of
composition requires tedious and labor-intensive assessment methods diﬃcult to delegate to software;
indeed, a recent petition illustrates significant instructor opposition to computer scoring (Haswell &
Wilson, 2013). This chapter illustrates the current state of challenging conversations within composition
studies as a kaleidoscope of positions in which instructors using online education position themselves.

INTRODUCTION
With the exception of work done by Hewett (2001,
2010), Hewett and Ehman (2004), and Warnock
(2009), little attention has been paid to the way
writing instruction should work in an online
environment. Unlike many of the disciplines
represented in other chapters of this volume,

writing studies does not have a unified approach
to online education. At first, this may seem a
significant oversight in its own right, considering the volume of students served by our nation’s
first year writing courses and the general push in
the American education system to present more
courses in a more cost-effective manner. However, the conversation that exists among writing
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Book Review

Ruefman and Scheg, 2016 Applied Pedagogies: Strategies for Online
Writing Instruction, Daniel Ruefman, Abigail G. Scheg (Eds.). Utah
State University Press, Logan, UT (2016). 202 pp
David Charles Maynard
University of Findlay

Applied Pedagogies: Strategies for Online Writing Instruction is a collection of essays that explores the benefits and
challenges of online writing instruction. With topics ranging from the need for more multimodality in online writing
courses to the question of how and whether Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) may be effectively employed
in writing instruction, Daniel Ruefman and Abigail G. Scheg’s compilation covers a wide swath of current topics for
online writing instructors. However, even more than the breadth of topics, the strength of Applied Pedagogies lies in
its emphasis upon both instructors and administrators’ practical application of the digital technologies and theories
addressed throughout the collection’s eleven essays. Like the still-influential Multimodal Composition: Resources for
Teachers, edited by Cynthia Selfe (2007), Applied Pedagogies is both an overview of digital and multimodal learning
resources and a call to instructors and administrators to consciously use those resources. Yet, the call to action presented
by Applied Pedagogies is not identical to the one made approximately nine years earlier in Multimodal Composition,
mainly in the sense that Applied Pedagogies begins with the expectation that instructors are already using online
learning resources. This variation in emphasis likely reflects a larger shift in which online learning has become an
expected component of writing instruction. Indeed, whereas Multimodal Composition begins with Pamela Takayoshi
and Cynthia Selfe (2007) emphasizing how the shift from print-based to digital writing “promise[s] to be disruptive for
many teachers of English composition,” Applied Pedagogies begins with the assumption that such skills are expected (p.
1). In their introduction, Ruefman and Scheg outline the field’s shift from viewing online teaching skills as a preference
to viewing such skills as necessary components of a new normal in which “writing instructors and administrators adapt
to the demands of the digital classroom or risk marginalization within the profession” (p. vii). In this sense, Applied
Pedagogies serves as a snapshot of the digital efforts and concerns of our field today, and its essays appeal most to
instructors and administrators who already have some experience with online writing instruction, but who are seeking
to expand their knowledge and use of digital learning resources.
Applied Pedagogies is divided into three main sections that guide readers from ground-level concerns such as
online course construction to perspectives and strategies related to day-to-day course operations and concludes with
an exploration of one of the more divisive (and exciting) aspects of online teaching: the MOOC. While “Part One:
Course Conceptualization” primarily addresses concerns related to course building, its three essays touch on such
important topics as the need for more multimodal instructional delivery in order to appeal to students, the importance
of simplistic, accessible course design and the necessity of administrators to take online instructors’ experiences and
perspectives into account when designing instructor training sessions for digital learning technology. The six essays
contained within “Part Two: Fostering Student Engagement” build on the previous section by exploring strategies for
improving student engagement once one’s online course has been constructed. In this section, contributors examine a
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.compcom.2016.08.001
8755-4615/
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revolution, if and when it comes. Blair adopts a cautionary tone by pointing out that the MOOC is “an entirely new and
different technological, curricular, and financial enterprise,” and she advises administrators and writing instructors to
be conscious of the roles MOOCs will play within higher education in the future (p. 170). Blair suggests that instructor
and student input be solicited by administrators as they implement, not just MOOCs, but any new technology initiatives
in order to ensure such efforts are pedagogically sound. Blair’s essay is rewarding reading for both instructors and
administrators who are interested in learning more about MOOCs as well as those who, while already familiar, would
like to consider this new digital learning technology in a more critical light.
Applied Pedagogies concludes with another treatment of the emerging MOOC phenomenon. Chris Friend, Sean
Michael Morris and Jesse Stommel begin “Writing at Scale: Composition MOOCs and Digital Writing Communities”
by challenging the traditional writing classroom’s emphasis upon print-based, alphabetic text as the sole source of
communication, especially when students often arrive at such classes with a variety of multimodal composition skills
and experience. Friend, Morris and Stommel go on to address how traditional notions of composition are becoming
increasingly complicated by web publication, in which notions of sole authorship and final drafts are being challenged
by the web’s potential for endless revision and remixing. Yet, rather than heralding the MOOC as an inherently radical
teaching technology, the authors suggest that MOOC usage tends to recycle traditional writing practices. They write,
“Although massive in scale and experimental in nature, MOOCs have remained largely linear, reflecting online learning
as it’s been developed over the last decade—courses within LMSs that attempt to reconstruct classroom learning online”
(p. 181). In order to avoid reinforcing traditional composition practices in the digital realm, Friend, Morris and Stommel
call for a “pedagogical approach to composition that accommodates, examines, and uses the affordances of web-based
writing,” instead of recycling print-based writing practices (p. 187). In what is perhaps the authors’ most ambitious
claim, they argue that online writing instructors must be able to teach and employ, not just writing, but the digital
technologies that are increasingly used for writing, asserting that “teaching composition without the technologies
involved equates to teaching half a subject” (p. 186). Like so many of the authors in Applied Pedagogies, Friend,
Morris and Stommel beckon to instructors to embrace the seemingly endless possibilities of digital composition, while
also encouraging them to be mindful of the ideological and pedagogical implications of such use.
Taken as a whole, Applied Pedagogies succeeds in its editors’ purpose of familiarizing writing instructors and
administrators with the opportunities and demands of the digital classroom. By compiling essays that treat a variety
of topics relevant to educators, topics that range from basic considerations of online course construction to the fairly
recent innovation of the MOOC, Ruefman & Scheg achieve their stated goal of providing readers with “tools to adapt
to the online writing classrooms of today and anticipate needs of . . . students in the digital contexts that are yet to
come” (p. xi). Furthermore, one of the greatest strengths of Applied Pedagogies is its potential to appeal to a wide
variety of readers. Not just online writing instructors (full and part-time) and administrators, but also OWL tutors and
coordinators will find food for thought and helpful online teaching and learning strategies throughout the book’s eleven
essays. Furthermore, while the essays are most relevant to instructors who are currently teaching online, the tendency
of authors to identify specific digital resources by name should also prove helpful to instructors who are just beginning
their online teaching career. However, Applied Pedagogies is much more than a how-to manual for online teaching.
With its contributors’ consistent consideration of the ethics of online instruction, considerations that include issues of
student access, the importance of incorporating multimodal teaching elements in order to engage students of diverse
cultural backgrounds and even touch on the dangers of reproducing the conventions of print-based composition in
digital environments, Applied Pedagogies grounds its practical suggestions in a larger context of ethical and theoretical
concerns. At the heart of Applied Pedagogies is an emphasis upon student engagement, something all writing faculty
likely want to increase. With its plethora of online writing strategies, resources and perspectives, Applied Pedagogies
will help readers do just that.
David Charles Maynard is a student in the Master of Arts in Rhetoric and Writing program at the University of Findlay. His research interests
include the politico-economic dimensions of democratic and humanist discourse within composition studies materials and scholarship, new media
studies and issues affecting adjunct and contingent faculty in higher education. He has been published in Computers and Composition Online and
The Corresponder: Fan Letter on Minnesota Writers.
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Applied Pedagogies: Strategies for Online Writing
Instruction
Margaret Collins, DePaul University, collinsmaggie7@gmail.com
Overview
Part One
Part Two
Part Three
Conclusions

Part Three
In the final section, part 3 extends the previous
conversations about online writing instruction by delving
into MOOCs (massive online open courses) and how they
may impact online writing instruction in the future. For
an introduction to MOOCs, please watch the video below.
The first chapter, Kristine L. Blair's “MOOC Mania?:
Bridging the Gap between the Rhetoric and Reality of
Online Learning,” analyzes the rhetorics of online
learning to see how they influence online learning’s
development. Blair also explore the concerns and praises
for MOOCs to understand new research and practices
that may solidify their space in academia soon. And in
the following chapter—“Writing at Scale: Composition
MOOCs and Digital Writing Communities” by Chris Friend,
Sean Michael Morris, and Jesse Stommel—the authors
extend the possibilities of MOOCs through arguing that
digital writing needs to be the focus of online courses.
They assert that the current issue with MOOCs is that
online classes tend to use print traditions rather than
adapt to the new medium, and online composition
instructors need to consider digital writing as
remediation, remixing, and reuse.
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Students in Discussion
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A class discussion where the teacher pre-determines the outcome is just a lecture in
disguise, dressed up to feel student-centered while still being instructor-directed.
When a class involves discussion, we owe it to our students to not know what’s going to
happen, lest we start dictating what we want them to think. To truly engage another in
a conversation, we respond to the ideas that develop organically; a person who talks
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a conversation, we respond to the ideas that develop organically; a person who talks
without listening delivers a speech, not a discussion. !e moment we attempt to set
the conclusion of a discussion before it starts, we cheat our students out of an
opportunity for honest engagement, and we fool ourselves into thinking we let our
students learn things for themselves.
I sensed I had a problem with discussions last semester, when I taught two consecutive
classes that were identical on paper: same course, same content, same classroom. Only
the time and the students were different. It took many weeks before I realized how
foolish that view was; despite the “on paper” claims, the two classes were not at all
alike. What could possibly be more defining of a class than the students involved and
the time we spend with them? Yet my efforts to plan and run my classes kept
frustrating me — I struggled to keep the classes aligned so that I could remember
where we were and what we needed to do next.
!ose complaints, which I’ve heard from many other teachers as we work to preserve
our sanity, reveal deeply troubling perspectives on how a class operates. I talked about
how I plan and run a class that I wanted to align. It was I who did these things.
Students weren’t a part of the process; they didn’t plan the course, they didn’t run the
course, and I tried to align them to the course, not the other way around. I’ve been
hearing about and talking about “meeting students where they are” for years, yet here I
was, complaining that my students, wherever they were, weren’t meeting me where I
thought the class should be.
!is semester began with a challenge to my traditional frustrations: I was told pretty
late in the summer that one of my 50-minute, M/W/F classes would move to 80minute, T/R meetings. !e rest of my classes stayed M/W/F. I shared with others,
including my department chair, that I worried about my ability to keep everything on
track. !e last time I had classes with different meeting times, I divided the semester’s
activities in different ways so that the schedules kept up with one another, but I
struggled to adhere to that plan. It was forced and imposed, and it benefited no one
but my internal need for predictable structure.
My ability to focus was perhaps the greatest casualty. I worried more about sticking to
the plan than existing in the moment. Class discussions became an exercise in
reaching a goal — a goal I set for what they would do. I devoted more mental attention
to where I wanted the conversation to go than I did to what my students were actually
saying. I didn’t listen fully, with concentration and my entire self. I cheated them out of
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TEACHING FAILS
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Short Form Pieces , Teaching Fails

How (Not) to Plan Your Entire Course
One response / October 20, 2014

Chris Friend, Saint Leo University
How can we involve our students in syllabus planning?
My students are often smarter than I realize at first, and I love when they find novel opportunities to demonstrate what
they know. I want to be surprised by their insightfulness as often as possible. But I never expected to get that kind of
surprise regarding course planning. The design and preparation of a course is typically something done with an
absolute absence of student intervention—the process is completed before the instructor ever meets the students
who will be expected to adhere to the plan. How, then, can we create courses that are appropriate to the students’
abilities, sensitive to the students’ needs, and responsive to the students’ learning styles?
I worked as a composition-teaching Graduate Teaching Assistant (GTA) at a very large research institution, where we
had adopted a very specific curriculum for the content we wanted our students to learn. The content was challenging,
and the department worked hard to adequately train its instructors and graduate students to sufficiently master the
content before they taught it. All GTAs took a course that was essentially Composition 101, condensed, with Teaching
101 layered on top. By the end of the course, grad students created a syllabus and collection of assignments, ready
for use in their upcoming courses.
It turns out that instructors at this university took one of two approaches to the content of Composition 101. That
content was essentially divided into three major units, namely, the writing process, discourse communities, and the
rhetorical situation. Roughly half of the instructors taught their Composition 101 courses in that order (process,
discourse, rhetoric), and they often said this was in order of increasing complexity. The other half of the instructors
used the opposite order (rhetoric, discourse, process), saying that understanding rhetorical situations allowed
students to better understand the discourse and process units. When I asked for a bit of history, I usually found that
whichever order an instructor used was the same order in which they had learned the material. In other words, the
way an instructor/GTA was trained in the content was the method that made inherent sense to that person as a model
for instruction.
I happen to be a process-discourse-rhetoric person, generally believing that welcoming an eighteen-year-old to my
institution and my discipline with a hearty “hello” in the form of Keith Grant-Davie’s “Rhetorical Situations and Their
Constituents” might cause more than a few minds to explode. I opt for the progressive approach, and I plan my
courses appropriately. We start with easier material, ask students to write about themselves, and then work to build
context and have them re-evaluate what they thought they understood as the course began. It made sense to me, and
I had a solid, trusted approach to the material.
But that’s the problem: It made sense to me. What if I had students in class who would make more sense of the
material if it were presented in the opposite order? The entire semester followed myplan, rather than the one that my
students needed.
This problem came to my attention last spring, when a class settled in to discuss the Grant-Davie article. Students
shared their thoughts on how well they could have handled the material early in the semester, and they agreed that it
would have been a bit much for them. A couple of students said they would have liked to have the overall picture of
the material in their minds as they went through the rest. They wanted to see the picture on the box of the
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Praktisk informasjon
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Dato: 31. mai 2018
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Tidligere konferanser
2017 - Relasjoner i ord og
handling
2016 - Dialoger i praksis makt, bærekraft og fornyelse
2015 - Kompetanse og
karriere - utfordringer og

#IPL2018: Nye læringshorisonter – digital og
hybrid pedagogikk
Auditorium D10, Dragvoll

Påmelding innen 25. mai 2018
Utdanning, skole, oppvekst og hverdagsliv har i de siste årene
gjennomgått store endringer. Noen av de største endringene handler
om digital teknologi, nye medier og ny mediebruk. Endringene drives
ofte frem av teknologene, mens det i mange sammenhenger mangler
et «pedagogisk språk» som favner hvordan man skal forholde seg til
digitale verktøy i skolen, familien eller oppveksten. Konferansen har

muligheter i et livslangt
perspektiv
2014 - Innovasjon,
samskaping og
erfaringsdeling på
arbeidsplassen
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Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid
Pedagogy and producer of its podcast, HybridPod.
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University.
He holds a PhD in Texts & Technology from the
University of Central Florida. His research works to
deﬁne hybridity in education, with particular
attention to its role in ﬁrst-year composition courses.
Outside the classroom, he obsesses over dark beers, EVs, and the
company of his cat. Chris’s web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.
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careers and instructional practices, while also identifying key digital skills that are broadly transferable,
within academia and beyond.

Careers in Consulting
Careers in Data Science

Panelists

Careers in Finance
Careers in International
Relations

Cori Anderson, PhD, Senior Lecturer and Russian Language Coordinator, University of Chicago: Cori

Digital Pedagogies

language teaching, and she has been an early adopter of classroom technology, including digital and

Government Research
Careers for Scientists

web-based pedagogical practices.

Secondary Education

Chris Friend, PhD, Assistant Professor of English at St. Leo's University: Chris Friend is an Assistant

Skills for Nonprofits

Professor of English at Saint Leo University, teaching composition courses, including Developmental

Social Enterprise

Writing and Academic Writing. Chris earned his Ph.D. from the University of Central Florida’s Texts and

Using LinkedIn

Technology program. He is the Managing (and contributing) Editor of Hybrid Pedagogy, an online journal

Women in STEM Careers
Year One as Faculty

Anderson holds a Ph.D. in Slavic Linguistics from Princeton. Cori’s pedagogical expertise is in foreign

of learning, teaching, and technology.
Molly Hatcher, JD, PhD, Program Coordinator, Graduate Student Development, Center for Teaching

GRADUCon 2014 Recap

and Learning, UT Austin: Molly Hatcher provides support to graduate student instructors who seek to

Contact the Planning Committee

leverage smart pedagogy as they build their academic careers. Molly earned her PhD in English and

For Employers

Women’s Studies at the University of Michigan, where she researched the effects of digital technologies

For Visiting Alumni

on reading practices and on higher education.
Cecilia Lo, MA (PhD Candidate in Music) Academic Technology Analyst in Academic & Scholarly

Search

Search

Technology Services (ASTS), University of Chicago: Prior to joining ASTS, Cecilia had worked for over
six years as a Teaching Consultant at the Chicago Center for Teaching. At ASTS, she works with faculty

Related Links
UChicagoGRAD

and graduate student instructors on teaching strategies, specializing in course and assignment design for
online as well residential courses, and she leads workshops on Technology and Collaborative Learning.

The University of Chicago Alumni
Association

Moderator

Chicago Center for Teaching

Bill Rando, PhD, Director of the Chicago Center for Teaching at The University of Chicago: Bill came to

Office of International Affairs

the University in 2014 after fifteen years at Yale University where he was the founding director of the Yale

Institute of Politics

Teaching Center. He has taught graduate and undergraduate courses at a wide variety of institutions. His
work focuses on the design and assessment of university courses and curricula, and the development of
teaching skills among individual scholars.
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DIVE IN

OPENNESS

ETHICS

PARTICIPATION

MINDFULNESS

INSTITUTIONAL POWER

Balancing Issues of CDP
Applying Critical
Digital Pedagogy

All learning is necessarily hybrid, regardless of the modality of
instruction or materials. When educators use materials, tools,
or platforms that are digital, their pedagogy must adapt to
accommodate the affordances and concerns unique to
digital technologies. Educators determined to enact Critical
Pedagogy through their praxis must consider the impact of
their teaching, their content, their contexts, and their tools
when evaluating their pedagogy. This evaluation requires
time, attention, and labor often overlooked when planning for
course design and preparation, and the broad application of
Critical Digital Pedagogy in nearly every aspect of planning
makes it easy to feel lost among the proverbial weeds.

Navigating the Site

This website, created by the Critical Pedagogy and Digital
Praxis in the Humanities course at DHSI 2019, aims to help
guide you through the planning process by providing
explanations, resources, and activities designed to focus
attention on advocacy for student agency in the midst of
corporate and institutional pressures to use students as data
points or profit opportunities. The pages of this site reflect our
efforts over a four-day seminar to bring a sense of
organization and clarity to the important considerations of
applying Critical Digital Pedagogy in today’s educational
environment.
Just as we created this site while exploring, learning, and
negotiating our positions, we invite you to move through this
material in a direction that makes sense to you — there is no
singular point of entry, only your decision to engage where
the material seems most appropriate. Regardless of where
you begin, you’ll quickly see that working to support one
aspect of Critical Pedagogy can create tensions with another.
For instance, efforts to enhance the openness of a course can
butt up against the ethics of a learning space, making
material accessible but exposing students to an Internet that
may be hostile or threatening. Implementing Critical
Pedagogy, especially in a digital space, is fraught with
challenges, many of which this site will highlight rather than
alleviate. Balancing the issues of Critical Digital Pedagogy
challenges us all to better understand our intentions as
educators and the needs of those put in our care.

Our Intention

We hope this site sparks curiosity, prompts questions, and
drives further exploration. But above all else, we hope you use
these pages to re-think your position as a pedagogue and to
re-evaluate the role students play in your classes,
remembering the words of bell hooks:
“To teach in a manner that respects and cares for
the souls of our students is essential if we are to
provide the necessary conditions where learning
can most deeply and intimately begin.”

Sections of This Website

!

"

#

$

%

Openness

Ethics

Participation

Mindfulness
Learn how mindfulness
can help you balance

Institutional
Power

In this module, we
apply a critical

Work through four
ethical concerns:

Approach and
evaluate participation

pedagogical lens to

colonialism, policing,

in your classes in order

issues of critical digital

open praxis and
explore four
fundamental concepts
that support it: access,

surveillance, and
accessibility. Apply
these concepts to your
own courses through

to develop policies and
practices that nurture
student and instructor
development.

pedagogy in in-person
and online learning
settings.

transparency, sharing,

activities and

and accessibility.

reflection.

Explore how
institutional power in
higher education
shapes curricula,
pedagogies, and
learning. Reflect on
complicity and
opportunities to
navigate and disrupt
systems of power.

Contributors

Megan Adams, Grinnell College
Sierra Dye, University of Guelph
Chris Friend, Saint Leo University
Christine Gottlieb, Cal State East Bay
Serap Hidir, University of Rhode Island
Heather V. Hill, Fordham University, Instructional
Technologist
Elliot Montpellier, University of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, USA
Urooj Nizami, Temple University, Philadelphia, USA
Elan Justice Pavlinich, University of South Florida, Tampa,
USA
Nada Savicevic, Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada
Rebecca Stephanis, Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA,
USA
Kate Thornhill, University of Oregon
Vitor Yano, University of Victoria
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HCC 327

CHRIS FRIEND

This 4-day course will offer an introduction to Critical Digital Pedagogy—though we will likely generate complex
questions more than clear answers. While this course works to review “the basics”, it is by no means designed only
for beginners. We’ll start from (or return to) fundamental issues: How does the first thing we do in a classroom, the
first words of our syllabus, the landing page of our course sites, shape the learning environment we’ll work within?
Where does the work of pedagogy, the work of teaching and learning, to quote bell hooks, “most deeply and
intimately begin”? How can we create more (and more varied) points of entry in our courses, programs, learning
environments? How can we empower students and grant them more agency in the unique space of a classroom?
Participants will discuss, challenge, and experiment with various technological tools from the chalkboard to
moveable chairs, networks, computers, mobile devices, social media platforms, and learning management systems.
We will focus on teaching philosophies, discernment practices for using digital tools in courses, emergent learning,
digital composition, and discussions of the impact of the digital on traditional and critical pedagogies. This course
is ideal for new and experienced teachers alike, working in any delivery mode. Participants should bring an interest
in exploring various approaches to hybrid learning and reimagining the strategies they use when teaching.

Recommended Readings:
Bali, Maha, Asao B. Inoue, and Chris Friend. HybridPod, Ep. 2: Compassion (Podcast episode)
Brown, John Seely, Allan Collins, and Paul DuGuid. Situated Cognition and the Culture of Learning
Collier, Amy. The Brave New World of Online Learning (TEDx Talk)
DeRosa, Robin. Open Pedagogy: Quick Reflection for the #YearofOpen
Elbow, Peter. Ranking, Evaluating, and Liking: Sorting out Three Forms of Judgment
Gilliard, Chris. Digital Redlining, Access, and Privacy
Watters, Audrey. The Web We Need to Give Students

ABOUT US

@DIGPEDLAB ON TWITTER

JOIN OUR E-MAIL LIST

Digital Pedagogy Lab offers professional

"

RT @bonni208: "When we're teaching

For regular but not incessant updates about

online, we're not teaching to a screen -

Digital Pedagogy Lab.

development opportunities in Critical Digital
Pedagogy that prepare learners, educators,

we're teaching through a screen."

librarians, and administrators to teach,

@slamteacher w/ @jessifer on…

collaborate, and think with technology.

SIGN UP NOW

4 days ago
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TEACHING TOWARD ACTIVISM
Empowering Students, Advocating for Change

T E AC H I N G TOWA R D AC T I V I S M : A
M E TA - M O O C

Can we build courses with dissent as their goal, to incorporate
structures of opposition such that completing a class leads to
defiance?
This self-paced MOOC provides resources and guidance to help
educators and institutions create sites of resistance giving students
space to make plans and take action. Created by the 2018 Critical
Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities course at the Digital
Humanities Summer Institute, this MOOC adopts and presents
principles of Critical Digital Pedagogy as a means of helping students
find agency.
This content is offered in three modules, which can be completed in
order or just as effectively at random. Because each section shows
how to enact Critical Digital Pedagogy in an online space, several
themes will emerge as points of overlap within the material.
We encourage you to dive in, explore, ask questions, and find
challenges that you can use when building your own MOOCs that
teach toward activism. Share your learning and your experiences using
the #critprax18 hashtag to keep the conversation going!

The Course Content
1. Considerations

space to make plans and take action. Created by the 2018 Critical
Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities course at the Digital
Humanities Summer Institute, this MOOC adopts and presents
principles of Critical Digital Pedagogy as a means of helping students
find agency.
This content is offered in three modules, which can be completed in
order or just as effectively at random. Because each section shows
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We encourage you to dive in, explore, ask questions, and find
challenges that you can use when building your own MOOCs that
teach toward activism. Share your learning and your experiences using
the #critprax18 hashtag to keep the conversation going!

The Course Content
1. Considerations
2. Resources
3. Application

The Course Authors
Angelica Huizar, Old Dominion University
Audrey I. Taylor, Midway University
Avery J. Wiscomb, Carnegie Mellon University
Crystal S. Donkor, SUNY New Paltz
Enrique Ramirez Jr, California State University Northridge
Helena Maragou, The American College Of Greece
Jacqueline Dillion, Pepperdine University
Jared McCormick, University of Pittsburgh
Jason Wiens, University of Calgary
Jessica C. P. Lopez, Michigan State University
Joshua J. Smith, The University of Western Ontario
Kush Upendra Patel, University of Michigan
Laura E. Sanders, Portland Community College
Michelle Iden, County College of Morris
Nicholas Homenda, Indiana University
Nicole Bouchard, Baylor University
Quetzalli Enrique, California State University Northridge
Rosa Rivera Furumoto, California State University Northridge
Zachary Kopin, The University of Michigan

COPYRIGHT

“Teaching Toward Activism” is ©2018 Critical
Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities,
licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial 4.0 International License.
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Open seminars TODAY
Chris Friend

(@chris_friend)
is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
producer of its podcast, HybridPod.
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo
University. He holds a PhD in Texts &
Technology from the University of Central
Florida. His research works to define
hybridity in education, with particular
attention to its role in first-year
composition courses. Outside the
classroom, he obsesses over dark beers,
EVs, and the company of his cat. Chris’s
web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.

Onsdag 30/5 9:00-11:00 - Sandkassa

Getting Critical
This session challenges us to rethink our approaches to the classroom, looking
critically at everything from the syllabus to assignments, assessments,
discussions, and even furniture placement. We’ll engage questions of
motivation and authority in ways that prioritize people over programs.

Onsdag 30/5 14:00-15:30 - Sandkassa

Hybrid Pedagogy

- An open-access journal of learning, teaching, and technology
Learn about “double-open” peer review and the benefits of an iterative
editorial processes. See how subtle-yet-persistent publication strategies
change academic writing. This session dissects Hybrid Pedagogy’s ethos,
exposing the principles and practices that turn an online journal into a form of
experimental classroom.

IPL conference TOMORROW

Chris Friend
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2015 INSTITUTE

CHRIS FRIEND
Assistant Professor, Saint Leo U; Director, Hybrid Pedagogy

BIOGRAPHY
Chris Friend is Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University, and the Director of Hybrid
Pedagogy . He also produces HybridPod, bringing Hybrid Pedagogy to everyone’s ears. His work explores
the interactions among teaching, learning, and course delivery, with particular attention to how
technologies of connection and communication influence pedagogy. With over a dozen years’ experience
teaching freshmen in both high school and college, he feels most at home building classes that teach
fundamental or preparatory skills and building assignments that trick students into achieving more than
they thought they could. Being an avid fan of Apple software, Asimov fiction, Star Trek utopias, Pixar
storytelling, and NASA spaceflight make him a special kind of nerd, but his cats don’t seem to mind.

ALL SESSIONS BY CHRIS FRIEND
INTRODUCTION TO CRITICAL DIGITAL
PEDAGOGY

CHRIS FRIEND
Assistant Professor, Saint Leo U;
Director, Hybrid Pedagogy

"

MORNING SESSION WITH COHORTS

%

10:00 am - 11:45 am

&

Hurley Convergence Center

$ http://chrisfriend.us
AFTERNOON SESSION WITH COHORTS

MORNING SESSION WITH COHORTS

%

1:15 pm - 3:15 pm

%

10:45 am - 11:45 am

&

Hurley Convergence Center

&

Hurley Convergence Center

AFTERNOON SESSION WITH COHORTS

MORNING SESSION WITH COHORTS

%

1:15 pm - 5:00 pm

%

10:00 am - 11:45 am

&

Hurley Convergence Center

&

Hurley Convergence Center

AFTERNOON SESSION WITH COHORTS

MORNING SESSION WITH COHORTS

%

2:45 pm - 5:00 pm

%

10:00 am - 11:45 am

&

Hurley Convergence Center

&

Hurley Convergence Center

LIGHTNING TALKS: IDEAS AND
CONVERSATIONS

%

1:15 pm - 2:30 pm

&

Hurley Convergence Center

AFTERNOON SESSION WITH COHORTS

%

2:45 pm - 5:00 pm

&

Hurley Convergence Center

FINAL SESSION WITH COHORTS

%

10:45 am - 11:45 am

&

Hurley Convergence Center
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TWEETS FROM @DIGPEDLAB

JOIN OUR E-MAIL LIST

Digital Pedagogy Lab is part of the educational

#

RT @bonni208: "When we're teaching

For regular but not incessant updates about

online, we're not teaching to a screen -

Hybrid Pedagogy and Digital Pedagogy Lab.

outreach of the Hybrid Pedagogy Inc. 501(c)(3)
non-profit and focuses on the implementation of

we're teaching through a screen."

critical digital pedagogy in education at all levels.

@slamteacher w/ @jessifer on…

Our open-access peer-reviewed journal

SIGN UP NOW

4 days ago

champions the voices of often unheard teachers
and learners. We also offer professional
development opportunities that prepare learners,

#

RT @slamteacher: "@DigPedLab awakened

educators, librarians, and administrators to teach,

something inside my educator’s heart and

collaborate, and think with digital technology.

mind that refuses to go back to sleep, and I
am determined t…
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Heather Leslie HLeslie@nu.edu
Fw: You are invited! Webinar Series coming soon!
1 March, 2017 at 18:46
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Hi Chris,
We sent out the ﬁrst email blast to faculty today! We're pre;y excited
Heather
Heather Leslie, D.B.A. | Learning & Development Specialist
NaEonal University
Center for InnovaEon in Learning
11355 N. Torrey Pines Rd.
La Jolla, CA 92037
858-642-8482 | hleslie@nu.edu | Room 120

From: CIL Training
Sent: Wednesday, March 1, 2017 3:10 PM
To: CIL Training
Subject: You are invited! Webinar Series coming soon!

The Center for Innovation in Learning is proud to announce the launch of an exciting new webinar series
created for faculty by faculty. This webinar series introduces strategies faculty can implement in their online
course to increase student engagement and retention.
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Bonnie Stachowiak, Ed.D
Associate Professor of Business
and Management at Vanguard
University and host of the Teaching
in Higher Ed Podcast.

Rena Palloff, Ph.D
Faculty member teaching
in the professional
doctorate in Social Work at
Capella University, author
of several books on the
subject of online teaching
and learning, and is the
2012 winner of the
Richard Wedemeyer
Award for Outstanding
Practitioner in Distance
Education.

Brian M. Morgan, M.S.
Chair and Associate Professor of
Computer and Information
Technology Department, Marshall
University and proponent of
Personalized Learning.

Christopher Friend,
Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
English at Saint Leo
University and Editor of
Hybrid Pedagogy, an
open-access digital journal
of learning, teaching, and
technology.

Center for Innovation in Learning
National University, 11255 N Torrey Pines Rd
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O H , T H E P L AC ES YO U ’ L L “ K N OW ” : P E DAG O GY,
E N V I R O N M E N T S , A N D D I G I TA L P R A X I S
This is an open online course about place/space in Higher Education. It was created by participants of the DHSI2017 class “Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the
Humanities” at the University of Victoria. This page provides an introduction to the course.

Space, Place, and Environments in Education
When we enter our classrooms, how do these physical environments influence our pedagogical practices? Our students’ abilities to learn and engage? What are the
roles of the various components of these environments? How do online learning environments reinforce or challenge our perceptions of what can and cannot occur
during a class?
For our course project, we chose to theme this digital course around the concept of space and place and its impact on educational practices and student learning.
Space and place tend to be theorized in vastly different ways, depending on discipline, scholar, and object of study. Yi Fu Tuan, for example, discusses place as the
physical and social milieu where culture and space meet. Henri Lefebvre and Edward Soja argue that space is “produced” through the interactions between the
physical, the conceptual, and the social. And for Setha Low, place achieves its identity when human endeavor (through the construction of identity, the linking of
networks, and the physical built environment) meets space as a location.
Place, then, is broadly defined in this course. For our purposes, we envision place in a few key ways: as the physical surroundings in which students learn; as the online

environment students and instructors build together; as the educational institution itself; and, more conceptually, as the “place” or role of students, faculty, and other
participants in the educational arena.The diagram below attempts to provide a visual of how online environments compliment/complicate the conception of space
and place.

As educators, we may not often have the opportunity to analyze what these different places/spaces offer our students as learning environments. We also seldom have
the time or the language to ask our students to evaluate what digital mapping tools add or subtract from their experience of place/space or to the nature of the
inquiry for the class or assignment. The hope of this course is to provide teachers with a reflective moment to consider place/space in these ways .

Why Do This Course?
We hope that this class will prompt reflection and discussion around the role and significance of place/space in
education. For individual educators, this is an opportunity to reflect on how physical and online places/spaces
shape pedagogical practice. Taking the course and completing the activities and assignments may help us better

Chris Friend
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As educators, we may not often have the opportunity to analyze what these different places/spaces offer our students as learning environments. We also seldom have
the time or the language to ask our students to evaluate what digital mapping tools add or subtract from their experience of place/space or to the nature of the
inquiry for the class or assignment. The hope of this course is to provide teachers with a reflective moment to consider place/space in these ways .

Why Do This Course?
We hope that this class will prompt reflection and discussion around the role and significance of place/space in
education. For individual educators, this is an opportunity to reflect on how physical and online places/spaces
shape pedagogical practice. Taking the course and completing the activities and assignments may help us better
understand how students, faculty, and institutional entities function and fulfill their roles through place/space.
A larger goal of this course is to develop an online community of interested educators and create an ongoing
conversation about place/space within our contemporary educational landscape. By using social media, digital
forms of publication, and hashtags, we imagine an engaged audience will come together, regardless of their
physical space, to share their ideas and conceptions of place/space and to form new collaborative partnerships
that may help develop more engaged pedagogical practices.
Slava Bowman; CC 0

What Next?
The course is divided into three modules. Our recommended path through the course is to start with Environments, continue on to Institutions, and conclude with
Assignments. Check out the Guidelines page for time and privacy considerations.

!

"

#

ASSIGNMENTS

ENVIRONMENTS

INSTITUTIONS

Step back from theoretical conceptions of

Explore the role of environment in online learning

Question the inherent structures of institutions that

space/place and consider the experiential aspects of

by considering how the physical places/spaces we

guide teaching and learning.

learning through digital mapping assignments.

inhabit influence our online learning experience, as
well as the (dis)advantages of learning in the online

Explore Assignments…

Explore Institutions…

space.

Explore Environments…

© 2017 Critical Pedagogy & Digital Praxis in the Humanities / Licensed under CC BY-NC 3.0
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CHRIS FRIEND
Assistant Professor, Saint Leo U; Director, Hybrid Pedagogy

BIOGRAPHY
Chris Friend is Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University, and the Director of Hybrid
Pedagogy . He also produces HybridPod, bringing Hybrid Pedagogy to everyone’s ears. His work explores
the interactions among teaching, learning, and course delivery, with particular attention to how
technologies of connection and communication influence pedagogy. With over a dozen years’ experience
teaching freshmen in both high school and college, he feels most at home building classes that teach
fundamental or preparatory skills and building assignments that trick students into achieving more than
they thought they could. Being an avid fan of Apple software, Asimov fiction, Star Trek utopias, Pixar
storytelling, and NASA spaceflight make him a special kind of nerd, but his cats don’t seem to mind.

ALL SESSIONS BY CHRIS FRIEND
UNCONFERENCE

CHRIS FRIEND

THURSDAY WORKSHOPS

Assistant Professor, Saint Leo U;
Director, Hybrid Pedagogy

"

%

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

%

4:00 pm - 5:30 pm

&

Hurley Convergence Center Digital

&

Hurley Convergence Center

Auditorium

$ http://chrisfriend.us
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A Course is a Course is a Course
Members of the Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis in the Humanities seminar at the 2016 Digital Humanities Summer Institute
created this course as an experiment in critical digital pedagogy. We co-designed, built, deployed, promoted, and assessed an openaccess online course during our 5-day seminar. We hope that its three modules will help participants better understand how
pedagogical practices and structures impact (digital) learning environments and frame educational experiences for multiple
audiences.
The Listening & Empathy activity asks participants to reflect on how space and time affect our ability to listen and empathize.
The Attention & Distraction activity asks participants to think about attention from different perspectives and to reflect on which
modes of attention they consider in their pedagogy. Participants on mobile devices will need to download the Prezi app.
The Inclusivity & Access activity encourages participants to reflect upon dimensions of inclusivity and access in digital pedagogy
and learning, and to create a shared repository of challenges and solutions to them.

Facilitators
Chris Friend
Jesse Stommel

Listening and Empathy
Devan Baty
Ron Bernier
Bart Everts
Nadia Timperio
Mia Tootill
Melissa Walter

Attention
Sarah Cushman
Michael Raby
Adela Ramos
Mark Corbett Wilson

!

modes of attention they consider in their pedagogy. Participants on mobile devices will need to download the Prezi app.
The Inclusivity & Access activity encourages participants to reflect upon dimensions of inclusivity and access in digital pedagogy
and learning, and to create a shared repository of challenges and solutions to them.

Facilitators
Chris Friend
Jesse Stommel

Chris Friend

Listening and Empathy
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Devan Baty
Ron Bernier
Bart Everts
Nadia Timperio
Mia Tootill
Melissa Walter

Attention
Sarah Cushman
Michael Raby
Adela Ramos
Mark Corbett Wilson

Inclusivity and Access
Jaime Cardenas
Heidi Dodson
Verena Kick
Joe Lucchesi
Alan Pike
Taylor Soja

Reviewers
Suzanne England
Lindsay Mattock
Lucia Pawlowski
Allison Rank
[Photo by “Horsing around” by Patrick Bouquet licensed CC BY-NC-ND 2.0]

ABOUT US

Critical Pedagogy and Digital Praxis is a course at the 2016 Digital Humanities Summer Institute. The course is taught by Chris Friend
and Jesse Stommel and inspired by our work with Digital Pedagogy Lab and Hybrid Pedagogy . Our work at DHSI was an exploration
of pedagogy, challenging us to re-think how we approach our classes and interact with students. Together, we built an open course as
a playground, letting participants experiment with critical digital pedagogy in a class-created online course that we co-designed, built,
deployed, promoted, and assessed, all within a single one-week seminar.
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Session abstract or description:
Editors from Kairos, Enculturation, Hybrid Pedagogy, and Computers & Composition Online discuss

Log in

Session Tweets

digital publication authoring processes from the beginning of research projects to the publication
stage and provide feedback and workshop opportunities to participants.
This half-day workshop will guide and encourage authors interested in composing digital
scholarship for online journals and presses. Editors from Kairos, Enculturation, Hybrid Pedagogy,
and Computers & Composition Online will discuss authoring processes from the beginning of
research projects to the publication stage, including visualizing, storyboarding/prototyping, creating
sustainable and accessible designs, querying editors, finding local resources, submitting webtexts,
and revising in-progress work. Authors interested in starting (or finishing) any kind of digital
scholarly project will benefit from this workshop.
Schedule of Activities:
9:00 - 9:30 Introductions and overview of the journals represented at the workshop
9:30 - 10:30 Interactive Q&A with all editors -- topics include
(a) reading the journal's website for info
(b) queries to the editor (how much info to include & which section/editor, if pertinent, to
consider)
(c) generalities of peer-review process
(d) rhetorical design tips / best practices
(e) accessibility, usability, code-level best practices
10:30 - 11:30 Small group work focused on participant needs (feedback on specific projects or howto-get-started for participants who don't yet have a project in mind)
11:30 - 12:00 Wrap-up conversation; encourage participants to submit.

Bali_Maha
RT @chris_friend: Articles about editorial

Presenters:

pedagogy from the absent @s2ceball on

Cheryl Ball

@HybridPed: https://t.co/ivVMKfva4X #cwcon

Chris Friend

#w2

Doug Eyman

Hashtags Used:

Kristine Blair

cwcon, w2

Megan Adams
Elizabeth Fleitz
Laurie Gries
Moe Folk
Session type: Workshop
Session hashtag: w2
Session room: Pioch 117
Session time: Half-day Morning Workshop
Log in to post comments

Still a bit blown-out (in a good way) - will post more if I think of anything.
21 people found this helpful
Actions
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Chris Long
@ Ted Coopman on Jun 19, 2015 9:12 PM

Ditto the comments on the black background schedule. I did not use that at all because i forgot my
silver or bronze Sharpies.
15 people found this helpful
Actions

Like • 22

Chris Long
Jun 19, 2015 10:38 PM

This was #instcon number four for me and I loved it! Here are a few of the things I loved the most:
1. Unconference- Basically we had an EdCamp at

instcon 2015 but didn't call it that.

Sean

Michael Morris and Chris Friend did a great job getting this together and making it happen.
This was the most authentic,

student-centered learning experience of the whole conference.

In fact, if I only got to go to the unconference, I'd leave the conference more than satisfied. The
best part about the uncon was it was active and connected learning at its best. I've always said
the best part of any conference is the people who come to the conference, and in these
sessions we got to take our learning back. This was truly learning of the people, by the people
and for the people! No slides, no pre-canned content, no spectating. Truly everyone played a
part and were authentically engaged.
Listening and Rapid Integration

Adam Williams facilitated a great session on Active

and it was great to hear some many people share their

experiences, ideas and different perspectives and that was just session #1. I could probably
write an entire blog post on this, but I stop here. Hats of to Instructure for taking a risk and
trying something new, hopefully this will grow and become a staple at future Instructure
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Publishing
 Published on June 13, 2019 / l Written by Chris Friend and Cheryl E. Ball /  “[untitled]” by Vladimir
Fedotov on Unsplash / w 1

00:00

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 38:55
Why do we teach students how to write? Is it for their benefit or for ours? !at’s a
serious question—composition classes, and the five-paragraph essay, were initially
invented as a service to teachers, not because students needed specific skills for life after
college. How can we teach meaningful writing classes that are designed to address
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college. How can we teach meaningful writing classes that are designed to address
student needs beyond the classroom? To get help looking for an answer, I talk with
Cheryl E. Ball about the ways she gets professional editing, modern publishing, and
digital pedagogy to intersect. [A complete transcript of this episode is available.]
Back in 2012 and 2013, Cheryl wrote a three-part series of articles for Hybrid Pedagogy in
which she introduces what she calls “editorial pedagogy” — a combination of the real
work of the publishing process (which should teach authors how to write better) and
the classroom environment (which should teach students how to write better, using
“real-world” projects). Cheryl’s editorial pedagogy is a sensible approach, but it needs a
bit of explanation. !is episode dives in to how it works, what it looks like, and how it
changes her teaching.
We also chat about the Vega publishing system, a massive multinational project to
create a new open publishing system that supports multiple workflows, from doubleblind review to the open mentorship approach. Along the way, we talk about
assessment and (of course) outcomes.
!is episode focuses heavily on composition and professional-writing courses, but
Cheryl’s editorial pedagogy can be applied to any number of disciplines. It’s all a
matter of using real-world experiences to drive student learning.

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
in Texts & Technology from the University of Central Florida. His
research works to define hybridity in education, with particular attention to its role in
first-year composition courses. His personal web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.
Cheryl E. Ball

Cheryl E. Ball (@s2ceball) is editor of Kairos. She researches digital
publishing, scholarly multimedia, and multimodal composition. Find out
more at ceball.com.
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Platforms
 Published on December 6, 2018 / l Written by Chris Friend and Chris Gilliard /  “you can't take the
sky from me” by theilr on Flickr; licensed CC BY-SA 3.0 / w 0

00:00

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 45:56
With each new technological development promising to “revolutionize education”, we
need to start asking how…and at what cost. Platforms that provide services allegedly
for free often do so in exchange for data about its users—forming a deep layer of
surveillance over our online lives. Asking students to use online platforms and services
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surveillance over our online lives. Asking students to use online platforms and services
raises ethical questions that often get overlooked, or even noticed.
Chris Gilliard joins us to walk us through the concerns he has about the state of online
surveillance, the dangers lurking behind the expansion of the Internet of "ings, and
the caution we should use when inviting—or expecting—students to work online. He
explains why we need to pay more attention to the technologies we use, to the
technologies we expect students to use, and the kinds of information those
technologies extract from us.
Filled with real examples of how technologies used in our lives and our classrooms can
erode our autonomy and shape the way we perceive the world around us, this
conversation shows how, while we think we’re using our devices and services, those
things may end up using us instead. As students use increasingly more services and
accounts to conduct their affairs, we’re less likely to know what data is being collected
and how that data is being used to lead them to make decisions or take actions.
From digital redlining to racial profiling to round-the-clock surveillance, this episode
is packed with stories of things we often take for granted without even realizing we’re
doing it.

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
in Texts & Technology from the University of Central Florida. His
research works to define hybridity in education, with particular attention to its role in
first-year composition courses. His personal web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.
Chris Gilliard

Chris Gilliard is a Professor of English at Macomb Community College.
His scholarship concentrates on privacy, institutional tech policy,
digital redlining, and the re-inventions of discriminatory practices
through data mining and algorithmic decision-making, especially as these apply to
college students. He is currently developing a project that looks at how popular
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HybridPod, Ep. 13 — Asking the Right
Questions
 Published on June 22, 2018 / l Written by Chris Friend and Bonni Stachowiak /  “!e Black Pearl”
by Mike Keeling; CC BY-ND 3.0 / w 0

00:00

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 31:50
If you’ve listened to this podcast before, or if you follow its associated journal, you
know that connecting with students ranks among our most important values, right up
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know that connecting with students ranks among our most important values, right up
there with my personal soapbox of really listening to them. !is episode (full
transcriptavailable) follows that same trend, but through some unusual avenues.
I reached out to a fellow podcast creator, the exceptionally prolific Bonni Stachowiak. I
wanted to talk with her about building community, because she’s done an amazing job
developing a connected group of people out of the listening audience for her show,
Teaching in Higher Ed. I also wanted to get her thoughts on vulnerability, based on
something she said on Twitter a while back: “Allowing ourselves to be vulnerable gives
us room to fail but then nudge those failures in a forward direction toward greater
learning.” Bonni taps into the notion of classroom failure in a wonderful way because
teachers are only truly vulnerable if there is that risk of failure, and when a lot of
teachers talk about being vulnerable in the classroom they aren’t actually risking
anything. Sam Hamilton discusses this dilemma at length in a 2016 Hybrid
Pedagogyarticle called “Risk Taking is a Form of Playing it Safe” that you should totally
go read (after listening to this episode!). For her part, Bonni says it’s actually our
studentswho are putting themselves on the line, and they have a genuine and wellfounded fear that by risking too much they are going to irreversibly fail.
But as Bonni and I discussed community-building and vulnerability and failure, the
importance of connecting with students quickly emerged as thedriving force
compelling us toward better teaching practices. We recognized that we have to connect
with students if we want to work meaningfully with them. We have to connect students
with our course content if we want it to resonate in their lives. And we have to connect
students with their own inner compass if we want them to develop into morally
responsible human beings. As we discussed these perspectives on classroom dynamics,
the act of asking questions kept coming up as the only appropriate solution to each
problem.
In his most famous work, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire discusses his concept
of problem-posing education. Instead of teaching students to seek correct answers for
problems we present to them, Freire says we need to help students identify their own
questions and find the problems in life and in society that will compel them to learn,
grow, and develop their critical consciousness. Problem posing stands as the
centerpiece of Freire’s approach to education. And while Bonni and I don’t talk
explicitly about this method, we do discover that asking the right questions — from
teachers and students alike — can make all the difference in helping us connect with
one another and our courses. What set out to be a discussion about community and
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HybridPod, Ep. 12 — Access
 Published on March 8, 2017 / l Written by Chris Friend and Robin DeRosa /  “Reaching out” by
Nalini Prasanna; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 0

00:00

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 40:02
In this episode (full transcript available), I spoke with Robin DeRosa about a broad
issue that affects the way we do things in our classrooms; the way programs design
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their courses; the way institutions support their faculty and learners; and the way
knowledge, education, and publication are funded. I’m talking about the issue of
access — particularly open access — to course materials, course content, teaching tools,
and even student work.
Ensuring that students have access to available networks of knowledge is just one piece
of a very large and complex problem. We also need to ensure teachers have access to
materials that help them teach. And everyone in the classroom has to have access to
whatever tools are being used, whether that’s a #2 pencil that Betsy Devos seemed
unable to find on her first day of work or a laptop that students could use to help them
annotate or even publish online articles.
"at’s what we’re exploring in today’s episode: What does it take to access an
education? Learners must know how to navigate the system; how to self-advocate
when needed; and how to distinguish among necessary processes, bureaucratic
obstacles, and genuine injustices. Without these institutional social skills, navigating
— and getting to — an education takes more effort than the learning itself.
Music used in this episode:
Solutions (c) — Lee Rosevere, CC BY-NC 3.0
After Dark — Lee Rosevere, CC BY-NC 4.0
Gentle Whispering — Lee Rosevere, CC BY-NC 4.0
"oughtful — Lee Rosevere, CC BY 4.0
Soft Euphoria — Lee Rosevere, CC BY-NC 4.0

Please support this project, through donations of finances, publicity, or attention —
whatever’s in your budget right now.

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
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HybridPod, Ep. 11 — Openness
 Published on August 5, 2016 / l Written by Chris Friend, Greg B. Curran and Paul France /  “Hang
Loose Barb” by Tony Koloski; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 1

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 42:00
You can also view a complete transcript of this episode.
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Our typical focus on this journal and podcast is on students — advocating for their
agency and authority over their own education. We’re taking a brief diversion with this
installment and instead focusing on the needs of teachers. No, it’s not a selfish
approach to demand for compliance out of students. Instead, it’s a look at
when teachers need to be open and honest with students if they are to establish an
environment in the classroom that encourages the sort of agency we normally discuss.
For some teachers, creating a classroom environment that encourages trust,
understanding, experimentation, and risk can be tricky. Each of those characteristics
requires a degree of vulnerability, and that can come at a cost — sometimes a tangible
one — when people open up and share with their colleagues. !is episode of HybridPod
explores that decision to be open, for teachers to tell students about themselves,
particularly about their sexuality. As we’ll hear, this maddeningly complex decision has
to be made again and again with each set of students we encounter, at each institution
where we work, in the context of each class discussion. It’s a tough situation to
manage, and it deserves careful consideration.
To help us examine these scenarios, I speak with Greg Curran from Pushing the Edge
and Paul France from InspirEd about how, when, and why they opt for openness in their
classes.
!e following music was used in this episode:
Featherlight (remix – vocals by Heather Feather) — Lee Rosevere; CC BY 4.0
Quizitive — Lee Rosevere; CC BY 4.0
Heat Haze — Lee Rosevere; CC BY 4.0
Featherlight — Lee Rosevere; CC BY 4.0
Say Something Like !at — Lee Rosevere; CC BY-NC 4.0
Pre-Vertex (Limited Functionality Is My New Jam) — Lee Rosevere; CC BY-NC-SA
4.0
!oughtful — Lee Rosevere; CC BY 4.0
!e Life and Death of a Certain K. Zabriskie, Patriarch — Chris Zabriskie; CC BY
4.0
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HybridPod, Ep. 10 — Questioning
Learning
 Published on May 19, 2016 / l Written by Chris Friend and Amy Collier /  “No More Access” by Neil
Cornwall; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 2

00:00
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 40:55
You can also view a full transcript of this episode.
In episode nine, I spoke with Janine DeBaise about her style of responsive teaching. It’s
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In episode nine, I spoke with Janine DeBaise about her style of responsive teaching. It’s
her answer to the idea of “best practices”. !e trouble with best practices, according to
Janine, is that they are created by someone else and said to be the unqualified “best”
idea for everyone in any situation. Now when I put it that way, you might object, saying
that I’m carrying the meaning to an absurd extreme. “Not every situation,” you might
say. “Just the regular ones.” But think about learners for a minute. What’s going on in
their minds? What do they want to learn about, and what importance does that
learning hold in their lives right now? !e answer will be different for everyone. Even in
a lecture hall of medical students, they might want to understand the same material
and pass the same exam, but the way they understand or remember that material will
be different for each person. !e associations they make among concepts will be
distinctive. An oncologist and a pediatrician would take very different things away
from the same session because they see things from different angles and with different
interests. If you throw in personal background, previous learning experiences, and
current life situations, those differences only increase.
So the idea of “best practices” is built on an assumption of standardization —
standardized content, standardized delivery, and standardized humans. !ose
assumptions strip away the individuation and personal interest that drives us all to
actually learn things for ourselves. If all we’re left with is standardization, the personal
purpose is gone from learning, subordinated to the systemic purposes of cranking out
more standardized, credentialed clones. But again, I may be over-stating things.
To help bring perspective and clarity, I talk with Amy Collier, Associate Provost for
Digital Learning at Middlebury College. Amy talks and writes a lot about the liminal
state of working through something but not completely getting it yet. It’s that
wonderful (or unsettling, depending on your view) time when you’re playing around
with an idea and seeing how well it works in various situations without actually feeling
like you really get what’s going on. You’re working on building your understanding and
experience, but you’re not quite there yet. !at feeling is what Amy and her colleague
Jen Ross have taken to calling “not-yetness”, and it’s the idea I wanted to chat more
with her about. Amy’s been friends with the folks from Hybrid Pedagogy for quite some
time, and she presented one of the keynotes at Digital Pedagogy Lab Cairo in March
2016. In her talk, Amy presented not-yetness to a group of people interested in critical
digital pedagogy.
In this episode, Amy chats about the connection between not-yetness and critical
digital pedagogy, the changing nature of outcomes, the learnification movement, the
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HybridPod, Ep. 9 — Responsive
Teaching
 Published on April 21, 2016 / l Written by Chris Friend and Janine DeBaise /  “Inflexible” by
Pulpolux !!!; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 2

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 34:05
You can also view a full transcript of this episode.
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Let’s talk about our expectations for students and what we think they are—and should
be—capable of. "ere’s been a good deal of chatter online recently (see posts from Sean
Michael Morris and Aimée Morrison, for instance) about the musings of a one Ron
Srigley, who seems to make it a point at every turn to complain to the world about how
stupid he thinks his students are. Which is odd, because shouldn’t he, a professor
confident in his intelligence, consider that a source of job security and therefore a good
thing? But I digress.
"e trouble is that Srigley’s complaints are based on the premise that knowledge is
held by the few, to be distributed to the masses fortunate enough to take in that
knowledge from their teachers. Students are empty vessels, the thinking goes,
awaiting pearls of wisdom to be graciously handed down from above. But I can say, as
one who has spent a good deal of time in classrooms, both as a student and a teacher,
I’ve never met a teacher who knew more than a room full of students. Just ask the
students. "ey’ll be able to tell you what the teacher doesn’t know. "e wealth of
knowledge and experience that constitutes every classroom, thanks to what students
bring with them, amazes me. All we have to do is listen for it.
In this episode, I chat with Janine DeBaise, who teaches writing and literature at
SUNY-ESF in Syracuse, New York. Our conversation is a follow-up to an article Janine
wrote for Hybrid Pedagogy, as well as an experiment she and I conducted with our
students a few semesters ago. "at experiment didn’t work so well, and that’s the point:
Our teaching should be responsive, adapting to the situation, the students, and the
semester, not determined by the textbook. "is discussion explores the ways we can
make our classes more responsive.
Chris Friend is director of Hybrid Pedagogy.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes, Stitcher, and Player FM. Want us on another
directory? Let us know!

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
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HybridPod, Ep. 8 — Networks
 Published on January 22, 2016 / l Written by Chris Friend and Bonnie Stewart /  “Amplified” by Ian
Eure; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 0

00:00

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 41:44
You can also view a full transcript of this episode.
In this episode, I share a conversation I had with Bonnie Stewart in November 2015.
!is conversation grew out of her involvement with Digital Pedagogy Lab, a one-week
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!is conversation grew out of her involvement with Digital Pedagogy Lab, a one-week
on-ground institute hosted by Hybrid Pedagogy and the University of Wisconsin—
Madison. At Digital Pedagogy Lab, Bonnie led a weeklong track on Networks.
According to the promotional material for that track, it focused “on the nature of
digital networks and network-building, from blogs and social media to open courses
and collaboration,” included “discussions of MOOCs, rhizomatic learning, how
influence and reputation circulate in professional learning networks, the social
contracts of closed and networked spaces, and the intersections between networks and
face-to-face learning environments,” and aimed to “consider how networks are both
responding to and creating the Internet as a learning environment.”
!at’s a lot to fit into five days, and certainly too much for one HybridPod episode. But
Bonnie and I do talk about how networks and learning exist symbiotically in society
and in today’s structured education systems. Along the way, we also talk about
outcomes, identity, power relations, and activism. It’s a thoughtful conversation about
a complex topic. I hope you’ll join us.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes, Stitcher, and Player FM. Want us on another
directory? Let us know!

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
in Texts & Technology from the University of Central Florida. His
research works to define hybridity in education, with particular attention to its role in
first-year composition courses. His personal web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.
Bonnie Stewart

Bonnie Stewart (@bonstewart) is a teacher and learner at UPEI,
Canada. Researching education, higher ed, and who we are when we're
online. Find our more at bonstewart.com.
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HybridPod, Ep. 7 — Collaboration
 Published on October 30, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Maha Bali / مها بالي, Sarah Honeychurch
and Kevin Hodgson /  “Merge” by Jeff Wallace, CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 2

00:00

00:00

Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 31:12
A complete transcript of this episode is available.
In November, Digital Writing Month returns to give participants a lively, supportive, and
massively collaborative environment in which to think about, work in, and play around with all
forms of digital writing, including text, audio, and video compositions. Learn more at the Digital
Writing Month website.
How does working together, you know, work? What are the promises and pitfalls of
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How does working together, you know, work? What are the promises and pitfalls of
collaboration, and how can we prepare ourselves and our students for successful
collaborative activities? When collaborative projects get crazy, messy, chaotic,
unwieldy, or just too darn complex, how can we still manage to navigate them? In this
episode, I explore those questions and attempt not to solve, but to understand.
For several years now, folks from Hybrid Pedagogy have hosted Digital Writing Month
(or DigiWriMo for short) as a digitally focused event to parallel the National Novel
Writing Month (or NaNoWriMo) that’s been happening since 2009. "e idea was to
gather a bunch of folks who were interested in playing around with the nature,
possibilities, and reach of digital writing, however that gets defined.
"is year’s iteration is hosted by Maha Bali, Kevin Hodgson, and Sarah Honeychurch.
I’ve watched a few of their conversations as they’ve worked to bring things together for
the month, and I was impressed (okay, maybe a little overwhelmed) by how they
worked together. In this episode of HybridPod, I sat down with Maha, Sarah, and Kevin
to explore the idea of collaboration — how it works, what it is, and how we can
facilitate it in our classes.
Along the way, we talk about playing ukulele, being overwhelmed by emails, and a way
to game the entire time-zone system. It’s a fun conversation.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes, Stitcher, and Player FM. Want us on another
directory? Let us know!
Credits/Licensing Information:

Background tracks include:
“Wild "ings (Instrumental)” on !e Vision Instrumentals by YEYEY, licensed
CC BY-NC 3.0
“Tidal Wave (Instrumental)” on !e Vision Instrumentals by YEYEY, licensed CC
BY-NC 3.0
“Gentle Whispering” from Time-Lapse Volume 3: ASMR by Lee Rosevere,
licensed CC BY-NC 4.0
“Let Love Be My Only Guide (Instrumental)” from Make Some Quiet
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HybridPod, Ep. 6 — Digital Pedagogy,
Part 2
 Published on September 13, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Cori Anderson, Estee Beck, Molly
Hatcher, Cecilia Lo, Sean Michael Morris and Kristy Rawson /  “Winter nostalgia” by Kristina
Alexanderson; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 1
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 28:20
A complete transcript of this episode is available.
On Friday, September 4, 2015, Hybrid Pedagogy hosted a one-hour #digped discussion on laptop
policies: the issue of technology-use limitations common in course syllabi. !ose limitations
operate at the intersection between technology and pedagogy, and this episode of HybridPod
continues the conversation about Digital Pedagogy started in the previous installment, Digital
Pedagogy, Part 1.
Many teachers prohibit the use of technology in their classes, occasionally forbidding
laptops and frequently forbidding cell phones. !ese bans are generally called
“technology policies”, but that name ignores the fact that the ballpoint pens and
bleached-white papers our students otherwise use, as well as the chairs in which they
sit and the windows out of which they stare are each another form of technology,
created by humans as a tool to help make life simpler and more productive. Why are
they not banned in “technology policies”, too?
I wonder whether it’s time or design that determines whether we think of something as
a technology. I mean, I know that something doesn’t stop being technology when it’s
old, but how long does something need to be with us before it’s no longer considered
tech? A book of matches required design of the paper, plus the chemicals used to safely
initiate combustion. I doubt many people look at a matchbook and think of it as a
technology, though it was only developed in the middle of the 1800s. How often, when
we flip a light switch or turn on a faucet, do we think of the technology involved in
providing electricity or running water? How many teachers say they don’t like the
distractions of technology, when they mean they don’t like the technologies that they
didn’t have when they were students?
!ese questions may seem like red herrings, but I think it’s important to point out how
much novelty plays into our current perceptions of technology. !e same holds true
with educational technology, with the siren song of “new! improved! faster! lighter!
thinner! more features!” constantly vying for our attention…and our money. It’s too
easy for us to focus on the novelty and not on the implications. We can too easily lose
our critical perspective by thinking about what we can do versus what we should do.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes, Stitcher, and Player FM. Want us on another
directory? Let us know!
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HybridPod, Ep. 5 — Digital Pedagogy,
Part 1
 Published on August 8, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Cori Anderson, Estee Beck, Molly Hatcher,
Cecilia Lo, Sean Michael Morris and Kristy Rawson /  “Ghosts Go First” by !omas Hawk; CC BY-NC
2.0 / w 0
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 31:44
A complete transcript of this episode is available.
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A complete transcript of this episode is available.
From Monday, August 10, through Friday, August 14, 2015, Hybrid Pedagogy hosted Digital
Pedagogy Lab — a five-day practical institute that explores the role and application of digital
technology in teaching. To celebrate, this episode of HybridPod explores the idea of “digital
pedagogy” and asks what it actually is.
Advances in digital technology have become commonplace to the point of being
routine. We regularly hear of new developments in hardware, software, or system
designs that influence how things get done in modern life. More significantly, though
it sometimes seems no less frequently, we hear about major changes in entire
industries brought about by the influence of digital technology. For instance, according
to Tom Goodwin, senior vice president of strategy and innovation at Havas Media:
Uber, the world’s largest taxi company, owns no vehicles. Facebook, the world’s most
popular media owner, creates no content. Alibaba, the most valuable retailer, has no
inventory. And Airbnb, the world’s largest accommodation provider, owns no real
estate. (You may have read those comments as they initially circulated on Facebook.)
Encyclopedia Britannica, long seen as the standard source for general-knowledge
reference material, published its last print edition in 2012, but its content has been
available online since 1994. Print-based phonebooks are still produced in many places…
but when’s the last time you used one? For that matter, you probably know a few people
who no longer have a landline phone (I’m one of those people). In each of these cases,
the shape and nature of an industry has been redefined because digital technologies
rendered the old way of doing things obsolete.
When something “goes digital”, the way we work with that thing fundamentally shifts.
With analogue photograph, an image was recorded on film, and the results couldn’t be
seen until that film was developed. One-hour photo processing was a big deal. But with
digital photography, an image is captured by computer circuitry, converted to zeroes
and ones, and saved to a file. Film developing is mostly a historical relic. With analogue
writing, text was recorded on paper, with ink or graphite bonding to the surface. !e
writing was done by hand or by typewriter, and once something was written, it had to
be physically manipulated — think white-out, scissors, or erasers — to be changed.
But with digital writing, text is captured by computer keys (or speech recognition),
converted to zeroes and ones, and saved to a file. Correction tape and carbon paper are
mostly historical relics, to say nothing of scribes. With analogue teaching, classes were…
classes were… Hey, wait a second. Have we moved from analogue to digital teaching?
So there’s the question to launch us into today’s episode. We’re going to talk about
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HybridPod, Ep. 4 — Play in Education
 Published on May 20, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Stephanie Vie, Kyle Stedman and Jesse
Stommel /  “Ha Ha Ha!!!” by Helen Haden; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 3
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 33:30
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 33:30
Why isn’t school more fun?
Fred Rogers, famous in America for creating Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, said, “Play is
often talked about as if it were a relief from serious learning. But for children, play is
serious learning. Play is really the work of childhood.” Why do we assume, though, that
adults don’t also learn from play? In this episode, I assert that “serious learning”
happens through play at any age, and that a playful approach to classes, professions,
and identity has benefits that too often get ignored in academia.
Unfortunately, school is often anything but playful. Between compulsory attendance,
state-mandated testing, and the regimented routine of bell schedules, students are
often expected to conform and comply, rather than to improvise and experiment. It
seems there should be a way to incorporate play into education, making school
something that students enjoy, look forward to, and find productive.
Adeline Koh writes that “play is serious business,” and this episode explores that
assertion and tests the ways in which it can be applied to today’s educational
environments.

Related Reading
Stephanie Vie’s “Sparklegate: Gamification, Academic Gravitas, and the
Infantilization of Play”

Chris Friend is managing editor for Hybrid Pedagogy.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes, Stitcher, and Player FM. Want us on another
directory? Let us know!
Credits/Licensing Information:

Title music, “Virtual Reality” by Grégoire Lourme licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.
Background tracks from Lee Rosevere licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0, including:
Alleluia
Autumn Fields
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HybridPod, Ep. 3 — Assessment and
Generosity
 Published on March 21, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Kris Shaffer, Asao B. Inoue and Lee
Skallerup Bessette /  “poetry in motion” by Valerie; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 11
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 29:36
"e traditional take on assessment positions the teacher (or the state) as the one with
all the answers and asks students to prove that they can figure out what the testers
want them to know. "ink of AP exams, SATs/ACTs/GREs, and loads of other acronym-
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want them to know. "ink of AP exams, SATs/ACTs/GREs, and loads of other acronymderived test names, notably including statewide benchmark testing made widespread
in America by No Child Left Behind legislation from 2001. In short, there’s significant
inertia behind standardized testing that critical pedagogy needs to address in order to
reform traditional education.
In this episode, we’ll return to Kris Shaffer and Asao Inoue to pick up the assessmentfocused parts of their conversations that didn’t make it on the air, and we’ll hear from
Lee Skallerup Bessette to consider institutional assessment, empathy, and student
needs. We’ll look at assessment in music classes and writing classes, classrooms of
composition and classrooms of compassion. We’ll find ways of assessing students that
prioritize their abilities and new experiences over their ability to do exactly what
everyone else has done before them. We’ll ask how we can give students greater
authority in the assessment process, and we’ll even address the idea of standards
within the context of Critical Digital Pedagogy.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes and Stitcher. Want us on another directory?
Let us know!
Music for this episode by Grégoire Lourme licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. "erefore,
this episode of HybridPod is licensed for re-use under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
in Texts & Technology from the University of Central Florida. His
research works to define hybridity in education, with particular attention to its role in
first-year composition courses. His personal web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.
Kris Shaffer

Kris Shaffer (@krisshaffer) is a computational musicologist, digital
media specialist, author, and coder. He currently works as an
Instructional Technology Specialist at the University of Mary
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HybridPod, Ep. 2 — Compassion
 Published on February 24, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Maha Bali /  مها باليand Asao B. Inoue /
 “Fluidic Bow Shock” by Paul Hocksenar; CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 / w 1
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 16:40
Maha Bali’s featured column on Hybrid Pedagogy prompted the topic of this episode —
compassion — but from an unusual angle. She and I talked about the problems we see
with the way plagiarism is presented, discussed, and treated systemically. We thought
that common systems that check finished work for signs of plagiarism turn it into a
punitive situation, rather than a teaching opportunity. !at’s the big difference
between the student experience of plagiarism and the academic understanding of it.
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between the student experience of plagiarism and the academic understanding of it.
What if we looked at citation as a compassionate authorial act? Could we situate
quoting and referencing as an act of academic kindness?
We also hear from Asao B. Inoue, who explains his efforts to make compassion an
integral part of his teaching and learning practice. For him, compassion starts with the
act of reading, and focusing attention on others helps students work in the moment
and in the actual situation of class.
Eventually, I turn to the question of the role of education. What should education do?
To Maha, “the role of education should be to promote this empathy of a different world
view,” to make her students better global citizens. To Asao, education helps make our
students “into better people.”
Join the conversation below! What role does compassion play in today’s classrooms?
What can education help make our students?
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes and Stitcher. Want us on another directory?
Let us know!
Music for this episode by Grégoire Lourme licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. !is episode
of HybridPod is licensed for re-use under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
in Texts & Technology from the University of Central Florida. His
research works to define hybridity in education, with particular attention to its role in
first-year composition courses. His personal web site can be found at chrisfriend.us.
Maha Bali / مها بالي

Maha Bali / @( مها باليBali_Maha) is Associate Professor of Practice,
Center for Learning and Teaching, American University in Cairo. She
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HybridPod, Ep. 1 — Listening to
Students
 Published on January 27, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Martín Kutnowski, Kris Shaffer and
Jonathan Sircy /  “in the middle” by Fio; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 3
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Download file | Play in new window | Duration: 23:50
Much of the conversation about modern education discusses what we as teachers can
say or do within our classrooms. Relatively little attention is paid to what we can hear
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say or do within our classrooms. Relatively little attention is paid to what we can hear
from our students. In this episode, we’ll explore some of the benefits we can get, and
improvements we can make, if we essentially talk less and listen more.
First, I talk with Martín Kutnowski, author of “Daring Conversations: Searching for a
Shared Language,” about how incorporating popular songs in a music-appreciation
course reflects a pedagogy of listening. He warns against closing doors of opportunity
when it comes to learning and the cultural problem of student agency. Martín also
discusses student expectations (lecture-based courses) and a way to combat that
tendency (profound outcomes).
#en we’ll hear from Kris Shaffer, regular contributor to Hybrid Pedagogy. He critiques
traditional student-performance rubrics, advocating instead for a holistic assessment
method that can be used to help us teach, rather than sort, students. Kris makes an
argument for learning how our students work by listening more carefully to them. He
then discusses what that sort of attention looks like in the classroom.
From there, I talk with Jonathan Sircy, author of “Faithful Listening,” about his
evaluation methods and the focus he requires of himself. He tells us how he carries
that perspective into his classroom practice and how “generous” reading has become
his standard and his commitment to his students.
#e episode concludes with an explanation of how the desire to listen faithfully
complicated the creation of an audio version of his article, showing just how difficult—
and important—it is to listen faithfully.
You can subscribe to HybridPod on iTunes and Stitcher. Want us on another directory?
Let us know!
Music for this episode by Grégoire Lourme licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0. #is episode
of HybridPod is licensed for re-use under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

About the Authors
Chris Friend

Chris Friend (@chris_friend) is Director of Hybrid Pedagogy and
Assistant Professor of English at Saint Leo University. He holds a PhD
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CFP: Politicizing Critical Digital
Pedagogy
 Published on February 6, 2017 / l Written by Chris Friend /  “Resistance” by Julien Sanine; CC BYNC-ND 2.0 / w 0

Libraries advertize their relationship with “alternative facts”. Religious schools voice
strong opposition to presidential actions. Silenced government employees create rogue
Twitter accounts to voice concerns. Super Bowl ads champion immigration and
opportunity in defiance of Islamophobic executive orders and xenophobic border
walls. In this world we now occupy, everything is political. Everything, we so often
think, except our schools. We somehow believe learning in schools can be isolated from
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think, except our schools. We somehow believe learning in schools can be isolated from
the surrounding society, even when that society creates, funds, and staffs our schools.
We can no longer pretend our classrooms are separate from current political
conditions and discourse.

Ben Kovacs
@KovacsTeach

Today's curriculum should be today's issues. Kids bring the
world inside when they walk through that door- don't pretend it's
not there.
Rusul الربيعي
@RusulAlrubail
I've complied resources to teach about the #MuslimBan. Please be
sure to check the comments for additional resources added. #sschat
#edchat twitter.com/EduColorMVMT/s…
11:07 AM - Feb 4, 2017
21

See Ben Kovacs's other Tweets

For years, we at Hybrid Pedagogy have said that teaching — and this journal — are not
ideologically neutral. As critical pedagogues, we work first toward liberating the
oppressed — a lofty goal in the face of oppressive political regimes. As Audrey Watters
puts it in Ed-Tech in a Time of Trump,
We need to identify and we need to confront the ideas and the practices that are
the lingering legacies of Nazism and fascism. We need to identify and we need to
confront them in our technologies. Yes, in our education technologies. Remember:
our technologies are ideas; they are practices.
#is journal has worked to highlight those technologies-as-ideas present in education
— the philosophical and theoretical perspectives on classroom practice — mostly by
discussing our approach to education and the mindsets we should adopt. We aim to
influence the mindsets of classroom practitioners, administrators, librarians, and
instructional designers to see critical digital pedagogy adopted broadly and beneath
the policies, assignments, and courses we create. Our intention at Hybrid Pedagogy has
been to host the broader conversation about critical digital pedagogy and make it
accessible to educators of all stripes.
#at approach is no longer sufficient. #e current international political climate
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On Advocacy: Hybrid Pedagogy’s
2016 List of Lists
 Published on December 20, 2016 / l Written by Chris Friend /  “attack the tissue paper” by Pete; CC
BY-SA 2.0 / w 0

We won’t take this lying down. No, we will join together, combine our voices, and raise
our own kind of hell. !e 2016 U.S. presidential election is still a fresh wound for many
in our readership. For others, lamenting its outcome sounds like whining. But when
the victor’s platform runs against the foundations of this journal, to be silent about the
outcome is akin to quitting. And we shall not quit.
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Since its inception in 2012, Hybrid Pedagogy has stood for advocacy, agency, and critical
consciousness. !e incoming administration’s platform is built upon domination,
oppression, and exclusion. !ough we might as conscientious citizens accept the
election’s outcome, we needn’t accept the racism and xenophobia that allowed it to
happen. !e incoming administration threatens to dismantle the abilities Hybrid
Pedagogy fosters in students and teachers — indeed, in the international network of
educators. But this election does not change our convictions. Instead, this journal will
redouble its efforts to bring about meaningful change in the way students and teachers
work together around the globe. !ose efforts only begin with articles.

The Most-Read Hybrid Pedagogy Articles
To provide some context for our renewed efforts, let’s first look at the Hybrid Pedagogy
articles that have garnered the most views this year. !ese articles draw and maintain
attention because they draw on a balance that is distinctly, quintessentially HybridPed:
Each of these articles examines the use of technology in education as an opportunity to
empower. !ese pieces show how we should see the role of ed tech as a tool to boost —
not restrict or surveill — learners. As these authors all demonstrate, ed tech should be
examined and critiqued, not mandated and measured.
1. Rick Godden and Anne-Marie Womack’s “Making Disability Part of the
Conversation: Combatting Inaccessible Spaces and Logics”
2. Jesse Stommel’s “!e Twitter Essay”
3. Jonathan Rees’s “How Long Will Your Class Remain Yours? Academic Freedom
and Control of the Classroom”
4. !e HybridPod’s “Collaboration” episode, with Chris Friend, Maha Bali, Sarah
Honeychurch, and Kevin Hodgson
5. Leila Walker’s “Beyond Academic Twitter: Social Media and the Evolution of
Scholarly Publication”
6. Michelle Reale’s “Hands-Off” Teaching: Facilitating Conversation as Pedagogy in
Library Instruction”
7. Sean Michael Morris’s “Decoding Digital Pedagogy, Part 1: Beyond the LMS”
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CFP: The Purpose of Education
 Published on December 1, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend /  “Target locked” by !eophilos
Papadopoulos; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 5

Our advanced technological society is rapidly making objects of most of us
and subtly programming us into conformity to the logic of its system. To the
degree that this happens, we are also becoming submerged in a new “culture
of silence.”
—Richard Shaull, Forward to Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 30th anniversary ed., p.
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—Richard Shaull, Forward to Pedagogy of the Oppressed, 30th anniversary ed., p.
33
Why do we teach? Is it to provide access to a community, ensure standards of
excellence, share our love of a field, see the flash of insight in a student’s eye? Do we try
and accept or exclude? Whose interests do we pursue in our classrooms? !e
motivations of faculty and administrators have combined to create an education
system with peculiar goals. It often seems our schools exist to systematize the
populace and ensure conformity — flying in the face of developing democracy and
student self-interest. When we teach, whose side are we on?
Choosing sides demands a conscious decision and the determination to follow
through. Teachers must choose to create classes and schools wherein students actively
create their learning environments and control their own progress. We must
consciously choose to be on the side of students. Preventing students from shaping
their education removes the relevance of whatever education remains. If we want our
schools to have meaning, we must empower students to be contributors, change
agents, and creators in their schools. Placing students in a position of control over the
shape of their education demands what Paulo Freire calls “a profound trust in people
and their creative power.” We have an ethical obligation to help students harness, not
repress, that power.
Overall, students must have a say in the decisions that affect their learning. For, as
Freire says, “to alienate human beings from their own decision-making is to change
them into objects.” Academia must hold as its objects its studies, not its students. To do
otherwise diminishes the value of education because the student is being asked to buy
into someone else’s idea of what is worth studying.
!e value of a college degree has changed — one might say deflated — over time. As
Jeffrey J. Selingo notes, “coffee shop baristas with a philosophy degree are subjects of
mockery.” And now, thanks to Arizona State University’s online programs, baristas
without a philosophy degree can earn one on the house. Such large-scale
collaborations address the affordability, though not the reputability, of a degree — two
very different aspects of value.
!e popular podcast Freakonomics tackled the subject in their two-part exploration of
whether college is “really worth it.” In it, Stephen J. Dubner and his guests discuss how
the market rewards someone who earns a degree and compare that reward with the
ever-increasing cost of a college education. !ey even share some staggering figures
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CFP: The Scholarly & the Digital
 Published on February 12, 2015 / l Written by Chris Friend, Sean Michael Morris and Jesse Stommel /
 “Electric Feel” by Mitchell Joyce; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 3

“What is new and which affects the idea of the work comes not necessarily from the internal
recasting of each of these disciplines, but rather from their encounter in relation to an object which
traditionally is the province of none of them.” ~ Roland Barthes, Image, Music, Text (155)
“"e suppression of self-expression is impossible.” ~ Kenneth Goldsmith, Uncreative Writing
(9)
By and large, digital work is not considered appropriate material for tenure and
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By and large, digital work is not considered appropriate material for tenure and
promotion at institutions of higher education. !is despite the fact that nearly seven
million students are enrolled in digital (online or hybrid) courses, many institutions of
higher education have entered the arena of MOOCs, and that professors — those same
whose digital work is not acceptable for T&P — are expected to work with facility in
online environments (69.1 percent of “chief academic leaders say that online learning
[and teaching] is critical to their long-term strategy”). !e digital has proven to
generate revenue, produce volumes of research, and to be a field rich with scholarship
and innovation — and the grants that follow. Yet traditional tenure and promotion
committees expect even digital work to be catalogued in the tombs of print journals,
subject to double-blind peer review. !e creative field of digital scholarship is not
offered an equally creative reception. It is as if the dust upset by digital ingenuity must
settle upon the same dry, fossilized bones that have always stood in the archive.
!e reliance upon peer review — as much in its role in publishing as its role in tenure
and promotion, employment, and the multifarious ways it’s structural to academic life
and work — demands inspection in the digital age. As Kathleen Fitzpatrick has said,

The work we do as scholars is repeatedly subjected to a series of
vetting processes that enable us to indicate that the results of our work
have been scrutinized by authorities in the field, and that those results
are therefore themselves authoritative.
But … the nature of authority is shifting, and shifting dramatically, in
the era of the digital network.

Vetting and gatekeeping has become as valuable a process in the social contract of
academic publishing and scholarship as the work itself. !e digital threatens to undo
that by refiguring authority, by making knowledge open access and public, by
constantly inspecting and pushing upon the boundaries of academic work, its location
in culture and its relevance to that culture.
When the nature, the centrality, of authority changes, so does the nature of the peer
and the review that’s available and necessary to validate our academic work. !is sense
of authority has already begun to change in other fields, as Dan Cohen points out when
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Select a page

The Techne of Audience: Being/Bringing
the “Real” into the Classroom
Log in
to vote

0
Session abstract or description:
How do we get first-year students to move beyond the academic essay and experiment with digital writing for
audiences other than the teacher? How might games complicate or clarify the intersections between virtual and
real in composition classes with outside audiences? How can students write for “real” audiences and still
operate within the classroom “playground” in which experimentation is encouraged and failure is embraced as
experience? How can we use the internet to get our students to collaborate with students from other states,
other countries? How do we as writing teachers create open, meaningful assignments that get students to do
public work while operating within the limits of a First Year Writing (FYW) curriculum?
This session will open with a brief foundation of pedagogical theory as it applies to bringing outside influences
into the classroom space. Our panelists will share some of the multi-modal assignments they’ve used with their
FYW students and the invite their audience to join the discussion as we grapple with these issues. Our
audience will be both on-site and virtual — by means of a hashtag that will be publicized in advance on an
open-access online journal.
Presenters:
Janine DeBaise
Chris Friend
David Morgen
Session type: Panel
Session hashtag: i10
Session room: Davis 181
Session time: Concurrent Session I
Tags: Writing

first year composition

Log in to post comments

Pedagogy

games
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Georgia Southern University

Digital Commons@Georgia Southern
SoTL Commons Conference

SoTL Commons Conference

SoTL Commons Conference Program [2017]
Sotl Commons Conference

Follow this and additional works at: https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/sotlcommons
Part of the Curriculum and Instruction Commons, Educational Assessment, Evaluation, and
Research Commons, Educational Methods Commons, Higher Education Commons, and the Social
and Philosophical Foundations of Education Commons
Recommended Citation
Sotl Commons Conference, "SoTL Commons Conference Program [2017]" (2017). SoTL Commons Conference. 86.
https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/sotlcommons/SoTL/2017/86

This presentation (open access) is brought to you for free and open access by the Conferences & Events at Digital Commons@Georgia Southern. It has
been accepted for inclusion in SoTL Commons Conference by an authorized administrator of Digital Commons@Georgia Southern. For more
information, please contact digitalcommons@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Georgia Southern University

Digital Commons@Georgia Southern
SoTL Commons Conference

SoTL Commons Conference

Mar 30th, 4:00 PM - 4:45 PM

“We’re Not Ideologically Neutral”: Using OpenAccess Journals for Community/Advocacy
Christopher R. Friend
Saint Leo University, digitalcommons@chrisfriend.us

Follow this and additional works at: https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/sotlcommons
Part of the Curriculum and Instruction Commons, Educational Assessment, Evaluation, and
Research Commons, Educational Methods Commons, Higher Education Commons, and the Social
and Philosophical Foundations of Education Commons
Recommended Citation
Friend, Christopher R., "“We’re Not Ideologically Neutral”: Using Open-Access Journals for Community/Advocacy" (2017). SoTL
Commons Conference. 67.
https://digitalcommons.georgiasouthern.edu/sotlcommons/SoTL/2017/67

This presentation (open access) is brought to you for free and open access by the Conferences & Events at Digital Commons@Georgia Southern. It has
been accepted for inclusion in SoTL Commons Conference by an authorized administrator of Digital Commons@Georgia Southern. For more
information, please contact digitalcommons@georgiasouthern.edu.
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Northeast Modern Language Association

48th Annual Convention
March 23–26, 2017

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Local Host: Johns Hopkins University
Administrative Sponsor: SUNY University at Buffalo
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Friday | 11:45 AM–1:00 PM

6.11 The Child in the Gothic Mode of Hispanic Cinema

“The Gothic Orphans of Marcelino pan y vino (Vajda 1955) and El espinazo del diablo (Del
Toro 2001)” Erin Hogan, University of Maryland Baltimore County
“The Devil’s Backbone and Black Bread: Actualizing the Chronotopic Event of Gothic
Childhood” Java Singh, Jawaharlal Nehru University

THURSDAY

Chair: Erin Hogan, University of Maryland Baltimore County
Location: Grand Ballroom 2
Spanish/Portuguese & Cultural Studies and Media Studies

“Growing up Gothic in Larraín’s Dictatorship Trilogy” Moises Park, Baylor University

6.12 Teaching bandes dessinées as Literature II

“Bande dessinée, littérature, et cinéma: Ni mêmes, ni autres” Guy Spielmann, Georgetown University
“Dom Juan and the Graphic Comedy of Time” Eric Turcat, Oklahoma State University

FRIDAY

Chair: Cynthia Laborde, Hamilton College
Location: Grand Ballroom 3
French and Francophone & Pedagogy and Professional

“Proust en BD: Using Stéphane Heuet’s Adaptation of Combray to Move beyond la madeleine”
Claire Kew, Salisbury University

6.13 Community Writing and the Local Political

“Global Writers and Local Politics: The Democratic Potential of Technical Writing”
Laura Davies, SUNY Cortland
“Combating Otherness: Helping Students Navigate Belonging Through Discourse Community
Analysis” Chris Friend, Saint Leo University

SATURDAY

Chair: Sarah Moon, University of Connecticut
Location: Grand Ballroom 4
Rhetoric and Composition & Interdisciplinary Humanities

“Sharing Voices: Community Writing in Performance” Sarah Moon, University of Connecticut

6.14 Queer in the Public Sphere: Homophobia in Public Discourse

“Gathering Around the Speech Act: A Periperformative Analysis of RU Coming Out” Josie Rush,
Duquesne University
“Bad Feminist/Bad Queer: Roxanne Gay, Embodiment, and the Feminist Queer Public
Intellectual” Erin Speese, Duquesne University
“Homophobia and Prison Rape” Carine Mardorossian, SUNY University at Buffalo

73

SUNDAY

Chairs: Brandi So, SUNY Stony Brook University and Carine Mardorossian, SUNY University at
Buffalo
Location: Grand Ballroom 7
Rhetoric and Composition & Interdisciplinary Humanities
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Corridors: From States
to States of Minds
Florida College of English
October 13-15, 2016
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Session VI: 1:00 p.m. – 2:15 p.m.
Date Palm Room: Fred Stanley Panel on Higher
Education in Florida
•
•

Steve Brahlek
Eileen Holder, President, Polk State College

Blue Palm Room:
•
•
•

Allyson Marino - “It’s a love story, baby”: Teaching Love Stories
in the Undergraduate Classroom
Lisa Siefker Bailey - “Aint the long road long”: Teaching the
Postmodern Intertextual Journey of Suzan-Lori Parks’s Getting
Mother’s Body
Wesley Johnson - Gwar and the Rhetorics of Regional Identity

Canary Palm Room •
•
•
•

Chris Friend - Virtual Corridors: Nurturing States of Mind in
Online Spaces
Nicholas de Armas - Privacy in an Increasingly Public World
Paul Dombrowski - Rhetorical Flight of Fantasy
Pete Schreffler - Incompetent, Crooked, Bigoted, Dangerous, and
Vile: The Use of Invective in Presidential Campaign Rhetoric

Session VII: 2:30 p.m. – 3:45 p.m.
Date Palm Room: Imagining Spain: Deep Songs
(Cante Jondo) and Transnational Poetics
•
•
•

Julia White - A España: Interwar Conflict & Transnational
Poetics
Salena Coller - From Spain: Martha Gellhorn & the Spanish
Civil War
Patricia Matchette - Mythic Spain: Pedro Almodóvar’s Volver &
the Eternal Woman

15
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J3: Left to Their Own Devices:
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This will include each panelist's policy / syllabus statement on students' use of technology (mainly

@voleuseCK

smart phones) during class time. We hope to capture the engaging discussion we had during our

@Jessifer You've been quoted in my

roundtable.

#Storify story "#cwcon #J3: Left to
Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing..."

Jay Gordon
Karen Kaiser Lee
Chris Friend
Jennifer Justice
Patricia Poblete
Session abstract or description:
This roundtable features five instructors sharing their widely differing policies on how students may
engage with technology in the classroom.

https://t.co/Q9dOBqPKGS
@voleuseCK
@slamteacher You've been quoted in
my #Storify story "#cwcon #J3: Left
to Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing..."
https://t.co/Q9dOBqPKGS
@voleuseCK
@chris_friend You've been quoted in

Speaker 1 places the technology use policy in the civility portion of the syllabus, and frames

my #Storify story "#cwcon #J3: Left

technology use in terms of the workplace, providing explicit examples of when the use of personal

to Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing..."

technology is appropriate (such as researching discussion points) and inappropriate (focusing on

https://t.co/Q9dOBqPKGS

the device at the expense of listening and participating in discussions and presentations).
Speaker 2 officially restricts technology use to classroom activities only, but relies on classroom
consensus to delineate for appropriate use. Because personal devices are often the only way to
receive emergency messages, however, students are permitted to have their devices on and in
sight during class. It is...an imperfect system.

@voleuseCK
@Jenae_Cohn You've been quoted
in my #Storify story "#cwcon #J3: Left
to Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing..."
https://t.co/Q9dOBqPKGS
@voleuseCK

Speaker 3 has students discuss what policies they want to be in the syllabus, and that section is
collaboratively authored.

@estee_beck You've been quoted in
my #Storify story "#cwcon #J3: Left
to Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing..."

Speaker 4’s class is almost entirely digital, including drafts and their final projects. There are basic
behavioral limits in the syllabus, but heavily group-centered assignments and a lot of workshopstyle activities and discussion circumvent a lot of texting or browsing FB.
Speaker 5 has made “Please put away your cell phones” the official policy. There are legitimate
uses for any tech, so what’s most important is being attentive to what’s being done in class.

https://t.co/Q9dOBqPKGS
@voleuseCK
@GraphicsTeacher You've been
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#J3: Left to Their Own Devices: Dis/allowing..."
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Christopher Friend to Speak at National Convention
The Conference on College Composition and Communication (CCCC) is pleased
to announce that Christopher Friend will be speaking at the 2016 CCCC Annual
Convention.
Friend, of 6DLQW/HRUniversity, will be presenting during the session,
"Demystifying the Job Market: Taking Action towards Transparency through Data
and Narrative." Friend's presentation is titled "From Mickey Mouse to Cigar City:
What Flexibility, Interdisciplinarity, and a Two-Hour Drive Can Do for
Employability."
The session will be held from 12:30 PM to 1:45 PM on Friday, April 8, 2016.
Each year the CCCC Convention draws college faculty members from around the
world. They gather to hear award-winning speakers, attend presentations by
colleagues on the latest innovations in education, and network to gain knowledge
of best practices in the field. The 2016 CCCC Convention will be held April 6 – 9,
in Houston, TX.
For more information, or to register for the Convention, visit
http://www.ncte.org/cccc/conv/.
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Saturday
5:30–6:30
rm 301

This Is Not a Journal:
Publishing as Pedagogy
Chris Friend + Kris Shaffer + Jesse Stommel + Robin Wharton Hybrid Pedagogy

Martian Pedagogues
Jesse Stommel University of Wisconsin, Madison
Kris Shaffer University of Colorado, Boulder
Robin Wharton Georgia State University
Chris Friend St. Leo University

92

This session will have no papers. No presentations. It will be
a discussion. A town hall. A crowdsourced State of the Union
A game called “Martian codicology”:
for Academic Publishing. In lieu of traditional papers, we
have asked prospective attendees to contribute to a crowdsourced reading list in advance of the session. Anyone and
everyone are welcome even if we need to spill out of the Hybrid Pedagogy builds platforms upon which participants
room and into the hall.
can engage in meta-level thinking about teaching and learning. We focus less on building an archive for the preservation of ideas, and more on building networked communities
Pretend you’re an interstellar visitor.
of inquiry consisting of scholars, pedagogues, alt-academics,
post-academics, and students.
The codex is an amazing technology — portable, durable,
and surprisingly versatile. Even so, its functional limitations
circumscribe what we can do with books. To imagine digital
You understand scholarly publishing
books is not just to re-think what books can be or what forms
as a concept, but you don’t know about
they might take. To imagine digital books turns reading and
the forms that publishing takes on Earth.
writing into pedagogical processes. While we would like to
make digital texts that are as durable as currently available
technology allows, we also think we should entertain the possibility of making texts that become obsolete as soon as their
immediate critical pedagogical purpose is fulfilled — texts In this session, participants will play a game called “Marthat exist in and for the moment.
tian codicology”: Pretend you’re an interstellar visitor. You
understand scholarly publishing as a concept, but you don’t
know about the forms that publishing takes on Earth. What
would you think about the scholarly publishing industry
and its products, about the socio-economic and regulatory structures that have accreted around it, about librarWhat would you think about the scholarly ies? We will glimpse a history of the book as a series of
trade-offs in which we have given up, sometimes knowingly,
publishing industry and its products?
sometimes unintentionally, the affordances of one mode,
medium, or technology in order to realize the potential of
another. Participants will collectively author a “field report”
in which we re-view publishing, opine on when a book is
(not) a book, when a journal is (not) a journal, and consider
whether we are creating texts or, rather, user interfaces.
In advance of the session, we have asked attendees to propose
one or two texts — broadly construed — as sites of investigaThe socio-economic and regulatory
tion. These texts will be assembled into a “reading list” that
structures that have accreted around it?
will be shared publicly prior to the session, and will provide a
focus for our serious game. Our crowd-authored field report,
and any other session “artifacts” (e.g., social media backLibraries?
channel, photos, reflections by session attendees, etc.) will be
curated to document our work together at hybrid.pub/babel/.
93
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Session #cwcon #h2

SESSION TWEETS
voleuseCK

@AlisonSeaman @HybridPed You've
been quoted in my #Storify story
"#cwcon #H2: Pedagogy and

Session Abstract/Description:

Networking" http://t.co/SwvHRm3epa

Mary Tripp, University of Central Florida

-- 9 months 6 days ago

“Exploring and Enacting Shifting Literacies through Artifacts”

voleuseCK

Literacy practices change with the circulation of new technologies. These technologies produce
physical objects (artifacts) which represent the literacy practices of the time. By examining these
artifacts we begin to understand not only THAT literacy changes but HOW literacy changes as

@Bricoleurpop @JasonCKTham You've
been quoted in my #Storify story
"#cwcon #H2: Pedagogy and
Networking" http://t.co/SwvHRm3epa
-- 9 months 6 days ago

various technologies circulate through a culture. This presentation highlights an interdisciplinary
collaboration between students, faculty, and library archivists to explore the shifts in literacy
through both the production of physical and digital curated exhibits of literacy artifacts. The
activity of curation creates new knowledge about literacy practices and enacts theories of new
literacy studies.

voleuseCK

@JenniferIWJ @chris_friend You've been
quoted in my #Storify story "#cwcon
#H2: Pedagogy and Networking"
http://t.co/SwvHRm3epa
-- 9 months 6 days ago
Dev_Bose

Jason Tham, University of Minnesota

RT @ahhitt: Storify of #dis & #access

“Negotiating Networked Learning in the Era of Literacies”

#h2 #k8 #l5 #m1:

#cwcon sessions includes #d5 #g6 #g9
https://t.co/hLM2OZOkkH
-- 11 months 3 days ago
ruthieoo

As the proliferation of digital technologies and access to information continues to invite diPerent

RT @ahhitt: Storify of #dis & #access

ways of thinking, literacies in the 21st century is inSuenced by the constantly evolving, densely

#cwcon sessions includes #d5 #g6 #g9

interconnected complex systems. This presentation explores how connectivism and networked

#h2 #k8 #l5 #m1:

learning might be used to enhance teaching and learning experiences in the writing classroom. I
seek to demonstrate how personal communication devices, Open Educational Resources, and

https://t.co/hLM2OZOkkH
-- 11 months 3 days ago

cloud-based computing could be integrated into the curriculum to cultivate interactive and self-

nesilver

directed learning, enabling students to acquire knowledge, collaborate with other writers, and

RT @ahhitt: Storify of #dis & #access

establish their professional identities.

#cwcon sessions includes #d5 #g6 #g9
#h2 #k8 #l5 #m1:
https://t.co/hLM2OZOkkH
-- 11 months 3 days ago

Chris Friend, Saint Leo University
“The Missing Link: Interventions for Enhancing Traditional Student Composition”

ahhitt

Storify of #dis & #access #cwcon
sessions includes #d5 #g6 #g9 #h2 #k8
#l5 #m1: https://t.co/hLM2OZOkkH
-- 11 months 3 days ago

Typical composition courses have students create documents that are inherently print-centric,
designed for the page regardless of whether that physical form is necessary or appropriate.
Writing for electronic environments uses the hyperlink as an essential rhetorical element of
communication, and traditional documents can easily be enhanced with hyperlinks using
available, familiar tools. This presentation advocates for the incorporation of hyperlinks into
composition assignments and instruction.

drgbz

RT @chris_friend: Text version of my
#h2 #cwcon talk on importance of
explicitly teaching hyperlinks & helping
teaching institutions: http:…
-- 11 months 5 days ago
wouassett

RT @chris_friend: Text version of my
#h2 #cwcon talk on importance of

Janine Butler, East Carolina University
“Digital /Visual Literacies and Multimodal Strategies in the Writing Classroom”

explicitly teaching hyperlinks & helping
teaching institutions: http:…
-- 11 months 5 days ago
OrAcadTechSoc

RT @chris_friend: Text version of my
#h2 #cwcon talk on importance of

This presenter, a Deaf PhD student who communicates through American Sign Language,

explicitly teaching hyperlinks & helping

discusses how her cultural and scholarly identity shapes her teaching approach in her ]rst-year

teaching institutions: http:…

writing courses. She consciously integrates visual projections, online communication, and other

-- 11 months 5 days ago

multimodal interventions. In particular, this presentation will follow her discoveries teaching a
]rst-year writing section with one hard-of-hearing student; speci]cally, the digital and multimodal

rbca_robinson

RT @voleuseCK: Friend calls for

strategies she used to communicate with all her students. The presenter’s inclusive pedagogy

explicitly teaching hyperlinks. Rhetorical

could serve as an example for writing instructors who would like to design access to digital, visual,

choice is involved in how you link,

and written literacies for students with various learning styles.

where you link to, what's ne…
-- 11 months 6 days ago
rbca_robinson
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Time:

Concurrent Session H
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Saturday, May 30, 2015 - 1:30pm to 2:45pm

A Critical Sourcebook." #H2 #cwcon

Presenters for this session
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"Disability and the Teaching of Writing:

-- 11 months 6 days ago
DCoad
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presentation title for tomorrow. Yay!
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Stedman, Kyle D KStedman@rockford.edu
RE: Rhetoric Podcasts, Unite?
21 May, 2015 at 13:33
harley.ferris@louisville.edu, Allison Harper Hitt ahhitt@syr.edu
Courtney S. Danforth csdanforth@gmail.com, Christopher Friend (Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu)
Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Chris definitely said he’s in—I’m copying him now. I’m not sure if anyone ever confirmed with him that yes, we accept—but oh well,
this is crazy last-minute prep anyway. Hi, Chris! Welcome to the panel!
I’m fine either way with Jana.
It’s too late to get anyone in the print program, but maybe we send an email to the organizers trying to get the correct names on the
website? Once we confirm our final group, I can do that.
I think Harley’s suggestion is perfect: we each prepare some rough notes to briefly talk about our podcasting experience and what we’re
especially interested in. So yes, Allison, please talk about accessibility, and Harley, please talk about production. I was originally going
to talk about this as being part of my tenure/promotion portfolio, and I will a little, but I’m increasingly thinking about “good enough”
production—how podcasting and other kinds of compositions can be approached by just diving in and doing them and not worrying
about them being the best, most perfect thing ever. There’s lots about my podcasting that I could do better if I put the time into it, but I
usually just choose to not put the time into it—and voila! It’s good enough!
I’ll think of other things, too….
k
From: harley.ferris@louisville.edu [mailto:harley.ferris@louisville.edu]
Sent: Thursday, May 21, 2015 8:55 AM
To: Allison Harper HiB; Stedman, Kyle D
Cc: Courtney S. Danforth; harley.ferris@louisville.edu
Subject: RE: Rhetoric Podcasts, Unite?
No worries, Allison. I think we're probably fine without Jana... five is probably enough for a decent roundtable. I had thought we did confirm with Chris
after he accepted our invitation, but after going back through emails, I'm not positive we did. Kyle, what do you think?
Also, I'd definitely like to hear what you have to say about accessibility. In my imaginings, I'm thinking that introductions might be two-fold: we could
briefly describe what we do and how we got started with podcasting, and then we might share one or two of our individual interests or key concerns. For
me, I'd like to talk about production practices.
As for the agendas, they look pretty similar--the "alternate" is perhaps a little more detailed. I think it makes sense to stay focused on podcasting as long
as the conversation allows. I'd particularly like to explore the question of academic heft or rigor in this particular medium... essentially, what about
academic podcasting allows, makes, or keeps it academic? If we get into other soundwriting applications, I don't mind, as long as we've exhausted the
podcasting discussion.
Other thoughts?
-H
From: Allison Harper Hitt [ahhitt@syr.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2015 5:14 PM
To: Stedman, Kyle D
Cc: Courtney S. Danforth; harley.ferris@louisville.edu
Subject: Re: Rhetoric Podcasts, Unite?

I kind of fell out of this conversation because I get anxious with uncertainty. I imagine I was supposed to be the one to ask Jana but didn’t
realize that until re-reading this thread just now. Did someone invite Chris to be on the roundtable?
I was actually coming back to this thread to ask about our structure. I made some notes for my part (thinking that I was going to talk about
accessibility) and then thought I’d check our Google Doc to see what kinds of things we said we’d talk about and found these two agendas:
Agenda
Introductions/start-up stories
What is academic podcasting?
How does production context influence academic podcasting?
If not podcasting, what can be done with [academic] soundwriting?
Lots of questions, I hope…
Alternate Agenda
10 min Introductions
15 min What is academic podcasting?
5 min audience questions
15 min How does production context influence academic podcasting?
5 min audience questions
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July 2, 2019

Dear Author,
I wish to thank you for the assignment and essay you submitted to Prompt for review.
Your ideas will help faculty re-think the value of the spoken word and the applicability
of argumentation to venues and media other than essays. It’s good work that warrants
an audience.
As it stands, I believe your essay is several hundred words above the suggested maximum
for a Prompt essay. That concern plays out as my biggest and most consistent feedback
in your draft—you have room to eliminate redundancies, tighten your language, and
strengthen your argument all through a process of reduction that will lead to a more
concise and effective paper.
Rather than re-hash my feedback here, I’ll refer you to my extensive marginal comments
in the Word document that accompanies this letter. I hope you find my feedback helpful,
and I look forward to further engaging you as you work to revise this piece.
Thank you for the opportunity to read your ideas.

Respectfully,

Christopher R. Friend, PhD
Assistant Professor of English
Saint Leo University
christopher.friend@saintleo.edu
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Opening the Classroom: Ownership
and Engagement
 Published on March 20, 2018 / l Written by Ben Van Overmeire / Z Reviewed by Sarah Honeychurch
and Chris Friend /  “opening up.........” by Stephen; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 0

It was time to open up the classroom. I was tired of doing class on my own. Tired of
designing lesson plans that minutely mapped every second of my time together with
the students. Tired of performing to the point of exhaustion, standing at the center of
class to maintain students’ attention to what I was passionate about. It was time for
students to take ownership of class.
But how to do it? Fortunately, at the time things needed to change, I learned about
Chris Friend’s model for a learner-centered classroom, which roughly consists of the
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Chris Friend’s model for a learner-centered classroom, which roughly consists of the
following components:
1. Based on the class readings, prepare a set of questions you want the students to
discuss
2. Put those questions in a Google Doc, and display that Google Doc to the classroom
3. Shut up, let students talk while writing notes and comments in the Google Doc
(students can also type their own remarks in the Google Doc…a great way to
engage students that don’t like to talk but love to type)
Friend’s suggestions struck me as both elegant and effective: here was a model that put
the responsibility for what happens in class with the students, while decentering the
authority of the teacher. At the same time, that teacher was still actively present: the
Google Doc allowed, it seemed to me, for a range of options to guide the classroom:
summarizing what students say helps the class focus; asking provocative questions in
type rather than orally allows students to ponder the question without feeling forced to
answer it immediately; and scrolling up and down the document allows the instructor
to refer to things that were said previously.
In implementing Friend’s model, I adapted it in several ways. One thing I had liked in
Fall was asking students to post online responses and questions about the readings.
"is ensured that they did those readings and came to class prepared to talk about
them. So why not, I thought, generate the core questions for each session from those
online readings, instead of composing them myself? "is would show students what a
“good” question about the material looks like. For the purposes of my religion courses,
good questions were often questions about the context or meaning of primary sources,
e.g. “why does this Buddhist sutra present women as sexual objects only?” or “how does
the Dalai Lama’s view of Buddhism relate to the Buddhism of the early Pali sutras?”
After showing the class the questions I selected, I would invite the author of a question
I selected to talk a little about their ideas. "is would get the discussion started, after
which I would ideally type a lot and talk very little.
Another change I implemented was assigning students to teach sessions of class. "eir
duties included reading the responses of their peers, selecting questions for the class
to discuss, and inviting their fellow students to talk about the questions they asked.
"ese “teachers” would also be responsible to distill the essence of each session into
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Christopher R. Friend
Saint Leo University

May , 
Submission Author
Prompt Journal
RE: Multiliteracies and Digital Writing
Dear Author,
ank you for allowing me the opportunity to read your submission. I’m grateful for the
chance to see your work and thinking at this stage. My recommendation to the Prompt
editor is to decline this submission, and I want to take a moment to explain how I think
this assignment and essay can be successfully re-worked. e following concerns came
to mind while I reviewed the dra, and they prevented me from endorsing acceptance at
this time—but again, I do hope you will rework this idea and resubmit in the future.
Very quickly I noticed that your introduction does not explain why Selber’s framework
is an important goal; you assume its relevance and therefore excludes audiences outside
computers and writing. Justifying Selber’s position to others would help broaden the
appeal and strengthen your position.
Aside from Selber’s framework, this piece doesn’t provide much rationale for students
working in a podcast format. For those not in computers and writing, and especially for
non rhet/comp folk, explain more why an essay wouldn’t suﬃciently give students the
opportunity to convey their learning—many in other ﬁelds are convinced essays are the
ultimate and infallible course artifact.
Along those lines, your argument would beneﬁt from explicit acknowledgement that
podcast creation requires hardware and technical skill that many students don’t have (or
know they have) in a writing course. Allocating time and resources to learning these skills
is both essential for your assignment’s success and embedded within Selber’s argument—
you should address whether you make technological training part of your course or whether
students are expected to have the technological know-how based on the list of links provided in the syllabus.
Your introduction eﬀectively explains composition’s content dilemma to outsiders. Applying that eﬀectiveness more broadly would strengthen the assignment’s context. For
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instance, I don’t think you completely address how you’ve resolved the content dilemma
within this assignment or course—the emphasis is on the multiliteracies, rather than anything I’d read as traditional “content”. Further explaining digital-writing practices, particularly for Prompt readers who may not be familiar with that sort of work, would clarify
the assignment’s purpose.
I feel it necessary to add a comment about accessibility. ough I don’t feel this issue is
one that aﬀects your assignment/submission’s worthiness to be published, the nature of
your assignment provides opportunity to draw both instructor and student attention to
the needs of accessible work. First, are your students expected to provide transcripts or
show notes to go with their episodes, to help with audience members who either cannot
or prefer not to consume information aurally? And second, what accommodations can
be made to this assignment for students who themselves have hearing challenges? Is there
a way for them to engage with all three multiliteracies without having to record or edit
sound?
And ﬁnally, I noted a couple stylistic issues that warrant attention. Be sure to adjust dates
in the “Major Deadlines” section to be relative, not absolute, per house style guidelines.
e “Grading Scheme” section should be revised for journal publication. e “Assessments folder” holds no meaning for Prompt readers, and the content of that folder would
be far more important than the relative weights listed in the present table. Understanding how the assignments are scored would help support the needed content (discussed
above) about the purpose of this assignment.
I do hope you forgive the lengthy commentary above and believe my assertion that your
assignment idea does need to be included within Prompt. I urge you to build a more solid
context and justiﬁcation for the work you are doing and bring this assignment back to the
editors. I wish you the best in your future publishing endeavors, and I again thank you
for sharing your work.

Regards,

Christopher R. Friend
Asst Prof of English, Saint Leo University
Producer, e HybridPod
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Dr. Daniel Haynes dhaynes@gatech.edu
[IJSoTEL] Article Review Acknowledgement
14 October, 2016 at 12:28
Dr. Christopher Friend christopher.friend@saintleo.edu

Dr. Christopher Friend:
Thank you for completing the review of the submission, "Effects of
Hybridization Training using Fink’s Integrated Course Design Framework on
Faculty’s Self-Efficacy," for International Journal for Scholarship of
Technology Enhanced Learning. We appreciate your contribution to the quality
of the work that we publish.
Dr. Daniel Haynes
Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech)
Phone 404-894-7569
dhaynes@gatech.edu
________________________________________________________________________
International Journal for Scholarship of Technology Enhanced Learning
http://ijsotel.org
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Dr. Daniel Haynes dhaynes@gatech.edu
[IJSoTEL] Article Review Acknowledgement
14 October, 2016 at 12:24
Dr. Christopher Friend christopher.friend@saintleo.edu

Dr. Christopher Friend:
Thank you for completing the review of the submission, "Students as
Producers in Hybrid Courses: Case Studies from an Interdisciplinary Learning
Circle," for International Journal for Scholarship of Technology Enhanced
Learning. We appreciate your contribution to the quality of the work that we
publish.
Dr. Daniel Haynes
Georgia Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech)
Phone 404-894-7569
dhaynes@gatech.edu
________________________________________________________________________
International Journal for Scholarship of Technology Enhanced Learning
http://ijsotel.org
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Gifts of the Moment: Learning to
Listen and Respond through
Improvisation
 Published on June 22, 2016 / l Written by Chris Kreiser / Z Reviewed by Chris Friend and Sean
Michael Morris and Rolin Moe /  “Attention is living” by Gary Jungling; CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 0

For a class discussion to be student-centered, teachers must cede control, and teachers
must listen. For many reasons though, these tasks prove difficult. Teachers often do
not want to cede control during a class discussion because to do so limits our ability to
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not want to cede control during a class discussion because to do so limits our ability to
steer the discussion toward specific, predetermined goals. We may want students to
discuss, but we really want to be sure the discussion goes where we want it to go. In
addition, ceding control and placing students at the center are difficult tasks because
many students do not want to assume the center. Years of school “training” condition
students to surrender agency to the teacher, even during a discussion. As for teachers
listening, it is the counterpart of ceding control: We may “listen” to the discussion but
we may only be listening for the moment when we can direct the discussion to our
desired outcome. Plus, years of students looking to teachers for answers trains
teachers to provide the answers — even when teachers providing the answers is the
antithesis of the classroom activity. With these obstacles, can we ever really cede
control and learn to listen to what our students say?
…Not what we want them to say.
…Not what we would hope they say.
…But what they actually say.
#is is hard to do. But I discovered one way: to practice listening through the practicing
of improvisation. After many years spent researching interdisciplinary theories of
improvisation and their connections to first-year writing pedagogy, I stopped writing
about improvisation and started performing it…I enrolled in improv theater courses
and then performed on several improv teams. Having absolutely no theater
background, this new research direction was scary. But I survived. And I am amazed at
how many improv skills have transferred into my own classroom, improving my ability
to listen and, in turn, my ability to respond to what my students are actually saying.
And it is the responding that is fundamental for keeping the students involved in
discussions. Few students will sustain efforts to participate in a classroom discussion
if what they say has no bearing on where the discussion goes. Students need to be
heard, and they need to be acknowledged — a process that echoes the basic improv
theater skill of “yes and.”
For improv theater, “yes and” necessitates listening to and responding positively to
what the other performers on stage are saying. Rather than rejecting, negating, or
worst of all, not listening to what is being said, a practiced improviser confirms each
statement and builds on it. Along with confirming and building on what he or she
hears, a trained improviser limits how much he or she says in each statement, allowing
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The Resident Web and Its Impact on
the Academy
 Published on October 8, 2015 / l Written by Donna Lanclos and David White / Z Reviewed by Chris
Friend and Katheryn Wright /  “Tightrope walker cat” by José Manuel Ríos Valiente; CC BY-ND 2.0 /
w4

Introduction
Today scholars walk a difficult line when choosing how much time to spend gaining
traction within their institutions or growing a reputation online. In many cases these
approaches can build on one another; for example, one can gain more citations for
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approaches can build on one another; for example, one can gain more citations for
papers by promoting them via Social Media networks. Nevertheless, while individuals
who are visible online may become influential in their field, they can struggle to
quantify this in a form which their institution can respond to. #ey can also find that
the flexibility of time and place which the Web affords does not bring freedom or
balance, but simply pushes them to work outside of their contracted hours as they
struggle to stay in the socio-intellectual flow (as described in Bonnie Stewart’s
scholarship as a techno-cultural system).
On the Web, there is a close coupling between the individual, their persona and the
information they consume and produce. #is stands in stark contrast to the traditional
discipline of academic writing and publishing, which requires the extraction of self,
even as the credibility and status of the author is still paramount. When we talk about
content, therefore, we are also talking about identity. #e Web is breaking down the
academy’s desire — and ability — to present these as distinct. Content and identity
have always flowed into each other, and this is only becoming more the case on Social
Media where the root organising principle promotes the person or identity as
constructed by content, shifting the emphasis, as Lawrie Phipps points out, from
institution to individual.
Networked practices such as blogging, social media use, and participation in digital
communities provide an opportunity for individuals to make their identity broadly
visible without the mediation of traditional publishers or their institution. #ese
modes on online engagement have been described as Resident in that they involve the
individual being present, or residing, to a certain extent online. #is is in contrast to
Visitor modes of engagement where the individual leaves no online social trace. #ese
new, Resident, forms of agency and online participation are repositioning institutions
within a larger, more open, knowledge production landscape. Individuals are
increasingly aware, via the opportunities provided by Resident practices on the web,
that they do not have to sacrifice as much personal agency to the institution to gain
professional credibility as they might have done in a pre-Web era.

The Resident Web
#e potential for connectedness, generated by the practices and places of the Resident
Web has created a situation whereby individuals can now consider how to accrue
traditional institutional and/or online currency, both of which can lead to forms of
credibility. #e close coupling of content and identity, and the extent to which that
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Can You Murder a Novel? Part 4:
Realism and Closure in the Mystery
Novel
 Published on September 6, 2015 / l Written by Elise Takehana, Johnathan Jena, Matt Ramsden and
Natasha Rocci / Z Reviewed by Chris Friend and Robin Wharton /  “An inaccurate conclusion” by
Pulpolux !!!; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 2

After including the Generative Literature Project in my Experimental Writing course
during the Fall 2014 semester, three senior undergraduates remained mesmerized by the
perceived novelty of a generative, digital novel. For the following semester all four of us shared
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our frustrations, questions, and perplexities, which later drove our inquiry into the nature of
the novel in its digital future. Many of those started as definitional questions around the
confines of a novel while some others were reactionary, addressing why many are fearful of
literature’s migration to digital platforms. As it turns out, much of the criticism we read to
spur thought on our questions addressed materiality of the codex in conjunction with
literature’s responses to digital technologies. We each read from a corpus of essays I chose and
students augmented. With each week of reading we all wrote responses to the ideas we
encountered, compiling and rearranging them as our collaborative essay developed. Each
section of the essay had a “parent” author that worked to consolidate, develop, and edit more
heavily than others in the group. "is final segment of our four-part series considers how the
generative nature of the Generative Literature Project affects the genre of the novel,
namely the murder mystery.

Realism in the Mystery Novel
While authorship in "e Generative Literature Project may be shared, the concept
originated with Michelle Kassorla and Frederick Cope, and with that concept came
only one rule: all of the action takes place in a specific story universe, which centers
around the fictional !eopolis College campus. Using a familiar setting as a backdrop
for our characters may make the piece a successful murder mystery. Matthew Levay
claims “the detective genre is most captivating when it grounds its mysteries in the
circumstances of everyday life; avoiding hyperbole for a grittier and more naturalistic
depiction of the world as it currently exists” (9). In keeping with this principle, the
project creators gave us a blueprint of the President’s room at the college and left
themselves open to any questions about the setting of the college environment. It is
important also to note, though, how outside of the box some of our personal stories got
(with the moving from one country to the next, the pet monkey, and the strip clubs).
Perhaps what will come of the work will be a farce or parody of the murder mystery,
but regardless it demonstrates the bias towards realism in fiction even should some of
our work fall into the hyperreal.
Paul Cobley sets the stage for the challenges of crime fiction and so makes for a good
place to start. He identifies two points of stagnation in the genre: the focus on the
murder as the crime and the conservative view of realism. !e Generative Literature
Project still invests in the centrality of the murder and solving the case as the narrative
satisfaction, but we wonder if that will be the experience in the gamified version or if it
will be an immersion into individual characters. Such characters often come out as
stock in detective and crime fiction, but will ours? While the Generative Literature Project
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#GenLit as #Netprov
 Published on August 30, 2015 / l Written by Mia Zamora and Matt Jacobi / Z Reviewed by Chris
Friend and Robin Wharton /  “the sky’s the limit” by Jordan Fischer; CC BY 2.0 / w 0

Hybrid Pedagogy Publishing is our experiment in longer-form work related to critical
digital pedagogy. For the past year and a half, Hybrid Pedagogy Publishing has been
providing editorial and technical support to the Generative Literature Project, which is
producing a crowdsourced, gamified digital novel about a murder. Hybrid Pedagogy is
publishing a series of weekly updates and reflections about the project, collaboratively
authored by several of the student and instructor participants. "is week, Mia Zamora and
Matt Jacobi discuss the relationship between the Generative Literature Project and
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Matt Jacobi discuss the relationship between the Generative Literature Project and
networked improvisation narrative, or #Netprov.
Our reflections on the #GenLit project have brought to the foreground some new
writing practices that are necessarily shifting our evolving understanding of writing
process. In many ways this work makes a case for a more expansive sense of what
writing might entail in the 21st century. One way to consider a new frame for writing
process is by thinking of writing-as-making. #e digitized and computational
environments of our new mediascape have inherently expanded our understanding of
what it means to compose. In cases like the Generative Literature Project, students have
come up with innovative ways to harness the affordances of a digitized environment to
envision their own creative compositions.
As they explore with a variety of new media tools, their work
leads them to new and important questions about the nature
of writing itself. #eir digital artifacts (as small pieces in a
larger meta narrative puzzle) indeed exemplify innovative,
experimental formats — including video, websites and other
multimedia interactivity. #e writing-as-making paradigm
has proven a gateway for creative students interested in
writing, but who might not see themselves as technologically
inclined. In the #GenLit classroom, students developed
creative digital artifacts (in the context of a broader but
unforeseen narrative), and in the process they developed new
digital literacies through a recursive composition process.

Photo by Giulia
Forsythe on Flickr;
licensed CC BY-NCSA 2.0

We would like to consider yet another composing practice insinuated in the #GenLit
project that also presents the potential to push beyond our traditional sense of what
constitutes writing. In the #GenLit project, students were also charged with bringing
their minor characters to life online by designing their social media presence. #ey
were challenged with the act of breathing life into their character profiles by giving
their minor characters a literal, real time voice. In concert with the making of digital
artifacts, but moving towards a form of performance, this component of the project
was a new kind of writing challenge.
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Can You Murder a Novel, Part 3
 Published on August 26, 2015 / l Written by Elise Takehana, Johnathan Jena, Matt Ramsden and
Natasha Rocci / Z Reviewed by Chris Friend and Robin Wharton /  “Childhood” by Madhavi Kuram;
CC BY-NC-ND 2.0 / w 0

After including the GenLit Project in my Experimental Writing course during the Fall 2014
semester, three senior undergraduates remained mesmerized by the perceived novelty of a
generative, digital novel. For the following semester all four of us shared our frustrations,
questions, and perplexities, which later drove our inquiry into the nature of the novel in its
digital future. Many of those started as definitional questions around the confines of a novel
while some others were reactionary, addressing why many are fearful of literature’s
migration to digital platforms. As it turns out, much of the criticism we read to spur thought
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migration to digital platforms. As it turns out, much of the criticism we read to spur thought
on our questions addressed the materiality of the codex in conjunction with literature’s
responses to digital technologies. We each read from a corpus of essays I chose and students
augmented. With each week of reading we all wrote responses to the ideas we encountered,
compiling and rearranging them as our collaborative essay developed. Each section of the
essay had a “parent” author that worked to consolidate, develop, and edit more heavily than
others in the group. "is third of four parts explores how moving the novel from the codex to
the digital file displayed over the Internet significantly alters the paratextual features of the
novel.

Part 3 — Paratexts in Writing Generative Literature
Literature, like any other cultural expression, reflects the culture that produces it. "e
text is of that moment and that place. Our current time and place is a digitized,
mediated, global space that has so frequently transgressed the boundaries of
individual genres, media, of nations and even individual identity itself. Transmedia
storytelling oversteps divides between novel and video game, for instance. Academics
and cultural critics like Jonathan Alexander and Brooke Gladstone take up the graphic
novel as form for informing or teaching the public. Social media practices (not to
mention NSA information gathering practices) relocate or blur the line dividing
individual and group identity. "e computer’s ability to process and produce any
number of media (verbal, aural, video, visual) as our functional and defining tool of the
era is our model for life. And so, border transgression has become the norm and our
culture more bravely steps into the no man’s land between previously upheld
categories.
In her essay “Beyond the Book: François Bon and the Digital Transition,” Alison James
states that the Internet is not a single medium itself but rather something that
“operates a number of crucial displacements in our modes of writing and reading and
ultimately alters literary and social practices” (37). Overall, the Web operates in much
the same way as the generative literature process, where numerous authors operate
these “crucial displacements” in working with or against each other. "is moment of
transition where the traits of digital and print writing coexist and their evolution and
future is still unknown makes for a nervous and awkward time. As James claims, “the
coexistence of online writing and the printed book generates multiple tensions…that
are symptomatic of a transitional moment in culture” (40). While James is referring
specifically to François Bon’s work in this quote, it holds important value for the
general scope of literature and new media as well as specifically with our work on the
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Creating Mike Sterling for the
#GenLit Project
 Published on August 18, 2015 / l Written by Matt Jacobi and Mia Zamora / Z Reviewed by Chris
Friend and Robin Wharton /  “Ghost…” by !omas Leuthard; CC BY 2.0 / w 0

Hybrid Pedagogy Publishing is our experiment in longer-form work related to critical
digital pedagogy. For the past year and a half, Hybrid Pedagogy Publishing has been
providing editorial and technical support to the Generative Literature Project, which is
producing a crowdsourced, gamified digital novel about a murder. Hybrid Pedagogy is
publishing a series of weekly updates and reflections about the project, collaboratively
authored by several of the student and instructor participants. In this installment, Matt
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Jacobi and Mia Zamora reflect on the process of creating a character profile for Mike Sterling
to support the class’s collaborative mission of bringing to life the character of Dr. Rachel
Behar.
Mike Sterling, by all accounts, is a mild-mannered small business owner who lives and
works in !eopolis, Maryland, not far from the esteemed college of the same name.
Mike runs a small bookstore, which he inherited from his late aunt, specializing in old
and rare books. He has a golden retriever named Duck whom he tries to take on runs in
the mornings, but he usually ends up sitting on a bench in the park and throwing
things to the dog for half an hour before going to open up the shop. !e thing about
Mike, and Duck, and !eopolis, is that they’re all fictional. Mike, and a cast of other
characters who are part of the !eopolis College community, are all products of
student work in Mia Zamora’s Writing Electronic Literature course at Kean University,
as part of the Generative Literature Project.
I created Mike to support our class’s mission of bringing to life the character of
geneticist and celebrated !eopolis alumna Dr. Rachel Behar. In an effort to make Dr.
Behar “real” online, each of the twenty-five-or-so students in Dr. Zamora’s class
invented a person with whom, we imagined, Behar might have had some degree of
contact. Some of us created family members, others made neighbors and friends, and
some conceived of relationships far more intricate. Our goal was to add relationships
with this character in order to give Dr. Behar depth, that she might be a more
compelling suspect in the gamified murder-mystery that is the Generative Literature
Project. Although all of our characters were born in service to the development of Dr.
Rachel Behar (the main character of our class’s branch of the project), many if not all of
us enriched our supporting cast with a great attention to detail, producing some truly
dynamic characters. Invested as we were in our work, it should come to no surprise
that some of us, namely me, had at least a bit of fun creating our characters for the
project. !e reasons for this are several, and subtle, and follow here.

Writing with the Right Tools
Matt Jacobi: !e Generative Literature Project offered the barest lattice, a framework from
which students might grow intricate and powerful creations. !at slight outline made
an immeasurable difference, eliminating the difficult and time-consuming legwork of
from-scratch content development, and instead making our fledgling creation less
intimidating and more engageable throughout. !e measure of creativity required by
the project made it fun, but it wasn’t just that. In short our task was to imagine
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Perspectives from the #GenLit
Classroom: A Professor and
Student Converse
 Published on August 2, 2015 / l Written by Mia Zamora and Matt Jacobi / Z Reviewed by Chris
Friend and Robin Wharton /  “Roofs in perspective” by Francisco Antunes; CC BY 2.0 / w 0

Hybrid Pedagogy Publishing is our experiment in longer-form work related to critical, digital
pedagogy. For the past year and a half, Hybrid Pedagogy Publishing has been providing editorial
and technical support to the Generative Literature Project, which is producing a crowdsourced,
gamified digital novel about a murder. Once a week for the next several weeks, Hybrid Pedagogy
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gamified digital novel about a murder. Once a week for the next several weeks, Hybrid Pedagogy
will publish updates and reflections about the project collaboratively authored by several of the
student and instructor participants. In this third installment, Mia Zamora and Matthew Jacobi
reflect on how they learned about, reacted to, and grew from this project.

How did you first hear about the #GenLit
Project? What impressions did you have about joining
this experiment?
Mia Zamora: In August 2014, I was preparing for my Fall 2014 Writing Electronic
Literature course at Kean University. While doing a bit of my regular reading at Hybrid
Pedagogy, I came across the initial CFP for !e Generative Literature Project. I
immediately knew it would be a special undertaking to incorporate this innovative
experiment into my #elitclass. Writing Electronic Literature is a cross-listed
undergraduate (ENG 4081) & graduate (ENG 5081) course in our School of English
Studies. !roughout the course of the semester my students receive an overview of
established and emerging forms of Electronic Literature including hypertext fiction,
network fiction, interactive works, and digital poetry. I was aware right away that the
prospect of contributing to a transmodal generative novel would at once thrill and
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Making a Space for the Digital and
the Scholarly: The Editor as
Teacher
 Published on April 2, 2015 / l Written by Janine Utell / Z Reviewed by Adam Heidebrink-Bruno and
Chris Friend /  “Lady story” by Sanna R; CC BY-SA 2.0 / w 2

The Scholarly and the Digital
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The Scholarly and the Digital
!is article is part of a series addressing the issue of scholarly and academic
recognition of digital work. !e goal is to investigate how digital work is regarded
and produced in today’s academy. !e discussion is ongoing — see all articles in
this series or the original call for papers that prompted them and consider adding
your voice to the conversation.

On a beautiful June morning, I hurried through the streets of Bloomsbury to the
University of London. !ese streets carry a great deal of imaginative and emotional
resonance for me, layers of time and story. I think of Virginia Woolf and her luminous
conjuring of a London morning in Mrs. Dalloway. Maybe she hurried like this to give a
lecture, a lecture not unlike the one that formed the kernel of A Room of One’s Own. !at
book makes a space for the play of ideas; when I teach it I suggest to my students they
might strive for the same kind of openness, the same kind of playfulness, the same
kind of light handling of heavy questions I see Woolf performing there.
!e hurrying was more out of nerviness than out of a concern for time. I was heading
to the annual board meeting for the organization that had just made me the new editor
of its scholarly journal !e Space Between: Literature and Culture 1914-1945. Part of my
charge in accepting the job would be to transition the journal from print to digital, and
at this meeting I was to present my proposal for doing so. !is transition was deemed
necessary due to cost; producing a print journal for an organization of several hundred
members and fewer library subscriptions was not sustainable. !is probably sounds
familiar to anyone who belongs to a professional organization, subscribes to a
scholarly journal — or doesn’t, opting out because the costs are prohibitively high,
hiked over a number of years by groups and presses that serve a necessary purpose but
find it harder and harder to do the work for their members and subscribers due to the
roiling economic state of scholarly publishing.
While the board recognized the economic necessity of the change, however, it was
worried about the credibility of an online, open access journal: Would promotion and
tenure committees take it seriously? Would the process of peer review be
compromised? Would we be damaging the prospects of emerging scholars?
At the same time that I appreciated the concerns of the board and felt the necessity of
responding in a serious, informed, and intellectually robust way, it struck me that it is
often economic exigency that drives the move to digital for so many of our
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Community and Citizenship in the
Computer Classroom
 Published on March 13, 2015 / l Written by Jill Darling / Z Reviewed by Adam Heidebrink-Bruno and
Chris Friend and Sean Michael Morris /  “Heart and Wires” by !omas Hawk; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 3

Traditional college students of today are completely mediated. !ey can tweet, text,
and post to Instagram all day long; they swim through a sea of media, and are savvy
with an array of technologies; they use phones that are smarter than the computers of
just a few years ago. Students are continuously, and rapidly, improving on basic
computer skills and often work with the computer intuitively to perform tasks and to
solve problems when they get stuck. When students come together in a computer
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solve problems when they get stuck. When students come together in a computer
classroom, they bring with them a great variety of experiences and skills. Some
students can navigate any task brilliantly at lightning speed, some get the same results
at slower speeds, and some need more instruction for developing skills they may not
have had the opportunity to practice previously. In my experience, this variety opens
up spaces filled with possibilities for learning.
Finding out more about where students are when they enter the classroom, meeting
them there, and then working with them to move beyond basic forms of
communication and consumption into thinking more deeply about hyper-media, social
media, the media industry, technology, and other cultural topics can now be endeavors
for instructors in the computer classroom. Critical pedagogy emphasizes
participation, engagement, and collaboration so that students become active
producers and critics, and are not simply passive consumers ingesting course content.
Bringing this philosophy into the computer classroom further opens the space for
critical and thoughtful conversation about culture to happen naturally, and in which
critique is often extended beyond surface commentary. !is combination of physical
space, technology, and engaged pedagogy can also foster another effect of working in
the computer classroom, and that is the organic way in which community-building
happens.
Classrooms on college campuses are often not designed to foster engaged teaching and
learning, but instead to be utilitarian meeting spaces open to a wide variety of groups
and purposes. !e challenges for instructors in these institutional spaces can be great.
But with a little creative thinking, a basic, or even thoughtfully designed computer
classroom can become a hybrid, pedagogical space where students learn from each
other, work together, and create community, while also interacting critically with
media, technology, and contemporary culture.
For any class that I teach, I hope for a room in which the table or desks can move
around so we can sit in a circle, or students can move into groups, creating spaces that
lend toward conversation. In the best-designed computer classrooms, a large table for
working with books and paper and having face-to face conversation is in the middle of
the room; and computers sit on tables around the perimeter, facing the outer walls.
Students sit next to each other at computers, or turn completely around, with their
backs to the computers, to talk as a large group around the table. !ey can also move
their chairs around and work in groups. Mike Palmquist and others have been writing
about this kind of classroom since the 1990s, and I started teaching in this kind of
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Envisioning the Radical Syllabus: A
Critical Approach to Classroom
Culture, Part 2
 Published on January 20, 2015 / l Written by Adam Heidebrink-Bruno / Z Reviewed by Chris Friend
and Sean Michael Morris /  “chronology” by Fio; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 3

!is piece is a follow-up and response to “Syllabus as Manifesto: A Critical Approach to Classroom
Culture.”
!ere is a fear among University educators that the students they have received are
damaged goods. Frustrations are vented frequently in the faculty and graduate lounges
about the student who avoids homework, and the one who never does the reading. It’s
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about the student who avoids homework, and the one who never does the reading. It’s
far too easy to complain about the students who are products of mediocre high schools
and are grossly unprepared for the rigors of academia. But labels are terribly powerful.
We must not give in. We must resist the urge to label a student, and we must destroy
the very foundations upon which that urge is built.
Classrooms are an experiment too. Whether one wants to or not, each semester
educators are asked to define what “student” and “teacher” means in the context of
their course. !is is done for the first time on the class syllabus. For many, this is a
routine task that is often dreaded or regarded as mundane, frequently completed with
help from templates and requirements being handed down from administrative
teams. But a close, critical look at your syllabus will reveal more than an attendance
policy and reading list.
Today’s syllabi presuppose students are a certain way. A standard syllabus lists a
number of policies, grading information, and learning objectives the student ought to
accomplish during the course. Such a syllabus suggests that students should fulfill
some predetermined role where one must fit the mold of the syllabus to succeed, or
deviate from it and suffer the consequences. In effect, then, it is simply not true that
our students are reductionists or instrumentalists, seeing the class only as a
bureaucratic stepping stone towards graduation. It is the incessant reminder students
see in reading the same syllabus, over and over, for a decade of education.
In short: an individual’s mind can grow only in proportion to the cage in which it is
kept. And the syllabus is a very small cage.
Let us change these presuppositions. Or better yet, let’s get rid of them all together. Let
the students act and learn as diversely as they truly are. Last semester, I proposed a
new type of syllabus, one inspired by anarchist values such as freedom, autonomy, and
responsibility. I suggested the syllabus is a manifesto, a space where one proclaims the
aims and values of the classroom. After all, isn’t it?
So let us begin again: Rancière argues that democracy cannot emerge from a state of
harmful, hierarchical presuppositions. Engaged and meaningful democracy is,
instead, the result of “the presupposition of the equality of anyone and everyone.” By
extension, then, engaged and meaningful education must revise its underlying
principles. It is precisely the democratic qualities of “equality of anyone and everyone”
that I am arguing for in the founding document of the classroom, the syllabus. Still, to
have it envisioned in writing alone is not enough. It must be enacted, embodied.
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Faithful Listening
 Published on January 13, 2015 / l Written by Jonathan Sircy / Z Reviewed by Chris Friend and
Marisol Brito /  “Watchful” by Fio; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 2

00:00

00:00

When you read through and comment on your students’ work, how do you assess the
twenty-fifth essay you read as faithfully — as painstakingly, as generously, as truthfully
— as you did the first?
My answer is that I literally listen as I read. Using a text-to-speech program like
TextAloud, I listen to each paper as I simultaneously read it with my eyes. When my
eyes are tempted to skim, I make sure my ears hear every last word.
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eyes are tempted to skim, I make sure my ears hear every last word.
"is kind of listening, I argue, promotes fidelity to our students and their work and
encourages us to read more truthfully and generously.
I was first struck by the difference between reading and listening when I revisited Jane
Austen’s Emma eight years after reading it for the first time. Instead of reading it,
however, I listened to an unabridged audio recording read by English actress Juliet
Stevenson. I was quickly riveted by Stevenson’s vocal depiction of Miss Bates — Jane
Fairfax’s aunt. When I initially read the novel, I had pegged Miss Bates as a one-joke
character. Austen, it seemed, was testing some special kind of stylistic stunt-pilotry
with Miss Bates, giving herself the task of writing an endless variety of banal remarks
to put in Miss Bates’s mouth.
Take, for instance, Stevenson’s performance of this typical Miss Bates dialogue from
early in Volume II wherein Miss Bates shares the news of Mr. Elton’s marriage: “Where
could you possibly hear it, Mr. Knightley? For it is not five minutes since I received Mrs.
Cole’s note — no, it cannot be more than five — or at least ten — for I had got my
bonnet and spencer on, just ready to come out — I was only gone down to speak to
Patty again about the pork — Jane was standing in the passage — were not you, Jane?
— for my mother was so afraid that we had not any salting-pan large enough. So I said
I would go down and see, and Jane said, ‘Shall I go down instead? for I think you have a
little cold, and Patty has been washing the kitchen.’ — ‘Oh! my dear,’ said I — well, and
just then came the note. A Miss Hawkins — that’s all I know. A Miss Hawkins of Bath.
But, Mr. Knightley, how could you possibly have heard it? for the very moment Mr. Cole
told Mrs. Cole of it, she sat down and wrote to me. A Miss Hawkins — ” "e stops and
starts in an effort to provide unnecessary context, the pause to appeal to others to
support her story, and the choice of one hundred words when ten would do–
Stevenson’s reading manages to capture the hallmarks of Miss Bates’s speech with
maddening fidelity.
As I listened back through the novel, I discovered that while I remembered Miss Bates’s
basic plot function, I didn’t remember any of her actual lines. Miss Bates hovers
purposefully between comic foil and tragic spinster, and throughout the novel, Austen
explores the paradoxical relationship between Miss Bates’s social standing and public
reception. An early description from the narrator highlights this tension, paying
special attention to what might happen if Miss Bates were unfortunate enough to be
disliked: “Miss Bates stood in the very worst predicament in the world for having much
of the public favour; and she had no intellectual superiority to make atonement to
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Open Digital Pedagogy = Critical
Pedagogy
 Published on January 7, 2015 / l Written by Jody R. Rosen and Maura A. Smale / Z Reviewed by Chris
Friend and Rolin Moe /  “collect” by Fio; CC BY-NC 2.0 / w 2

!ere seems too often to be an explicit agreement that instructors lead and students
respond, that instructors advise as students seek guidance, that when instructors talk
about their pedagogy, it should be outside of earshot of the students they instruct.
Open digital platforms can break these implicit rules to make spaces for joint inquiry
among all members of the college community in the spirit of Freirian ideals of critical
pedagogy. Using open digital tools creates space for productive dialogue within and
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pedagogy. Using open digital tools creates space for productive dialogue within and
across courses and departments, allowing for critical co-investigation not just within a
single course but in the college community. An open learning space in which everyone
can work together enables browsing and viewing each other’s work, and empowers
students to participate more fully in their education.
Open digital pedagogy is the use of cost-free, publicly available online tools and
platforms by instructors and students for teaching, learning, and communicating in
support of educational goals, can, as Kris Shaffer has argued, “facilitate student access
to existing knowledge, and empower them to critique it, dismantle it, and create new
knowledge.” !is approach can bring critical digital pedagogy to higher education and
equip students to actively participate in their education. Jim Groom and Brian Lamb
describe innovative customizations of open digital tools in use at various colleges and
universities, including the University of Mary Washington, the University of British
Columbia, and other CUNY campuses like Baruch College. At our college — New York
City College of Technology, CUNY (City Tech) — a grant has allowed us to develop the
City Tech OpenLab, an open digital platform for teaching, learning, and collaborating.
Also built with open source software, the OpenLab enables the entire City Tech
community to take advantage of open digital practices in courses, projects, clubs, and
eportfolios. Our examples here are drawn from the work that members of our college’s
community have contributed via the OpenLab.
Students are empowered as learners if encouraged to act as co-creators of the
platforms and learning spaces they use for their college work. Jason T. Hilton addresses
this approach in his article on digital critical dialogue. Open platforms such as
WordPress, Google Sites, Tumblr, and wiki software allow multiple users — students
and faculty — to create and customize the online space used by a class or group. Used
for individual eportfolios, these platforms allow students complete control over a site
to document and showcase their college work, both for their own satisfaction as well as
to show potential employers. When developing the OpenLab, our team involved City
Tech students, who created our logo and initial design. Open platforms, as opposed to
proprietary platforms, can provide these opportunities for customization as students
participate in the construction of their own knowledge, and constructing the college.
An open system fosters opportunities for flattening hierarchies within a college
community and enable students and faculty members to become critical coinvestigators. Many open digital tools allow for non-hierarchical arrangements of
students and faculty. For example, students and faculty can edit a Google Doc together,
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Addressing the Elephant: The
Importance of Infrastructure
 Published on October 15, 2014 / l Written by Valerie Robin / Z Reviewed by Chris Friend and Sean
Michael Morris /  “arne jacobsen, central steel staircase, rødovre town hall, 1952-1956” by seier+seier;
CC BY 2.0 / w 2

I am an innovator. And yet, I still struggle with what exactly that means.
Say you’re driving down a west coast highway in your economy car, listening to music,
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Say you’re driving down a west coast highway in your economy car, listening to music,
admiring the landscape around you. You look up and see that there are old electrical (or
maybe they’re telephone) lines up on the mountain to your left. Do you ever wonder
who put those up there? How much manpower did it take to move a structure like that
up a mountain? Are you noticing how many there are? And this says nothing of the
highway carved out of the base of that mountain, or the metal, wood, and plastics that
make up the railings, signs, and other parts of the highway that make up the invisible
highway interface on which you now drive. Each of those pieces that make up your
driving experience must be made from something, mined, or created from
somewhere, fabricated and constructed by someone.
Last year, sitting with a community designed around learning and pedagogy in
Atlanta, Georgia, I learned about maker spaces — a gathering of interested people with
a variety of skills, getting together to exchange ideas, abilities, and learn from one
another. "is year, I accepted a fellowship called the Student Innovation Fellowship
(SIF), which is a sort of maker space for innovation on my university campus. When I
attempt to explain what I do as a SIF (yes, we make plenty of Star Wars jokes), it takes
me a moment to decide what to say. Sometimes I describe it as a think tank, and
sometimes I say that we advise faculty and students on technology use, but really, it’s a
maker space where I get to explore what it means to innovate. I have certainly learned
that a maker space is an innovation in itself: When we use skill and knowledge as a
currency (ex. I will teach you HTML if you teach me how to change my oil), we open up
whole new worlds of complexly linking systems about which we often don’t already
know. "is, to me, is the wonder of infrastructure: that idea that the material world is
made up of so many many moving parts that one human could not possibly
understand every bit of it, even in a lifetime of trying.
Infrastructure is not limited to obviously material structures like highways, bridges,
and buildings. Infrastructure also involves what we can’t see in computing. Jeff Grabill,
in Writing Community Change: Designing Technologies for Citizen Action, describes “the
invisible quality of working infrastructure [that] becomes visible when it breaks: the
server is down, the bridge washes out, there is a power blackout.” And while some of us
are talking about ‘hacking’ educational tools, many of us are still tip-toeing around the
elephant in the room — new technologies about which Pat Lockley asks, “Does it
matter where they are or where they come from, or the reason they’re invented?” And
the answer is that “It does for pedagogy.” When Sean Michael Morris and Jesse
Stommel mention the elephant, they urge us to examine online learning: “Lots of
heavy-lifting needs to happen at the level of development to build the necessary
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Kathryn Duncan kathryn.duncan@saintleo.edu
HON 499--thanks
16 April, 2016 at 13:52
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Hi, Chris. I just had the pleasure of reading Rachel Cunio's ﬁnal project where you served as her
primary reader. I wanted to express my gra@tude for your work with her. Rachel's project
demonstrates excellent cri@cal thinking and is an admirable example of the weaving of Saint Leo
core values into academic work. Her project is the embodiment of the QEP where she's applied
cri@cal thinking to the decision making involved in blogging about her semester abroad in such a
way that she's self consciously explored her own personal development. Rachel spoke with me
throughout the term about how invaluable your help was. Thanks for aiding her in crea@ng this
project.
Best, Kathryn
Kathryn Duncan
Professor of English
Treasurer and Co-Secretary, SCSECS <http://scsecs.net/scsecs/>
Saint Leo University
MC 2127 PO Box 6665
Saint Leo FL 33574
352-588-8395
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THIS CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT IS AWARDED TO

Christopher Friend
Instructor has learned the essential skills needed to prepare a course offering, communicate with learners, and assess learner progress in a D2L
course offering.
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THIS CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT IS AWARDED TO

Christopher Friend
Instructor has learned the savvy skills needed to communicate with learners, create and manage course content, and assess learner progress in a
D2L course offering.
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THIS CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT IS AWARDED TO

Christopher Friend
Instructor has learned the sage skills needed to communicate with learners, create and manage course content, and conditionally reward learners in
a D2L course offering.

Tuesday, October 11, 2016
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Participants at the Digital Humanities Summer Institute, 2001-Present

2018
(Current as of 4 June 2018, 12.20 pm)
INVITED INSTITUTE LECTURERS (DHSI AND CONJOINT WITH DLFXDHSI
AND SINM GATHERINGS)

Bethany Nowviskie (DLF and U Virginia)
Jordan Abel (Simon Fraser U)
David Gaertner (U British Columbia)
William R Bowen (U Toronto Scarborough)
INVITED SPEAKERS

Dorothy Kim (Vassar C)
Randa El Khatib (U Victoria)
Sarah Melton (Boston C)
Milena Radzikowska (Mt Royal C)
Lee Zickel (Case Western Reserve U)
Emily Murphy (U Victoria)
Margaret Konkol (Old Dominion U)
DHSI COLLOQUIUM SPEAKERS

Organized by James O'Sullivan and Lindsey Seatter
Adrienne McCormick (SUNY Oswego)
Andrea Charise (U Toronto) and Stefan Krecsy (U Toronto)
Andrea Flores (Utica C)
Andrew Pilsch (Texas A&M U)
Angelica Huizar (Old Dominion U)
Arun Jacob (McMaster U)
Ashley Caranto Morford (U Toronto)
Ashley Sanders Garcia (U California, Los Angeles)
Aurelio Meza (Concordia U)
Avery Wiscomb (Carnegie Mellon U)
Candis Haak (SUNY Oswego)
Cathy Moran Hajo (Ramapo C)
Charlie Harper (Case Western Reserve U)
Christopher Ohge (U London, School of Advanced Study)
Corey Sparks (California State U, Chico)
Dana Johnson (Freelance Web Developer)
Daniel Evans (Carnegie Mellon U)
Dheepa Sundaram (C of Wooster)
Doran Larson (Hamilton C)
Drew Winget (Stanford U)
Elizabeth Avery (U Oklahoma)
Enrique Ramirez (California State U, Northridge)
Erica Hayes (North Carolina State U)
Evan Williamson (U Idaho)
Ewan Matthews (Ryerson U)
Fiona Coll (SUNY Oswego)
Gia Alexander (Texas A&M U)

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2008

2007

2001

2015
INVITED INSTITUTE LECTURERS

Constance Crompton (UBC Okanagan)
David Hoover (NYU)
Malte Rehbein (U Passau)
Claire Warwick (U Durham)
DHSI COLLOQUIUM SPEAKERS

Krista Murchison (U California, Riverside)
Abeer Aloush (U Pennsylvania)
Juliette Levy (U California, Riverside)
Steve Anderson (U California, Riverside)
Dene Grigar (Washington State U, Vancouver)
Jose Manuel Medrano (U California, Riverside)
Corey Davis (U Victoria)
Julia Panko (Weber State U)
Mark Perry (Simon Fraser U)
Taylor Morphett (Simon Fraser U)
Matthew Hiebert (U Victoria)
William Bowen (U Toronto, Scarborough)
Josefa Lago-Grana (U Puget Sound)
Renee Houston (U Puget Sound)
Nick Milne-Walasek (U Ottawa)
Ece Turnator (U Texas, Austin)
Philip Miletic (U Waterloo)
Nicholas van Orden (U Alberta)
Paul Schacht (SUNY Geneseo)
John Barber (Washington State U, Vancouver)
Shawna Ross (Arizona State U)
Margaret Konkol (New College of Florida)
Aaron Mauro (Penn State Erie, The Behrend College)
William Kurtz (Virginia Foundation for the Humanities)
Maria Chappell (U Georgia)
Mary Borgo (Indiana U)
Nathan Waite (The Joseph Smith Papers)
Nickoal Eichmann (Mississippi State U)
Scott Weingart (Indiana U)
Mia Zamora (Kean U)
Steve Anderson (U California, Riverside)
Abeer Aloush (U Pennsylvania)
Bonnie Ruberg (U California, Berkeley)
Sarah Milligan (Institute of Historical Research)
Daniel Powell (U Victoria)
Melissa Dalgleish (York U)
Lindsay King (Yale U Library)
Joe Easterly (U Rochester)
Rachel Arteaga (U Washington)
Paula Johanson (U Victoria)
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From: site@criticalthinking.org
Subject: Critical Thinking: Group Conference Registration
Date: 4 May, 2015 at 15:09
To: christopher.friend@saintleo.edu

Greetings Christopher ,
This email is a group registration reservation for attending: 35th International Conference on Critical
Thinking.
Your place has been reserved with the group: Saint Leo University (Group ID:4819) by Patricia Parrish
Complete your Event Registration
Click Here to Complete
Email: christopher.friend@saintleo.edu
Password: msybfyy
After logging in, you will be directed to completing your reservation.

If you have any questions regarding this conference registration email, please contact your group
representative (Patricia Parrish) first. If you have any problems completing your registration online you may call
Toll Free: 800.833.3645 or email site@criticalthinking.org.
Thanks,
The Critical Thinking Support Team

Copyright © 2015 Critical Thinking
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Nicole Lewis Nicole.Lewis02@saintleo.edu
On behalf of the Office of Faculty Development & Enrichment
30 January, 2017 at 15:45
Adjunct Faculty Relations adjunct.faculty.relations@saintleo.edu
Darcy Goshorn Darcy.Goshorn@saintleo.edu, Claudia Ruiz Claudia.Ruiz@saintleo.edu, Carol Walker Carol.Walker@saintleo.edu

On behalf of the Office of Faculty Development & Enrichment, many thanks for attending the Saint Leo
University Virginia Region Faculty Development Day, and particularly for your attention during the
Courses (D2L) Refresher. We hope that you picked up some handy tips that you can immediately
implement in your class.
As promised, I've answered all of the questions submitted at https://bitly.com/valionquestion, and you
can see your colleagues' questions and all of my answers at https://bitly.com/valionanswers
Remember that the best places for you to go for support teaching in Courses (D2L) are located in the
right column of your Courses (D2L) My Home page, the first page you see after logging in to Courses
(D2L). Use the Technical Support widget and the Faculty Resources widget immediately below that.
Many more commonly asked questions from faculty are answered on the Frequently Asked Questions
page, which you'll find within the Faculty Resources widget.
Happy teaching,
Darcy & Claudia, Office of Faculty Development & Enrichment

Thank you,
Nikii Lewis
Administrator for Adjunct Faculty Rela<ons
Saint Leo University | University Campus -MC2006
Oﬃce: (352) 588-8438
“You’ll love the person you become here.”
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Proposed Approach

Introducing
Writing @ Saint Leo
• Modernization of our foundational writing classes
• Accommodates & distinguishes the experience of
on-campus, online, and center-based learners
• Gives students skills & vocabulary to better engage
with writing they’re asked to do (here & in careers)
• Helps faculty & departments improve the efficacy
of assignments and quality of results
• Establishes writing as an open, evolving, universitywide conversation
• Lays groundwork for future development
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Proposed Approach

About the Logo
• Uses official university typefaces to provide consistency
and a familiar feel
• Uses official school colors to emphasize program’s place
within the institution, but can easily be displayed in
monochrome, with a halftone @ symbol (see slides 10–12)
• “LEO” text displayed in the familiar serifed font,
suggesting tradition and heritage; “WRI” uses sans-serif
font, suggesting a modern approach
• The @ symbol serves both as a word in the name
—“Writing at Leo”—and as a suggestion of the digital
component of writing, further suggested by the
“breakdown” of the character into pixelated components
• Simple square shape makes it easy to fit into a variety of
purposes, from slide headers to letterhead to signage
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PROGRAM PROPOSAL
ACADEMIC WRITING AT SAINT LEO UNIVERSITY
UPDATED SEP 25, 2019
PREPARED FOR: University Explorations Committee
PREPARED BY:

Composition Committee (Chris Friend, Karen Kwasny, Agnieszka Leesch),
on behalf of the Department of Language Studies & the Arts

Photo by Patrick Fore on Unsplash
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ACADEMIC WRITING AT SAINT LEO UNIVERSITY

Executive Summary
OBJECTIVE
Writing classes at Saint Leo University need to be updated to reflect current research on the teaching of writing and to respond to current needs of students in all modalities and faculty in all departments. Our writing classes should reflect 21st-century approaches to, understandings of, and
reliance on writing.

GOALS

The proposed program aims to do the following:
Situate writing as a subject of study and a discipline with its own scholarship, not just a tool
used in other disciplines
Make writing instruction more consistent and reliable across the institution
Rely on student interests and lived experiences as the driving forces behind learning and inquiry, making the course content responsive to students in any location served by SLU
Use only texts available on the open web as course content, eliminating textbook costs
Clarify what can reasonably be achieved with two classes of writing instruction to better align
prerequisites across the institution
Strengthen the academic support system for students and the pedagogical support system for
instructors to support and encourage success
Make the study of writing an integral component of studies in all disciplines and a core component of academic excellence

SOLUTION

This proposed program centers on a new rhetoric-based curriculum for our three existing foundational writing courses, plus support systems including training and instructional resources for teaching faculty. Ultimately, this program’s success will lead to the formation of a writing-studies program, incorporating the existing professional-writing track of the English major.

PROJECT OUTLINE

Because the proposed writing program takes an approach to writing scholarship that differs from
what we have been teaching for many years, a new curriculum for our foundations courses forms
the core of the proposed program. Full implementation of this plan includes the following components:
Revised writing foundations courses, emphasizing rhetorical flexibility and genuine academic
inquiry
Training for all writing instructors, ensuring comfort and competence with the new curriculum
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Revised placement exams that reflect the content of our foundational writing courses and accurately determine which course best matches each student’s current abilities
Reassessment of course pre-requisites across the catalog, ensuring alignment between course
needs and what is offered by our writing courses
Enhanced support for faculty during the roll-out, including liaisons at all learning centers and
pedagogical resources such as pre-designed assignment sheets and sample student work to
align expectations and assessment criteria
Coordination with academic support services (such as the CAVE at University Campus) to ensure tutoring for student support aligns with in-class instruction
Inclusion of foundational writing courses into Academic Excellence Day and other institutional
programs designed to highlight academic achievement
While many of these tasks are in-progress or under development within the Department of Language Studies & the Arts, the implications of this transition reach all corners of Saint Leo. In short,
this program proposal will change our conception of writing across the institution and require support from a number of stakeholders to ensure its successful implementation.
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Response to Prior Feedback
Fall 2016
“Our department isn’t ready for this big of a change.”

We adjusted the course outcomes to better align with the current needs and abilities of Saint Leo’s
students, especially those online and in centers, who make up the majority of our student body. We
have also proposed a training course designed to ease instructors through the transition to a new
curriculum.

Fall 2017
“This is too hard for our students.”

We revised the course outcomes again to 1) simplify the language, 2) integrate national standards,
and 3) address the lived experience of our students in all modalities. We removed all reliance on
academic journal articles as source material. We created a custom, open-access, student-authored
textbook to help students learn the material. We piloted the revised curriculum to ensure students
could successfully complete the assignments and demonstrate achievement.

Fall 2018
“This is too similar to the previous proposal.”

We revised the course outcomes yet again, changed all selected readings for all modules, and created new assignment options for each module.

Fall 2019
“This doesn’t allow us to use literature.”

We added additional assignment options (see attached pages) that explicitly utilize literature as a
source for all modules that draw on outside materials.

“These classes don’t teach students how to analyze literature.”

We adapted assignment options to give students the opportunity to examine how literary analysis
functions in the world, going beyond the production of these documents into their practical use.
While our current design for 121 provides limited literary sources, it does not provide any foundation for literary analysis as this proposal does. See 121.4 (“Literary Review Analysis”) and 121.5 (“Literary Foes”) for examples.
The job of an academic writing course is to prepare students for broader, more diverse writing situations than merely literary analysis. That content belongs in a literature class, not a writing class.

“This is too prescriptive; it tells us what to teach and how to teach it.”

All course designs prescribe their outcomes. Many other courses dictate which texts must be used;
this proposal allows flexibility in source material, drawing from faculty interests while maintaining a
focus on the course outcomes. Also, we added the word “option” for each suggested assignment
for clarity.
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Proposal for WRI 120 — Improving College Writing

Page 2 of 14

1. Course Rubric and Number or Program Title: WRI 120 / Improving College Writing
2. Effective date of proposal’s implementation: (academic year): Fall 2020
3. Proposed by:
a. name and position, title: Chris Friend, Assistant Professor of English
b. college: Arts & Sciences
c. phone number: 352-588-7293
d. e-mail address: christopher.friend@saintleo.edu
4. Category of Proposal

SELECT ONE ITEM HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW
PROGRAM LEVEL CHANGE
Select below ALL WHICH APPLY from THIS COLUMN ONLY
if you selected Program Level Change above
New Major

COURSE LEVEL CHANGE
Select below ALL WHICH APPLY from THIS COLUMN ONLY
if you selected Course Level Change above
New Course (include Master Syllabus)

New Specialization within Major

SELECT ONE:

New Minor

List at least three schools offering this course:

Degree Requirement Change

Required

Elective

[LIST SCHOOLS HERE IF NEW COURSE]

Other change to a program (please explain)
Course Name/Number Change (include Master Syllabus)
Rubric Change (e.g., MKT, PSY) (include Master Syllabus)
Course Description update (include Master Syllabus)
Course Content Change (include Master Syllabus)
Prerequisite Change (include Master Syllabus)
Other (please explain)
This course is designed to replace ENG 002 for on-campus
baccalaureate students, aligning with the prerequisite needs of
the proposed WRI 121 (see separate application) and our
revised placement exam that addresses the thinking skills
addressed in this course, determining whether students qualify
to skip this material.

Updated 2017
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Page 1 of 17

Checklist for UE Curriculum Submissions
Please email this form to University Explorations at ueac@saintleo.edu.
PART 1 – TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL APPLICANTS AND PRESENTED TO
UNIVERSITY EXPLORATIONS BEFORE WORKING ON PROPOSAL FOR
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
1. Course Number and Title:
Current: ENG 121 / Academic Writing I
Proposed: WRI 121 / Rhetoric & Writing Studies
2. College: Arts & Sciences
3. Department: Language Studies & the Arts
4. Submitted by (Name and title): Chris Friend, Assistant Professor of English
5. Date Submitted: 13 Sep 2019
6. Type of proposal (Check all that apply):
___
_✓_
_✓_
___
___
___
___

New course (please provide syllabus)
Course modification (please provide syllabus)
Course name/number change (please provide syllabus)
Prerequisite change (please provide syllabus)
Degree requirement change
Course discontinuation
Other, specify:

7. To which UE category does this proposal apply?
(See Undergraduate Catalog for descriptions of categories):
_✓_
___
___
___
___
___

Foundation Courses (ENG 121/122, MAT 131/141, COM 140)
The Creative Life
The Human Adventure
The Human Mosaic
Science in a Changing World
The Reflective and Spiritual Life

8. Estimated textbook cost (please include required texts and all other materials, such as
software):
There is no textbook cost for this course as proposed. Most materials come from
students’ interests and lived experience, and an OER, Saint-Leo-student-created textbook
serves as the standard of reference. Any additional texts will come from the open web.
9. Please use the table on the following page to indicate (IE: highlight, bold, circle or check
mark) which skill learning outcome your proposal evaluates. Each UE course is required to
Revised April 2018
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Page 1 of 14

Checklist for UE Curriculum Submissions
Please email this form to University Explorations at ueac@saintleo.edu.
PART 1 – TO BE COMPLETED BY ALL APPLICANTS AND PRESENTED TO
UNIVERSITY EXPLORATIONS BEFORE WORKING ON PROPOSAL FOR
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE
1. Course Number and Title:
Current: ENG 122 / Academic Writing II
Proposed: WRI 122 / Curiosity & Academic Inquiry
2. College: Arts & Sciences
3. Department: Language Studies & the Arts
4. Submitted by (Name and title): Chris Friend, Assistant Professor of English
5. Date Submitted: 13 Sep 2019
6. Type of proposal (Check all that apply):
___
_✓_
_✓_
___
___
___
___

New course (please provide syllabus)
Course modification (please provide syllabus)
Course name/number change (please provide syllabus)
Prerequisite change (please provide syllabus)
Degree requirement change
Course discontinuation
Other, specify:

7. To which UE category does this proposal apply?
(See Undergraduate Catalog for descriptions of categories):
_✓_
___
___
___
___
___

Foundation Courses (ENG 121/122, MAT 131/141, COM 140)
The Creative Life
The Human Adventure
The Human Mosaic
Science in a Changing World
The Reflective and Spiritual Life

8. Estimated textbook cost (please include required texts and all other materials, such as
software):
There is no textbook cost for this course as proposed. Most materials come from
students’ interests and lived experience, and an OER, Saint-Leo-student-created textbook
serves as the standard of reference. Any additional texts will come from the open web.

Revised April 2018
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Safe Zone Training from Prism

Empathy & Disclosure

Religion & Identity
Every person has an inherent dignity because he
or she is created in God's image.
Respect for the God-given dignity of all persons
means the recognition of human rights and
responsibilities.
Like all gifts from God, the power and freedom of
sexuality can be channeled toward good or evil.
The Christian community should offer its
homosexual sisters and brothers understanding
and pastoral care.
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Empathy & Disclosure

“Homosexual orientation is experienced as
a given, not as something freely chosen. By
itself, therefore, a homosexual orientation
cannot be considered sinful, for morality
presumes the freedom to choose.”
— “Always Our Children: A Statement of the Bishops’ Committee on Marriage and Family” (1997)
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Empathy & Disclosure

“Let us help each other, all together, to
remember that the other is not a statistic
or a number. The other has a face. The
‘you’ is always a real presence, a person
to take care of.”
—Pope Francis, in his April 2017 TED Talk
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Empathy & Disclosure

By the Numbers
52% of Gen Zs identify as something other than
exclusively heterosexual [source: JWT Intelligence 2016]
35% percent of millennials age 21 to 34 identify as
non-heterosexual [JWT Intelligence 2016]
Nearly twice as likely to identify as lgbtq+ compared to
older generations [GLAAD 2017]
3× more likely to feel unsafe at school [Trevor Project]
2–3× more likely to skip school [YRBS 2015]
4× times more likely to attempt suicide [Trevor Project]
17% of lgbtq+ students in schools with a gsa (like Prism)
33% of lgbtq+ students in schools without a gsa [School Social Work Journal. 37 (2):
88–111]
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Safe Zone Training from Prism

Religion & Identity1
For the Christian believer, an acceptance of self…must take place within the
larger context of accepting divinely revealed truth about the dignity and destiny
of human persons. It is the Church's responsibility to believe and teach this truth,
presenting it as a comprehensive moral vision and applying this vision in particular situations through its pastoral ministries. We present the main points of that
moral teaching here.

Every person has an inherent dignity because he or she is created in
God's image.

A deep respect for the total person leads the Church to hold and teach that sexuality is a gift from God. Being created a male or female person is an essential
part of the divine plan, for it is their sexuality—a mysterious blend of spirit and
body—that allows human beings to share in God's own creative love and life.

Like all gifts from God, the power and freedom of sexuality can be
channeled toward good or evil.

Everyone—the homosexual and the heterosexual person—is called to personal
maturity and responsibility. With the help of God's grace, everyone is called to
practice the virtue of chastity in relationships. Chastity means integrating one's
thoughts, feelings, and actions, in the area of human sexuality, in a way that values and respects one's own dignity and that of others. It is "the spiritual power
which frees love from selfishness and aggression" (Pontifical Council for the Family, The Truth and Meaning of Human Sexuality, 1996, no. 16).

Respect for the God-given dignity of all persons means the recognition
of human rights and responsibilities.

The teachings of the Church make it clear that the fundamental human rights of
homosexual persons must be defended and that all of us must strive to eliminate
any forms of injustice, oppression, or violence against them (cf. The Pastoral Care
of Homosexual Persons, 1986, no. 10).
It is not sufficient only to avoid unjust discrimination. Homosexual persons "must
be accepted with respect, compassion and sensitivity" (Catechism of the
Catholic Church, no. 2358). They, as is true of every human being, need to be
nourished at many different levels simultaneously. This includes friendship,
which is a way of loving and is essential to healthy human development. It is one
Excerpted from “Always Our Children: A Statement of the Bishops’ Committee on Marriage and Family” (available from www.usc cb.org).
1
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of the richest possible human experiences. Friendship can and does thrive outside of genital sexual involvement.
It seems appropriate to understand sexual orientation (heterosexual or homosexual) as a deep-seated dimension of one's personality and to recognize its relative stability in a person. A homosexual orientation produces a stronger emotional and sexual attraction toward individuals of the same sex, rather than toward those of the opposite sex. It does not totally rule out interest in, care for,
and attraction toward members of the opposite sex. Having a homosexual orientation does not necessarily mean a person will engage in homosexual activity.
There seems to be no single cause of a homosexual orientation. A common
opinion of experts is that there are multiple factors—genetic, hormonal, psychological—that may give rise to it. Generally, homosexual orientation is experienced
as a given, not as something freely chosen. By itself, therefore, a homosexual
orientation cannot be considered sinful, for morality presumes the freedom to
choose.

The Christian community should offer its homosexual sisters and
brothers understanding and pastoral care.

More than twenty years ago we bishops stated that “Homosexuals…should have
an active role in the Christian community" (National Conference of Catholic
Bishops, To Live in Christ Jesus: A Pastoral Reflection on the Moral Life, 1976, p.
19). What does this mean in practice? It means that all homosexual persons have
a right to be welcomed into the community, to hear the word of God, and to receive pastoral care. Homosexual persons living chaste lives should have opportunities to lead and serve the community. However, the Church has the right to
deny public roles of service and leadership to persons, whether homosexual or
heterosexual, whose public behavior openly violates its teachings.
Nothing in the Bible or in Catholic teaching can be used to justify prejudicial or
discriminatory attitudes and behaviors. We reiterate here what we said in an earlier statement:
We call on all Christians and citizens of good will to confront their own fears
about homosexuality and to curb the humor and discrimination that offend
homosexual persons. We understand that having a homosexual orientation
brings with it enough anxiety, pain and issues related to self-acceptance
without society bringing additional prejudicial treatment. (Human Sexuality:
A Catholic Perspective for Education and Lifelong Learning, 1991, p. 55)
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Current as of Sep 27, 2019

Prism’s LGBTQ+ Safe Zone Allies
The people listed below have fully completed the Safe Zone Training from Prism of Saint Leo University and
are Allies for our lgbtq+ community. Each one has agreed to respect each individual’s right to privacy and
confidentiality (except in cases of intention to harm self or others) and refer people, when appropriate, to
available university and community resources.
Safe Zone Allies are not perfect, and they don’t have all the answers. However, they are committed to
educating themselves and others about oppression, heterosexism, transphobia, and homophobia and
combating these prejudices in others, in our community, and at Saint Leo University. They have also
committed to provide a safe, confidential support network for members of the lgbtq+ community. These
Allies have pledged to treat everyone—regardless of their gender, ethnicity, age, religion, ses status, physical
or mental abilities, gender identity, or sexual orientation—with the dignity and respect they are entitled to as
individuals.

Faculty & Staff

Center for Teaching & Learning Excellence

Green Dot

Criminal Justice

Language Studies & the Arts

Melissa Jones, COL

Joseph Cillo, St. Edward 142
Robert Diemer, St. Edward 113
Debra Mims, Kirk 320
Phillip Neely, St. Edward 223
Moneque Walker-Pickett, Kirk 208

College of Arts & Sciences

Amanda Forrester, St. Edward 224
Scott Bruce, St. Edward 203

College of Education & Social Services
Heather Johnson, St. Edward 227
Rhondda Waddell, St. Edward 229

Interdisc. Studies & Experiential Learning
Elisabeth Aiken, St. Edward 235
Karen Hannel, St. Edward 230

Aubrey Hall, deChantal 110
Anne Barngrover, St. Edward 115
Alicia Corts, Kirk 310
Pamela Decius, St. Edward 137
Kathryn Duncan, St. Edward 340
Chris Friend, Kirk 311
Agnieszka Leesch, St. Edward 139
Chantelle MacPhee, St. Edward 324
Iona Sarieva, Kirk 324

Library

John David Harding, Library 1st Floor
Ángel Jiménez, Library 1st Floor
Michelle Joy, Library Tech Services

Student Success

Nicole Baum, SAB 2nd Floor
Joanne Rodriguez, SAB 207

Students
Caitlin Bly (’20), Biology
Jenevieve Bly
Kiersten Breck (’21), English
Nevaeh Browne
Olivia Callahan (’20), English
Kayla Damelio (’22), Education
Antonio Davis (’23), Theatre

Reid Griffin (’22), Psychology
Isabel Guerrero (’22), Accounting
Kailee McLane (’20), Criminal Justice
Gina Marie Mejias (’21), English
Joseph Perrotta (’21), Comp. Info Systems
Maggie Sroka (’20), Health Care Admin
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Service at a Glance

Details appear in the narrative that follows, but highlights of my service record include:
• Service to the University
– Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion committee member
– Two-time Senate Technology Committee member
– QEP Faculty Fellow
– Content initiative workgroup member
– Lunch & Learn session facilitator
– ePortfolio committee member
• Service to the Colleges
– CAS: Successful department chair hiring committee member
– CESS: Successful sociology hiring committee member
– CAS: Dean’s o committee
– CESS: Criminal Justice Student of the Year committee member
– CAS: Human Library participant
• Service to the Department
– Composition Committee chair (5 years running)
– APR committee member
– Successful professional-writing hiring committee member
– Successful theatre hiring committee member
• Service to the Students
– Co-Founder and Faculty advisor, Prism gay-straight alliance
◦ Led student trip to Florida Collegiate Pride Coalition to build networks and develop student leadership
◦ Earned sg’s Outstanding Student Organization award, 2018–19
◦ Earned sg’s Outstanding Club Advisor award, 2018–19
– Greek summit presenter
– CAB chaperone
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Statement of Significance & Impact

In last year’s tenure portfolio, I listed the following short- and medium-term goals for
my service, which I’m pleased to say have each been accomplished in the intervening
year:
Host Prism movie night with Student Activities Showed Love, Simon in scc boardrooms on Valentine’s Day with approx. 25 students attending
Host Prism guest speaker Welcomed local author David Berger to campus, who shared
his experience publishing books with lgbq+ characters
Attend fcpc in March Brought six students to conference, introducing student-leaders
to state-wide community of gss
Join more committees related to technology, pedagogy, and hiring Reprised my appointment to the University Senate Technology Advisory Committee, joined
a wc lc, and joined the institution-wide Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
committee
Details of these recent accomplishments can be found later in this section, after a review
of my service history here at Saint Leo.
In the letters of recommendation from Marissa McLargin, Lis Aiken, and Barbara
Caldwell, my ability to find diplomatic common ground and reach out to institutions
to find best practices received prominent attention. Those two strengths have driven
my institutional service more than anything else, helping me find connections between
differing perspectives and build bridges between departments. My department-level
committee work—notably including forming and leading a Composition Committee
to host conversations about the nature and future of our Academic Writing courses
across a five-year span—has faced significant hurdles of disagreeing faculty, making
progress and consensus-building formidable challenges. Those challenges, however,
also make the small victories of incremental progress more rewarding than they normally would be. Just this semester, my extensive work on the composition-curriculum
revision has paid off, and my proposal received approval from my department and the
c. My ability to mediate disagreements has made me a valuable member of contentious committees over the years, from Composition to time on the English p
committee, to an exhaustive (and exhausting!) search committee for the Language
Studies & the Arts department chair.
In addition to my consistent role as a mediator, I have earned a reputation within
my department for being “the tech guy,” providing Skype calls for remote meetings and
video recording/distribution services for teaching demonstrations of potential hires.
My facility with technology has simplified the process of communication throughout
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the department. That comfort with technology also makes me a good fit for the University Senate Technology Committee, an assignment I have happily taken on a second
time this year.
Previously, I also involved myself with the Content Initiative Workgroup, led by
Steve Rheinschmidt and tasked with finding ways to implement Open Educational Resources (os) in our classes. My experience there made me a good fit for the newly created o committee, convened by Heather Parker. Additionally, I participated in the
ePortfolio committee, led by Trish Parrish, that ultimately decided from the available
options that Chalk and Wire best met the institution’s immediate need for a portfoliomanagement system. That committee in particular taught me a lesson—specifically,
that what the school operationally needs at a given time might be fundamentally opposed to what I believe is best for students. On a more local level, I contributed to
initial stages of the English p conversation, helping define the needs and expectations of each of the three specializations in the English B.A. program. And near the
start of my time at Saint Leo, I was recruited onto the qp Faculty Fellows and served
a one-year term on that team, which shared readings and discussions aimed at better
implementing a specific model of critical thinking in classes across the university. Each
of these committee appointments has enhanced my perspective of how Saint Leo serves
its students—and how we can continue to improve in that regard.
On the subject of benefit to the university, my Composition Committee, which
has met in various forms for the past five years, has served to engage the wider Saint
Leo community in conversations about what we need (and can reasonably expect)
from our Academic Writing courses. From guiding group readings of relevant literature to gathering committee research on the programs of comparative and aspirational
model institutions, to informal chats with representatives from a variety of departments and locations across the institution, my time with this committee has helped
build a shared understanding of what is possible and practical in a revised composition curriculum. This task has on several occasions proved challenging due to its
enormous scope and broad impact, combined with my tenuous position as the only
dedicated rhetoric/composition faculty member in the department—a position that
has led to extended and heated controversy with established components of our English program. However, the challenges presented by this project helped shape my
curriculum designs into a version that gained the support of the full department in
mid-September 2019, earned enthusiastic support from the c committee members in late September, and is expected to obtain official, voted c approval in late
October and Curriculum Committee approval in December 2019. This project, now
on its fourth iteration after five years of work, is one I look forward to seeing through
to its implementation and future development. My work leading this committee is far
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from complete; we will now shift our attention to supporting our teaching faculty and
bringing the benefits of our new approach to the consciousness of the full institution.
To be sure, my service to the university does not end with committee work. I have
also contributed to John David Harding’s “Human Library” project, the January 2019
Faculty Development Day, various cb student trips, and Student Activities’ 2018
Greek Summit, where I presented a full-house session on social media use to boost
marginalized voices. Each of these modest projects provides an additional opportunity
for me to bring my passions and experience to the students of our institution, sharing
my expertise outside the confines of a classroom.
I would argue, however, that the most important service I have provided to Saint
Leo is perhaps the most unassuming—the creation of Prism, our gay-straight alliance.
While this example of my service at first glance benefits a limited number of students,
the impact of having such an organization visible at our institution enacts the Benedictine value of hospitality by showing students in the lgbq+ community that they are
welcome as they are at our institution. The process of forming this club started because
a prospective student emailed me before joining our school to ensure our campus was
accepting of the lgbq+ community. I asked a similar question of a colleague before
accepting my job offer to work here. That student and I know first-hand how important it can be to openly acknowledge and welcome members of a marginalized community, and we know that can be a contentious matter for religious institutions. Working
through countless meetings, dozens of approvals, and numerous pitches and proposals
(all referenced in Karen Hannel’s letter of recommendation on page 30), Prism gained
sb and sg recognition. In Spring 2019, Prism received the sg Outstanding Student Organization award for promoting “a more inclusive, supportive, and hospitable
campus to the members of the lgbq+ community and their allies. Furthermore, I
received the sg Outstanding Club Advisor award as “a shining example of commitment, dedication, and perseverance.”
Since its inception, Prism has grown to host a full complement of student-leaders,
and in March 2019, I took that executive board to the Florida Collegiate Pride Coalition to give our students an opportunity to network with other similar organizations at
other schools across the state. At that conference, Saint Leo brought the third-largest
contingent of students from across the state, following only f, the host institution,
and cf, which has a $45,000 annual budget for their lgb resource center. Our
strong presence at that conference, along with a talk I gave about navigating the creation of a gs at a religious school, earned Saint Leo significant recognition within
the community of student-led gss, and the club’s officers intend to return to the conference in 2020.
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(b) Fall 2018

Figure 4.1: Prism’s presence at Involvement Fairs

Separately from the Safe Zone Ally program discussed in Scholarship of Teaching
(see page 360), Prism club meetings provide students with a space to openly discuss
issues of identity and sexuality without fear of reprisal, judgment, ostracism, or hostility. Members of Prism have gathered together for a variety of on-campus and local
events, establishing a sense of community and working toward our mission of “extending Benedictine hospitality to the lgbq+ community at Saint Leo” and beyond. In
October 2018, Prism partnered with Arts & Sciences to host a guest speaker, local
author David Berger, who writes fiction with mythological themes and lgbq+ characters. And on Valentine’s Day 2019, Prism hosted a movie night in the scc, showing
Love, Simon, a romantic comedy with an lgbq+ lead character. Prism partnered
with Student Activities, Student Government, and Arts & Sciences to ensure the success of that movie screening. Many of Prism’s events are best documented through
photos, rather than thank-you notes, so I have included pictures we have taken at various events featuring Prism and its members in Figures 4.1 to 4.3, pages 550 to 552. I am
extremely proud of this group, what it represents, and what it does for the reputation—
and the students—of Saint Leo University.
My work with Prism makes me a natural fit for our new university-wide Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion (i) committee, on which I have served since its inception. This
appointment allows me to push for greater access to the benefits and resources of Saint
Leo for faculty, staff, and students alike, and it will lay the foundations for a i office
as envisioned by President Senese and our Renaissance 2021 plan.
Similarly, my work with the Composition Committee has positioned me to expand my service through a wc lc and, in the future, through broad, interdisci-
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(b) Tampa Pride, 24 Mar 2018

Figure 4.2: Prism’s presence at Local Events

plinary wc training sessions for faculty at all locations. The scholarship discussed
in Scholarship of Teaching (see page 360) has positioned me well in anticipation of
the new wc qp, and I am eager to partner with cl to bring our vision for writing
across Saint Leo to fruition.

4.3

Service Goals for the Future

After the successful development of my institutional service since joining Saint Leo,
and particularly over the past year, I now have set these targets for the years ahead:
• Short-Term Goals
1. Find ways to offer Safe Zone Ally training to all Resident Assistants, ensuring our residential students have easy access to necessary resources
2. Build Prism’s online presence through EngageLeo and Lions
• Medium-Range Goals
1. Host Sunday Drag Brunch as Food for Thought event
2. Create network of Composition Faculty Liaisons at all centers
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(b) Love, Simon screening, 14 Feb 2019

Figure 4.3: Campus Events Hosted by Prism

• Long-Term Goals
1. Reflect Saint Leo’s “one university” initiative in the design and operations
of Prism by extending its programming and community into centers and
online spaces
2. Continue developing the student leadership of Prism, providing professional and personal growth opportunities for its officers
3. Establish a Saint Leo Writing Program, serve as director of that program,
and represent Saint Leo in the Council of Writing Program Administrators (cwp)
4. Create a Saint Leo Writing Center to support our new composition program and wc initiatives
As I continue my work at this institution, I remain dedicated to the “one university” initiative, ensuring that my service, whether online or on campus, benefits every
member of our community. As a faculty member charged with teaching half online
and half on campus, I will bring my unique perspective to bear on all my service efforts, ensuring that the emphasis of my future service work remains squarely focused
exactly where I began this portfolio: with our students.
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Documentation of Service

On the following pages, I present evidence of the service I have offered Saint Leo University. The documentation includes:
• Prism’s sg awards
• Invitation to join Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion committee
• Email to Content Initiative Workgroup members
• Email to ePortfolio committee members
• Program, 2018 Greek Leadership Summit
• Acceptance letter, qp Faculty Fellows
• Letter of thanks, chairing Composition Committee
• Letter of congratulations, c acceptance
• Letter of thanks, Lunch & Learn Series Presenter
• Letter of thanks, Faculty Development Day Spring 2019
• Letter of thanks, English lecturer search committee
• Letter of thanks, psychology search committee
• Letter of thanks, Criminal Justice Student of the Year committee
• Letter of thanks, cb chaperone
• Letter of thanks, Human Library
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Mary Spoto Mary.Spoto@saintleo.edu
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Committee
August 27, 2019 at 11:25 AM
Michael Bailey michael.bailey02@saintleo.edu, Michael Campbell michael.campbell@email.saintleo.edu, Craig S Cleveland
Craig.Cleveland@saintleo.edu, Iris Crawford Iris.Crawford@saintleo.edu, Maridelys Detres Maridelys.Detres@saintleo.edu,
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu, Paige Ramsey Hamacher Paige.Ramsey.Hamacher@saintleo.edu,
Karen Hannel karen.hannel@saintleo.edu, Pamela L Lee Pamela.Lee03@saintleo.edu, Marcela Van Olphen
Marcela.VanOlphen@saintleo.edu, Marwan Omar Marwan.Omar@saintleo.edu, Rafael Rosado-Ortiz
Rafael.Rosado-Ortiz@saintleo.edu, Heather R Parker Heather.Parker02@saintleo.edu, Ebony Perez Ebony.Perez@saintleo.edu,
Janis Prince Janis.Prince@saintleo.edu, Georgina Rivera-Singletary georgina.rivera-singletary@saintleo.edu, Matthew Tapie
Matthew.Tapie@saintleo.edu, Dene Williamson Dene.Williamson@saintleo.edu
Cc: Pamela Blair Pamela.Blair@saintleo.edu

To:

Michael Bailey, Michael Campbell, Craig Cleveland, Iris Crawford, Maridelys Detres,
Christopher Friend, Paige Ramsey-Hamacher, Karen Hannel, Pamela Lee, Marcela van
Olphen, Marwan Omar, Rafael Rosado-OrFz, Heather Parker, Ebony Perez, Janis Prince,
Georgina Rivera-Singletary, MaMhew Tapie, Dene Williamson

From: Mary Spoto, VPAA
RE:

InvitaFon to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion CommiMee

Date:

August 27, 2019

I am wriFng to invite you to join an important new university-wide commiMee, The Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion CommiMee. The commiMee will bring together people from across the
university to engage in discussion and create programs and training that strengthen and support
increased diversity, equity, and inclusion throughout the university community.
Under the leadership of Dr. Janis Prince, whom the president and I have asked to chair the
commiMee, the commiMee will also develop a mission statement and goals to guide its work and
develop a recommendaFon for an Oﬃce of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion, among other things.
I anFcipate as work progresses and goals are deﬁned, there will be addiFonal working groups that
will involve others. However, at present, the work will begin with you if you should accept this
invitaFon to join us in this criFcal enterprise.
The groundwork you do will be essenFal to the future of the university, but for these eﬀorts to
hold true meaning that leads to acFon and change, we need people commiMed to culFvaFng a
community that truly respects, celebrates, provides opportuniFes, and welcomes all people. I am
conﬁdent that you are all dedicated to this end and hope you will consider joining the commiMee.
The ﬁrst meeFng will be held in TECO Hall on Friday, September 13th, from 10:00-11:00am. VTT
will be available for those joining us from the centers.
Please let me know of your interest by wriFng me at mary.spoto@saintleo.edu and copy Pam
Blair at pamela.blair@saintleo.edu so we can determine numbers of aMendance by September
6th.
Thank you.
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Steven Rheinschmidt Steven.Rheinschmidt@saintleo.edu
Content Steering Committee
7 September, 2016 at 08:04
Abbie Luoma Abbie.Luoma@saintleo.edu, Brent Short Brent.Short@saintleo.edu, Barbara Caldwell
Barbara.Caldwell@saintleo.edu, Joseph Tadeo Joseph.Tadeo@saintleo.edu, Colleen McIlroy Colleen.McIlroy@saintleo.edu,
Karen Hahn Karen.Hahn@saintleo.edu, David Ososkie David.Ososkie@saintleo.edu, Jonathan Shoemaker
Jonathan.Shoemaker@saintleo.edu, Andrew Gold Andrew.Gold@saintleo.edu, Dew White Dew.White@saintleo.edu,
Katrina Wahlstrom Katrina.Wahlstrom@saintleo.edu, Holly S Atkins Holly.Atkins@saintleo.edu, Christopher Friend
Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu, Christine Georgallis Christine.Georgallis@saintleo.edu, Reggie Hill Reggie.Hill@saintleo.edu
Cc: Jeff Borden Jeff.Borden@saintleo.edu, Michael Nastanski Michael.Nastanski@saintleo.edu

Dear Colleagues:
A strategic focus of Saint Leo University this academic year is content and course materials.
Speciﬁcally, signiﬁcantly reducing the textbook cost burden for our students while absolutely
maintaining or improving quality.
I’ve been asked by Mike Nastanski and my boss, Jeﬀ Borden, to lead the content iniKaKve.
Joining me as co-leaders of the content iniKaKve will be Abbie Luoma and Brent Short. That said,
good work was completed previously by the Content KRA CommiPee and progress has been and
is being made in speciﬁc pilots and iniKaKves here at Saint Leo. So, let’s reconvene the KRA
Content CommiPee (and a few new folks), take stock in where we are, and begin to collaborate
around a work plan for all of us moving forward.
Following is a tentaKve agenda for our ﬁrst gathering. The locaKon of our ﬁrst meeKng on
University Campus as well as dial-in instrucKons for remote aPendees will be coming soon.
I sincerely hope you are interested in parKcipaKng and you are available to join us.
Agenda:
1. Welcome and IntroducKons
2. Summary of Previous Work, Findings, and AcKons
3. Proposed Scope of Work
a. Determine evaluaKon procedures
b. Content/OER CuraKon
c. Establish Pilots
d. Insight and Feedback from Faculty and Students
e. IdenKfy a cohesive, collaboraKve, inclusive process
f. Establish goals
g. EvaluaKon
4. Steering CommiPee ParKcipants
5. Review New AcKon Items
6. Next Convening
Steve Rheinschmidt
Director of Learning Innova8on
Saint Leo University – University Campus
hPp://srheinschmidt.weebly.com
O: 352.588.6558
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Trish Parrish Trish.Parrish@saintleo.edu
ePortfolio Committee Next Steps
22 October, 2015 at 13:47
Steven Carroll Steven.Carroll@saintleo.edu, Christine Sereni-Massinger Christine.Sereni-Massinger@saintleo.edu,
Heather R Parker Heather.Parker02@saintleo.edu, Carol Walker Carol.Walker@saintleo.edu, Karen Hahn
Karen.Hahn@saintleo.edu, Fern Aefsky Fern.Aefsky@saintleo.edu, Ruth Trimarco Ruth.Trimarco@saintleo.edu, Denise Skarbek
Denise.Skarbek@saintleo.edu, Jeffrey Anderson Jeffrey.Anderson@saintleo.edu, Robert Lucio Robert.Lucio@saintleo.edu,
Claudia Ruiz Claudia.Ruiz@saintleo.edu, Jeff Borden Jeff.Borden@saintleo.edu, Colette Labruzzo Colette.Labruzzo@saintleo.edu
, Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu, Kenneth Embry Kenneth.Embry@saintleo.edu
Cc: Trish Parrish Trish.Parrish@saintleo.edu

Dear ePor(olio Commi-ee,
Thank you for your survey responses about the ePor(olio/assessment system tools in Canvas and D2L
Brightspace. Based on your input, it would seem that we have agreement that the ePor(olio tool in D2L
Brightspace would meet our needs, but that their assessment system tool would not. If Canvas is
selected, we believe both the ePor(olio and assessment tool would meet our needs.
Based on this informaEon, I met with Jeﬀ Borden and Karen Hahn to discuss next steps in our
commi-ee's work. We think it would be worthwhile to look at addiEonal tools in case D2L Brightspace
ulEmately is the LMS selected. That decision is expected in early December. The feedback on LiveText
was mixed and there are concerns with cost of the product.
Therefore, I have contacted four addiEonal service providers based on my conversaEon with Jeﬀ and
Karen:
Chalk and Wire
Foliotek
TK20
Taskstream
ASer having a brief phone conversaEon with each, I am working to establish demonstraEons of their
products for our commi-ee. Because we need to have a recommendaEon prepared by early December, I
am trying to schedule these during the week of November 9. I realize that there is no Eme at which all of
us can be present, so my plan is to schedule the meeEngs (hopefully the last one will be scheduled by
the end of the week) and to send each of you meeEng invitaEons for the demonstraEons. I hope you will
be able to a-end, but if you are unable then please feel free to send a colleague in your place. Each
demonstraEon is being provided via Webinar so that you will be able to join remotely. I also will request
that each be recorded for us.
Once we view each demonstraEon and, if needed, get addiEonal informaEon from these providers, we
will giving feedback and making a recommendaEon regarding which tool we believe will best serve Saint
Leo.
Thank you for your ongoing commitment to this work and please let me know if you have any quesEons.
Trish Parrish, Ph.D.
Associate Vice President
Regional AccreditaEon Oﬃcer
Academic Aﬀairs
Saint Leo University
MC 2003
P.O. Box 6665
Saint Leo, FL 33574
phone: (352)588-8417
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2018
GREEK
LEADERSHIP
SUMMIT

HOSTED BY THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

EVENT PROGRAM
9:00AM

Check In
Breakfast
SCC Boardrooms

10:00AM

11:2512:10PM

CLOSING KEYNOTE
Epic Impact
Rasheed Cromwell, JD

Kirk 224

Respecting Personal
Differences
Sonja Massa

SCC Boardrooms

10:3511:20AM

SESSION ONE
Cultural Competency is
Ensuring Everyone's
Asked to Dance
Suzette Walden Cole,
M.Ed
Kirk 123/124

Purposeful Leadership
Mike Dambrosio
Kirk 220

What Would Your
Founders Think?
Edson O'Neale
Kirk 222

Creating Positive
Change - Here We Go
Again
Dr. David Persky
Kirk 224

11:2512:10PM

SESSION TWO

SESSION TWO CONT'D
Being Greek in the
Era of #MeToo
Miriah McCaffrey

Kirk 222

Spot the Dot
LaToria Sheppard
Kirk 220

12:10PM

LUNCH

1:051:50PM

SESSION THREE
I'm sorry, who do you
think you are? When
and How to Call
Someone Out
Suzette Walden Cole,
M.Ed
Kirk 123/124

Spot the Dot
LaToria Sheppard
Kirk 220

Be the Letters
Edson O'Neale
Kirk 222

All We Do is Step,
Stroll, and Hop? What is
a Black Greek
Rasheed Cromwell, JD

Being Greek in the
Era of #MeToo
Miriah McCaffrey

Kirk 123/124

Kirk 224
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2018
GREEK
LEADERSHIP
SUMMIT

HOSTED BY THE
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

EVENT PROGRAM
1:552:40PM

SESSION FOUR
What Our Founders
Intended: Leave a
Legacy
Rasheed Cromwell, JD

2:453:30PM

College Panhellenic
Association
Sonja Massa

Kirk 123/124

Kirk 123/124

Behold the Retweet:
How Social Media Can
Boost Unheard Voices
Chris Friend

Interfraternity Council
Edson O'Neale
Kirk 220

Unified Greek Council
Krystal Sanchez

Kirk 220

Understanding
Your Leadership Style
Krystal Sanchez
Kirk 222

Respecting Personal
Differences
Sonja Massa
Kirk 222

COUNCIL BREAKOUT
SESSIONS

Kirk 224

3:35PM

CLOSING KEYNOTE
#KnowYourTruth:
Fulfilling Your Purpose
& Passion
Suzette Walden Cole,
M.Ed
SCC Boardrooms
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To:
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Chantelle MacPhee chantelle.macphee@saintleo.edu
Thank You!
September 26, 2019 at 7:50 PM
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Chris,
As chair of the Commi0ee for ENG 121/122, you have had to endure many sleepless nights
over this work. However, I, as your Chair, want to thank you, sincerely, for all of it. I know it
was quite the undertaking, and it has been diﬃcult. At the same Gme, you did what I asked
you to do. You made changes when asked, and you fulﬁlled your duGes as Chair.
Thank you for your proposal, for presenGng to UE and for preparaGon to propose to
Curriculum Commi0ee.
Your work on ComposiGon has been excellent.
Sincerely,
Chantelle MacPhee, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of Language Studies and the Arts
Associate Professor, English
College of Arts and Sciences
University Campus MC 2127
P.O. Box 6665
Saint Leo University
Saint Leo, FL 33574-6665
Phone: (352) 588-7391
Fax: (352) 588-8300
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Chantelle MacPhee chantelle.macphee@saintleo.edu
Thank you for your hard work!
September 26, 2019 at 7:55 PM
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu, Karen Kwasny Karen.Kwasny@saintleo.edu, Marissa McLargin
Marissa.McLargin@saintleo.edu, Agnieszka Leesch Agnieszka.Leesch@saintleo.edu

ENG 121/122 commi,ee,
This email is to thank you for all of your hard work. I realize that I gave you a very diﬃcult
task, wrought with 5 years of diﬃcult decisions to make and a rich history, but today Chris
and I presented the ENG 121/122 proposal. Chris was thanked by the UE Advisory Council
for listening to their suggesIons a year or two ago, and for represenIng our department so
well. They clapped for him and for the work that was done. We made sure you all were
menIoned and that your contribuIons were acknowledged.
I would also like to say that you have all contributed to the success today. The UE Advisory
Council will vote oﬃcially at their next meeIng, but we will be moving to the Curriculum
Commi,ee, once we receive the oﬃcial stamp of approval.
As Chair, it was rewarding to see this commi,ee take on a very important task, to move it
forward, to listen to suggesIons, and to produce a document that was truly thorough. It
has been ﬁve long years, but there is a light beginning to be seen in the tunnel.
Once again,
Thank you.
Chantelle MacPhee, Ph.D.
Chair, Department of Language Studies and the Arts
Associate Professor, English
College of Arts and Sciences
University Campus MC 2127
P.O. Box 6665
Saint Leo University
Saint Leo, FL 33574-6665
Phone: (352) 588-7391
Fax: (352) 588-8300
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Candace Roberts Candace.Roberts@saintleo.edu
Thank you
March 28, 2019 at 4:05 PM
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu
Heather R Parker Heather.Parker02@saintleo.edu, Chantelle MacPhee chantelle.macphee@saintleo.edu

Dear Christopher,
Thank you for your expert Lunch N’ Learn presenta9on of “Mushfaking – When Plagiarism
is a Good Thing,” on Thursday, March 28, 2019. Your session was thought-provoking and
informa9ve, and our faculty par9cipants were very engaged and responsive. On behalf of
our Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence, please accept my sincere “thank you” for
your contribu9ons to our Saint Leo academic community.
Warm Regards,
Candace

Candace A. Roberts, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence
Saint Leo University
Professor of Education
P.O Box 6665, MC 2022
Saint Leo, FL 33574
352-588-8430
The Center for Teaching and Learning Excellence is dedicated to the advancement of teaching and learning
at Saint Leo University.
We serve as a resource for the academic community and a catalyst for the pursuit of pedagogical knowledge,
research-based
instructional practices, and scholarship, resulting in academic success for all who teach and learn at Saint Leo
University.
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!
Candace Roberts Candace.Roberts@saintleo.edu
FW:
Reminder: Faculty Development Day - Jan 3
January 4, 2019 at 10:16 AM
Alexandra Kanellis Alexandra.Kanellis@saintleo.edu, Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

!

Good Morning, Alexandra and Chris,
I thought you might appreciate this feedback.

Candace A. Roberts, Ph.D.
Director, Faculty Enrichment and Learning Innovation
Professor of Education
Saint Leo University
P.O Box 6665, MC 2022
Saint Leo, FL 33574
352-588-8430

From: Renee Sedlack
Sent: Thursday, January 3, 2019 6:27 PM
To: Candace Roberts <Candace.Roberts@saintleo.edu>
Subject: Re:

Reminder: Faculty Development Day - Jan 3

Hi Candace,

Thanks for a great afternoon. I attended two sessions (had to leave
because of my leg) and enjoyed both.
I learned a lot, especially from Alexandra and Chris.
Thanks for the hard work of your department.

Best wishes for an awesome semester.
Renee :)
Dr. Renee Sedlack
Assistant Professor of EducaSonal Leadership
Graduate Studies in EducaSon
Saint Leo University

"
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From:
Subject:
Date:
To:

Heather R Parker Heather.Parker02@saintleo.edu
Susan Rarick & PSY Position
1 December, 2015 at 15:42
Christopher Cronin Christopher.Cronin@saintleo.edu, Tammy Zacchilli Tammy.Zacchilli@saintleo.edu, Antonio Laverghetta
Antonio.Laverghetta@saintleo.edu, Janis Prince Janis.Prince@saintleo.edu, Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu
Cc: Lara Kristin Ault Lara.Ault@saintleo.edu

Hello Everyone,
Susan Rarick has accepted the position and will be starting in January.
Thank you again for all your hard work on this committee. It’s great when the search is a success!
Heather
Heather R. Parker, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
Chair, Social Sciences
Saint Edward Hall, Rm. 326
MC 2127 P.O Box 6665
Saint Leo University
Saint Leo, FL 33574
(352) 588-7894
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Moneque Walker-Pickett Moneque.Walker-Pickett@saintleo.edu
Service on CJ Student of the Year Committee
February 14, 2019 at 4:58 PM
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Dr. Friend,
Thank you for accepting my invitation to serve on the Department of Criminal Justice’s
Outstanding Student of the Year Committee. The purpose of this award is to provide public
recognition to the outstanding Criminal Justice senior graduating each year. The award will
be given to the student who has been judged to best demonstrate those qualities of
leadership, commitment, perseverance, creativity, and service to both Saint Leo University
and the Community, during his/her undergraduate career at Saint Leo University. Your
service in this regard will be invaluable, and is greatly appreciated.
Best regards,
Moneque Walker-Pickett, JD, PhD
Professor and Associate Chair
Department of Criminal Justice
Saint Leo University
352-588-7204
Moneque.Walker-Pickett@SaintLeo.edu
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Jarred Pernier jarred.pernier@email.saintleo.edu
Orlando City CAB Trip
21 September, 2018 at 14:38
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu, Brittany Shoemaker brittany.shoemaker@email.saintleo.edu

Good a&ernoon,
I wanted to touch base with both of you as you are the Chaperone/Bus Captain for the
Orlando City v. Houston on Saturday, September 22nd. I wanted to introduce you to
eachother and provide you with some informaBon as I will not be in of aCendance at
check-in tomorrow.
RegistraBon is taking place at 5pm outside of Campus Safety
If the people on the reservaBon list do not show up by 5:45pm, their Bcket will be forfeited
over the people on the wait-list. Please ensure that the waitlist is present. When someone
shows up, please highlight their name on the reservaBon list, and provide them a waiver to
sign. The buses will be here by 5:30pm and will depart from campus by 6pm. A&er the
game, you will gather everyone back on the bus and you will head back to campus.
The Bckets for this game are mobile, so I will send the Bckets to the chaperone, Christopher
Friend, in which he will scan everyone in at the front gate. Once he does that, they are free
to enjoy the game. I will be sending over the Bckets soon, when you get them, please do
not lose the link to these Bckets. You will have some extra so please only scan in 34 people
maximum.
Thank you all for being apart of this event, enjoy tomorrow and have fun! Have a blessed
day!
Sincerely,

Jarred Pernier

Saint Leo University
The Rho Xi Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. | President
Communications Management | Class of 2019
Campus Activities Board | Off- Campus Trips Chair
First Year Experience | Orientation Team Leader
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John Harding John.Harding@saintleo.edu
THANK YOU
20 May, 2017 at 13:51
Christopher Friend Christopher.Friend@saintleo.edu

Dear Chris,
Thank you so much for sharing your stories with Sandhill par;cipants at today’s Human
Library. When I ﬁrst learned of this project, I knew that I wanted you to par;cipate, so I was
thrilled when you agreed to be a book. During the session, I did a bit of eavesdropped, and
I could tell that your table in par;cular was engaged in meaningful conversa;on. It was also
exci;ng to see that they took your reading lists home with them.
Honestly, today couldn’t have turned out any beGer, and I really appreciate all of your
contribu;ons. Please let me know if I can ever return the favor. Have a wonderful trip to
Chicago!
Sincerely,
John David
John David Harding

Assistant Professor of Wri;ng/Research
Saint Leo University
Cannon Memorial Library
University Campus – MC2128
Post Oﬃce Box 6665
Saint Leo, FL 33574-6665
(352) 588-7576
John.harding@saintleo.edu
hGp://www.;nyurl.com/SLUwrite

